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Introduction 
 

The second busiest transit corridor in the San Fernando Valley, Van Nuys Boulevard 

continues to be a thriving, energized and vibrant corridor that connects many people across 

the region. There are places to live, shop, conduct business, attend school, work, eat, play, 

and worship. Although the people who use Van Nuys Boulevard are diverse, they share 

common needs – like the need for a quick, clean, reliable and efficient public transit system.   

To that end, the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro), in 

cooperation with the Los Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT), launched the Van 

Nuys Boulevard Rapidway Study in June 2011. Over the next 18 months, the Metro project 

team will study various transportation alternatives to determine how best to improve transit 

along Van Nuys Boulevard between Ventura Boulevard and the 210 freeway. 

 

A robust public participation program has been initiated to educate interested stakeholders 

regarding the proposed project and potential alternatives related to mode and alignment 

that are being considered. During this initial (Alternative Analysis) phase, Metro and the City 

of Los Angeles have elicited feedback from stakeholders regarding which alternatives make 

sense for this key San Fernando Valley corridor. This report documents these pre-scoping 

meetings, including promotion, execution, supporting materials and comments collected.  

Alternatives Analysis Phase 
The public outreach program was initiated to raise public awareness and provide for early 

involvement of stakeholders for the project and prepare for the upcoming environmental 

review process. Known as an Alternatives Analysis process, the Project Team presented a 

wide range of alternatives for public review and comment.  The goal of this phase is to 

screen the wide range of alternatives to a few alternatives that will be carried forward for 

further analysis in an Environmental Impact Report/Environmental Impact Statement (Draft 

EIR/S) for this project. 

Elected Officials Briefing 
On October 6, 2011, public participation program was officially launched via an all San Fernando 

Valley Elected Officials’ Staff Briefing.  During this briefing, Metro introduced the project to 12 staff 

members in attendance via a power point presentation. For detailed meetings notes, see the “Elected 

Officials Briefing” tab. Staff members in attendance welcomed improved public transit opportunities in 

the Valley and offered to assist in engaging their constituents regarding the upcoming community 

(pre-scoping) meetings. Some requested project information materials to distribute among their 

constituents. Meeting notices were provided to the following offices: 
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 Councilman Tony Cardenas 

 Councilman Richard Alarcon 

 Councilman Paul Krekorian 

 Assemblyman Felipe Fuentes 

 Assemblyman Bob Blumenfeld 

 Assemblyman Mike Feuer 

 Senator Alex Padilla 

 Senator Carol Liu 

 Congressman Brad Sherman 

 Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa 

 City of San Fernando 

 

Community Meetings 
Three community meetings were hosted by Metro and the City of Los Angeles.  They were 

held: 

 Monday, October 26, 2011 at Panorama High School 

 Tuesday, October 27, 2011 at Pacoima Neighborhood City Hall 

 Wednesday, October 28, 2011 at Van Nuys Civic Center 

Notification 
The meetings were noticed via: 

 A postcard to more than 57,000 occupants within the project area and key stakeholder groups 

 Take-ones on San Fernando Valley Bus routes 

 E-mail blasts sent to the stakeholder database 

− October 20, 2011 – opened by 33% of recipients 

− October 25, 2011 – opened by 34% of recipients 

− November 9, 2011 – opened by 49% of recipients 
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 Drop-ins and material distribution to key groups in the project area, including: 

− Sherman Oaks Neighborhood Council 

− Sherman Oaks Homeowners Association 

− Arleta Neighborhood Council 

− Pacoima Neighborhood Council 

− Van Nuys Neighborhood Council 

− Valley Alliance of Neighborhood Councils 

− Foothill Trails District Neighborhood Council 

− Panorama City Neighborhood Council 

 Elected officials offices and website calendars  

 Online media channels, including: 

− Facebook at MetroVanNuys 

− Twitter @metrovannuys 

− Metro.net/vannuys 

− The Source Blog 

− LA Streetsblog 

− Transit Coalition Blog 

− Daily News Blog 

− EveryBlock Blog 

 Newspaper Display Ads on: 

− Los Angeles Daily News 

− San Fernando Valley Business Journal 

− La Opinion (Spanish-language) 

− El Sol (Spanish-language) 

− Azbarez (Armenian-language) 
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 Community Events – At which 55 stakeholders registered to be added to the project mailing list to 

receive updates. 

− Van Nuys Civic Center Farmers Market (Oct. 13 and 20) 

− Sherman Oaks Street Fair (Oct. 16) 

Format 
The meetings were conducted utilizing an open house format allowing participants to drop in 

any time and learn about the project. Project team members were available to walk 

attendees through a series of information boards, answer questions and receive feedback. 

The open house had several stations: 

 Project Overview – provided a video overview of the project 

 Purpose & Need / Screening Criteria – highlighted the project’s goals and criteria for screening 

down the alternatives presented 

 Study Area Characteristics – provided demographics information about the corridor 

 Mode Options – showcased the proposed modes being considered: Light Rail Transit, Bus Rapid 

Transit and Streetcar 

 Interactive Model – allowed participants to create their vision of transit on Van Nuys Boulevard 

using blocks, toys and other materials 

 Corridor Map – allowed participants to write their comments regarding specific areas of the 

corridor on oversize maps of corridor  

 Comments – provided various ways for participants to share their comments, via: 

− Comment Forms 

− Online Questionnaire 

− Video Commentary Recordings 

Materials 

Consensus Inc. created the following materials to inform, educate and engage stakeholders at the 

pre-scoping open houses and beyond.  These provided background on the project, information on the 

pre-scoping meeting format, as well as provided avenues for stakeholders to provide their input and 

ideas for Metro for consideration in project planning: 

 Fact Sheet (bilingual) 
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 Contact Card (bilingual) 

 Comment Sheet (bilingual) 

 Welcome Sheet/Open House Road Map (bilingual) 

 Project video with Spanish-language subtitles 

 Power Point Presentation (bilingual) 

Sign-In Sheets 

While there were some attendees that did not sign in (approximately 20), attendance at the pre-

scoping meetings were measured by sign-in sheets.  Stakeholder contact information provided on 

these forms was also added to the ongoing project database to provide future project updates to 

those who attended the meetings. 

 Panorama High School – October 24, 2011 

− 47 stakeholders signed in 

 Pacoima Neighborhood City Hall – October 25, 2011 

− 45 stakeholders signed in 

 Van Nuys Civic Center 

− 58 stakeholders signed in 

 Total Number of Sign-Ins: 150 
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Summary of Comments Received by Mode 
Although 150 participants signed in during the three-day course of meetings, more than 400 

comments were received regarding the Van Nuys Boulevard Rapidway Project.  The open house 

format and social media platforms allowed stakeholders to provide comments via a wide range of 

methods: 

 Comment Forms (hardcopy and online) 

 E-mail 

 Mail 

 Hotline 

 Easel Pads located at each station during the open house 

 Oversize maps of the corridor at each open house 

 Video recordings 

 Facebook 

 Twitter 

The following is a summary of all comments received. Full written and video comments are provided in 

the Comment Section along with copies of sign-in sheets, meeting materials and newspaper 

advertisements. 

Light Rail Transit (73) 

The public overwhelmingly prefers a Light Rail Transit (LRT) option.  Seventy-three comments were 

received stating support for a LRT on Van Nuys Boulevard. 

 18 comments request that the LRT option be tied to the Sepulveda Pass project to connect to 

UCLA, Westwood, and beyond.  

 10 comments request that the LRT option also include bike lanes along Van Nuys Boulevard 

 Three comments were from people who felt the LRT is an efficient, inviting mode for tourists and 

believe the LRT mode is a tourist attraction in itself.  

 Three comments were from people who said the LRT is faster and carries more people in one trip 

than other modes of transit.  

 Other comments included that the LRT option:  

− Increase rail options for the Valley 
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− Provide better transit options for seniors 

− Ensure a comfortable safe option for riders that include capacity for bicycles and wheelchairs.  

− Bring economic benefits 

− Be extended north on Sepulveda to San Fernando 

− Include station stops at San Fernando Road, Glenoaks, Laurel Canyon and Arleta 

− Ensure that the north terminus reaches (Chase Street and Van Nuys Boulevard) at 

Panorama Mall for a 1
st
 phase 

Red Line / Heavy Rail / Subway (30) 

A subway alterative was the next preferred transit option for Van Nuys Boulevard. Many feel that a 

subway will preserve current traffic lanes and maintain parking along Van Nuys Boulevard. Others 

feel a subway is the best alternative for businesses to thrive. A major theme among subway 

preferences was connectivity – requests for connections to Mission College, Sherman Way, and the 

Orange Line. Following is a synopsis of the comments made regarding this mode: 

 Preserves current traffic lanes and parking (4)  

 Must provide connections to the Red Line and Orange Line (3) 

 Must be constructed to connect with San Fernando (3) 

 Serves as the best option for businesses (2) 

 Provides opportunity to connect to the lower part of the Valley to Mission College and Olive View 

(2) 

 Does not take any space from Van Nuys Boulevard 

 Can connect to the Orange Line 

 Must be considered all the way. If the option is unlikely, it should connect from the 210 freeway to 

Nordhoff or Sherman Way on Van Nuys Boulevard. 

 Provides the most sustainable option and doesn’t pollute 

 Must be constructed underground for the entire alignment 

 Must be provided between Ventura Boulevard and Sherman Way 

 Should provide connection to LAX and to future High Speed Rail system in Sylmar/San Fernando 
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Additionally, the Studio City Neighborhood Council stated that it wants to see a “Red Line” type of 

train from Westwood under the mountains to Ventura Boulevard and Van Nuys Boulevard, above or 

below grade north on Van Nuys Boulevard to Sylmar.” 

Bicycles/Bike Lanes (33) 

Thirty-three comments were related to bicycles and bicycle lanes. Nine people requested bicycle 

lanes up and down Van Nuys Boulevard. The correlation between bikes and LRT is evident (as noted 

above) as several commented that LRT is a better option for transporting bicycles. There is a need to 

accommodate more than 2-3 bikes on transit options on Van Nuys Boulevard. Only one comment 

was negative toward bicycles saying there is no room on Van Nuys Boulevard for bicycles. 

 Put bike lanes everywhere all up and down Van Nuys Boulevard (9) 

 Can’t take a bike on a bus, LRT is a better option for bikes (2) 

 Need to accommodate 2-3 bikes at a time on transit 

 Consider bus, light rail options with opportunity for biking and walking 

 Integrate transit with bike options 

 Incorporate bike infrastructure and add elevations for bike route planning 

 Bike racks and lockers at every transit stop. Average travel to transit by bike is 2 miles per Metro 

study. Bikers need the option of leaving their bikes behind as per the Orange Line. 

 Bike path on San Fernando Road to connect Van Nuys 

 We don’t have room on Van Nuys Boulevard for bike lanes 

 Continue the bike route, started in Sylmar – Blue Line connection 

BRT (24) 

The public would like a Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) system similar to the Orange Line on Van Nuys 

Boulevard.  

 BRT is a safe, low cost option (3) 

 Run it down the center of the street (2) 

 Stops should located be at Laurel Canyon and Van Nuys Boulevard (2) 

 A BRT system will support local businesses, would provide more direct routes than rail, and is a 

low cost and comfortable option.  
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 Need an Orange Line-like mode of transportation 

 Need BRT, but it must support local businesses 

 BRT provides more direct routes than rail can provide 

 Rapid bus from Sherman Oaks/Ventura Boulevard to Pacoima or Lakeview Terrace 

 Need more BRT near Van Nuys Boulevard and Norris Avenue 

 Orange Line-type transit allows for faster travel times to get to downtown  

Bus Operations (82) 

We received over 80 comments and suggestions related to improving current bus routes, schedules, 

and frequency. In particular, six comments were from riders who want to see the 902 bus come back 

as they felt it was a good backup to the 233 and 761 buses. Also, there were six comments asking for 

an increase in the Metro Line 761 bus, six comments asking for improved bus benches and shelters, 

and four comments stating the need for later evening and improved bus service. Several comments 

said using all doors for boarding would improve speed and create efficiencies. Additionally, two 

comments stated that another DASH-type system is needed beyond the current route within this 

corridor. 

Other comments included: 

 Have buses stop on the same side of the street (3) 

 Need off street location for payment system to speed up boarding process (3) 

 Increase frequency throughout the day (3)  

 Provide better bus shelters for students at Van Nuys Boulevard and Beachy Avenue 

 Provide more earlier morning buses 

 Improve punctuality as system is not always on-time 

 Provide tighter security 

 Expand bus operations into Orange Line 

 Add overhead space on buses to hold books for school or shopping purchases. 

 Add more payment options - you can’t buy an all day pass at a senior price. 

 Add more buses on Laurel Canyon 

 Provide transfer at San Fernando High School 
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 Improve bus speeds 

 Suggestions for including transit stops along the way 

 Add a bus line on Victory and Woodley 

 Provide Lower Buses – buses can kneel but drivers refuse to do it 

− Provide platform-level boarding for bus making it easier for the elderly, children and wheeled 

entry and exit 

Streetcar (23) 

The streetcar option is seen as a cost effective and practical option in comparison to BRT and LRT. 

We received three comments from people asking about the old red streetcars from the 1950s. 

Streetcar is also liked because it can accommodate more passengers and riders would not be turned 

away as they are on the Orange Line and is an efficient mode of transportation for seniors. 

 Good cost effective and practical option compared to BRT and LRT (3) 

 Recreate the red Streetcars that criss-crossed the city prior to the 1950s (3) 

 Prefer streetcar, more passengers allowed 

 Prefer streetcar, already have a Rapid Bus 

 Streetcars with additional bike infrastructure is the way to go, similar to those in operation in 

Portland, OR 

 Woodman, Arleta Avenue, Terrabella and Brandford Streets work best with a streetcar-type 

system 

 Holds more people, wouldn’t have to turn people away like the Orange Line does 

 Would be the “show stopper” in the Valley 

 Would provide efficient transportation for seniors 

Monorail (11) 

Six comments from people said Metro should think big and go with a monorail system like 

Disnelyand. Other comments said a monorail down the center would only take 1-2 lanes. Comments 

acknowledged a monorail is an expensive option.  

 Think bigger, use a monorail like Disneyland (6) 

 Monorail down center with escalator/elevator, would only take 1-2 lanes 
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 Expensive option 

No Build (3) 

Only three comments received were related to no build option. Two comments cited there is already 

lots of traffic on Van Nuys Boulevard and another mode of transit would just increase traffic hazards. 

Another comment said transit options will only interrupt suburban neighborhoods and add noise and 

traffic.  

 Lots of traffic hazards already (2)  

 Will interrupt suburban areas, project may be dangerous and contribute to noise and traffic 

Transportation Systems Management (TSM) (10) 

A few people commented on making improvements to current transportation system and adding 

additional bus service along Van Nuys Boulevard. Fuel efficient vehicles, traffic signal 

synchronization, and variable speed limits were suggested. Also, working with insurance companies 

and utilizing Global Positioning System recorders was also suggested.  

 Whatever option is picked, fuel efficient vehicles should be a significant component 

 Need traffic signal synchronization  

 Use variable speed limits 

 Work with insurance companies and use GPS recorders to get motorists to drive slower 

 Improve the overall service by adding Rapid Bus and adding Metro Lines along Van Nuys 

Boulevard 

General Support for Any Improvements (28) 

We received twenty-eight general comments from stakeholders welcoming any improvements on Van 

Nuys Boulevard; two comments were directed at the idea for better transit and prefer whatever is 

faster and more efficient to build. 

Other Mode-Type Comments 

Various other comments were also received: 

 Nine comments relating to building the project grade-separated either in an elevated structure or 

underground. 
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 One comment was made in opposition to any mode that would require overhead electrical lines 

(e.g. streetcar, LRT, trolley). 

 One comment said articulated buses are uncomfortable. 

 
Summary of Comments Received by Corridor 

Sepulveda Pass Corridor Project (40) 

At all three meetings, the Transit Coalition sent representatives to share its alternative proposal that 

focuses on connecting the Van Nuys Bl Rapidway Project with the Sepulveda Pass Project. As a 

result, forty comments we received asked that the Sepulveda Pass Study be linked to the Van Nuys 

Bl Rapidway Corridor Study or that the project provide connections to Westwood and beyond. Two 

comments suggested that the Transit Coalition proposal makes more sense, rather than the I-405 

HOV Lane project -- given its $1 billion price tag.  Specific comments included: 

 Link the Sepulveda Pass Study to the Corridor Study 

 Use the Transit Coalition Plan (2) 

 Go under the Sepulveda Pass and connect to West LA (2) 

 Provide a real traffic solution to I-405, not $1 billion Northbound HOV lane 

Sepulveda Boulevard Corridor (7) 

Seven comments we received were related to the Sepulveda Boulevard Corridor: 

 Wants no dedicated transit on Van Nuys Boulevard, it should be on Sepulveda Boulevard instead 

 Van Nuys Boulevard and Sepulveda Rapidway projects need to be combined. Both Measure R 

funded projects do not warrant separate studies as the corridors are only one-mile apart from one 

another 

 Improve east/west transit as well as the Sepulveda Corridor 

 Unlike Sepulveda Boulevard which is wide from San Fernando to Sherman Oaks, Van Nuys 

Boulevard narrows. 
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Summary of Comments by Alignments(s) 

Sylmar/San Fernando Alignment (34) 

Thirty-four comments were received regarding the Sylmar/San Fernando alignment. Some comments 

related to ensuring that the northern terminus be located at Sylmar/San Fernando. Others want the 

Sylmar Station to tie into service to West LA or to connect to the Sylmar Hospital. One comment 

suggested that heavy rail meet the proposed High Speed Rail system at Sylmar. 

 Make northern terminus at Sylmar/San Fernando  

 Consider a Sylmar Station, it is a good possible end point for the Van Nuys project 

 Consider a continuous mode from Sylmar to UCLA (West LA) 

 Connect to Sylmar Hospital 

Mission College Alignment (14) 

Transit to Mission College for students was a key request.  Four people want to see an alignment 

connect at Glenoaks. Two comments want to see Metro include San Fernando to Mission College in 

the study. In addition, service to Mission College needs to have a late night option for evening class 

students. Also, three comments suggested that the Mission College alignment be provided a stop at 

Olive View Medical Center.  Detailed comments regarding this alignment alternative included: 

 Connect to Glenoaks (4) 

 Include transit to Mission College (Norris Avenue and Van Nuys Boulevard) (2) 

 Include San Fernando to Mission College in the study (2) 

 Analyze Hubbard Boulevard which is highly congested near Mission College (2) 

 Connect Mission College to Westwood 

 Consider a station at Mission College to connect with Orange Line 

 Run the Metro Line 761 by Mission College 

 Provide late night service to Mission College for students 

 Service Mission College and connect with Metro Orange and Red lines to access Hollywood and 

Los Angeles 
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Connect to Westwood (10) 

Six comments were directed to a LRT option that would connect Sylmar/San Fernando to Westwood. 

One comment asked that the 233 bus be connected to Westwood while three other requests were 

more general asking to connect this corridor to Westwood. 

 Consider a LRT from Sylmar/San Fernando to Westwood (6) 

 Connect this corridor to Westwood (3) 

 Have the Metro Line 233 go to Westwood 

Connect to Metrolink (4) 

Those that use Metrolink want to see a connection to Van Nuys Boulevard; four comments asked for 

a Rapid Bus connection to Sylmar/Metrolink, one specifically for Palmdale residents. Two others said 

a new stop should be added or extend Van Nuys Boulevard service to meet all trains; connect to 

Mission College and Santa Clarita.  

 Connect a Rapid Bus to Sylmar/Metrolink (4) 

 Add new Metrolink stop at Van Nuys Blvd or extend Van Nuys Blvd service there to meet all 

trains (2) 

 Connect to Sylmar/Metrolink for people living in Palmdale work along Sepulveda and could get to 

work faster  

 Service Mission College and connect with Metro line to access Hollywood and LA 

 Connect to Santa Clarita 

Other Alignment Comments 

Other alignment comments included extending the route to the north side of the Foothill Freeway, 

adding signage for “last train” times, removing on-street parking to make way for transit, and choosing 

transit options that are business friendly. 

 Extend route to north side of Foothill Freeway 

 For busway or rail there should be a digital sign that says “Last Train runs at . . .” informing riders 

when the last train/bus will operate for that day 

 Remove on-street parking and dedicate a lane to transit 

 Choose options that don’t destroy commerce or communities 
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Desired Transit Stops 

Many comments were made on the large corridor maps provided at the community meeting.  Many of 

the comments focused on identifying area where station stops should be considered.  Libraries, 

schools, education and training centers, as well as healthcare facilities and employers and local 

businesses are desired destinations for transit riders. The following is a list of transit stops requested 

in comments received: 

 Library is an important stop, (Van Nuys and Roscoe Boulevards.) 

 Panorama High School (Van Nuys Boulevard and Lanark Street) 

 Pacoima Skills Center has major ridership (Van Nuys Boulevard between Hadon Avenue and 

Kewen Avenue) 

 Youth Build Charter School – 120 students need access to transit (Norris Avenue and Van Nuys 

Boulevard) 

 Consider a stop near North East Valley Health Clinic (Van Nuys Boulevard between Glenoaks 

Boulevard and Borden Avenue) 

 Need to extend service to Glenoaks, consider service for San Fernando Garden Residents (Van 

Nuys Boulevard between Pala and Lehigh Avenues) 

 A transit hub/Metrolink connection should be developed at this location with additional lines going 

north to Olive View Hospital and south to Burbank, Glendale and downtown L.A. (Glenoaks and 

Van Nuys Boulevards) 

 More connections to Olive View Medical Center 

 Van Nuys Boulevard between Haddon and Oneida Avenues 

 Provide access at Herrick Avenue to the Sylmar/San Fernando Metrolink Station  

 Rapid stop (corner of Huston Street and Van Nuys Boulevard) 

 Local stop (corner of Van Nuys Boulevard and Riverside Drive) 

 Van Nuys and Victory Boulevards 

 Van Nuys and Vanowen Boulevards 

 Van Nuys Boulevard and Herman Way 

 Van Nuys Boulevard between Roscoe and Chase 

 Van Nuys Boulevard and Nordhoff Street 
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 Need local stops from Ventura to Roscoe Boulevards 

Wickes Property (2) 

Comments suggest the Wickes Property would be a good location for a Metro transit center. 

 Buy the Wickes building and use it as a transit center (2)  

 Consider the [Wicks] property as it allows for many options to be built there 

Park and Ride (2)  

We received two comments about the locations of Park and Ride’s along the corridor: 

 Consider a park and ride at the site on Van Nuys Boulevard just north of the 210 freeway.  

 Move the current park and ride up the corridor. 

 
Other Transit Related Issues 

Pedestrian Issues (6) 

Two comments received were related to pedestrian priority so riders can make connections to buses. 

Other comments include pedestrian accidents at Van Nuys Boulevard and San Fernando Road, 

making sidewalks wider, and encouraging a pedestrian experience.  

 Identify potential trouble spots for pedestrians.  One is located at Van Nuys Boulevard and the 

San Fernando Road railroad tracks 

 Provide pedestrian priority at traffic signals 

 Create a TAP card that can run a card over the traffic signal to bring up an early walk light so 

buses don’t pass/leave 

 Interface of stops per route with pedestrian access is important 

 Make wider sidewalks for pedestrians 

 Encourage pedestrian experience 
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Supporting Local Businesses (4) 

Van Nuys Boulevard needs transit that is business-friendly. One comment asked that Metro work with 

the Business Improvement Districts (BIDs) working along the corridor. Another comment suggests 

frequent stops so riders can support local businesses. 

 Collaborate with BID’s that are currently working on revitalizing Van Nuys Boulevard 

 Ensure frequent transit stops allowing riders to stop into local businesses 

Eco-friendly/Sustainability (3) 

Eco-friendly options are important for Van Nuys Boulevard transit options. Comments encourage 

sustainable measures, fuel efficient vehicles, eco-driving and parks/open space. 

 Keep all changes/improvements as eco-friendly as possible. These changes must be sustainable 

in order for them to be improvements at all.  

 Encourage eco-driving, fuel-efficient driving among motorists. 

 Include more parks and open space along the corridor 

 Consider the environment and economics and choose what makes most sense 

 

General Comments 
General comments made include: 

 Consider carpool buses for school children 

 Provide additional transit opportunities in Pacoima 

 Make TAP cards accessible at local community colleges 

 Build a sense of place - name the drainage channel stream/tributary  

 Connect to Santa Clarita 

 Requests to be added to the project mailing list to receive updates (8 via email and 55 via sign-in 

sheets at community events) 

 

Following is a matrix for all comments received during the pre-scoping phase of the outreach 

program.  The matrix lists all comments in alphabetical order and numbers of comments received via 

the oversize maps and easel pads. 
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Introduction 
The Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro), in collaboration with the City of Los Angeles 

Department of Transportation (LADOT) and input from the City of San Fernando, is identifying viable north-south transit 

opportunities that will improve local and regional connections.  

 

In October 2011, Metro in coordination with LADOTheld three (3) community meetings introducing the Van Nuys 

Boulevard corridor between Ventura Boulevard and Interstate 210.  At the meetings, which were held in the communities 

of Van Nuys, Pacoima, and Panorama City, the study teamreceived comments urging Metro and LADOT to explore 

Sepulveda Boulevard as an alternative to Van Nuys Boulevard and extend the northern terminus /origination point to the 

Sylmar/San Fernando Metrolink Station.   

 

As a result of numerous comments received during the October 2011 meetings that voiced strong for including 

Sepulveda Boulevard as a potential transit corridor, the study area has  been updated to include Sepulveda Boulevard as 

a possible viable option for a new north-south transit system and Sylmar/San Fernando Metrolink Station as a potential 

northern terminus/origination point.  The Since the original technical study parameters  have been expanded and evolved 

in order to better meet community needs,  an additional round of community meetings were held by Metro to introduce 

the expanded  study area to interested stakeholders and share a project overview and next steps in the study process.  

This report documents all of the outreach activities that were completed to support the four meetings held: 

 

 Thursday, April 12, 2012 at the San Fernando Regional Pool Facility 

 Tuesday, April 17, 2012 at the St. Mary Byzantine Catholic Church 

 Wednesday, April 18, 2012 at the Valley Presbyterian Hospital  

 Tuesday, May 1, 2012 at the Mission Community Police Station 
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The meetings were focused around the Sepulveda Boulevard corridor area to ensure area residents, businesses and key 

organizations were aware that the Project was also considering Sepulveda as a viable option for a new north-south 

transit system. 

 

Various key activities were completed that are summarized below to support these meetings: 

 All East San Fernando Valley area elected officials staff members were briefed 

 An extensive mailing and e-mailing program to notify residents and businesses along Sepulveda Boulevard 

 Presentations and announcements about the meetings were made to key area groups 

 Newspaper Advertisements 

 Participated in community events to inform stakeholders of  the project and upcoming meetings 

 

Alternatives Analysis Phase 
Currently, the study team is conducting an Alternatives Analysis (AA) Report which requires analyzing a range of new 

public transit service alternatives. This analysis includes, but is not limited to, looking at future population growth and the 

accompanying increase in transit demand, while being compatible with existing land uses and future development 

opportunities.  In early 2013, the environmental documentation phase of the work will be launched with another series of 

community Scoping meetings. 

 

Elected Officials Briefing 
On March 29, 2012, Metro held a second Elected Officials’ Staff Briefing to provide an update and the findings of the first 

round of community meetings.   
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During this briefing, Metro introduced the project to 12 elected official staff members in attendance via a power point 

presentation. For detailed meetings notes, see the “Elected Officials Briefing” tab. Staff members in attendance 

welcomed improved public transit opportunities in the Valley and offered to assist in engaging their constituents regarding 

the upcoming community (pre-scoping) meetings. Some requested project information materials to distribute among their 

constituents. Meeting notices were provided to the following offices: 

 Councilman Tony Cardenas 

 Councilman Richard Alarcon 

 Councilman Paul Krekorian 

 Assemblyman Felipe Fuentes 

 Assemblyman Bob Blumenfeld 

 Assemblyman Mike Feuer 

 Senator  Alex Padilla 

 Senator Carol Liu 

 Congressman Brad Sherman 

 Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa 

 City of San Fernando 

Community Meetings 
Four community meetings were hosted by Metro and the City of Los Angeles held at: 

 Thursday, April 12, 2012 at the San Fernando Regional Pool Facility 

 Tuesday, April 17, 2012 at the St. Mary Byzantine Catholic Church 

 Wednesday, April 18, 2012 at the Valley Presbyterian Hospital  
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 Tuesday, May 1, 2012 at the Mission Community Police Station 

Notification 
The community meetings were noticed via: 

 A mailer to 82,815 occupants  within the project area and key stakeholder groups 

 Take-ones on selected San Fernando Valley Bus routes 

 E-mail blasts sent to the stakeholder database on: 

 April 4 

 April 12 

 April 18 

 April 23 

 April 30 

 Drop-ins and material distribution to key groups in the project area, including: 

 Valley Alliance of Neighborhood Councils, April 12 

 Arleta Neighborhood Council, April 17 

 Pacoima Chamber of Commerce, April 18 

 Pacoima Neighborhood Council, April 18 

 Elected officials offices and their website calendars  

 Online media channels, including: 

− Facebook at MetroVanNuys 
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− Twitter @metrovannuys 

− Metro.net/vannuys 

− The Source Blog 

− LA Streets blog 

− Transit Coalition Blog 

− Daily News Blog 

− Every Block Blog 

 Newspaper Display Ads in: 

− Los Angeles Daily News 

− San Fernando Valley Business Journal 

− La Opinion (Spanish-language) 

− El Sol (Spanish-language) 

− Azbarez (Armenian-language) 

Format 

The meetings were conducted utilizing an open house format allowing participants to drop in at any time and learn about 

the project. Project team members were available to walk attendees through a series of information boards, answer 

questions and receive feedback. The open house had several stations: 

 Interactive Map –allowing attendees to show where they live, work and play by placing dots on the study area map 

 Project Overview – provided a video overview of the project 

 Purpose & Need / Screening Criteria – highlighted the project’s goals and criteria for screening down the alternatives 

presented 
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 Study Area Characteristics – provided demographics information about the corridor 

 Mode Options – showcased the proposed modes: Light Rail Transit, Bus Rapid Transit and Streetcar 

 Corridor Map –allowed participants to write their comments regarding specific areas of the corridor on an oversized 

map of the corridor area 

 Comments – provided various ways for participants to share their comments via: 

− Comment Forms 

− Video Commentary Recordings 

Materials 
The following materials were provided at the community meetings to inform, educate and engage stakeholders of the 

new study area.  These materials provided background on the project, information on the meeting format, as well as 

provided avenues for stakeholders to provide their input and ideas to Metro and the City of Los Angeles for consideration 

in project planning: 

 Fact Sheet (bilingual) 

 Contact card 

 Comment Sheet (bilingual) 

 Welcome Sheet /Open House Road Map (bilingual) 

 Power Point Presentation (bilingual) 
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Sign-In Sheets 
Attendance at the community meetings were measured by sign-in sheets. Stakeholder contact information provided on 

these forms was also added to the ongoing project database to provide future project updates to those who attended the 

meetings. 

 San Fernando Regional Pool Facility – April 12, 2012 

− 43 stakeholders signed in 

 St. Mary Byzantine Catholic Church – April 17, 2012 

− 36 stakeholders signed in 

 Valley Presbyterian Hospital - April 18, 2012 

− 22 stakeholders signed in 

 Mission Community Police Station – May 1, 2012 

− 38 stakeholders signed in 

 Total Number of Sign-Ins: 139 

 

Summary of Comments Received by Mode  
398 comments were received regarding the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Project. The open house format 

and social media platforms allowed stakeholders to provide comments via a wide range of methods: 

 Comment Forms (hardcopy and online) 

 E-mail 

 Mail 
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 Hotline 

 Easel Pads located at each station during the open houses 

 Oversize maps of the corridor at each open house 

 Facebook 

 Twitter 

The following is a summary of all comments received. Full written comments are provided in the Comments section along 

with copies of sign-in sheets, meeting materials, and newspaper advertisements. 

Light Rail Transit (65) 
Sixty-five comments received relating to a Light Rail Transit (LRT) alternative for the East San Fernando Valley Transit 

Corridor (ESFVTC).  The public overwhelmingly prefers a LRT alternative be tied to the Van Nuys Blvd Corridor for 

economic benefits.  Ten comments said LRT option should be tied to the I-405 Sepulveda Pass project to connect to 

UCLA, Westwood, and LAX.  Other comments include: 

 Tie LRT option  to the Sepulveda Pass Project 

 LRT is an efficient, inviting mode for tourists and is a tourist attraction in itself 

 LRT is faster and carries more people in one trip than other modes of transit 

 Other comments stated that the LRT option should:  

− Increase rail options for the Valley 

− Provide better transit options for seniors 

− Ensure a comfortable safe option for riders that includes capacity for bicycles and wheelchairs 

− LRT should be extended north on Sepulveda Blvd to San Fernando Rd 
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− Include station stops at San Fernando Road, Glenoaks, Laurel Canyon, and Arleta 

− Ensure that the north terminus reaches Panorama Mall at Chase St and Van Nuys Blvd for a 1st phase 

Red Line / Heavy Rail / Subway (27) 

Twenty-seven comments were received relating to a Rail line such as Metro Red Line, Heavy Rail, or a Subway.  Sixteen 

comments support rail, specifically, an alignment from Sylmar/San Fernando road to Westwood via I-405 Sepulveda 

Pass.  Eleven comments support a subway alternative in the San Fernando Valley to connect with the West Los Angles 

with a rail stop at UCLA.  One comment said a rail line from Sylmar to LAX is needed and notes Panorama City has the 

densest housing tract in all of San Fernando Valley.  Other comments include: 

 Provide one rail line connecting Sylmar to LAX via 405 Corridor 

 Use Van Nuys alignment to connect to the Orange, Red and Purple Lines, Metrolink, High Speed Rail (HSR), and 

Amtrak  

 A rail connection to UCLA, Westwood, and LAX 

 Loop Sepulveda and Van Nuys Blvds like the Line #2 of Beijing Subway 

 Must be constructed to connect with the City of San Fernando to Burbank 

 Rail serves as the best option for businesses  

 Rail provides an opportunity to connect to the lower part of the Valley to Mission College and Olive View  

 Rail must connect to the Orange Line 

 Rail must be constructed underground along the entire alignment 

 Provide a rail connection to LAX and to future HSR system in Sylmar/San Fernando 

 Provide a subway tunnel under the I-405  
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Bicycles/Bike Lanes (18) 

Eighteen comments received relating to bicycles and/or bike lanes.  Nine comments said to make available bike lanes, 

paths, and/or infrastructure and bike parking.  Two comments said to provide bike racks to all transportation modes.  One 

comment said to ensure that security is provided at each station location to monitor bicycles.  Other comments include:  

 Include bicycle buffered/protected lanes along the route 

 Provide infrastructure for bikes like the Orange Line 

 Integrate transit with bike options 

 Include bike racks to all transportation modes 

 Provide secured bike parking 

Bus Rapid Transit (23) 

Twenty-three comments received relating to Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) alternative for the East San Fernando Valley 

Transit Corridor project.  One comment said to extend the Metro Orange Line on to Lankershim Boulevard up to the Sun 

Valley Metrolink stop.   Other comments include: 

 BRT is least expensive and more efficient   

 Prefer bus only lanes similar to Wilshire Blvd 

 Build BRT like the Orange Line 

 Provide a bus route to UCLA 

 Sepulveda works for connecting to the I-405 Sepulveda Pass project 

Other general comments mention no toll tunnel under the I-405 freeway, station designs and locations.   
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Bus Operations (18) 

Eighteen comments received relating to Bus Operations.  More specifically, comments request Bus Operations to 

improve current bus routes, schedules, and bus frequencies. In particular, one comment said the East San Fernando 

Valley buses run sporadic specifically the Reseda line 420 and Roscoe line 152 or Woodman bus that runs 45 minutes to 

an hour.  Other comments included: 

 Too many routes that run every hour and ends early at 7:00 P.M.  

 734 and 234 buses  needs to run later and longer to serve students and staff at Mission College 

 Provide stops that will connect to buses services to the VA-SACC North Hills Hospital 

 Consider curb-running buses to  improve local and rapid bus services 

Streetcar (17) 

Seventeen comments were in favor of the Streetcar option along Van Nuys Boulevard connecting to the VA West Los 

Angeles Medical Center. Two comments expressed that a Streetcar option, similar to the one in Portland, OR, would 

provide a silent and efficient mode of transportation. Other comment includes: 

 Streetcar (or Light Rail) along Van Nuys Boulevard and/or Sepulveda  

 Streetcar should use the original Pacific Electric Right of Way (also for Light Rail option) 

 Include bike racks on the Streetcar 

 Streetcar for an alignment along Van Nuys Boulevard and Light Rail for an alignment along Sepulveda Boulevard  

 Provide Streetcar routes as a possible replacement of existing bus lines 

 Utilize the Streetcar on original Pacific-Electric Right-of-Way 
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Monorail (2) 

Two comments received relating to Monorail option.  One comment suggests a suspended Monorail, like the ones in 

Germany, be built on Ventura Blvd.  The other comment said to consult with the City of Berkley regarding new light 

weight materials for the Monorail cars.   

 Support for LRT or a suspended Monorail (similar to the one in Germany) along Ventura Boulevard 

 Monorail with one track on dual column 

 Consult with Berkley regarding new light weight materials for cars 

No Build (15) 

Fifteen comments were received relating to the No Build option.  Nine comments stated not to build anything on Brand 

Blvd, while four comments stated not to build anything in the community of Mission Hills.  One comment stated that an 

attempt should be made to remove the gangs and clean up the graffiti first.  Another commenter stated they do not want 

this project and prefer only mixed-flow lanes.   Other comments include: 

 No build  

 Not-in-my-backyard (NIMBY)  

 Use mixed-flow lanes 

 Anything but Brand Blvd 

 A disaster, bad idea all the way around 

 Stay out of Mission Hills 
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Transportation Systems Management (7) 

Seven comments were received relating to Transportation System Management (TSM) option.  Four comments are 

directed to Bus Operations requesting additional buses and increase the time schedule.  Other comments include: 

 Provide more transportation from the City of San Fernando to Burbank 

 Improve bus services to run more often during the day  

 Provide bus to Porter Ranch 

 The designed should be like the Wilshire project or the Orange Line 

 Include Bike Lanes and parking 

 Improve the bus stops amenities, such as shade trees and bus shelters and benches 

General Support for Any Improvements (11) 

Eleven comments were received pertaining to General Support favoring the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor 

Project.  Five comments support LRT to the San Fernando Valley and North County with connections to Metro Expo 

Lines via I-405 Sepulveda Pass.  Others support the project on Van Nuys Blvd because of its connection to destination 

places and the perception of increased density on Van Nuys Blvd.   

Other Mode-Type Comments 

Other Mode-Type comments received suggests building the project grade-separated or underground.  One comment 

said that articulated buses are over-burdened from the heavy ridership, multiple wheelchairs and bicyclists using them 

during peak hours. 
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Summary of Comments Received by Corridor  

Van Nuys Boulevard Corridor (55) 

Fifty-five comments received relating to the Van Nuys Boulevard Corridor:  six comments received in favors the various 

destination points along Van Nuys Boulevard.  Ten comments prefer the project to avoid Brand Blvd as an 

alignment.  Other comments include: 

 Van Nuys Boulevard offers a higher potential of ridership 

 There is more activity along Van Nuys Blvd. such as government facilities & commercial areas 

 Utilize LRT to mitigate congestion on Van Nuys Blvd. 

 Utilizing  Brand Boulevard as a corridor would degrade the aesthetics of single family residential community  

Other comments include combining this corridor with the Sepulveda Pass to have one continuous route from the 

Sylmar/San Fernando Station to LAX. 

Sepulveda Boulevard Corridor (24) 

Twenty-four comments received relating to the Sepulveda Boulevard Corridor: Seven comments are in favor of LRT on 

Sepulveda as a direct connection with the I-405 Sepulveda Pass, Metrolink and UCLA, Westwood, and LAX.  One 

comment said using Sepulveda Pass will get more people out of their cars.  Other comments include: 

 Utilize the existing medians on Brand and Sepulveda Blvd  

 Use Sepulveda Blvd to connect to I-405 Sepulveda Pass Corridor Project,  West LA, UCLA, and LAX 

 Provide a u-turn at San Fernando Mission Blvd from Sepulveda Blvd 
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Other general comments include favoring Streetcar along Van Nuys; congestion on I-405 in the Burbank area and one 

comment does not want a bus route on Brand Blvd.    

 

I 405 Sepulveda Pass Corridor Project (22) 

Twenty-two comments received relating to the I-405 Sepulveda Pass Corridor Project. Ten comments support a LRT 

mode.  More specifically, to combine the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor project with the I-405 Sepulveda 

Pass Corridor project that will connect UCLA, Westwood, the VA Hospital, LAX and Metro  Orange, Red, Purple, and 

Expo Lines to have regional access to Los Angeles and  the South Bay. Additionally, thirty-five comments 

overwhelmingly express “Not on Brand Blvd,” for concerns of family safety due to traffic congestions, accidents and 

fatalities, neighborhood pride and beautification of its medians. Other comments include: 

 Combine the Sepulveda Pass Study as a single  Corridor Study  and Phase out construction  

 Provide one rail line from Sylmar to LAX  

 Connect to Metro Orange Line, Metrolink and Amtrak to have regional access 

Summary of Comments by Alignment(s) 

Sylmar/San Fernando (13) 

Thirteen comments were received relating to the Sylmar/San Fernando alignment. Six comments are in favor of a LRT 

alignment with connections to Van Nuys Metrolink station and termination at LAX via I-405 Sepulveda Pass, UCLA, and 

Westwood.  Other comments include: 

 Make the northern terminus at Sylmar/San Fernando Metrolink Station 

 Consider a connection to the Metro Purple Line 
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 Consider a continuous mode from Sylmar to UCLA (West LA) 

 Connect project to the proposed High Speed Rail station in Sylmar 

Connect to Mission College (10) 

Ten comments received relating to transit connection to Mission College.  Three comments directed to Bus Operations to 

extend bus service hours to the College to accommodate students and staff that work late hours. One commenter 

requested that the alignment not to run on Brand Boulevard due to the existing traffic conditions. Other comments 

include: 

 Transportation to Mission College  

 Extend hours to assist CSUN Students, specifically during final exams  

 Extend bus #234 and 734 needs to run later and longer to serve students and staff 

 No alignment on Brand Blvd 

 More transportation connections to Olive View Medical Center, Lakeview Terrace, and Eldridge and Hubbard  

Other general comment relates to installing synchronize signal lights near Mission College that will allow traffic lights to 

change green more frequently.   

Connect to UCLA/Westwood (34)   

Thirty-four comments received relating to a connection to UCLA/Westwood and LAX.  Seven comments favored an LRT 

alternative, while seven others preferred any rail that will connect Sylmar/San Fernando to Westwood and continue to 

LAX.  In addition, one comment requested bicycle lanes along the alignment.  Other comments include: 

 Combine the ESFVTC project with the I-405 Sepulveda project 

 Ensure the alignment provides a connection to Amtrak and/or Metrolink 
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 Provide an underground segment to UCLA, Westwood, and LAX 

 Project should serve the densest neighborhoods and top destination location 

Other comments include tunneling under the I-405 Freeway: ten opposes toll tunneling, eight favors toll tunneling, and 

one at-grade through the I-405 Sepulveda Pass.    

Connect to Metrolink (17) 

Seventeen comments received support a connection to Metrolink. Comments overwhelmingly support the ESFVTC 

project connects to Metrolink.  In addition to connecting to Metrolink, comments also supports connections to Amtrak, 

Metro Orange and Metro Rail Lines.  Fourteen comments overwhelmingly support rail on Van Nuys connecting to the 

Sylmar Metrolink Station.   The Transit Coalition is advocating a light rail line at-grade along San Fernando Road and 

Van Nuys Blvd from the Sylmar Metrolink Station to the Metro Orange Line.    

 Provide a rail connection to the Sylmar/San Fernando Metrolink station 

 Provide an alignment along Van Nuys Blvd connecting Metrolink/future HSR station with Van Nuys Amtrak/Metrolink,  

Metro Orange, Purple, Red, and Expo Lines to LAX via I-405 Sepulveda Pass Corridor 

 Provide LRT for Van Nuys Blvd to Pacoima San Fernando/Sylmar Metrolink Station 

 Use Van Nuys Blvd From Metrolink Station to busway to Sepulveda Then south 

 Design the project to connect with Amtrak and Metrolink to enable more access in Southern California to rail lines 

 Provide LRT on Sepulveda to San Fernando Metrolink 

Other Alignment Comments 

Other alignment comments included various alternatives to the to the Sepulveda Blvd. corridor.  The alignment 

comments included: 

 Considering utilizing Rinaldi St. instead of Brand Blvd to avoid impacting the primarily single family residences. 
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 Using Brand Blvd. and San Fernando Mission as a turn around to connect back to Sepulveda 

 Utilize San Fernando Mission instead of Brand Blvd. 

 Laurel Canyon Blvd instead of Sepulveda Blvd to San Fernando Mission Blvd. 

Other Types of Comments Summary 

Desired Transit Stops 

Many comments were made on the large corridor maps provided at the community meeting. Many of the comments 

focused on identifying areas where station stops should be considered.  Civic centers, educational facilities, businesses, 

places of employment, health care facilities and retail locations are desired destinations for transit riders. Several of the 

desired transit stops would be in the Sepulveda Pass.  The following is a list of transit stops requested in comments 

received: 

Van Nuys Civic Center 

West Los Angeles VA Medical Center 

Mission College – intersection of Eldridge and Hubbard 

Sherman Oaks Galleria 

UCLA 

Purple line terminus 

Van Nuys Metrolink Station 

Olive View Medical 

Van Nuys Blvd. and Plummer St. 
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Van Nuys Blvd and Sepulveda Blvd. 

Pedestrian Issues 

Comments received related to pedestrian and multi-modal riders suggested that a BRT alternative limits the capacity of 

bicyclist and those on wheelchairs.  An LRT alternative would increase the availability of spaces for said users. 

Hybrid Comments 

Seven comments received relates to a Hybrid alignment.  Comments suggest an alignment along Van Nuys Blvd to the 

Metro Orange Line cross over to Sepulveda Blvd to connect to the I-405 Sepulveda Pass in the south and in reverse to 

connect to the 118 Freeway in the north. 

Following is a matrix for all comments received during this pre-scoping phase of the outreach program. The matrix lists all 

comments in alphabetical order and numbers of comments received via the oversize maps and easel pads. 

 



 



 
 

  East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Study—Metro 1 

Background 
The East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Study began in Fall 2011 as the Van Nuys 

Boulevard Transit Corridor Study. The objective of the study is to evaluate options for 

improving north-south transit opportunities in the East San Fernando Valley. Based on 

comments received during and following community meetings in October 2011, the study 

expanded to also examine the possibility that Sepulveda Boulevard may present a viable 

option for a new north-south transit project.  The study was also expanded to evaluate the 

Sylmar/San Fernando Metrolink Station as a potential northern terminus/origination point. 

The Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro) is conducting the 

study in collaboration with the City of Los Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT), 

and is also coordinating with the City of San Fernando.  Three rounds of community 

meetings have been held so far: October 2011, April 2012 and October 2012.  The first two 

rounds of meetings occurred prior to the start of the official environmental review process.  

The most recent meetings held in October 2012 occurred during the preparation of the 

Alternatives Analysis (AA) for the project.  At all stages, outreach activities have focused on 

engaging and informing stakeholders about the overall project and study process.   

Leading up to the last round of meetings, the outreach team re-activated a robust public 

participation program to educate interested stakeholder groups and individuals throughout 

the study area to: 

 

 Update them on the proposed project, as well as mode and alignment alternatives 

being considered 

 Encourage them to participate in the study process  

 

Additionally, on the social media front, the outreach team has quantifiably grown its 

stakeholder ”reach" by exponentially increasing followers from less than 100 on Facebook 

to nearly 600 followers since April 2012. 

Community Meetings – October 2012 
During the Alternative Analysis phase, Metro, LADOT and the City of San Fernando have 

elicited feedback from stakeholders regarding which alternatives they prefer for the Van 

Nuys Boulevard and Sepulveda Boulevard Corridor in the San Fernando Valley.  The 

meetings were held on: 

Tuesday, October 2 – Sepulveda Middle School in Mission Hills 

Thursday, October 4 – San Fernando High School in San Fernando 

Saturday, October 6 – Panorama High School in Panorama City 
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Tuesday, October 9 – Marvin Braude Civic Center in Van Nuys 

The meeting on October 4th was also available live via web stream.  The link to that meeting 

was posted on the internet that same evening. 

At these meetings the Study team presented a no-build alternative, a Transportation 

Systems Management (TSM) alternative, two light rail transit (LRT) alternatives, and four 

bus rapid transit (BRT) alternatives for public review and comment.  The comments received 

during and following the meetings are assisting the team in further screening the eight 

alternatives.  It is anticipated that a subset of these eight alternatives will be carried forward 

for further study in the Project’s Environmental Impact Study/Environmental Impact Report 

(EIS/EIR).  These fewer number of alternatives, will be shared during the scoping period at 

the beginning of the Draft EIS/EIR, anticipated for early 2012. 

The following Outreach Documentation Report provides a summary of: 

 The various activities that were completed to engage stakeholders in the study process 

in anticipation of the meetings 

 Meeting notification activities 

 Meeting details/logistics 

 Summary of comments received  

Outreach Activities 

Elected Officials Briefing 

In advance of the October 2012 community update meetings, a briefing was held at the Van 

Nuys Civic Center to update of all elected officials in the East San Fernando Valley area.  

Conducted on September 28, 2012, Metro re-introduced the project to the 14 staff members 

in attendance and presented them with the 8 alternatives under consideration. For detailed 

meetings notes and sign-in sheets, see Appendix 1.  Elected Officials staff members in 

attendance welcomed improved public transit opportunities in the Valley and offered to 

assist in spreading the word regarding the upcoming community meetings. Some requested 

project information materials to distribute among their constituents. Per requests made, 

meeting notices were provided to the following offices: 

 Los Angeles City Councilman Tony Cardenas 

 Los Angeles City Councilman Richard Alarcon 
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 Los Angeles City Councilman Paul Krekorian 

 Los Angeles City Councilman Paul Koretz 

 Los Angeles City Councilman Tom LaBonge 

 California State Senator Alex Padilla 

 California State Assemblyman Bob Blumenfield 

 Los Angeles Unified School District Board Member Tamar Galatzan 

 City of San Fernando 

 

Meeting Notification Activities 

The meetings were noticed in the various ways.  For a detailed list where notices were 

distributed, please see Appendix 2. 

 Mailed to more than 500 interested individuals within the project area and key 

stakeholder groups. 

 Take-1 notices were printed and placed on Metro buses and trains in the study area. 

 Hand delivered meeting notices door-to-door to15,000 households within northern 

Mission Hills and throughout City of San Fernando focused around the Brand 

Avenue/San Fernando Road alignments. 

 Delivered 1,000 Posters to area businesses and centers of activity along the Van Nuys 

and Sepulveda Boulevard corridors. 

 Distributed 10,000 flyers throughout the study area. 

 Sent e-mail blasts to the stakeholder database with the following response rates: 

 September 18, 2012 - opened by 33% of recipients 

 September 27, 2012 - opened by 27% of recipients 

 October 1, 2012 - opened by 25% of recipients 

 October 3, 2012 - opened by 23% of recipients 
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 October 5, 2012 - opened by 19% of recipients 

 October 8, 2012 - opened by 20% of recipients 

 Collaborated with elected officials offices to share meeting information to their 

constituents via their website calendars  

 Posted information via online media channels, including: 

 Facebook at eastsfvtransit 

 Twitter @eastsfvtransit 

 Metro.net/eastsfvtransit 

 The Source Blog 

 Shared information about the project and upcoming meetings at the following community 

events: 

Community Presentations 

To ensure, key area groups and organizations are aware of the Project and study process, the 

outreach team coordinated presentations to key groups within the project study area.  At these 

meetings, Metro representatives shared a brief project overview presentation and answered 

questions from participants.  For detailed meeting notes that reflect the types of questions asked and 

answers provided, please see Appendix 3.  Between July - November 2012, presentations were 

made to the following groups: 

− Valley Economic Alliance -7/19/12 

− Pacoima Neighborhood Council – 8/15/12 

− Panorama Neighborhood Council – 8/23/12 

− Sylmar Neighborhood Council – 8/23/12 

− Mission Hills Neighborhood Watch - 8/28/12 

− Sherman Oaks Chamber of Commerce - 8/29/12 

− Mission College Student Body-  9/10/12 

− Encino Neighborhood Council Transportation Committee – 9/11/12 

− San Fernando City Council - 9/17/12 
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− Arleta Neighborhood Council – 8/21/12 and 9/18/12 

− Pacoima Beautiful – 8/14/12 and 9/21/12 

− Pacoima Neighborhood Council - 9/19/12 

− Sherman Oaks Homeowners Association –  9/19/12 

− Encino Neighborhood Council - 10/24/12 

− VICA Transportation Committee - 11/12/12 

Meeting Logistics 
The meetings were conducted utilizing an open house and presentation format allowing participants 

to learn and speak directly to study team members and get an overview regarding the project during 

the meeting timeframe. During the first and last 30 minutes of the meeting, Project team members 

were on hand to walk attendees through a series of information boards, answer questions and 

receive feedback one-on-one. The open house portion of the meeting had several stations: 

 Sign-in/Registration 

 Project Overview – Where are we in the process? What is being studied? What is the study area? 

 Alternatives Under Consideration – What type of system is being considered? How do they 

compare against each other? What do you think makes more sense? 

 Screening Process – How will a decision be made as to what is further studied?  What is an 

EIS/EIR?  How do my comments help that process? 

 Comments – provided various ways for participants to share their comments, via: 

− Comment Forms 

− Surveys 

− Video Commentary Recordings 

− Easel pads at each of the stations 

 

During the presentation portion of the meetings, participants heard from Metro representatives about 

the overall study process, community input opportunities, how and who to contact for additional 

information, and answered questions from participants in attendance.  
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Meeting Materials 

The following materials were created to inform, educate and engage stakeholders at the meetings 

and beyond. These provided background on the project, information on meeting format, as well as 

provided avenues for stakeholders to provide their input and ideas to Metro for consideration. The 

materials that were available at the meetings included: 

 Fact Sheet (bilingual) 

 Frequently Asked Questions (bilingual) 

 Contact card 

 Comment Sheet (bilingual) 

 Survey (bilingual) 

 Welcome Road Map (bilingual) 

 PowerPoint Presentation  (bilingual) 

Meeting Participation 

Attendance at the meetings was measured by the number of participants who signed-in at the 

welcome station. Stakeholder contact information provided was also added to the ongoing project 

database. The participation at these meetings is as follows: 

 Tuesday, October 2, 2012 at Sepulveda Middle School 

− 35 Stakeholders signed in 

 Thursday, October 4, 2012 at San Fernando High School 

− 44 Stakeholders signed in 

 Saturday, October 6, 2012 at Panorama High School 

− 40 Stakeholders signed in 

 Tuesday, October 9, 2012 at Van Nuys Civic Center 

− 56 Stakeholders signed in 

 Total Number of Sign-Ins: 175 

Appendix 4 of this report, includes copies of all sign-in sheets received and collateral materials 

available at the community meetings. 
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Comments 

More than 118 comments were received at the four meetings regarding the Study.  Following is a 

summary of all comments received. Full written and video comments are provided in the Appendix 5 

and have been collected through a variety of formats, from written, verbal, visual and online methods. 

Each of these distinct formats are summarized and recorded in Appendix 5: 

 Summary of themes in comments provided matrix 

 Notes on easel pads capturing many stakeholder questions, comments and concerns expressed 

at information stations as well as captured during the question and answer session following the 

presentation 

 Comment forms 

 Survey forms 

 Video booth (footage of interviews and release forms) 

 E-mailed comments 

 Comments posted to social media sites 

 Comments made on the project hotline 

Summary of Comments Received 

Mode  

Light Rail Transit  

Initial comments focus around the two Light Rail Transit Alternatives. Majority of the 118 comments 

received focus on this mode option specifically.  Based on comments, it is evident that the public 

overwhelmingly prefers a Light Rail Transit (LRT) option. Comments favoring these alternatives 

included the following sentiments: 

 Ensure and LRT connection to Mission College  

 Ensure an LRT connection with future Sepulveda Pass Project  

 LRT is the fastest mode for transportation  

 Removing vehicular lanes and replacing them with LRT will ease congestion  

 LRT is better for businesses and the local communities 
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 Stakeholders and the East San Fernando Valley deserve the best and most efficient mode  

 LRT brings better opportunities and a sense of prosperity for members of the community 

 Bikes and wheelchairs are best accommodated by LRT 

 LRT is the best mode for the regional transit connectivity web  

 Equity issues because the rest of the region already has an LRT or will soon have one include: 

− Dissent over the San Fernando Valley getting a second  BRT over LRT 

− Comparing other regions that have LRT 

− Worries over money spent from San Fernando Valley projects to other LRT projects in the 

region 

 Want the beauty and successes of the Expo Line to be recreated here on LRT 

 Area built upon the Red Car (rail), want to see LRT back in the area 

 Combine LRT-1 (southern portion) with LRT-2 (northern portion) for a new hybrid LRT alternative 

 Put the maintenance facility for LRT in Panorama City 

 

While majority of the comments relating to LRT focus on supporting this mode, there were specific 

comments that emerged from those who shared concerns, including: 

 Do not run LRT down Brand Boulevard as it will destroy Brand’s historic area  

 Do not run LRT south of Orange Line along Van Nuys Boulevard due to access challenges for 

auto dealerships in the area 

 Danger of accidents with LRT's faster speed along heavily residential areas 

 Do not run LRT up Sepulveda due to better ridership along Van Nuys Boulevard 

 Develop better LRT options 

 LRT is too expensive 

BRT  

Of the comments received, nineteen comments focused on supporting a BRT system similar to the 

Orange Line on Van Nuys Bl.  Comments favoring this mode included: 

 BRT is a safe, low cost option  

 BRT has the ability to be more flexible than an LRT system  
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 A  BRT system will support local businesses and provide more direct routes than rail 

 Need an Orange Line-like mode of transportation 

 BRT provides more opportunities in general 

 BRT best meets the goals of handling high ridership along Van Nuys 

Comments were also received that shared the following concerns regarding a BRT option: 

 BRT is a “band-aid;” is not faster or will it increase capacity 

 BRT is a waste of money  

 Impacts of increased bus use is detrimental to road surfaces, like on Ventura Boulevard 

 Do not build dedicated lanes for BRT south of the Orange Line along Van Nuys Boulevard 

Bicycles/Bike Lanes  

Nineteen comments were related to bicycles and bicycle lanes. Many commented that LRT is a better 

option for transporting bicycles. There is a need to accommodate more than 2-3 bikes on transit 

options on Van Nuys Bl. No comments were made negatively concerning bicycles or bike lanes. 

When given the option, most comments indicated preference for bicycle lanes instead of parking 

lanes. 

 Bike lanes must be included with any project moving forward  

 Bicycles and wheelchairs are better accommodated on LRT  

 Bikeway is preferred versus street parking if having to make a choice  

Buses 

Twenty comments were made concerning current bus routes and frequency.   

 Do not cut current local bus routes 

 Do not eliminate local bus line stops – we do not want to walk farther to ride the bus 

 Fix the current bus routes 
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Alternatives 

No Build  

Ten comments received were specifically related to the No Build Alternative. Through the survey 

distributed and comment forms received it was determined that seven support this option, none are 

neutral and forty-four are opposed.  

Comment citing support for a No Build alternative include: 

 There is already lots of traffic on Van Nuys Bl. and another mode of transit would just increase 

traffic hazards.  

 Transit options will only bring crime to businesses and residences nearby.   

 New modes will take away lanes for cars and add to traffic  

 If you build, it will only increase crime for businesses and bring eminent domain to local property 

owners  

 General opposition to overall study efforts in general 

Those sharing opposition to the No Build Alternative stated: 

 The No Build option will bring civil unrest 

 The No Build options is not an option - the East San Fernando Valley deserves a new public 

transit system. 

 There is a need to build something along Van Nuys and/or Sepulveda Boulevard 

Transportation Systems Management (TSM)  

Through survey and comments it was determined that three attendees support this option, four are 

neutral and thirty-two are opposed. Eleven comments were made supporting the use of TSM.  

Streetcar  

The streetcar option was eliminated in this round of meetings. One person concurred with that 

decision by stating that the streetcar is the wrong vehicle given the length of the corridor.    
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Specific to Six Build Alternatives 

LRT-1 

As noted above, various comments were received sharing preference for an LRT due to the speed 

and mobility options offered by an LRT system. Nevertheless, when given a choice between LRT-1 

and LRT-2, there seems to be more preference to LRT-2.  Comments associated with this alternative 

include: 

 Leaves out major ridership connections on Van Nuys Boulevard 

 Speed and mobility will be best with this alternative  

 Likes the southern portion of this alternative  

 Southern portion of alternative offers best connection to the Sepulveda Pass Project 

 A hybrid between LRT-1 and LRT-2 would better serve the ridership needs of the study area 

 Follows the old Pacific Electric (Red Car) Line which makes sense 

 Would really assist to reduce traffic congestion in the study area 

 San Fernando Valley deserves a faster way to travel the North/South corridor and this alternative 

does it 

LRT-2  

Comments favoring this option specifically noted the view that it offers connection with other transit 

options such as the Orange Line, Amtrak, and Metrolink. Specific comments include:  

 Van Nuys Boulevard would have more ridership than Sepulveda alignment. 

 Avoids Brand Boulevard, which contains single-family housing, and are opposed 

 Majority of the neighborhood councils in the study area favor this alternative 

 Needs to connect to the Sylmar/San Fernando Metrolink Station and to Westwood  

 Best for connection to High Speed Rail throughout California 

 Would be the best option for moving residents locally and beyond  

 Best suited to meet greenhouse gas reduction mandates, AB 32 and SB 375. 

 Connects to Panorama City, which has the highest density in the San Fernando Valley 
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BRT-1  

In meetings, it was noted that this alignment would assist in saving money for the project due to its 

shared route on part of the current Orange Line busway. Other comments included: 

 Support it along Sepulveda south of Orange line and north of Parthenia  

BRT-2  

Residents found the alignment of interest due to its ability to operate in mixed flow traffic in some 

areas as well as connect to other existing transit options along the corridor (i.e. Orange Line, Amtrak, 

Metrolink). The  noted theme of the comments reflected:  

 Preferred for cost, speed of construction, and flexibility  

BRT-3  

This alternative received the most support compared of the four BRT alternatives that were shared.  

Stakeholders liked its combination of mixed-flow and dedicated-lane operations, and shared route 

with the current Orange Line busway to transition between Sepulveda and Van Nuys Boulevards. 

 Most economical and quick option to develop 

 Connect a Rapid Bus to the Sylmar/Metrolink station  

 Add new Metrolink stop at Van Nuys Blvd or extend Van Nuys Blvd service there to meet all 

trains  

 Needs a terminus at Sepulveda and Ventura for future connections through Sepulveda Pass 

BRT-4  

The alignment option was favored by residents that wanted a transit project to extend to Foothill Bl. 

Comments included:  

 Cost efficient with shared-use of Metro Orange Line 

 Connect to Sylmar/Metrolink to make it faster to get to work  

 Service Mission College and connect with Metro Orange/Red Lines to access Hollywood and Los 

Angeles 

 Has shortest end to end travel time between 

 Like BRT-4 route, but want it to be LRT 
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Other Comments 
Other alignment comments include extending the route to the north side of the Foothill Freeway, 

allowing for future connections to the Westside, removing on-street parking and driving lanes to make 

way for transit, and choosing transit options that are business or residential friendly. 

 Anything built must include connections to a future Sepulveda Pass project to ensure transit 

service from the Valley to the Westside 

 Ensure a connection hub in San Fernando for Amtrak/Metrolink and future high-speed rail. 

 Having LRT or BRT on Van Nuys will increase crime for businesses nearby  

 Capacity is more important than cost 

 Do not raise fares to cover the price of this project 

Specific to Van Nuys Boulevard  

 Van Nuys Boulevard needs transit that is business-friendly.  

 Stopping along Van Nuys will be good for businesses.  

 Pacoima, Panorama City, and Van Nuys constitute a “Historic Business Corridor," therefore, 

public transit needs to serve them better. 

 Special interests that are averse to having transit along Van Nuys should not be dictating route 

options. 

 Best ridership is on Van Nuys. 

 Do not build on Van Nuys Boulevard because it will only increase traffic. 

 Do not build a dedicated lane for transit south of the Orange Line along Van Nuys Boulevard. 

Specific to Brand Boulevard  

 A public transit system along Brand Boulevard will destroy the historic character.  

 A Brand Boulevard alignment will destroy the beautiful historic trees along the median. 

 Brand Boulevard is single-family residential community.  

 Do not build a dedicated lane along Brand Boulevard in San Fernando. 



 



 
  

 

 

 

 

 

  



 



Notice of Preparation/Intent for East SFV Transit Corridor Project

NOTICE OF PREPARATION/INTENT ISSUED

FOR THE EAST SAN FERNANDO VALLEY TRANSIT CORRIDOR PROJECT

 

 
Español

In collaboration with the Cities of Los Angeles and San Fernando, Metro is identifying

north-south transit opportunities to improve local and regional connections, enhance

access to jobs, education, cultural, recreational and other opportunities – without a car –

in the East San Fernando Valley corridor.

 

Metro, in collaboration with the Federal Transit Administration, issued a Notice of

Preparation/Intent that a Draft Environmental Impact Statement/Report (EIS/EIR) will be

prepared in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the

California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)for the East San Fernando Valley Transit

Corridor Project. 

Public input is an important part of this process. Therefore, Scoping Meetings to learn

about alternatives to be studied and share your thoughts for this project are being

planned for March 16, 19, 21 and 27, 2013.  Stay tuned for information regarding the

Scoping Meetings  that will be provided in the coming days.

 

East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Study Overview

The Study is evaluating the following alternatives:

No Build: Establishes a baseline for comparison with the other alternatives being

evaluated.  It represents conditions predicted for the year 2035 if no new project is

constructed. It does incorporate other new projects that are already included in adopted

plans

Transportation System Management (TSM): Evaluates the benefits of lower cost

operational improvements including enhanced bus frequencies for Van Nuys Rapid Bus

http://www.metro.net/projects/van-nuys-bl-rapidway/
http://gallery.mailchimp.com/d39d4c75b8ce720ab43d3b08c/files/E_BlastNOI_NOP_Final.pdf
http://www.metro.net/projects_studies/east_sfv/images/east_sfv_notice_Preparation.pdf


761 or other bus lines, traffic signal synchronization, off-board fare collection, bus stop

amenities/improvements, bus schedule restructuring, intersection and road

improvements, etc.

Bus Rapid Transit (BRT): Similar to the Metro Orange Line, BRT would generally

operate in dedicated lanes with some portions operating in mixed-flow traffic.  BRT

typically provides higher frequency, speed and reliability when compared to standard

Rapid or Local Bus service.  The BRT route being evaluated for this project would travel

from the Sylmar/San Fernando Metrolink Station southeast along San Fernando Road

and then south on Van Nuys Bl with three possible options for the project’s southern

terminus.

Light Rail Transit (LRT): Similar to the Metro Gold, Blue, Green, and Expo Lines, LRT

operates with standard gauge passenger railcars, on exclusive right-of-way with

overhead electric power.  A two-car train set can carry approximately 300 passengers. 

Stations are typically spaced about one mile apart. Under this Alternative, Metro would

also need to build a new LRT maintenance facility.  The LRT Alternative route would

travel from the Sylmar/San Fernando Metrolink Station southeast along San Fernando

Road and then south on Van Nuys Bl to Ventura Bl.
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Join us for our first formal Scoping Meeting for the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Study

You are invited to our first formal Scoping Meeting for
the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Project.

 

Español

In collaboration with the Cities of Los Angeles and San Fernando, Metro is identifying

north-south transit opportunities to improve local and regional connections, enhance

access to jobs, education, cultural, recreational and other opportunities – without a car –

in the East San Fernando Valley corridor. 

You are invited to join us as we begin the formal environmental review process for the

East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Project. Public input is an important part of

this process.  

 

At these Scoping Meetings you will be able to:

Learn about the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Study;

Learn about the environmental review process and project schedule;

Find out about the alternatives planned for analysis; and

Provide input about the scope of the analysis that should be considered in the

environmental review.

The first meeting is: 

Saturday, March 16, 2013, 10am-12pm

Panorama High School

8015 Van Nuys Bl

Panorama City, CA 91402

Served by Metro Rapid Line 761 & Metro Local Lines 233 & 656; DASH Route -

Panorama City/Van Nuys.

 

Additional Meetings will be held as follows:

http://www.metro.net/projects/van-nuys-bl-rapidway/
http://gallery.mailchimp.com/d39d4c75b8ce720ab43d3b08c/files/E_Blast_in_Spanish_for_March_14.2.pdf


 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013, 6-8pm

The City of San Fernando Regional Pool Facility

208 Park Av

San Fernando, CA 91340

Served by Metro Rapid Lines 794 and Metro Local Lines 224 and 234

 

Thursday, March 21, 2013, 6-8pm

Arleta High School

14200 Van Nuys Bl

Arleta, CA 91331

Served by Metro Rapid Line 761 and Metro Local Lines 158 and 233

 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013, 4-6pm

Marvin Braude Constituent Service Center

6262 Van Nuys Bl

Van Nuys, CA 91401

Served by Metro Orange Line, Metro Rapid Line 761, Metro Local Lines 154, 156, 164,

233 and 237 and DASH Routes Panorama City/Van Nuys and Van Nuys/Studio City

Validated Parking available at City Hall Parking Lot (Sylvan/Sylmar Av Entrance) 

Meeting content will be identical so choose the meeting most convenient to you.  Can’t

make it in-person?  Then join us via the internet as we webcast the March 21st meeting.

See it live beginning at 6:30pm or on demand after that date at:

http://www.ustream.tv/channel/eastsfv.

 

Please join us to learn about the project, the evaluation process, and the alternatives

being studied

For more information, visit metro.net/EastSFVTransit or E-mail your comments to

EastSFVTransit@Metro.net.

 

Spanish translation will be provided as well as additional languages upon request.

Special accommodations and information in alternative formats are available to the

public. All requests for reasonable accommodations must be made three working days

(72 hours) in advance of the scheduled meeting date. Please call the Project Hotline at

818.276.3233 or the California Relay Service at 711.

 

Public Comments regarding the scope of the Study will be accepted until May 6, 2013 via

e-mail, post mail and on Facebook and Twitter.

Mail to:

 

Mr. Walt Davis

http://www.ustream.tv/channel/eastsfv
http://metro.net/EastSFVTransit
mailto:EastSFVTransit@Metro.net


Project Manager

Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority

One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-3

Los Angeles, CA 90012

 

 

E-Mail to:         eastsfvtransit@metro.net 

 

 

Metro is pleased to announce that this is the first time that the agency will receive official

formal comments through Facebook and Twitter.

 

Facebook:        www.facebook.com/eastsfvtransit

 

Please click on the "Submit Scoping Comments" tab at the top of the page.

 

Twitter:                 @eastsfvtransit using #ESFVscoping
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You Are Invited To Our Second Scoping Meeting

You are invited to our second formal Scoping Meeting
tomorrow at the City of San Fernando Regional Pool

Facility.

 

Español

You're invited to a series of formal scoping meetings for the ESFV Transit Corridor

Project, the second of which will be held:

Tuesday, March 19, 2013, 6-8pm

The City of San Fernando Regional Pool Facility

208 Park Av

San Fernando, CA 91340

Served by Metro Rapid Lines 794 and Metro Local Lines 224 and 234

Meetings will also be held: 

Thursday, March 21, 2013, 6-8pm

Arleta High School

14200 Van Nuys Bl

Arleta, CA 91331

Served by Metro Rapid Line 761 and Metro Local Lines 158 and 233

 

Can’t make it in-person?  Then join us via the internet as we webcast the March 21st

meeting. See it live beginning at 6:30pm or on demand after that date at:

http://www.ustream.tv/channel/eastsfv.

 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013, 4-6pm

Marvin Braude Constituent Service Center

6262 Van Nuys Bl

Van Nuys, CA 91401

http://www.metro.net/projects/van-nuys-bl-rapidway/
http://gallery.mailchimp.com/d39d4c75b8ce720ab43d3b08c/files/EblastSpanish_March182013.pdf
http://www.ustream.tv/channel/eastsfv


Served by Metro Orange Line, Metro Rapid Line 761, Metro Local Lines 154, 156, 164,

233 and 237 and DASH Routes Panorama City/Van Nuys and Van Nuys/Studio City

Validated Parking available at City Hall Parking Lot (Sylvan/Sylmar Av Entrance) 

At these Scoping Meetings you will be able to:

Learn about the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Study;

Learn about the environmental review process and project schedule;

Find out about the alternatives planned for analysis; and

Provide input about the scope of the analysis that should be considered in the

environmental review.

For more information, visit metro.net/EastSFVTransit or E-mail your comments to

EastSFVTransit@Metro.net.

Spanish translation will be provided as well as additional languages upon request.

Special accommodations and information in alternative formats are available to the

public. All requests for reasonable accommodations must be made three working days

(72 hours) in advance of the scheduled meeting date. Please call the Project Hotline at

818.276.3233 or the California Relay Service at 711.

 

Public Comments regarding the scope of the Study will be accepted until May 6, 2013 via

e-mail, post mail and on Facebook and Twitter.

Mail to:

 

Mr. Walt Davis

Project Manager

Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority

One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-3

Los Angeles, CA 90012

 

E-Mail to:         eastsfvtransit@metro.net 

 

Metro is pleased to announce that this is the first time that the agency will receive official

formal comments through Facebook and Twitter.

 

Facebook:        www.facebook.com/eastsfvtransit

 

Please click on the "Submit Scoping Comments" tab at the top of the page.

 

Twitter:                 @eastsfvtransit using #ESFVscoping

http://metro.net/EastSFVTransit
mailto:EastSFVTransit@Metro.net
mailto:eastsfvtransit@metro.net
http://www.facebook.com/eastsfvtransit
https://twitter.com/eastsfvtransit
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You Are Invited To Our Third Scoping Meeting

You are invited to our third formal Scoping Meeting
tomorrow at Arleta High School.

 

Español

You're invited to a series of formal scoping meetings for the East San Fernando Valley

Transit Corridor Project, the third of which will be held:

Thursday, March 21, 2013, 6-8pm

Arleta High School

14200 Van Nuys Bl

Arleta, CA 91331

Served by Metro Rapid Line 761 and Metro Local Lines 158 and 233

 

Can’t make it in-person?  Then join us via the internet as we webcast the March

21st meeting. See it live beginning at 6:30pm or on demand after that date

at: http://www.ustream.tv/channel/eastsfv.

The final meeting will be held: 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013, 4-6pm

Marvin Braude Constituent Service Center

6262 Van Nuys Bl

Van Nuys, CA 91401

Served by Metro Orange Line, Metro Rapid Line 761, Metro Local Lines 154, 156, 164,

233 and 237 and DASH Routes Panorama City/Van Nuys and Van Nuys/Studio City

Validated Parking available at City Hall Parking Lot (Sylvan/Sylmar Av Entrance) 

At these Scoping Meetings you will be able to:

Learn about the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Study;

Learn about the environmental review process and project schedule;

http://www.metro.net/projects/van-nuys-bl-rapidway/
http://gallery.mailchimp.com/d39d4c75b8ce720ab43d3b08c/files/Eblast_March_20_2013_SPANISH.pdf
http://www.ustream.tv/channel/eastsfv


Find out about the alternatives planned for analysis; and

Provide input about the scope of the analysis that should be considered in the

environmental review.

For more information, visit http://www.metro.net/projects/east-sfv/ or E-mail your

comments to EastSFVTransit@Metro.net.

Spanish translation will be provided as well as additional languages upon request.

Special accommodations and information in alternative formats are available to the

public. All requests for reasonable accommodations must be made three working days

(72 hours) in advance of the scheduled meeting date. Please call the Project Hotline at

818.276.3233 or the California Relay Service at 711.

 

Public Comments regarding the scope of the Study will be accepted until May 6, 2013 via

e-mail, post mail and on Facebook and Twitter.

Mail to:

 

Mr. Walt Davis

Project Manager

Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority

One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-3

Los Angeles, CA 90012

 

E-Mail to:         eastsfvtransit@metro.net 

 

Metro is pleased to announce that this is the first time that the agency will receive official

formal comments through Facebook and Twitter.

 

Facebook:        www.facebook.com/eastsfvtransit

 

Please click on the "Submit Scoping Comments" tab at the top of the page.

 

Twitter:                 @eastsfvtransit using #ESFVscoping
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You Are Invited To Our Final Scoping Meeting

You are invited to our final formal Scoping Meeting
tomorrow at the Marvin Braude Constituent Service

Center.

 

Español

You're invited to the last of the formal scoping meetings for the East San Fernando

Valley Transit Corridor Project, it will be held:

Wednesday, March 27, 2013, 4-6pm

Marvin Braude Constituent Service Center

6262 Van Nuys Bl

Van Nuys, CA 91401

Served by Metro Orange Line, Metro Rapid Line 761, Metro Local Lines 154, 156, 164,

233 and 237 and DASH Routes Panorama City/Van Nuys and Van Nuys/Studio City

Validated Parking available at City Hall Parking Lot (Sylvan/Sylmar Av Entrance) 

Can’t make it in-person?  Then watch our March 21st meeting on demand

at: http://www.ustream.tv/channel/eastsfv.

At these Scoping Meetings you will be able to:

Learn about the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Study;

Learn about the environmental review process and project schedule;

Find out about the alternatives planned for analysis; and

Provide input about the scope of the analysis that should be considered in the

environmental review.

For more information, visit http://www.metro.net/projects/east-sfv/ or E-mail your

comments to EastSFVTransit@Metro.net.

Spanish translation will be provided as well as additional languages upon request.

http://www.metro.net/projects/van-nuys-bl-rapidway/
http://gallery.mailchimp.com/d39d4c75b8ce720ab43d3b08c/files/Eblast_March_26_2013_SPANISH.pdf
http://www.ustream.tv/channel/eastsfv
http://www.metro.net/projects/east-sfv/
mailto:EastSFVTransit@Metro.net


Special accommodations and information in alternative formats are available to the

public. All requests for reasonable accommodations must be made three working days

(72 hours) in advance of the scheduled meeting date. Please call the Project Hotline at

818.276.3233 or the California Relay Service at 711.

 

Public Comments regarding the scope of the Study will be accepted until May 6, 2013 via

e-mail, post mail and on Facebook and Twitter.

Mail to:

 

Mr. Walt Davis

Project Manager

Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority

One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-3

Los Angeles, CA 90012

 

E-Mail to:         eastsfvtransit@metro.net 

 

Metro is pleased to announce that this is the first time that the agency will receive official

formal comments through Facebook and Twitter.

 

Facebook:        www.facebook.com/eastsfvtransit

 

Please click on the "Submit Scoping Comments" tab at the top of the page.

 

Twitter:                 @eastsfvtransit using #ESFVscoping
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East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor How to Provide Comments During Scoping

Español

EAST SAN FERNANDO VALLEY TRANSIT CORRIDOR
HOW TO PROVIDE COMMENTS DURING SCOPING

On March 1, 2013, Metro, in collaboration with the Federal Transit Administration, issued

a Notice of Preparation/Intent that a Draft Environmental Impact Statement/Report

(EIS/EIR) will be prepared in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act

(NEPA) and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) for the East San Fernando

Valley Transit Corridor Project. 

Public input is an important part of this process. You are invited to submit OFFICIAL

FORMAL SCOPING COMMENTS that will help shape the study.  This is your opportunity

to let us know the issues you would like the EIS/EIR to evaluate. 

 

Formal Scoping Comments can be submitted via the following official channels:

Mail to:

Mr. Walt Davis

Project Manager

Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority

One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-3

Los Angeles, CA 90012

 

E-Mail to:         eastsfvtransit@metro.net

 

Metro is pleased to announce that this is the first time that the agency will receive official

formal comments via Facebook and Twitter.

Via Facebook at:        www.facebook.com/eastsfvtransit

Please click on the "Submit Scoping Comments" tab at the top of the page.

http://www.metro.net/projects/van-nuys-bl-rapidway/
http://gallery.mailchimp.com/d39d4c75b8ce720ab43d3b08c/files/Eblast_March_5_2013.pdf
http://www.metro.net/projects_studies/east_sfv/images/east_sfv_notice_Preparation.pdf
mailto:eastsfvtransit@metro.net
http://www.facebook.com/eastsfvtransit


Via Twitter:                 @eastsfvtransit using #ESFVscoping

At Scoping Meetings that will be held on:

Saturday, March 16, 2013, 10 am-12 pm

Panorama High School

8015 Van Nuys Bl

Panorama City, CA 91402

Served by Metro Rapid Line 761 & Metro Local Line 233; DASH Route - Panorama

City/Van Nuys

 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013, 6-8 pm

The City of San Fernando Regional Pool Facility

208 Park Av

San Fernando, CA 91340

Served by Metro Rapid Lines 794 and Metro Local Lines 224 and 234 

Thursday, March 21, 2013, 6-8 pm

Arleta High School                        

14200 Van Nuys Bl                                    

Arleta, CA 91331                               

Served by Metro Rapid Line 761 and Metro Local Lines 158 and 233

 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013, 4-6 pm

Marvin Braude Constituent Service Center

6262 Van Nuys Bl

Van Nuys, CA 91401

Validated Parking available at City Hall Parking Lot (Sylvan/Sylmar Av Entrance)

Served by Metro Orange Line, Metro Rapid Line 761, Metro Local Lines 154, 156, 164,

233 and 237 and DASH Routes Panorama City/Van Nuys and Van Nuys/Studio City

 

Can't make it in-person? Then, view and comment via a live-stream of the

presentation beginning at 6:30 p.m. on Thursday, March 21, 2013 or on-demand at: 

http://ustream.tv/channel/eastSFV.

To learn more about the four alternatives being considered, please visit the study

website at:  www.metro.net/eastsfvtransit.
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East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor How to Provide Comments During Scoping

Español
 

HELP US PLAN MORE TRANSIT FOR THE EAST SAN FERNANDO VALLEY

PLEASE JOIN US AT SCOPING MEETINGS TO DISCUSS ALTERNATIVES

BEING STUDIED

In collaboration with the Cities of Los Angeles and San Fernando, Metro and the

Federal Transportation Administration (FTA), are identifying north-south transit

opportunities to improve local and regional connections, enhance access to jobs,

education, cultural, recreational and other opportunities – without a car – in the

East San Fernando Valley corridor.

 

The formal environmental review process for the East San Fernando Valley

Transit Corridor Study began on March 1, 2013 when the FTA and Metro issued a

Notice of Intent/Preparation to draft an Environmental Impact Statement/Report.

Public input is an important part of the environmental review process and we invite

you to attend upcoming Scoping Meetings to learn about the alternatives being

studied and to share your thoughts for this project. 

Meeting Dates, Locations, and Information

 

Saturday, March 16, 2013, 10 am-12 pm

Panorama High School

8015 Van Nuys Bl

Panorama City, CA 91402

Served by Metro Rapid Line 761 & Metro Local Line 233; DASH Route -

Panorama City/Van Nuys

 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013, 6-8 pm

The City of San Fernando Regional Pool Facility

208 Park Av

http://www.metro.net/projects/van-nuys-bl-rapidway/
http://gallery.mailchimp.com/d39d4c75b8ce720ab43d3b08c/files/E_BlastNOI_NOP_March7_1.pdf
https://webmail.consensusinc.com/owa/redir.aspx?C=2raUFBIQZkOJhGNRaxVPS74yMwzn7s9IiKAeT_ifTyAU6wBw_Fupegnt0pMTomlJ1ZY0pXyIqGo.&URL=https%3a%2f%2fwebmail.consensusinc.com%2fowa%2fredir.aspx%3fC%3dTuVgcU0GyUmGFdi1uQb8hxgr6OEs789IaADzaK_5MHD6HTbqSv9kgTzjaWeFfkqhx4FL5jVKGkU.%26URL%3dhttp%253a%252f%252fwww.metro.net%252fprojects_studies%252feast_sfv%252fimages%252feast_sfv_notice_Preparation.pdf


San Fernando, CA 91340

Served by Metro Rapid Lines 794 and Metro Local Lines 224 and 234 

Thursday, March 21, 2013, 6-8 pm

Arleta High School                        

14200 Van Nuys Bl                                   

Arleta, CA 91331                               

Served by Metro Rapid Line 761 and Metro Local Lines 158 and 233

 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013, 4-6 pm

Marvin Braude Constituent Service Center

6262 Van Nuys Bl

Van Nuys, CA 91401

Validated Parking available at City Hall Parking Lot (Sylvan/Sylmar Av Entrance)

Served by Metro Orange Line, Metro Rapid Line 761, Metro Local Lines 154, 156,

164, 233 and 237 and DASH Routes Panorama City/Van Nuys and Van

Nuys/Studio City

 

Unable to attend in-person? The public is invited to view the presentation via

live-stream beginning at 6:30 p.m. on Thursday, March 21, 2013 or on-demand

at:  http://ustream.tv/channel/eastSFV.

During the first half-hour of each Scoping Meeting, attendees will be able to visit

information stations and learn about the project and study process in an open

house format.

 

Information shared at each meeting will be identical.

Special accommodations and information in alternative formats are available to

the public. All requests for reasonable accommodations must be made three

working days (72 hours) in advance of the scheduled meeting date. Please call

the Project Hotline at 818.276.3233 or the California Relay Service at 711.

 

At these meetings you will be able to:

·         Learn about the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Study

·         Learn about the environmental review process and project schedule;

·         Find out about the alternatives planned for analysis and

·         Provide FORMAL SCOPING COMMENTS that will help shape the study. 

This is your opportunity to let us know the issues you would like the EIS/EIR to

https://webmail.consensusinc.com/owa/redir.aspx?C=2raUFBIQZkOJhGNRaxVPS74yMwzn7s9IiKAeT_ifTyAU6wBw_Fupegnt0pMTomlJ1ZY0pXyIqGo.&URL=https%3a%2f%2fwebmail.consensusinc.com%2fowa%2fredir.aspx%3fC%3dTuVgcU0GyUmGFdi1uQb8hxgr6OEs789IaADzaK_5MHD6HTbqSv9kgTzjaWeFfkqhx4FL5jVKGkU.%26URL%3dhttp%253a%252f%252fustream.tv%252fchannel%252feastSFV
https://webmail.consensusinc.com/owa/redir.aspx?C=2raUFBIQZkOJhGNRaxVPS74yMwzn7s9IiKAeT_ifTyAU6wBw_Fupegnt0pMTomlJ1ZY0pXyIqGo.&URL=https%3a%2f%2fwebmail.consensusinc.com%2fowa%2fredir.aspx%3fC%3dTuVgcU0GyUmGFdi1uQb8hxgr6OEs789IaADzaK_5MHD6HTbqSv9kgTzjaWeFfkqhx4FL5jVKGkU.%26URL%3dhttp%253a%252f%252fwww.metro.net%252feastsfvtransit


evaluate.  Formal Scoping Comments can be submitted via the following official

channels:

Mail to:

Mr. Walt Davis

Project Manager

Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority

One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-3

Los Angeles, CA 90012

 

E-Mail to:         eastsfvtransit@metro.net

 

Metro is pleased to announce that this is the first time that the agency will receive

official formal comments through Facebook and Twitter.

Facebook:        www.facebook.com/eastsfvtransit

Please click on the "Submit Scoping Comments" tab at the

top of the page.

Twitter:                 @eastsfvtransit using #ESFVscoping

Public Comments regarding the scope of the Study will be accepted until May 6,

2013.
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Thank You!

Prefiere email en español? Oprima aqui

Thank you for joining us!

Metro would like to thank those of you who attended our most recent scoping meetings.

Your feedback and participation are invaluable to our study effort, which aims to evaluate

ways to improve north-south transit opportunities in the east San Fernando Valley. In

case you were not able to attend our meetings, you can find a copy of the PowerPoint

presentation given at each of the meetings by clicking here. You may also view a video

of the meeting held on March 21 here .

We urge you to continue to learn about the project, the evaluation process and the

http://www.metro.net/projects/van-nuys-bl-rapidway/
http://gallery.mailchimp.com/d39d4c75b8ce720ab43d3b08c/files/Gracias_por_su_participacio_n.pdf
http://www.ustream.tv/recorded/30191983


options being studied including different routes and transportation modes. We will be

incorporating any comments we receive by Monday, May 6, 2013 into the Draft

Environmental Impact Statement/Report (EIS/R). 

 

Please continue to voice your opinion by submitting a comment via email

to EastSFVTransit@Metro.net. Facebook, Twitter or by mail to Walt Davis, Metro

Project Manager, Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority, 1

Gateway Plaza, 99-22-3, Los Angeles, CA 90012. 

Email:             eastsfvtransit@metro.net

Facebook:       facebook.com/eastsfvtransit

Twitter:           @eastsfvtransit

Mail:    Mr. Walt Davis, Project Manager

                        One Gateway Plaza

                        Los Angeles, CA 90012
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Reminder: Stil l Accepting Formal Scoping Comments.

Prefiere email en español? Oprima aqui

Please Submit Your Comments by May 6th!

Metro and the City of Los Angeles still welcome your input on the study evaluating

various public transit alternatives for the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor

Project. The alternatives being considered include:

 

·         No Build

·         Transit System Management – which include improvements such as traffic signal

synchronization, street re-stripping, intersection widenings, etc.

·         Bus Rapid Transit – building a new system similar to the Metro Orange Line.

·         Light Rail Transit – building a new system similar to the Metro Gold, Green, Blue

and Expo lines

 

Please let us know what issues are most important to you as we evaluate these different

alternatives. We urge you to continue to learn about the project, the evaluation process

and the options being studied including the different routes and transportation modes. In

case you were not able to attend our scoping meetings, you can find a copy of the

PowerPoint presentation given at each of the meetings by clicking here. You may also

view a video of the meeting held on March 21 here .

 

Please continue to voice your opinion by submitting a comment via email

to EastSFVTransit@Metro.net. Facebook, Twitter or by mail to Walt Davis, Metro

Project Manager, Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority, 1

Gateway Plaza, 99-22-3, Los Angeles, CA 90012.

Thank you again for your participation
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Reminder: The Final Day to Submit Comments is May 6th!

Prefiere email en español? Oprima aqui

Reminder: The Final Day to Submit Comments is May 6th!

Metro and the City of Los Angeles still welcome your input on the study evaluating

various public transit alternatives for the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor

Project. The alternatives being considered include:

 

·         No Build

·         Transit System Management – which include improvements such as traffic signal

synchronization, street re-stripping, intersection widenings, etc.

·         Bus Rapid Transit – building a new system similar to the Metro Orange Line.

·         Light Rail Transit – building a new system similar to the Metro Gold, Green, Blue

and Expo lines

 

Please let us know what issues are most important to you as we evaluate these different

alternatives. We urge you to continue to learn about the project, the evaluation process

and the options being studied including the different routes and transportation modes. In

case you were not able to attend our scoping meetings, you can find a copy of the

PowerPoint presentation given at each of the meetings by clicking here. You may also

view a video of the meeting held on March 21 here .

 

Please continue to voice your opinion by submitting a comment via email

to EastSFVTransit@Metro.net. Facebook, Twitter or by mail to Walt Davis, Metro

Project Manager, Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority, 1

Gateway Plaza, 99-22-3, Los Angeles, CA 90012.

Thank you again for your participation
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What’s next for the  
East San Fernando Valley  
Transit Corridor Study

¿Qué sigue para el Estudio  
del Corredor de Transporte del  
Este del Valle de San Fernando?

East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor

metro.net/eastsfvtransit

818.276.3233 

eastsfvtransit@metro.net  

facebook.com/eastsfvtransit

Twitter @eastsfvtransit

In collaboration with the Cities of Los Angeles  
and San Fernando, Metro is identifying north-
south transit opportunities to improve local and  
regional connections, enhance access to jobs,  
education, cultural, recreational and other  
opportunities – without a car – in the  
East San Fernando Valley corridor.

Public input is an important part of this process. 
Therefore, as we begin the formal environmental  
review, please attend upcoming Scoping Meetings 
to learn about alternatives to be studied and share 
your thoughts for this project.

 
At these meetings you will be able to:
	 •	Learn about the East San Fernando  
  Valley Transit Corridor Study

	 •	Learn about the environmental review  
  process and project schedule

	 •	Find out about the alternatives planned  
  for analysis  

 •	Provide formal comments regarding the  
  scope that should be considered in the  
  environmental review analysis

En colaboración con las Ciudades de Los Ángeles  
y San Fernando, Metro está identificando  
oportunidades de transporte de norte a sur para  
mejorar las conexiones locales y regionales,  
fortalecer el acceso a empleos, centros educacionales,  
culturales y recreacionales además de otras  
oportunidades – sin el uso de un vehículo – en el  
corredor del este del Valle de San Fernando.

La participación del público es importante en 
este proceso. Por lo tanto, mientras empezamos  
formalmente la revisión ambiental, le invitamos 
a que asista a unas de nuestras Reuniones de  
Ámbito, para que aprenda  sobre  las alternativas que 
se estudiarán y comente sobre el proyecto.  

Durante las reuniones, usted podrá:
	 •	Aprender sobre el Estudio del Corredor de    
  Transporte del este del Valle de San Fernando

	 •	Aprender sobre el proceso de revisión  
  ambiental y la cronología del proyecto

	 •	Aprender sobre las alternativas que se  
  estudiarán a fondo

	 •	Darnos sus comentarios formales sobre  
  el alcance que se debe considerar en el  
  análisis de la revisión ambiental

Can’t make it in-person? Then, view 
and comment via a live-stream of the 
presentation beginning at 6:30 p.m.  
on Thursday, March 21, 2013 or  
on-demand at: 

http://ustream.tv/channel/eastSFV.

¿No puede participar en persona?  
Vea la presentación y comente por 
medio de internet el jueves, 21 de 
marzo, 2013 a las 6:30 p.m.:  
http://ustream.tv/channel/eastSFV.   
La presentación será transmitida en 
vivo y también estará disponible para 
su revisión después de la reunión. 
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Sábado, 16 de marzo del 2013, 10 am-12 pm
Panorama High School
8015 Van Nuys Bl
Panorama City, CA 91402
Servido por la Línea Metro Rapid 761, Línea Local de Metro 233; Ruta 
DASH  - Panorama City/Van Nuys

Martes, 19 de marzo del 2013, 6-8 pm
Instalación Acuática Regional de la Ciudad de San Fernando 
208 Park Av
San Fernando, CA 91340
Servido por la Línea Metro Rapid 794 y las Líneas  
Locales de Metro 224 y 234  

Jueves, 21 de marzo del 2013, 6-8 pm
Arleta High School                                                              
14200 Van Nuys Bl                                                                                              
Arleta, CA 91331                                                                                
Servido por la Línea Metro Rapid 761 y las Líneas  
Locales de Metro 158 y 233

Miércoles, 27 de marzo del 2013, 4-6 pm
Marvin Braude Constituent Service Center
6262 Van Nuys Bl
Van Nuys, CA 91401
Estacionamiento será validado – Entrada por las Calles  
Sylvan/Sylmar  
Servido por la Línea Metro Orange; Línea Metro Rapid  761,  
Líneas Locales de Metro 154, 156, 164, 233, 237; y las Rutas  
DASH Panorama City/Van Nuys y Van Nuys/Studio City

  

Saturday, March 16, 2013, 10 am-12 pm
Panorama High School
8015 Van Nuys Bl
Panorama City, CA 91402
Served by Metro Rapid Line 761 and Metro Local Line 233;  
DASH Route - Panorama City/Van Nuys 
Tuesday, March 19, 2013, 6-8 pm
The City of San Fernando Regional Pool Facility
208 Park Av 
San Fernando, CA 91340
Served by Metro Rapid Lines 794 and Metro  
Local Lines 224 and 234

Thursday, March 21, 2013, 6-8 pm
Arleta High School                                                              
14200 Van Nuys Bl                                                                                              
Arleta, CA 91331                                                                                
Served by Metro Rapid Line 761 and Metro Local Lines 158 and 233

Wednesday, March 27, 2013, 4-6 pm
Marvin Braude Constituent Service Center
6262 Van Nuys Bl
Van Nuys, CA 91401
Validated Parking available at City Hall Parking Lot  
(Sylvan/Sylmar Av Entrance) 
Served by Metro Orange Line, Metro Rapid Line 761, Metro  
Local Lines 154, 156, 164, 233 and 237, DASH Routes  
Panorama City/Van Nuys and Van Nuys/Studio City

Meeting Dates, Locations, and Information

* Information shared at each meeting will be identical. * La información compartida en cada reunión será idéntica. 

Fechas, Lugares e Información de Cada Reunión

ESFV TA_130222.indd   1 2/22/13   5:15 PM



metro.net/eastsfvtransit

818.276.3233 

eastsfvtransit@metro.net  

facebook.com/eastsfvtransit

Twitter @eastsfvtransit

¿No puede participar en persona? Vea la  

presentación y comente por medio de internet  

el jueves, 21 de marzo, 2013 a las 6:30 p.m.:  

http://ustream.tv/channel/eastSFV.   
La presentación será transmitida en vivo y también estará  

disponible para su revisión después de la reunión. 

Can’t make it in-person? View and comment via a  

live-stream of the presentation beginning at 6:30 p.m.  

on Thursday, March 21, 2013 or on-demand at:  

http://ustream.tv/channel/eastSFV.
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What’s next for the
     East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Study
In collaboration with the Cities of Los Angeles and San Fernando, Metro is identifying north-south  
transit opportunities to improve local and regional connections, enhance access to jobs, education, cultural,  
recreational and other opportunities – without a car – in the East San Fernando Valley corridor.

Public input is also an important part of this process.  Therefore, as we begin the formal environmental 
review, please attend upcoming Scoping Meetings to learn about alternatives to be studied and share  
your thoughts for this project.

  At these meetings you will be able to:
  •	Learn about the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Study

	 	 •	Learn about the environmental review process and project schedule

	 	 •	Find out about the alternatives planned for analysis  

	 	 •	Provide formal comments regarding the scope of the analysis that  
   should be considered in the environmental review

Saturday, March 16, 2013, 10 am-12 pm
Panorama High School
8015 Van Nuys Bl
Panorama City, CA 91402
Served by Metro Rapid Line 761 & Metro  
Local Line 233; DASH Route - Panorama City/ 
Van Nuys

Tuesday, March 19, 2013, 6-8 pm
The City of San Fernando Regional Pool Facility
208 Park Av
San Fernando, CA 91340
Served by Metro Rapid Lines 794 and Metro  
Local Lines 224 and 234

Thursday, March 21, 2013, 6-8 pm
Arleta High School                                                              
14200 Van Nuys Bl                                                                                              
Arleta, CA 91331                                                                                
Served by Metro Rapid Line 761 and Metro Local 
Lines 158 and 233

Wednesday, March 27, 2013, 4-6 pm
Marvin Braude Constituent Service Center
6262 Van Nuys Bl
Van Nuys, CA 91401
Validated Parking available at City Hall Parking 
Lot (Sylvan/Sylmar Av Entrance) 
Served by Metro Orange Line, Metro Rapid Line 
761, Metro Local Lines 154, 156, 164, 233 and 237 
and DASH Routes Panorama City/Van Nuys and 
Van Nuys/Studio City

Meeting Dates, Locations, and Information

* Information shared at each meeting will be identical.

Can’t make it in-person? Then, view and comment via a  

live-stream of the presentation beginning at 6:30 p.m. on  

Thursday, March 21, 2013 or on-demand at:   

http://ustream.tv/channel/eastSFV.

What’s next for the
     East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Study

metro.net/eastsfvtransit

818.276.3233 

eastsfvtransit@metro.net  

facebook.com/eastsfvtransit

Twitter @eastsfvtransit



En colaboración con las Ciudades de Los Ángeles y San Fernando, Metro está identificando  
oportunidades de transporte de norte a sur para mejorar las conexiones locales y regionales, fortalecer el  
acceso a empleos, centros educacionales, culturales y recreacionales además de otras oportunidades –  
sin el uso de un vehículo – en el corredor del este del Valle de San Fernando.

La participación del público es importante en este proceso.  Por lo tanto, mientras empezamos  
formalmente la revisión ambiental, le invitamos a que asista a unas de nuestras Reuniones de  
Ámbito, para que aprenda  sobre  las alternativas que se estudiarán y comente sobre el proyecto.  

 Durante las reuniones, usted podrá:
 • Aprender sobre el Estudio del Corredor de Transporte del este del Valle de San Fernando

 • Aprender sobre el proceso de revisión ambiental y la cronología del proyecto

 • Aprender sobre las alternativas que se estudiarán a fondo

 • Darnos sus comentarios formales sobre el alcance del análisis que se debe considerar  
  en la revisión ambiental

¿No puede participar en persona? Entonces, vea la presentación  

y comente por medio de internet el jueves, 21 de marzo, 2013  

a las 6:30 p.m.: http://ustream.tv/channel/eastSFV.   

La presentación será transmitida en vivo y también estará  

disponible para su revisión después de la reunión. 

metro.net/eastsfvtransit

818.276.3233 

eastsfvtransit@metro.net  

facebook.com/eastsfvtransit

Twitter @eastsfvtransit

¿Qué sigue para el Estudio del Corredor de Transporte del  
       Este del Valle de San Fernando?

Sábado, 16 de marzo del 2013, 10 am-12 pm
Panorama High School
8015 Van Nuys Bl
Panorama City, CA 91402
Servido por la Línea Metro Rapid 761, Línea Local de 
Metro 233; Ruta DASH  - Panorama City/Van Nuys

Martes, 19 de marzo del 2013, 6-8 pm
Instalación Acuática Regional de la Ciudad de 
San Fernando 
208 Park Av
San Fernando, CA 91340
Servido por la Línea Metro Rapid 794 y las Líneas  
Locales de Metro 224 y 234 
  

Jueves, 21 de marzo del 2013, 6-8 pm
Arleta High School                                                              
14200 Van Nuys Bl                                                                                              
Arleta, CA 91331                                                                                
Servido por la Línea Metro Rapid 761 y las Líneas  
Locales de Metro 158 y 233

Miércoles, 27 de marzo del 2013, 4-6 pm
Marvin Braude Constituent Service Center
6262 Van Nuys Bl
Van Nuys, CA 91401
Estacionamiento será validado – Entrada por las 
Calles Sylvan/Sylmar  
Servido por la Línea Metro Orange; Línea Metro Rapid  
761, Líneas Locales de Metro 154, 156, 164, 233, 237; y 
las Rutas DASH Panorama City/Van Nuys y Van Nuys/
Studio City

Fechas, Lugares e Información de Cada Reunión

* La información compartida en  
   cada reunión será idéntica. 
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Saturday, March 16, 2013 10:00am until 12:00pm in PDT

Served by Metro Rapid Line 761 & Metro Local Line 233; DASH Route - Panorama
City/Van Nuys

Draft EIS/EIR Public Scoping Meeting #1

Public · By East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Study
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Going (1)

Jody Litvak

Export · Report

Panorama High School
8015 Van Nuys Boulevard, Panorama City, Californi…

View Map · Get Directions
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East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Study is going.

Like · Comment · Follow Post · March 4 at 9:32am

East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Study updated the event

photo.

Like · Comment · Follow Post · March 2 at 7:18am

East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Study created the

event.

Like · Comment · Follow Post · March 2 at 7:17am
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Tuesday, March 19, 2013 6:00pm until 8:00pm in PDT

Served by Metro Rapid Lines 794 and Metro Local Lines 224 and 234

Draft EIS/EIR Public Scoping Meeting #2

Public · By East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Study

Going (5)

Maybe (1)

Arek Soulahian

Invited (30)

Export · Report

City of San Fernando Aquatics Center
San Fernando, California 91340

View Map · Get Directions

RECENT  POST S

Chris Shows is going.

Follow Post · March 19 at 1:21pm

Tony Waree is going.

Follow Post · March 19 at 12:04am

Steven Harris is going.

Follow Post · March 16 at 10:14pm

Jack Lindblad is going.

Follow Post · March 16 at 4:01pm

East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Study is going.

Like · Comment · Follow Post · March 4 at 9:32am

Jack Lindblad likes this.

East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Study updated the event
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Like · Comment · Follow Post · March 2 at 7:21am

José Eduardo Palma likes this.

East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Study created the

event.

Like · Comment · Follow Post · March 2 at 7:21am
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Thursday, March 21, 2013 6:00pm until 8:00pm in PDT

Served by Metro Rapid Line 761 and Metro Local Lines 158 and 233

Draft EIS/EIR Public Scoping Meeting #3

Public · By East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Study
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Going (1)

Jody Litvak

Export · Report

Arleta High School
14200 Van Nuys Blvd., Pacoima, California 91331

View Map · Get Directions

RECENT  POST S

East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Study is going.

Like · Comment · Follow Post · March 4 at 9:32am

East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Study updated the event

photo.

Like · Comment · Follow Post · March 2 at 7:24am

East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Study created the

event.

Like · Comment · Follow Post · March 2 at 7:23am
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Wednesday, March 27, 2013 4:00pm until 6:00pm in PDT

Validated Parking available at City Hall Parking Lot (Sylvan/Sylmar Av Entrance) 

Served by Metro Orange Line, Metro Rapid Line 761, Metro Local Lines 154, 156,
164, 233 and 237 and DASH Routes Panorama City/Van Nuys and Van Nuys/Studio
City

Draft EIS/EIR Public Scoping Meeting #4

Public · By East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Study

Going (2)

Maybe (1)

Tony Waree

Export · Report

Marvin Braude San Fernando Valley C…
Van Nuys, California

View Map · Get Directions

RECENT  POST S

Rolando Chavarria is going.

Follow Post · March 19 at 9:44pm

Rolando Chavarria is going.

Follow Post · March 5 at 12:49am

East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Study is going.

Like · Comment · Follow Post · March 4 at 9:32am

East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Study updated the event

photo.

Like · Comment · Follow Post · March 2 at 7:27am

East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Study created the

event.

Like · Comment · Follow Post · March 2 at 7:26am
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Memorandum 

To: W. Davis and J. Litvak 

From: Lilian De Loza 

Subject: ESFV Transit Study Social Media Monitoring Report for February 28, 2013 – March 13, 

2013 

Date: March 15, 2013 

Summary of Observations and Next Steps 
 The digital engagement team has created engaging content for posting on our project social media 

platforms of Twitter and Facebook. Along with Metro’s social media efforts, we have together formed an 

effective way to educate members of the public about the issues, needs and opportunities to help us 

discover efficient transit solutions for the east San Fernando Valley.  

The following is a summary of digital engagement efforts and responses during February 28 – March 13, 

2013. Note: grammar and spelling corrections of comments posted by others are not made in this section. 

 

Facebook 
Followers: 874 total page-likes to date. 

People Talking About This: 35 unique users have created a story about our page. This includes liking our 

page, posting on our page's wall, liking, commenting on or sharing one of our posts or mentioning our page. 

Average Weekly Reach: The average number of people who have seen any content associated with our 

page per week is 368 people.  

 
February 28 – March 6 
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March 7 – March 13 
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Twitter 
Followers: 7 new Twitter followers; 109 total Twitter followers to date 

Retweets: 1 @EastSFVTransit tweets were reposted.   

@Replies: The @EastSFVTransit Twitter feed received 0 comments.  

 

 
 

Online Advertising 
Our current ad campaign began on March 6, 2013 and will conclude in late April of 2013. So far, the page ha

s received a steady incline of new likes, unique visitors, and daily impressions.   
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Memorandum 

To: W. Davis and J. Litvak 

From: Lilian De Loza 

Subject: ESFV Transit Study Social Media Monitoring Report for March 14, 2013 – March 27, 2013 

Date: March 29, 2013 

Summary of Observations and Next Steps 
 The digital engagement team has created engaging content for posting on our project social media 

platforms of Twitter and Facebook. Along with Metro’s social media efforts, we have together formed an 

effective way to educate members of the public about the issues, needs and opportunities to help us 

discover efficient transit solutions for the east San Fernando Valley.  

The following is a summary of digital engagement efforts and responses during March 14 – March 27, 2013. 

Note: grammar and spelling corrections of comments posted by others are not made in this section. 

 

Facebook 
Followers: 959 total page-likes to date. 

People Talking About This: 217 unique users have created a story about our page. This includes liking our 

page, posting on our page's wall, liking, commenting on or sharing one of our posts or mentioning our page. 

Average Weekly Reach: The average number of people who have seen any content associated with our 

page per week is 10,735 people.  

 
March 14 – March 20 
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March 21 – March 27 
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Twitter 
Followers: 7 new Twitter followers; 109 total Twitter followers to date 

Retweets: 1 @EastSFVTransit tweets were reposted.   

@Replies: The @EastSFVTransit Twitter feed received 0 comments.  

 

 
 

Online Advertising 
Our current ad campaign began on March 6, 2013 and will conclude in late April of 2013. So far, the page ha

s received a steady incline of new likes, unique visitors, and daily impressions.   
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Memorandum 

To: W. Davis and J. Litvak 

From: Lilian De Loza 

Subject: ESFV Transit Study Social Media Monitoring Report for March 28, 2013 – April 10, 2013 

Date: April 12, 2013 

Summary of Observations and Next Steps 
 The digital engagement team has created engaging content for posting on our project social media 

platforms of Twitter and Facebook. Along with Metro’s social media efforts, we have together formed an 

effective way to educate members of the public about the issues, needs and opportunities to help us 

discover efficient transit solutions for the east San Fernando Valley.  

The following is a summary of digital engagement efforts and responses during March 28 – April 10, 2013. 

Note: grammar and spelling corrections of comments posted by others are not made in this section. 

 

Facebook 
Followers: 1,014 total page-likes to date. 

People Talking About This: 154 unique users have created a story about our page. This includes liking our 

page, posting on our page's wall, liking, commenting on or sharing one of our posts or mentioning our page. 

Average Weekly Reach: The average number of people who have seen any content associated with our 

page per week is 19,020 people.  

 
March 28 – April 3 
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April 4 – April 10 
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Twitter 
Followers: 7 new Twitter followers; 109 total Twitter followers to date 

Retweets: 1 @EastSFVTransit tweets were reposted.   

@Replies: The @EastSFVTransit Twitter feed received 0 comments.  

 

 
 

Online Advertising 
Our current ad campaign began on March 6, 2013 and will conclude in late April of 2013. So far, the page ha

s received a steady incline of new likes, unique visitors, and daily impressions.   

 

 
 
 



 
 
 

 

Memorandum 

To: W. Davis and J. Litvak 

From: Lilian De Loza 

Subject: ESFV Transit Study Social Media Monitoring Report for April 11, 2013 – April 24, 2013 

Date: April 26, 2013 

Summary of Observations and Next Steps 
 The digital engagement team has created engaging content for posting on our project social media 

platforms of Twitter and Facebook. Along with Metro’s social media efforts, we have together formed an 

effective way to educate members of the public about the issues, needs and opportunities to help us 

discover efficient transit solutions for the east San Fernando Valley.  

The following is a summary of digital engagement efforts and responses during April 11 – April 24, 2013. 

Note: grammar and spelling corrections of comments posted by others are not made in this section. 

 

Facebook 
Followers: 1,014 total page-likes to date. 

People Talking About This: 35 unique users have created a story about our page. This includes liking our 

page, posting on our page's wall, liking, commenting on or sharing one of our posts or mentioning our page. 

Average Weekly Reach: The average number of people who have seen any content associated with our 

page per week is 792 people.  

 
April 11 – April 17 
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April 18 – April 24 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

Twitter 
Followers: 3 new Twitter followers; 130 total Twitter followers to date 

Retweets: 0 @EastSFVTransit tweets were reposted.   

@Replies: The @EastSFVTransit Twitter feed received 10 comments.  
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Online Advertising 
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Our current ad campaign occurred began on March 6, 2013 and concluded on April 27, 2013. During that per

iod, the page has gained 202  likes and generated 228,222 impressions among Facebook users in the Great

er Los Angeles Area. Although the campaign has reached completion, the page continues to receive a stead

y stream of activity though the remainder of the scoping period.   

 

 

 



 
 
 

 

Memorandum 

To: W. Davis and J. Litvak 

From: Lilian De Loza 

Subject: ESFV Transit Study Social Media Monitoring Report for April 25, 2013 – May 8, 2013 

Date: May 10, 2013 

Summary of Observations and Next Steps 
 The digital engagement team has created engaging content for posting on our project social media 

platforms of Twitter and Facebook. Along with Metro’s social media efforts, we have together formed an 

effective way to educate members of the public about the issues, needs and opportunities to help us 

discover efficient transit solutions for the east San Fernando Valley.  

The following is a summary of digital engagement efforts and responses during April 25 – May 8, 2013. 

Note: grammar and spelling corrections of comments posted by others are not made in this section. 

 

Facebook 
Followers: 1,017 total page-likes to date. 

People Talking About This: 18 unique users have created a story about our page. This includes liking our 

page, posting on our page's wall, liking, commenting on or sharing one of our posts or mentioning our page. 

Average Weekly Reach: The average number of people who have seen any content associated with our 

page per week is 288 people.  

 
April 25 – May 1 

 

 
N/A 
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May 1 – May 8 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

Twitter 
Followers: 7 new Twitter followers; 109 total Twitter followers to date 

Retweets: 1 @EastSFVTransit tweets were reposted.   

@Replies: The @EastSFVTransit Twitter feed received 0 comments.  

 

 
 

Online Advertising 
Our last ad campaign occurred from March 6 through April 27, 2013. During that time, the page gained 201 n

ew likes and generated 228,222 impressions. Although the campaign has reached completion, the page has 

continued to receive a steady stream of activity though the remainder of the scoping period.   
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Formal Scoping Meetings
Welcome! 

Thank you! Your participation today helps  
us shape the future of transportation and  
mobility in your community!

To Submit Comments by May 6, 2013: 
Visit our website: www.metro.net/eastsfvtransit
Send an email: eastsfvtransit@metro.net
Call: (818)276.3233
Twitter: @eastsfvtransit – using #ESFVscoping
Facebook: eastsfvtransit – click on "Formal  
Scoping Comments"

Thank you for taking the time to join us 
at the East San Fernando Valley Transit 
Corridor Study Scoping Meetings where 
you will be able to:

	 •	Learn more about what is being  
  considered to improve north-south  
  transit service in the east  
  San Fernando Valley.  

	 •	Provide formal comments to Metro  
  and the Federal Transit Administration  
  (FTA) regarding what you think is  
  important to consider as they prepare  
  a Draft Environmental Impact  
  Study/Environmental Impact  
  Report (EIS/EIR).  

	 •	Better understand the key milestones  
  in the environmental review process   
  that encourage public participation.

What is an EIS/EIR?
The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)  

and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) 

define the steps that Metro and FTA must follow in 

preparing a Federal Environmental Impact Statement 

(EIS) and State Environmental Impact Report (EIR).  

To streamline the environmental review process, 

Metro and the FTA will prepare a joint EIS/EIR  

document.  

What is Scoping?
Opportunities for public participation are required 

throughout the environmental review process at  

key milestones.  The first key milestone in the  

environmental review process begins with a  

“scoping” period that allows for public input on  

the issues that should be addressed in the EIS/EIR.  

Comments regarding the “scope” of the analysis  

may be sent to Metro via mail, e-mail, Facebook, 

Twitter and/or provided at public scoping meetings 

verbally or in writing.  



MEETING ROAD MAP
Use this “Meeting Road Map” to guide your experience.

5 Comments

Provide your ideas, suggestions and  
comments on the scope of the Draft  
EIS/EIR directly to the court reporter.   
Provide comments in writing by completing  
a comment form. Or, register to provide  
verbal comments by completing a  
speaker card. All speakers will have  
two minutes to share comments.  
Tell us what you think!

Open House Stations

1 Sign-In/Registration

2 Environmental  
Review Process

What is a NOI/NOP? What is an  
EIS/EIR? How do my comments  
help shape the project?  

3 Alternatives Under 
Consideration

What are the four alternatives being  
considered? What should be  
considered in the EIS/EIR? 

4 Next Steps

What are the various milestones?  
What’s next in the process? 

The Agenda for  
Today’s Meeting:

 
 1. Registration & Open House  
  (first 30 minutes).
 
 2. Brief presentation by: Walt Davis  
  (Metro Project Manager) and  
  Jody Litvak (Metro Community  
  Relations Director).  
 
 3. Formal Public Comment - Comments   
  and questions will not be responded  
  to by study team members today. The 
  Draft Environmental Impact Statement/ 
  Report (EIS/EIR) will analyze project 
  alternatives, including comments/
  questions received during the scoping 
  period. Please share your ideas and 
  suggestions. All verbal comments will 
  be transcribed by certified court  
  reporters and given to the sudy team 
  for analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR. 
 
During the Open House portion of the  
meeting, you will have an opportunity to:
 
 1) Learn more about each of the the  
  four alternatives being discussed 
 
 2) Submit formal written and private  
  verbal comments directly to the  
  court reporter



Reuniones de Ámbito Formales 
¡Bienvenido!

¡Gracias! ¡Su participación de hoy nos ayuda a 
darle forma al futuro de transporte y movilidad 
en su comunidad!

Para someter comentarios antes  
del 6 de Mayo del 2013: 
Visite nuestra página en internet:   
www.metro.net/eastsfvtransit
Mande un email:  eastsfvtransit@metro.net
Llame: (818)276.3233
Twitter: @eastsfvtransit – use #ESFVscoping
Facebook: eastsfvtransit – haga clic en  
  "Formal Scoping Comments"

Gracias por tomar el tiempo de 
acompañarnos en las reuniones de 
ámbito para el Corredor de Transporte 
del Este del Valle de San Fernando donde 
usted podrá:

 • Aprender más sobre lo que se está 
  considerando para mejorar el servicio 
   de transporte entre norte y sur en el  
  este del Valle de San Fernando.  

 • Proveer sus comentarios formales a 
   Metro y la Administración de  
  Transporte Federal (FTA) sobre lo que 
   usted piensa debe considerarse al 
   preparar un(a) Declaración/Reporte de  
  Impacto Ambiental Borrador (EIS/EIR –  
  por sus siglas en inglés).  

 • Mejor entender las etapas del proceso  
  ambiental que animan la participación  
  del público.

¿Qué es un EIS/EIR?
El Acta Nacional de Política Ambiental (NEPA) y 

el Acta de Calidad Ambiental de California (CEQA) 

definen los pasos que Metro y la FTA deben seguir 

al preparar una Declaración de Impacto Ambiental 

(EIS) federal y un Reporte de Impacto Ambiental 

(EIR) estatal.  Para racionalizar el proceso entre  

ambas agencias, se preparará un documento  

combinado EIS/EIR.  

¿Qué es Ámbito?
Oportunidades para la participación del público son 

requeridas durante el proceso de revisión ambiental 

en etapas claves.  La primera etapa comienza el  

proceso de revisión ambiental con un periodo de 

“ámbito” que anima al público a que someta  

comentarios sobre lo que se debe considerar al 

preparar el alcance del EIS/EIR.  Comentarios  sobre 

el “ámbito” del análisis pueden ser sometidos por 

medio de correo, email, Facebook, Twitter y/o en  

persona en las reuniones de ámbito comunitarias.  



MAPA DE LA REUNIÓN
Use esta  “Mapa de la Reunión” para guiar su experiencia.

5 Comentarios

Someta sus ideas, sugerencias y  
comentarios sobre el alcance del EIS/EIR  
Borrador directamente al reportero de la  
corte. Provee comentarios por escrito al  
completar una forma de comentarios.  
O, regístrese para dar sus comentarios  
verbalmente durante la sesión de audiencia.  
Complete una tarjeta de testimonio  
formal.  Todas las personas tendrán dos  
minutos para compartir sus comentarios  
verbalmente.  
¡Díganos lo que piensa! 

Estaciones del Taller Abierto

1 Registración

2 Proceso de Revisión 
Ambiental

¿Qué es un NOI/NOP? ¿Qué es un  
EIS/EIR? ¿Cómo mis comentarios  
ayudan a formar este proyecto?   

3 Alternativas Bajo  
Consideración

¿Cuáles son las cuatro alternativas que  
se están considerando? ¿Qué se debe  
considerar al preparar el EIS/EIR?

4 Pasos a Seguir

¿Cuáles son las etapas del estudio? 
¿Qué sigue en este proceso?

El Agenda de la  
Reunión de Hoy:

 
 1. Registración y Taller Abierto  
  (primeros 30 minutos)
 
 2. Presentación breve por Metro: Walt   
  Davis (Gerente del Proyecto) y Jody  
  Litvak (Directora de Relaciones  
  Comunitarias) 
 
 3. Comentarios del Público Formales –  
  Se analizarán los comentarios y  
  preguntas recibidas durante el periodo  
  de ámbito en la/el Declaración/Reporte  
  de Impacto Ambiental.  Por favor  
  comparta sus ideas y sugerencias.   
  Todos los comentarios verbales serán   
  documentados por un(a) reporter(o/a) 
  certificado(a) por la corte y entregados  
  al equipo de estudio para su análisis   
  en el EIS/EIR. 
 
Durante el Taller Abierto de la reunión, usted 
tendrá la oportunidad de:
 
 1) Aprender más sobre cada una de las  
  cuatro alternativas que se están  
  estudiando 
 

 2) Someter comentarios formales por  
  escrito o directamente al reportero(a)  
  de la corte.











East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor
  Scoping Meetings – March 2013 



Purpose of Meeting  

• Provide overview and background 

• Describe alternatives to be studied 

• Obtain public input on study 

2 



3 
3 

• 2011-12  
 Alternatives Analysis (AA) Study 

 10 Community Meetings 

 Considered 30 Alternatives; narrowed to six 

build alternatives 

• January 2013 
 Alternatives to be studied 

– No-Build 

– Transportation System Management (TSM) 

– Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) 

– Light Rail Transit (LRT) 

 

How We Got Here 
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Purpose and Need of the Project  

1. Improve north-south mobility 

2. Provide more reliable operations and connections between key transit 
hubs/routes 

3. Enhance transit accessibility/connectivity to local and regional destinations  

4. Provide additional transit options in a largely transit dependent area 

5. Encourage mode shift to transit  

4 



Five phases of project development: 

Engineering 

Alternatives 

 Analysis 
 

In Operation 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Construction 

Completed                       

January 2013 

Project Development Process 

Environmental  

Studies (EIS/EIR)  & 

Conceptual 

Engineering 
                

Where We  

Are Now  2015-2016 

2016-2018 

2018 

2013-2015 
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EIS/EIR Process 
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EIS/EIR Purpose 

• Draft EIS/EIR: 

 Define/refine alternatives 

 Study potential benefits/impacts 

 Select a Locally Preferred Alternative (LPA) 

• Final EIS/EIR: 

 Further Analyze LPA 

 Respond to comments on Draft EIS/EIR 

 Recommend mitigation program 

 Recommend project for construction 
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What is Scoping 

• Scoping is the process of determining the scope, 

focus and content of an EIS/EIR 

• All interested parties are invited to comment on: 

 The purpose and need for a project 

 Alternatives to be studied 

 Impacts to be evaluated 

 Possible mitigations 
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Environmental Issues to be Studied 

• Transportation 

• Land Use & Development 

• Real Estate & Acquisitions 

• Communities & Neighborhoods 

• Visual & Aesthetics 

• Air Quality 

• Noise & Vibration 

• Ecosystems & Biological 

Resources 

• Geotechnical / Subsurface / 

Seismic / Hazardous Materials 

• Water Resources 

• Energy 

• Historical, Archaeological & 

Paleontological Resources 

• Parklands & Community 

Facilities 

• Economic & Fiscal 

Development 

• Safety & Security 

• Construction Impacts 

• Growth Inducing Impacts 

• Environmental Justice 

• Climate Change 

• Cumulative Impacts 
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Screening Criteria 

Travel and Mobility Benefits and Impacts 

Regional Connectivity 

Cost-Effectiveness 

Environmental Benefits and Impacts 

Economic and Land Use Considerations 

Community Input 

Financial Capability 
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No Build 

•  2035 study area without project: 
– Existing highways, transit services and facilities 

– Funded projects 

Transportation System Management (TSM) 

•  Lower cost improvements to increase efficiency 
– Intersection widenings 

– Signal timing 

– Enhanced bus service 

– Other 

•  Increases transportation system efficiencies 

Alternatives Required for Further Study 
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•





• Mostly exclusive Right-of-Way 

• Up to 75 passengers per bus 

• 6-12 minute frequency 

• Stations approximately one-mile apart 

• Clean fuel (CNG) power 

• Share existing maintenance facilities 

• Possible single ride over Sepulveda 
Pass 

• Either on-street parking or bicycle lane 

Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) 

12 

Cleveland, Ohio 



BRT Alternative 

13 

• Sylmar/San Fernando Metrolink Station south to 

Ventura Bl.  

 San Fernando Rd. (Mixed-flow lane) 

 Van Nuys Bl. to the Metro Orange Line (MOL) 

(Dedicated lane ) 

o Option 1 - Terminates at MOL. Mixed-flow 

traffic south 

o Option 2 - Terminates at Sepulveda MOL 

Station  

o Option 3 - Dedicated lane via Sepulveda 

Blvd. to Ventura Blvd. 

• End to end: 

 12 miles and 14 Potential Stations 

 +/- 41 min travel time 

 +/- 33,600 weekday boardings 

• Cost: $250 - $520 million (2018$) 

 LRTP commits $170.1 million 
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•





• Exclusive Right-of-Way 

• Overhead electrical power 

• Over 300 passengers per train set 

• 6-12 minute frequency 

• Stations typically one-mile apart 

• New maintenance facility required 

• Transfer for travel over Sepulveda Pass 

• Either on-street parking or bicycle lane 

Light Rail Transit (LRT) 
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LRT Alternative 

15 

• Sylmar/San Fernando Metrolink Station 

south to Ventura Bl.  

 All dedicated Right-of-Way 

• End to end: 

 11.2 miles 

 +/- 36 min travel time 

 13 potential stations 

 +/- 37,500 weekday boardings 

• Cost: $1.8 - 2.3 billion (2018$) 

• LRTP commits $170.1 million 

 

15 
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• Mode (BRT, LRT, other) 

• Travel Speed 

 For transit 

 For cars 

• Reliability 

• Station Locations 

• Maintenance Yard Location 

• Connections 

• Parking  

• Bicycles 

• Construction Impacts 

• Other 

 

Help Shape The Study 

What Issues are Most Important to You? 
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We Want to Hear from You 

• US Mail: 

Walt Davis, Project Manager 

One Gateway Plaza - MS 99-22-3 

Los Angeles, CA  90012 

• Phone: (818) 276-3233  

• E-mail: eastSFVtransit@metro.net 

• www.metro.net/eastSFVtransit 

• Facebook: EastSFVtransit 

• Twitter: @eastSFVtransit 

 Use: #EastSFVscoping 

• Text “ESFVtransit” to 25827 for 

updates 

 

• Submit comments by May 6, 2013 
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Scoping Meetings 

• March 16, 2013 (Saturday) at 10:00 AM – 12:00 PM 

– Panorama High School, 8015 Van Nuys Blvd, Panorama City 

• March 19, 2013 (Tuesday) at 6:00 PM – 8:00 PM 

– San Fernando Aquatic Center, 208 Park Ave, San Fernando 

• March 21, 2013 (Thursday) at 6:00 PM – 8:00 PM 

– Arleta High School – Cafeteria, 14200 Van Nuys Blvd, Arleta 

– Webcast http://ustream.tv/channel/eastsfv 

• March 27, 2013 (Wednesday) at 4:00 PM – 6:00 PM 

– Van Nuys Civic Center – Marvin Braude Constituent Service Center, 

6262 Van Nuys Blvd, Van Nuys 

 

 Same information will be presented at all meetings 
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Public Comments 

19 

2-Minutes / Speaker 



Corredor de Transporte del Este del Valle de San Fernando
  
Reuniones de Ámbito – Marzo 2013 



Propósito de la Reunión 

• Proveer un resumen e historial 

• Explicar las alternativas que se están considerando 

• Obtener comentarios sobre el estudio 

2 
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• 2011-12  
 Estudio de Análisis de Alternativas (AA) 

 10 Reuniones Comunitarias 

 Se consideraron 30 alternativas que fueron 

reducidas a seis 

• Enero 2013 
 Alternativas Que Serán Estudiadas 

– No-Construir 

– Manejo del Sistema de Transporte (TSM) 

– Transporte de Autobús Rápido (BRT) 

– Tren Ligero (LRT) 

 

Historial del Estudio 

3 



Propósito y Necesidad del 

Proyecto 

1. Mejorar la movilidad entre norte y sur 

2. Proveer operaciones y conexiones más confiables entre rutas y centros de 
transporte 

3. Mejorar el acceso/conectividad a destinos locales y regionales 

4. Proveer opciones de transporte adicionales en un área donde hay una alta 
dependencia del transporte publico 

5. Animar el cambio hacia el uso de transporte publico 

4 



Cinco fases de desarrollo: 

Ingeniería 

Análisis de 

Alternativas 
 

En Operación 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Construcción 

Completado  

Enero 2013 

Proceso de Desarrollo del 

Proyecto 

Estudios 

Ambientales 

(EIS/EIR)  e 

Ingeniería 
Conceptual                

Aquí 

Estamos 2015-2016 

2016-2018 

2018 

2013-2015 
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Proceso del EIS/EIR 
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Propósito del EIS/EIR 

• EIS/EIR Borrador: 

 Define/Refine Alternativas 

 Estudia impactos/beneficios posibles 

 Selecciona Alternativa Localmente Preferida (LPA) 

• EIS/EIR Final: 

 Analiza aun mas la LPA 

 Responde a comentarios recibidos en el EIS/EIR Borrador 

 Recomienda un programa de mitigación programa 

 Recomienda un proyecto para su construcción 
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Que es Ámbito 

• Ámbito es el proceso de determinar el alcance, 

enfoque, y contenido del EIS/EIR 

• Todas las personas interesadas están invitadas a 

someter comentarios sobre: 

 El propósito y necesidad del proyecto 

 Alternativas que serán estudiadas 

 Impactos que serán evaluados 

 Mitigaciones posibles 
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Temas Ambientales que serán 

Estudiados 

• Transportación 

• Uso de Terreno y Desarrollo 

• Bienes Raíces y Adquisiciones 

• Comunidades y Vecindarios 

• Visuales y Estética 

• Calidad de Aire 

• Ruido y vibración 

• Ecosistemas y Recursos 

Biológicos 

• Geotécnica / Subsuperficie / 

Sísmico / Materiales Peligrosos 

• Recursos de Agua 

• Energía 

• Recursos Históricos, 

Arqueológicos y 

Paleontológicos 

• Parques e instalaciones 

comunitarias 

• Desarrollo Económico y Fiscal 

• Seguridad 

• Impactos de Construcción 

• Impactos de Crecimiento  

• Justicia Ambiental 

• Cambio de Clima 

• Impactos Cumulativos 
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Criterios de Evaluación 

Beneficios e Impactos de Viajes y Movilidad 

Conectividad Regional 

Efectividad de Costo 

Beneficios e Impactos Ambientales 

Consideraciones Económicas y de Uso de Terreno 

Comentarios del Público 

Capacidad Financiera 

10 



No Construir 

•  Área de estudio sin el proyecto en el año 2035: 
– Carreteras, servicio de transporte e instalaciones 

actuales 

– Proyectos programados 

Manejo del Sistema de Transporte (TSM) 

•  Mejoras de bajo costos para aumentar eficiencia 
– Ensanchamiento de Intersecciones 

– Sincronización de semáforos 

– Mejor servicio de autobús 

– Otro 

•  Aumenta la eficiencia del sistema de transporte 

Alternativas Requeridas 

11 
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• Mayormente corre en carriles exclusivos 

(en derecho-de-paso) 

• Hasta 75 pasajeros por autobús 

• Frecuencia de 6-12 minutos 

• Estaciones aproximadamente en cada milla 

de distancia 

• Usa combustible limpio (CNG) 

• Comparte instalaciones de mantenimiento 

• Posible de poder viajar en un solo viaje 
sobre el Pase Sepúlveda 

• Carril de bicicleta o estacionamiento 

Transporte de Autobús Rápido 

(BRT) 

12 

Cleveland, Ohio 



Alternativa BRT 

13 

• Estación Metrolink de Sylmar/San Fernando sur 

hasta Ventura Bl.  

 San Fernando Rd. (Carril de trafico mixto) 

 Van Nuys Bl. hasta Metro Orange Line (MOL) 

(Carril dedicado) 

o Opción 1 – Termina en la MOL. Trafico 

mixto sur  

o Opción 2 – Termina en la Estación 

Sepúlveda del MOL  

o Opción 3 – Carril dedicado vía Sepúlveda 

Bl. a Ventura Bl. 

• Terminal a Terminal: 

 12 millas y14 Estaciones potenciales 

 +/- 41 minutos de tiempo de viaje 

 +/- 33,600 pasajeros semanales 

• Costo: $250 - $520 millones (2018$) 

 LRTP programó $170.1 millón 
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•





• Derecho-de-Paso exclusivo 

• Líneas aéreas de transmisión de electricidad 

• Mas de 300 pasajeros en cada tren 

• Frecuencia de 6-12 minutos 

• Estaciones típicamente una milla de 
distancia 

• Instalaciones de mantenimiento son 
necesarias 

• Transferencia necesaria para seguir 
sobre el Pase Sepúlveda 

• Carril de bicicleta o estacionamiento en 
la calle 

Tren Ligero (LRT) 
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Alternativa LRT 

15 

• Estación Metrolink de Sylmar/San 

Fernando sur hasta Ventura Bl.  

 Completamente en derecho de paso 

• Terminal a Terminal: 

 11.2 millas 

 Tiempo de viaje +/- 36 minutos  

 13 estaciones potenciales 

 +/- 37,500 pasajeros semanales 

• Costo: $1.8 - 2.3 billones (2018$) 

• LRTP programó $170.1 millones 
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• Modo (BRT, LRT, otro) 

• Velocidad de Viaje 

 Para transporte publico 

 Para vehículos 

• Confiabilidad 

• Ubicación de Estaciones 

• Ubicación de Instalaciones 

de Mantenimiento 

• Conexiones 

• Estacionamiento 

• Bicicletas 

• Impactos de Construcción 

• Otro 

 

Ayude a Darle Forma Al Estudio 

¿Que temas son mas importantes para usted? 
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Queremos oír de usted 

• Correspondencia: 

Walt Davis, Gerente del Proyecto 

Metro 

One Gateway Plaza - MS 99-22-3 

Los Angeles, CA  90012 

• Teléfono: (818) 276-3233  

• E-mail: eastSFVtransit@metro.net 

• www.metro.net/eastSFVtransit 

• Facebook: EastSFVtransit 

• Twitter: @eastSFVtransit 

 Use: #EastSFVscoping 

• Texto “ESFVtransit” a 25827  

 

• Someta comentarios antes del 6 de mayo del 2013 
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Reuniones Comunitarias de 

Ámbito 

• 16 de marzo 2013 (sábado) de 10:00 AM – 12:00 PM 

– Panorama High School, 8015 Van Nuys Blvd, Panorama City 

• 19 de marzo, 2013 (martes) de 6:00 PM – 8:00 PM 

– San Fernando Aquatic Center, 208 Park Ave, San Fernando 

• 21 de marzo, 2013 (jueves) de 6:00 PM – 8:00 PM 

– Arleta High School – Cafetería, 14200 Van Nuys Blvd, Arleta 

– Transmitido en vivo: http://ustream.tv/channel/eastsfv 

• 27 de marzo, 2013 (miércoles) de 4:00 PM – 6:00 PM 

– Van Nuys Civic Center – Marvin Braude Constituent Service Center, 

6262 Van Nuys Blvd, Van Nuys 

 

 Same information will be presented at all meetings 
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Comentarios del Público 

19 

2-Minutos / Persona 



 

          REQUEST TO SPEAK    
 

 

EAST SAN FERNANDO VALLEY TRANSIT CORRIDOR STUDY 
 OFFICIAL SCOPING MEETING COMMENTS 

 
Please print. 
 
Date: _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Name: ______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Organization: _________________________________________________________________ 
 
Address: ____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
PLEASE SUBMIT THIS FORM TO A MEMBER OF THE METRO TEAM PRIOR TO THE BEGINNING 
OF TODAY’S FORMAL COMMENT SESSION.  
 
Please formulate your comment or question regarding the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor 
Project Draft EIR. The formal public comment portion of the Scoping Meeting will be held the Open House 
period and a presentation. Each speaker will be given 2 minutes to provide comments.  
 
*NOTE: Speakers cannot cede their time to other people to speak on their behalf.* 
 
 

 

          REQUEST TO SPEAK    
 

 

EAST SAN FERNANDO VALLEY TRANSIT CORRIDOR STUDY 
 OFFICIAL SCOPING MEETING COMMENT  

 
Please print. 
 
Date: _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Name: ______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Organization: _________________________________________________________________ 
 
Address: ____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
PLEASE SUBMIT THIS FORM TO A MEMBER OF THE METRO TEAM PRIOR TO THE BEGINNING 
OF TODAY’S FORMAL COMMENT SESSION.  
 
Please formulate your comment or question regarding the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor 
Project Draft EIR. The formal public comment portion of the Scoping Meeting will be held the Open House 
period and a presentation. Each speaker will be given 2 minutes to provide comments.  
 
*NOTE: Speakers cannot cede their time to other people to speak on their behalf.* 



 
 
 
 

      TESTIMONIO FORMAL    
 

REUNIONES COMUNITARIAS DE ÁMBITO ESTUDIO DEL CORREDOR DE TRANSPORTE 
DEL ESTE DEL VALLE DE SAN FERNANDO 

 
Por favor escriba de una forma legible. 
 
Fecha: _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Nombre: ______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Organización: _________________________________________________________________ 
 
Domicilio: ____________________________________________________________________ 
 
POR FAVOR ENTREGUE ESTA FORMA A UN MIEMBRO DEL EQUIPO DE METRO ANTES DE QUE 
COMIENCE LA SESIÓN DE COMENTARIO/TESIMONIO FORMAL. 
 
Por favor someta su comentario o pregunta acerca el Proyecto del Corredor de Transporte del Este del 
Valle de San Fernando Declaración/Reporte de Impacto Ambiental Borrador. Comentarios formales y de 
manera pública, se recibirán durante de la reunión de ámbito tiempo y presentación. Cada persona 
tendrá dos minutos para hacer sus comentarios.      
 
*Nota: Personas con permiso para hablar no pueden ceder su tiempo a otras personas para que hablen 
de su parte.   
 

   TESTIMONIO FORMAL    
 
 

REUNIONES COMUNITARIAS DE ÁMBITO PROYECTO DEL CORREDOR DE 
TRANSPORTE DEL ESTE DEL VALLE DE SAN FERNANDO 

 
Por favor escriba de una forma legible. 
 
Fecha: _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Nombre: ______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Organización: _________________________________________________________________ 
 
Domicilio: ____________________________________________________________________ 
 
POR FAVOR ENTREGUE ESTA FORMA A UN MIEMBRO DEL EQUIPO DE METRO ANTES DE QUE 
COMIENCE LA SESIÓN DE COMENTARIO/TESIMONIO FORMAL. 
 
Por favor someta su comentario o pregunta acerca el Proyecto del Corredor de Transporte del Este del 
Valle de San Fernando Declaración/Reporte de Impacto Ambiental Borrador. Comentarios formales y de 
manera pública, se recibirán durante de la reunión de ámbito tiempo y presentación. Cada persona 
tendrá dos minutos para hacer sus comentarios.      
 
*Nota: Personas con permiso para hablar no pueden ceder su tiempo a otras personas para que hablen 
de su parte.   

 



 
 

Frequently Asked Questions (March 2013) 

Metro and the City of Los Angeles, in coordination with the City of San Fernando and 
the Federal Transit Administration (FTA), are currently studying options for improving 
north-south transit service in the East San Fernando Valley. This set of Frequently 
Asked Questions is designed to provide you with basic information about the planning 
effort for the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor project. It will be updated 
periodically. 

 Overview 
 Modes and Routes 
 Costs and Funding 

 Regional Connectivity 
 Project-Specific 
 Public Participation 

 

Overview 

1. What is the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor? 
Measure R, approved by Los Angeles County voters in 2008, allocated funding for a 
variety of transportation purposes including 12 transit projects. One of these is the East 
San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor that was also adopted into Metro’s 2009 Long 
Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County. The project is currently going 
through environmental analysis to evaluate options for improving north-south transit 
service in this area. See question8 for a study area map. 

2. What is the process for studying this project? 
Like most projects, the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor must go through an 
environmental analysis consistent with state and federal guidelines. This is the process 
that will eventually determine the project that will be built. For the East San Fernando 
Valley Transit Corridor, this process began with an Alternatives Analysis (AA), and is 
continuing with the preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental 
Impact Report (EIS/EIR). 
 
At each stage of the study process, the findings and staff recommendations will be 
presented to the Metro Board of Directors. The AA Study concluded in January 2013 
when staff presented the Metro Board of Directors with the alternatives that are 
continuing for further analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR. At the end of the Draft EIS/EIR, the 
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Board will be asked to select a “Locally Preferred Alternative” (LPA) for further study 
during the Final EIS/EIR. At the end of the Final EIS/EIR, the Board will be asked to 
certify the Final EIR and approve the project for design and construction. 

The project is also following federal procedures for environmental analysis so the 
Federal Transit Administration (FTA) is involved throughout the analysis and approves 
the EIS/EIR.  The federal environmental analysis concludes when the FTA grants the 
project a Record of Decision (ROD).  The FTA will consider that after the Metro Board of 
Directors certifies the Final EIR.  
 
See questions 4, 6 & 7 for more information on the different study phases. 

 

3. The project is located within the City of Los Angeles and also in the City of San 
Fernando. What role will each City play?  
Unlike the Metro Orange Line, where Metro owns the right-of-way, this project is 
planned to operate on city streets. Therefore, the City of Los Angeles and the City of 
San Fernando are involved in the planning for this project.  

The City of Los Angeles is serving as the project’s “co-lead” with Metro for this study. 
The City of San Fernando is also actively participating in the study effort. As the project 
advances, both the Los Angeles City Council and the San Fernando City Council will be 
asked for their support and concurrence. 

4. When will this study be completed? 
The full study is scheduled to conclude in 2015. The components of the study are 
discussed above in Question 2, and are estimated to occur as follows: 

 Calendar year 2013/2014: Draft EIS/EIR 
 Calendar year 2014/2015: Final EIS/EIR 

5. When will I be able to ride the new service? 
This project is on a very short schedule.  According to Metro’s currently adopted Long 
Range Transportation Plan, it is scheduled to be built and open for service in 2018. 
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6. What is an Environmental Impact Statement/Report (EIS/EIR)?  
A combined EIS/EIR is prepared to satisfy both federal and state requirements for 
environmental review. The combined EIS/EIR identifies and analyzes the potential 
social, economic, transportation and environmental benefits and impacts associated 
with the construction and operation of the project’s “build” alternatives. It also analyzes 
and compares those to a “No-Build” alternative that assumes no changes beyond those 
already planned, and a “Transportation System Management” (TSM) alternative that 
incorporates low-cost capital and operational improvements to the existing 
transportation system such as improved bus service and signal timing.  During the 
development of the Final EIS/EIR, it also identifies mitigations, if any, needed to 
address impacts. 

7. What factors will be used to evaluate the various alternatives for this project? 
Consistent with federal and state requirements for environmental review, the 
alternatives will be evaluated using the following criteria: 

 Mobility Benefits and Impacts  
 Regional Connectivity  
 Cost-Effectiveness (such as capital and operating costs)  
 Environmental Benefits and Impacts  
 Land Use Considerations (such as job creation, development opportunities, and 

quality of life improvements)  
 Community Input 
 Financial Capability 

8. Where will the project be located? 
The study will evaluate a project that will 
mostly travel along Van Nuys Boulevard 
between the Sylmar/San Fernando Metrolink 
Station and Ventura Boulevard. See question 
12 for more information on the different 
routes being considered. 

9. How was the study area determined?  
Initially, various north-south routes in the San 
Fernando Valley were considered.  It was 
decided to focus on the Van Nuys Boulevard 
corridor since it is the busiest north-south bus 
line the San Fernando Valley, and the 
seventh busiest in the entire Metro system.  
Based on input received in early 2012, 
Sepulveda Boulevard was also evaluated 
since it is only about one mile west of Van 
Nuys Boulevard.  Input also resulted in 
including the Sylmar/San Fernando Metrolink 

East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor 
Study Area 
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Station as a potential northern origination/terminus for the project as it provides a 
connection to regional commuter rail service. 

Modes and Routes 

10. Will this be a bus project, a rail project or something else? 
We don’t know yet. That’s part of what the study will evaluate utilizing the criteria 
discussed in Question 7. 

11. What is the difference between Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) and Light Rail Transit 
(LRT)? 
Both of these options are being evaluated for the East San Fernando Valley Transit 
Corridor Project. 

 Bus Rapid Transit (BRT): This option could be similar to the Metro Orange Line 
where the service runs in its own exclusive right-of-way. BRT can also be 
designed as an exclusive lane either in the middle of the street or along the curb. 
It can also operate in mixed-flow traffic. Either way, this would be premier, clean 
fuel, compressed natural gas (CNG) bus service. 
 

 Light Rail Transit (LRT): This is an overhead electric-powered rail system that 
runs in an exclusive right-of-way, similar to the Metro Blue, Green, Gold and 
Expo Lines. 

See question 12 for information on the routes being studied for the BRT and LRT 
alternatives. 

12. What are the routes and characteristics being evaluated for the BRT and LRT 
alternatives in the Draft EIS/EIR? 
The Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Alternative is considering the following: 

 Alignment: Travel from Sylmar/San Fernando Metrolink Station south/east in 
mixed-flow traffic to Van Nuys Bl.  Then south in dedicated right-of-way.  Three 
options are being considered for a southern terminus: 
o End travel in a dedicated right-of-way at the Van Nuys Metro Orange Line 

(MOL) Station.  Buses could continue south via Van Nuys Bl to Ventura Bl in 
mixed flow traffic 

o From the Van Nuys MOL Station, turn west on the MOL and terminate at the 
Sepulveda MOL Station. 

o From the Sepulveda MOL Station, continue via Sepulveda Bl in a dedicated 
lane to Ventura Bl.  

 Configuration:  Median-running, at-grade in dedicated right-of-way combined with 
mixed flow traffic. 
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The Light Rail Transit (LRT) Alternative is considering the following: 
 Alignment:  Travel from Sylmar/San Fernando Metrolink Station south/east to 

Van Nuys Bl and then south to Ventura Bl.   
 Configuration:  Median-running, at-grade in dedicated right-of-way. 

See page 6 to view the BRT alignment map and page 7 to view the LRT alignment map. 

13. What about a Streetcar for this project? 
Streetcars were evaluated and eliminated from further study. They are an overhead, 
electric-powered rail system, similar to the one in Portland, Oregon. Typically, streetcars 
run in mixed flow traffic, but can operate in an exclusive right-of-way. They are generally 
smaller and slower than LRT with more frequent stops. They did not offer significant 
improvement over existing bus service or perform well compared to BRT and LRT 
alternatives in this corridor. 

14. Did you look at any other alternatives? 
As a part of the process, the study must also evaluate two other options: 

 No Build: This looks at the study area in 2035 without any new project. It 
incorporates existing roads, highways, transit services and facilities, as well as 
any other future projects that are included in the adopted Long Range 
Transportation Plan for implementation by 2035. 
 

 Transportation System Management (TSM): This option considers low-cost 
capital and operations improvements to the transportation system such as 
improvements to signal timing, enhancing existing bus service, widening targeted 
intersections, etc. 

Cost and Funding 

15. How much money is available for the Project and what are the funding sources? 
$170.1 million has been identified for this project in Metro’s 2009 Long Range 
Transportation Plan (LRTP) for Los Angeles County. These funds come primarily from 
the State of California’s Traffic Congestion Relief Program (TCRP) and Measure R.  
The TCRP provided money for Metro to “build a north/south corridor transit project that 
would interface with the East/West Burbank-Chandler corridor project (later named the 
Metro Orange Line) and with the Ventura Boulevard Rapid Bus project.” See Question 
19 for more information about Measure R. 

16. How much does each build alternative cost? 
Based on the very preliminary analysis completed thus far, the BRT options are 
projected to cost $280-520 million. The LRT options are projected to cost $1.8-2.3 
billion. These numbers all assume a planned opening date of 2018 for the project. They 
will be refined as the study progresses.
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17. Why is there such a wide variation in the cost numbers? 
LRT is generally more expensive to build than BRT due to the costs associated with 
constructing tracks and overhead power lines. Further, since this would be the first light 
rail project in the San Fernando Valley, projections also assume the costs to acquire 
land and build a storage and maintenance yard for the rail cars. The cost ranges for 
each travel mode are largely due to the variation in lengths, number of stations, 
forecasted right-of-way acquisition needs, and the very preliminary stage of the planning 
process. With additional project analysis, the cost projections will be refined further. 

18. The LRT and BRT alternatives both cost more than $170.1 million. How are you 
going to build the project if you don’t have the money? 
Like all of the other Measure R transit projects, the East San Fernando Valley Transit 
Corridor will likely need to seek additional funding to be able to be built in full. The 
project may also be built in phases to match available funding. These options will all be 
evaluated as the study progresses. As we get a better definition of the project, we may 
be better able to identify additional funding sources. 

19. What is Measure R? 
Measure R is the half-cent sales tax that was approved by Los Angeles County voters in 
2008. The funds are being collected over 30 years for transportation purposes including 
several new transit and highway projects around the County, as well as bus and rail 
operations. The East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor is one of the new transit 
projects included in Measure R. Measure R also provides funding to cities in Los 
Angeles County for transportation purposes. 

20. I understand that the Canoga Extension of the Metro Orange Line was delivered 
under-budget. Can those funds be allocated to this project?  
The Metro Board of Directors has the responsibility to decide how to reallocate 
additional funds that may remain once a project has been completed. In June 2012, the 
Board transferred some of the remaining funds from the Canoga Extension of the 
Orange Line to the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor. This did not increase the 
overall funding for this project but, instead, replaced funds that are no longer available 
due to the State budget shortfall. 

Regional Connectivity 

21. How will the proposed East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Project improve 
transit connections to the entire region? 
The East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor intersects with the Metro Orange Line 
that connects to the Metro Red Line in North Hollywood.  It also connects with Metrolink 
and Amtrak stations that provide linkages to regional destinations.  The corridor 
connects with the Metro Rapid 750 (Ventura Bl) and the Metro Rapid 794 (San 
Fernando Bl). 
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22. Is Metro determining where the greatest number of people need to – or want to – 
travel? 
Yes, one aspect of the analysis will be to determine travel patterns in the study area, 
including travel to key destinations in the corridor and beyond. Community input from 
individuals and organizations will provide important information about key destinations. 
The study will also complete a “trip distribution analysis” to better understand travel 
characteristics within the study area 

23. How will the proposed East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Project work with 
the Sepulveda Pass Study/Project? 
The Sepulveda Pass Project is another one of the Measure R projects. This future 
project is intended to improve connections between the San Fernando Valley and the 
Westside of Los Angeles. Based on the current funding schedule in the Long Range 
Transportation Plan, the Sepulveda Pass Project is not planned until 2039.  However, 
Metro is exploring alternate funding scenarios that may allow a project to be completed 
sooner.  It is not yet known what kind of project this future improvement would be.  
Regardless, planners for the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor and the 
Sepulveda Pass Project are working together to ensure coordination between the two 
projects. 

24. Will the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Project look at connections 
beyond the San Fernando Valley into West Los Angeles and/or LAX? 
Yes, the study will evaluate travel patterns beyond the Corridor itself. By evaluating 
travel demand outside of the Corridor, Metro will have a better understanding of the 
number of riders that would be attracted to the new service. Metro will be conducting a 
separate study to evaluate possible improvements for the Sepulveda Pass Corridor, 
also a Measure R project (see Question 23). The East San Fernando Valley Transit 
Corridor is considering this future project in its planning effort. 

25. Will the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Project look at connections into 
Downtown Burbank? 
In the adopted Long Range Transportation Plan, the East San Fernando Valley Transit 
Corridor is focused on improving north-south travel.  A connection further east to 
Burbank would have to be studied separately.  This would require direction from the 
Metro Board of Directors and funding would need to be identified. 

Project-Specific 

26. Once the project is built, who will operate it? 
Metro will operate the new project. 

27. Will bike lanes and other bike facilities be included along the Corridor as part of this 
project? 
As a part of the environmental study, we will look for opportunities to integrate bike 
facilities. 
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28. How will the location of stops or stations be determined? 
Several factors are considered when determining station locations. BRT and LRT 
generally space stations approximately one mile apart. This improves overall travel 
times by allowing for greater travel speeds between stations, and less time stopped at 
stations. Locating stations to facilitate transfer opportunities to east-west bus lines is 
also important, as is serving key destinations and activity centers to maximize ridership 
potential. 

29. Will on-street parking be affected? 
Some of the options being evaluated may impact on-street parking in areas though it is 
too early in the process to identify specific locations or impacts, if any. This will be 
evaluated in detail as a part of the project’s environmental analysis. 

30. Will corridor businesses be affected? 
Similar to the previous answer on parking, it is too early in the process to identify the 
effects, if any, that the project will have on businesses. The EIS/EIR will analyze 
impacts of the project for businesses in the area. 

31. Will a new storage and maintenance facility be needed? 
If a Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) project is selected, the service could likely be supported 
with Metro’s existing bus maintenance facilities though they may need some 
modifications. If a Light Rail Transit (LRT) alternative is selected, a new facility would be 
needed to store and maintain the rail cars. This will be evaluated as a part of the 
environmental study. 

32. Where would a rail storage and maintenance yard be located and how big would it 
be? 
The environmental analysis will evaluate possible locations for a rail storage and 
maintenance yard.  It would need to be located within a quarter mile of the route in an 
area zoned for industrial use.  It would be 10-15 acres in size. 

33. How will a new transit system help the area economically? 
A new transit system has the ability to create new development opportunities along the 
corridor because it will provide increased regional connectivity as well as increased 
travel options. It will also allow riders to conveniently access retail centers along the 
East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor, thereby stimulating increased sales 
revenues for local businesses. Opportunities for Transit Oriented Development (TOD) 
around stations can lead to providing service to residential and commercial projects, 
which in turn create job opportunities. 

Public Participation 

34. Why is it important that I participate in this study? 
Community participation is a key component in planning any new transportation project. 
The environmental review process requires that public input and suggestions are 
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evaluated. Your input will help us better understand the community’s transportation 
needs and priorities. Please make sure your voice is heard by attending one of our 
community meetings, joining the dialogue online, or sending us your comments by US 
Mail or e-mail. See question 38 for more information on how to do that. 

35. How will public input be reflected in the study? 
Public input is one of the factors that will be used to analyze the various alternatives 
being evaluated for this project. As discussed in question 10, public comments have 
already resulted in expanding the study area. Public input will be summarized and 
documented. It will also be shared with the Metro Board of Directors.  Public input will 
be gathered throughout the study effort which also includes two “formal” public 
comment periods. 

• Scoping: The work on the Draft EIS/EIR began with a “scoping period” from 
March 1-May 6, 2013.  During this time, the public is invited to provide input on 
the issues they would like the study to analyze. Input can be provided in person 
during Scoping meetings or in writing. 
 

• Draft EIS/EIR: Prior to consideration and action by the Metro Board of Directors, 
the Draft EIS/EIR will be released for a 45-day public review period.  This is the 
time when the public can submit comments and questions for the record for 
further consideration by the Metro Board and for further analysis during 
development of the Final EIS/EIR, the next phase of analysis.  Comments and 
questions may be submitted in writing and at public hearings that will be 
scheduled during this time.  It is anticipated that the Draft EIS/EIR will be 
available for public review in Summer 2014. 

See Question 2 for more information on the study process.   See question 38 below 
for how to provide input. 

36. What can I do to help spread the word? 
There are several things you can do: 

 Join our mailing list by sending your contact information to 
eastsfvtransit@metro.net. 

 Follow us on Twitter (www.Twitter.com/EastSFVTransit) and Facebook 
(www.Facebook.com/EastSFVTransit) 

 Share project information with your network of friends, neighbors, colleagues and 
family 

37. Can you make a presentation to my community group? 
We would be happy to schedule a presentation for your organization. Please contact us 
through any of the methods discussed in Question 36. 
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38. How can I contact you to ask a question, provide input or participate? 
There are many public participation opportunities throughout this process.  You can e-
mail us at eastsfvtransit@metro.net to ask a question, provide input or send us your 
contact information. 

 Please attend any meetings we host in the community at key milestones. We will 
let you know when those dates are if you send your contact information to 
eastsfvtransit@metro.net. 

 Follow us and participate on Twitter (www.Twitter.com/EastSFVTransit) and 
Facebook (www.Facebook.com/EastSFVTransit) 

 Call us at (818) 276-3233 
 Text us at “ESFVTransit” to 25825 
 Send a letter to: Walter Davis, Project Manager; Metro; 1 Gateway Plaza, 99-22-

3; Los Angeles, CA 90012 



 
 

Preguntas Frecuentes (Marzo 2013) 

Metro y la Ciudad de Los Ángeles, en coordinación con la Ciudad de San Fernando y la 
Administración Federal de Transporte (FTA), están estudiando opciones para mejorar 
el servicio de transporte de norte a sur en el este del Valle de San Fernando.  Las 
siguientes preguntas frecuentes están diseñadas para proveer información básica sobe 
los esfuerzo de planeación del Proyecto del Corredor de Transporte del Este del Valle 
de San Fernando.  Este documento será actualizado periódicamente. Las preguntas 
están organizadas en los siguientes temas.

 Resumen del Estudio 
 Modos y Rutas 
 Costos y Financiamiento 

 Conectividad Regional 
 Específicos del Proyecto 
 Participación del Público 

 

Resumen del Estudio 

1. ¿Qué es el Corredor de Transporte del Este del Valle de San Fernando? 

La Medida R, aprobada por votantes del Condado de Los Angeles en el 2008, 
programó fondos para una variedad de propósitos de transportación incluyendo 12 
proyectos de transporte. Uno de estos proyectos es el Corredor de Transporte del Este 
del Valle de San Fernando que también fue adoptado en el Plan de Transportación de 
Largo Plazo de Metro en el 2009 para el Condado de Los Angeles.  Este proyecto está 
actualmente bajo revisión ambiental para analizar y evaluar opciones para mejorar el 
transporte entre norte y sur en el área. Vea la pregunta 8 para ver el mapa del área de 
estudio.   

2. ¿Cuál es el proceso para estudiar este proyecto?  

Como la mayoría de proyectos, este estudio debe pasar por un análisis que considera 
como el medioambiente será afectado consistente con leyes estatales y federales. Este 
es un proceso que eventualmente determinará qué proyecto será construido. Para el 
Corredor de Transporte del este del Valle de San Fernando, este proceso comenzó con 
un Análisis de Alternativas (AA), y continua con la preparación de un(a) 
Declaración/Reporte de Impacto Ambiental (EIS/EIR – por sus siglas en ingles). 

http://www.metro.net/projects/east-sfv/#funding
http://www.metro.net/projects/east-sfv/#regional
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En cada paso del proceso de estudio, los descubrimientos  y recomendaciones serán 
presentados a la Junta Directiva de Metro.  El Estudio AA concluyó en enero del 2013 
cuando el personal de Metro le presentó a la Junta Directiva las alternativas que 
continuaran para análisis más detallado en el Borrador EIS/EIR.  Al final del Borrador 
EIS/EIR, la Junta Directiva seleccionará una “Alternativa Localmente Preferida (LPA) 
para aún más estudio durante el EIS/EIR Final. Por último, el EIS/EIR Final será 
certificado por la Junta Directiva y un proyecto para diseño y construcción será 
aprobado.  

El proyecto también sigue el procedimiento federal para análisis ambiental así que la 
Administración de Transporte Federal (FTA) también está involucrado en el proceso de 
análisis y aprueba el EIS/EIR. El análisis ambiental federal concluye cuando la FTA 
otorga al proyecto un Registro de Decisión (ROD – por sus siglas en ingles). La FTA 
considerará esto después de que la Junta Directiva de Metro certifique el EIR Final.  

 
Vea las preguntas 4, 6 y 7 para más información sobre las diferentes fases del estudio.  

 

3. El proyecto está ubicado dentro de las Ciudades de Los Angeles y San Fernando. 
¿Qué participación tendra cada ciudad? 

No como la Metro Orange Line, donde Metro es dueño del derecho de paso, este 
proyecto está planeado de operar en calles de la ciudad. Así pues, las Ciudades de Los 
Angeles y San Fernando están participando en la planeación de este proyecto. 

La Ciudad de Los Angeles está sirviendo como “colíder” del proyecto junto con Metro 
para este estudio. La Ciudad de San Fernando también participa activamente en los 
esfuerzos del estudio.  Cuando el proyecto avance, se le pedirá a los concilios 
municipales de ambas ciudades que apoyen y concurran con este proyecto. 
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4. ¿Cuándo se completará este estudio? 

El estudio complete está programado para concluir en el 2015.  Los componentes del 
estudio se discuten in la pregunta 2 arriba y se estima que ocurrirán en la siguiente 
manera:  

 Año calendario 2013/2014: EIS/EIR Borrador 

 Año calendario 2014/2015: EIS/EIR Final 

5. ¿Cuándo podré viajar en este servicio nuevo? 

Este proyecto tiene una cronología bien corta. De acuerdo con el Plan de Transporte de 
Largo Plazo de Metro, este proyecto está programado de ser construido y operando 
para el año 2018.  

6. ¿Que es un(a) Declaración/Reporte de Impacto Ambiental?  

Un documento EIS/EIR combinado es preparado para satisfacer leyes federales y 
estatales sobre el medioambiente.  El EIS/EIR identifica y analiza efectos y beneficios 
sociales, económicos, de transportación, y el medioambiente asociados con la 
construcción y operación de cualquier alternativa de proyecto. También analiza y 
compara estas alternativas con la alternativa de “No Construcción” que asume no 
cambios excepto los que ya están planeados. Además, se comparan con la alternativa 
de “Sistema de Manejo de Transporte” que incorpora mejoras de capital y 
operacionales de bajo costo al sistema de transporte actual como mejorar el servicio de 
autobuses, sincronización de semáforos, etc. Durante el desarrollo del EIS/EIR Final, el 
documento también identifica mitigaciones 
necesarias para responder a cualquier impacto. 

7. ¿Qué factores se usarán para evaluar las varias 
alternativas para este proyecto?  

Consistente con requisitos federales y estatales 
para revisión ambiental, las alternativas serán 
evaluadas usando los siguientes criterios: 

 Beneficios e Impactos de Movilidad  
 Conectividad Regional 
 Efectividad de Costos (como los costos de 

capital y operaciones)  
 Beneficios e Impactos Ambientales 
 Consideraciones de Uso de Terreno (como 

la creación de empleos, oportunidades de 
desarrollo, y mejoras a la calidad de vida) 

 Comentarios de la Comunidad 

Corredor de Transporte del este del Valle de San 

Fernando – Área de Estudio 
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 Capacidad Financiera 

8. ¿Dónde se construirá el proyecto? 

El estudio evalúa un proyecto que viajará en mayor parte sobre el Bulevar Van Nuys 
entre la Estación Metrolink de Sylmar/San Fernando y el Bulevar Ventura. Vea la 
Pregunta 12 para más información sobre las rutas que se están considerando. 

9. ¿Cómo se determinó este estudio?  

Inicialmente, varias rutas entre norte y sur en el Valle de San Fernando fueron 
consideradas. Se decidió enfocar el estudio al corredor del Bulevar Van Nuys porque 
las rutas de autobús que viajan sobre este corredor son las más usadas y el corredor 
es el séptimo más usado en todo el sistema de Metro. Basado en comentarios 
recibidos a principios del 2012, el Bulevar Sepúlveda también fue evaluado ya que esta 
solamente como a una milla al oeste del Bulevar Van Nuys.  También comentarios del 
público resultaron en agregar la Estación de Metrolink en Sylmar/San Fernando como 
la terminal norte para este proyecto ya que provee conexión con el servicio regional de 
tren de cercanías. 

Modos y Rutas 

10. ¿Será un proyecto de autobús, tren, o algún otro modo? 

Aún no sabemos. Esto es parte de lo que se está evaluando en el estudio utilizando los 
criterios descritos en la Pregunta 7. 

11. ¿Cuál es la diferencia entre el Transporte de Autobús Rápido y un Tren Ligero? 

Se están evaluando las dos opciones para el Proyecto del Corredor de Transporte del 
Este del Valle de San Fernando. 

 Transporte de Autobús Rápido (BRT – pos sus siglas en inglés): Esta opción 
puede ser similar al de la Línea Metro Orange donde el servicio corre dentro de 
su carril exclusivo. BRT también puede ser diseñado para correr dentro de un 
carril exclusive en medio de la calle o a un lado.  También puede operar en 
tráfico mixto.  De todas formas, sería un servicio de autobús premier, limpio 
usando gas natural comprimido (CNG).   
 

 Tren Ligero (LRT): Este es un sistema de riel que utiliza electricidad para poder 
correr. El tren ligero viaja en un carril exclusivo dentro de su derecho-de-paso, 
similar a las Líneas Metro Blue, Green, Gold y Expo. 
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Vea la Pregunta 12 para más información sobre las rutas que se están estudiando 
para las alternativas de BRT y LRT. 

12. ¿Cuáles son las rutas y características que se están evaluando para las alternativas 
de BRT y LRT en el EIS/EIR Borrador? 

Para la Alternativa de BRT, se está considerando lo siguiente: 

 Ruta: Viajar desde la Estación Metrolink en Sylmar/San Fernando sur/este en 
tráfico mixto hacia Van Nuys Bl. Después, seguir hacia el sur en derecho de 
paso dedicado. Se están considerando tres opciones para la terminal sur:  
o Terminar en derecho de paso dedicado en la Estación del Metro Orange Line 

(MOL). Autobuses pudieran continuar hacia el sur vía Van Nuys Bl a Ventura 
Bl en tráfico mixto. 

o Desde la Estación MOL de Van Nuys, seguir hacia el oeste sobre la ruta de 
MOL y terminar en la estación Sepulveda. 

o Desde la Estación MOL de Sepulveda, continuar via Sepulveda Bl en un 
carril dedicado hasta terminar en Ventura Bl.  

 Configuración: En medio y sobre la calle combinando derecho de paso dedicado 
y tráfico mixto. 
 

Para la Alternativa de Tren Ligero, se está considerando: 

 Ruta: Viajar desde la Estación Metrolink de Sylmar/San Fernando sur/este hasta 
Van Nuys Bl seguir sur hasta Ventura Bl.   

 Configuración: En medio y sobre la calle en derecho de paso dedicado. 

Vea la Pagina 7 para ver el mapa de la ruta BRT y la Pagina 8 para ver el mapa de la 
ruta LRT. 

13. ¿Porque no un Tranvía para este Proyecto? 

Tranvías fueron evaluados y eliminados del estudio.  Estos corren bajo electricidad, 
similares a los que operan en Portland, Oregón. Típicamente, tranvías viajan en tráfico 
mixto, pero pueden también viajar en carriles exclusivos.  Generalmente son más 
pequeños y más lentos que un tren ligero con paradas más frecuentes.  Estos no 
ofrecieron mejoras significantes sobre el servicio de autobús existente ni se comparó 
tan bien como las alternativas de BRT y LRT para este corredor.  

14. ¿Se están considerando otras alternativas? 

Como parte del proceso, el estudio evalúa otras dos opciones: 

 No Construir: Analiza el área de estudio en el año 2035 sin ningún proyecto.  
Incorpora las calles, carreteras, servicios de transporte e instalaciones actuales, 
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además de proyectos en el futuro que están incluidos en el Plan de Transporte 
de Largo Plazo y programados para el 2035. 
 

 Manejo del Sistema de Transporte (TSM): Esta opción considera mejoras de 
capital y operaciones de bajo-costo y al sistema de transporte, como 
sincronización de semáforos, mejor servicio de autobuses, mejoras a calles e 
intersecciones, etc. 

Costo y Financiamiento 

15. ¿Cuánto dinero está disponible para este Proyecto y cuáles son los fondos de 
financiamiento? 

$170.1 millones han sido identificados para este proyecto en el Plan de Transporte de 
Largo Plazo adoptado por Metro en el 2009 para el Condado de Los Angeles. Estos 
fondos mayormente vienen del Programa de California para Mejorar la Congestión de 
Tráfico (TCRP) y la Medida R.  El TCRP provee dinero a Metro para “construir un 
corredor de transporte norte/sur que debe conectarse con el proyecto del corredor 
Este/Oeste de Burbank-Chandler (después nombrado Metro Orange Line) y con el 
Autobús Rápido que corre a lo largo de Ventura Bl.” Vea la Pregunta 19 para más 
información sobre la Medida R. 

16. ¿Cuánto cuesta cada alternativa de construcción? 

Basado en análisis muy preliminar completado hasta la fecha, se estima que las 
opciones de BRT cuesten entre $280-520 millones. Las opciones de LRT se estiman a 
un costo de $1.8-2.3 billones. Estas cifras asumen la operación de este proyecto en el 
año 2018 y serán actualizadas durante el proceso de estudio.
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17. ¿Porque hay tanta variación entre los costos? 

Generalmente es más costoso construir un LRT que un BRT por los costos asociados 
con la construcción de riel y líneas de electricidad sobre los trenes.  Además, porque 
este es el primer proyecto de tren ligero en el Valle de San Fernando, las cifras de 
costo toman en cuenta el adquirir propiedad y construir instalaciones de mantenimiento 
para los trenes. La variación en costos para cada opción incluye la distancia del 
proyecto, el número de estaciones, adquisición de propiedades, y el hecho de que aún 
estamos en la etapa preliminar del análisis.  Al seguir analizando este proyecto, los 
presupuestos de costo serán refinados aún más.   

18. ¿Las Alternativas de LRT y BRT cuestan más de $170.1 millones que están 
programados? ¿Cómo construirán el proyecto si no hay suficientes fondos? 

Como todos los proyectos de transporte financiados por la Medida R, se necesitará 
buscar fondos adicionales para poder construir este proyecto.  El proyecto se puede 
construir en fases de acuerdo con los fondos disponibles.  Estas opciones serán 
evaluadas en el estudio. Mientras mejor definimos el proyecto, podremos mejor 
identificar recursos financieros adicionales.  

19. ¿Qué es la Medida R? 

La Medida R es un impuesto de venta de medio-centavo que fue aprobado por los 
votantes del Condado de Los Angeles en el 2008. Estos fondos serán colectados a 
través de los próximos 30 años para el propósito de mejorar la transportación en el 
condado e incluye varios proyectos de transporte nuevos, carreteras, y mejoras al 
sistema de autobuses y riel.  El Corredor de Transporte del Este del Valle de San 
Fernando es uno de los proyecto de transporte incluidos en la Medida R. La Medida R 
también provee fondos a las Ciudades de Los Angeles para propósitos de transporte.  

20. Entiendo que el Proyecto de la Extensión Canoga del Metro Orange Line fue 
construido abajo de su presupuesto original. ¿Se pueden usar los fondos restantes 
para este proyecto?  

La Junta Directiva de Metro tiene la responsabilidad de decidir como re-alocar fondos 
adicionales que restan de un proyecto cuando es completado. En Junio del 2012, la 
Junta Directiva, transfirió algo de los fondos restantes de la Extensión Canoga a este 
proyecto. Esto no subió los fondos disponibles para este proyecto, si no que reemplazó 
los fondos que el Estado no pudo proporcionar a causa del presupuesto estatal que los 
elimino.  
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Conectividad Regional 

21. ¿Cómo puede este proyecto mejorar las conexiones de transporte a la región 
entera?  

El este del Valle de San Fernando se conecta con la Línea Metro Orange que se 
conecta con la Línea Metro Red en North Hollywood.  También se conecta con las 
estaciones de Metrolink y Amtrak con rumbo a destinos en toda la región. El corredor 
también se conecta con la Línea Metro Rapid 750 (Ventura Bl) y la Metro Rapid 794 
(San Fernando Bl). 

22. ¿Metro está determinando donde la mayoría de personas necesitan o quieren 
viajar? 

Si, un aspecto del análisis es el de determinar los patrones de viaje en el área de 
estudio, incluyendo viajes a destinos claves en el corredor y más allá. Comentarios de 
la comunidad también provee información importante sobre destinos claves.  El estudio 
también completará un “análisis de distribución de viajes” para mejor entender las 
características de viajes dentro del área de estudio.  

23. ¿Cómo trabajara este proyecto con el Estudio/Proyecto Sepulveda Pass? 

El Proyecto Sepulveda Pass es otro proyecto programado en la Medida R. El futuro 
proyecto mejorará conexiones entre el Valle de San Fernando Valley y el Oeste de Los 
Angeles. Basado en el Plan de Transporte de Largo Plazo, el proyecto Sepulveda Pass 
no está programado hasta el año 2039.  Sin embargo, Metro está explorando 
escenarios de financiamiento alternativos que puedan avanzar el proyecto más rápido. 
Aun no se sabe qué tipo de proyecto será construido. De todas maneras, los 
planeadores para el Corredor de Transporte del Valle de San Fernando y el Proyecto 
Sepulveda Pass están trabajando juntos para asegurar coordinación entre los dos 
proyectos.  

24. ¿Se evaluará como se conectará este proyecto más allá del Valle de San Fernando 
hacia el Oeste de Los Angeles y/o con el Aeropuerto Internacional?  

Si, este estudio evaluará patrones de viajes más allá del corredor.  Al evaluar demanda 
de viajes fuera del corredor, Metro tendrá una mejor idea del número de pasajeros que 
estarían atraídos a este servicio nuevo. Metro completará un estudio separado para 
evaluar posibles mejoras para el Corredor Sepulveda Pass, también un proyecto de la 
Medida R (vea la pregunta 23).  El Corredor de Transporte del Este del Valle de San 
Fernando está considerando este proyecto en sus esfuerzos de planeación. 
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25. ¿Se considera que este proyecto se conecte con el Centro de Burbank? 

En el Plan de Transporte de Largo Plazo, el corredor del Este del Valle de San 
Fernando se enfoca en mejorar viajes entre norte y sur.  Una conexión en el este hacia 
Burbank tendría que estudiarse por separado. Esto requeriría dirección de la Junta 
Directiva de Metro y fondos deberían ser identificados para su estudio.  

Específicos del Proyecto 

26. ¿Cuándo el proyecto sea construido, quien lo operará? 

Metro operará el proyecto nuevo. 

27. ¿Se incluirán carriles para bicicletas y otras instalaciones a lo largo del Corredor del 
Proyecto? 

Como parte del estudio ambiental, analizaremos como podemos integrar instalaciones 
para bicicletas. 

28. ¿Cómo se determinaran las paradas o estaciones del proyecto? 

Varios factores son considerados al determinar la ubicación de estaciones.  BRT y LRT 
generalmente ubican estaciones en cada milla. Esta distancia entre estaciones reduce 
el tiempo de viaje y aumenta la velocidad de autobuses/trenes. Ubicando estaciones 
para facilitar oportunidades de transferencia entre rutas este-oeste también es 
importante, al servir destinos claves y centros de actividad para aumentar el número de 
pasajeros. 

 29. ¿El estacionamiento en la calle será afectado? 

Algunas de las opciones que se están evaluando podrían afectar espacios de 
estacionamiento en la calles.  Aún es muy temprano en el estudio para identificar 
específicamente que lugares o impactos, si los hay.  Esto será evaluado en detalle 
como parte del estudio ambiental.  

30. ¿Se afectarán los negocios a lo largo del corredor? 

Similar la respuesta previa sobre estacionamiento, aún es muy temprano para 
identificar  cualquier impacto a negocios que el proyecto pueda causar. El EIS/EIR 
analizara impactos del proyecto a negocios dentro del área de estudio. 

31. ¿Se necesitará una instalación de mantenimiento y almacenamiento? 

Si un proyecto de Autobús Rápido es seleccionado, este servicio se podría apoyar por 
instalaciones de Metro actuales o con alguna modificación. Si un tren ligero es 
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seleccionado, una instalación nueva deberá ser construida.  Esto será evaluado como 
parte del estudio ambiental. 

32. ¿Dónde se ubicará la instalación de mantenimiento y almacenamiento y que tan 
grande será?  

El análisis ambiental evaluará ubicaciones posibles para instalaciones de 
mantenimiento y almacenamiento. Estaría ubicado dentro un cuarto de milla de la ruta y 
en un área industrial. Se necesitan entre 10 a 15 acres para su construcción.   

33. ¿Cómo un sistema de transporte nuevo ayudará la economía del área? 

Un sistema nuevo de transporte tiene la habilidad de crear nuevas oportunidades de 
desarrollo a lo largo del corredor porque aumenta la conectividad regional y las 
opciones para viajar. Además, ayuda a que pasajeros puedan convenientemente 
acudan a los centros comerciales sobre el corredor, a su vez, estimulando más ventas 
a negocios locales.  Oportunidades para Desarrollo Orientado al Transporte (TOD) 
alrededor de estaciones también pueden proveer servicio residencial y comercial, y en 
turno crear oportunidades de empleo.   

Participación Pública 

34. ¿Porque es importante que participe en este estudio? 

La participación de la comunidad es una parte importante al planear este proyecto de 
transporte Nuevo. El proceso de revisión ambiental requiere que los comentarios y 
sugerencias del público sean evaluados.  Sus comentarios no ayudaran a mejor 
entender las necesidades y prioridades de la comunidad. Por favor haga que su voz se 
escuche al participar en alguna reunión comunitaria, dialogar a través de internet, o al 
enviar sus comentarios por correo o email. Vea la Pregunta 39 para más información 
de cómo hacer esto.  

35. ¿Cómo se refleja la participación del público en este estudio? 

Los comentarios del público es un factor que será analizado al evaluar cada alternativa 
que se está considerando para este proyecto.  Como explicado en la Pregunta 10, se 
expandió el área de estudio por los comentarios que se recibieron del público.  Todos 
los comentarios recibidos serán resumidos y documentados y serán compartidos con la 
Junta Directiva de Metro.  Comentarios del público serán recibidos durante el proceso 
de estudio que también incluye dos periodos donde estos comentarios son hechos de 
manera “formal.”  

• Periodo de Ámbito: El Borrador EIS/EIR comenzó con un periodo de “ámbito” 
entre el 1 de marzo hasta el 6 de mayo del 2013.  Durante este periodo, el 
público está invitado a someter sus comentarios sobre los asuntos que se deben 
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analizar en el estudio. Comentarios pueden ser sometidos en persona durante 
reuniones de ámbito o por escrito. 

• Borrador EIS/EIR: Antes de que la Junta Directiva de Metro considere y actué 
sobre el proyecto, un Borrador EIS/EIR estará disponible para revisión y 
comentarios por un periodo de 45 días.  Durante este tiempo, el público podrá 
someter comentarios y preguntas formales que deberán ser consideradas por la 
Junta Directiva para sus análisis más detallado en un EIS/EIR Final en la fase 
siguiente del proyecto.  Comentarios y preguntas podrán ser sometidas por 
escrito o verbalmente en las audiencias públicas que se llevaran a cabo durante 
este periodo. Se anticipa que el EIS/EIR Borrador esté disponible en el verano 
del 2014. 

Vea la Pregunta 2 para más información sobre el proceso de estudio. Vea la Pregunta 
38 para aprender como someter sus comentarios. 

36. ¿Qué puedo hacer para informar a otras personas sobre este estudio? 

Hay varias cosas que puede hacer: 

 Regístrese para recibir información al mandar un email a: 
eastsfvtransit@metro.net. 

 Síganos en Twitter (www.Twitter.com/EastSFVTransit) y/o en Facebook 
(www.Facebook.com/EastSFVTransit) 

 Comparta información con sus amigos, vecinos, colegas y familiares.  

37. ¿Pueden presentar información a mi grupo comunitario? 

Nos complacemos en poder presentar a su organización. Por favor contáctenos para 
programar una presentación a través de cualquier modo explicado en la Pregunta 36 y 
38.  

38. ¿Cómo me puedo contactar para hacer preguntas, dar mis comentarios, o 
participar?  

Hay varias oportunidades para participar en este estudio.  Usted puede enviar un 
correo electrónico a eastsfvtransit@metro.net para hacer preguntas, comentarios y 
darnos su información de contacto para recibir actualizaciones. 

 Por favor asista nuestras reuniones públicas.  Le enviaremos información sobre 
estas cuando se registre al mandar un email a: eastsfvtransit@metro.net. 

 Síganos y participe a través de Twitter (www.Twitter.com/EastSFVTransit) y/o 
Facebook (www.Facebook.com/EastSFVTransit) 

 Llámenos al: (818) 276-3233 
 Envié un texto “ESFVTransit” a 25825 
 Envié correspondencia a: Walter Davis, Project Manager; Metro; 1 Gateway 

Plaza, 99-22-3; Los Angeles, CA 90012 

mailto:eastsfvtransit@metro.net
http://www.twitter.com/EastSFVTransit
http://www.facebook.com/EastSFVTransit
mailto:eastsfvtransit@metro.net
mailto:eastsfvtransit@metro.net
http://www.twitter.com/EastSFVTransit
http://www.facebook.com/EastSFVTransit


 





 



 
  

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

















































 



 
  

 

 

 

 

 

  



 



 

 

Memorandum 

To: Jody Litvak 

From: Lilian De Loza 

Subject: Accepting Official Comments though Social Media 

Date: March 1, 2013 

Given the wide scope of the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Study, digital media like Facebook 

and Twitter are ideal platforms to engage the public in an open forum and encourage “peer-to-peer” 

communication. Interactive Facebook and Twitter forums will provide the technical team with a community 

feedback mechanism and a channel to communicate information about the project.  Facebook and Twitter 

area also excellent platforms in which to receive official comments from the public during the Draft 

Environmental Impact Statement/Report scoping period. Recognizing that this will be Metro’s first time that 

formal comments will be submitted via Facebook and Twitter, below are the best-practices and protocols that 

Consensus Inc. will follow throughout the scoping period that will end on May 6, 2013.  

Facebook  
 

 Create an Application that makes it easy for stakeholders to comment on  

− We have developed a Facebook application that allows stakeholders to submit comments through an 

online form that will be directly sent to eastsfvtransit@metro.net as soon as the comment is 

submitted.  

− All comments submitted will be viewed by the technical team only and not available to stakeholders 

at large.  

− Comments will be collected daily and forwarded to the technical team by close of business.  This 

option eliminates the “conversations” that can occur on the general Facebook page.   

− Please log on to view a working sample of the Facebook online comment form: 

 Link: http://www.shortstackapp.com/member 

 Email: Ashley.meachem@consensusinc.com 

 Password: cpg1000 

 

 

 

 

http://www.shortstackapp.com/member
mailto:Ashley.meachem@consensusinc.com


 

− Proposed Post for Formal Comment Application: 

 

Please Submit An Official Comment. 

Metro and the Federal Transit Administration, in coordination with the City of Los Angeles, are 
conducting an analysis to evaluate ways to improve north-south transit opportunities in the east San 
Fernando Valley that offer connections to the regional transportation network. 

Public input is also an important part of this process. Through this electronic form, you can easily 
submit a formal comment regarding the scope of the analysis that should be considered in the 
environmental review. This application will be available beginning Friday, March 1, 2013, until 
Monday, May 6, 2013 at 5PM PST. Please complete all the required information below and instantly 
submit your comments to Metro’s study team. 

 

− Proposed General Post on Facebook: 

Metro, in collaboration with the Federal Transit Administration, issued a Notice of Preparation/Intent 

that a Draft Environmental Impact Statement/Report (EIS/EIR) will be prepared for the East San 

Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Project. This important milestone marks the beginning of the Public 

Scoping Period that will last until May 6, 2013.  

Public input is an important part of this process. You are invited to submit OFFICIAL FORMAL 

SCOPING COMMENTS through this Facebook Study Page. Click the Submit Scoping Comments 

Tab on the timeline above to submit your comments on the scope, focus and content for the EIS/EIR.  

Metro is pleased to announce that this is the first time that the agency will receive official formal 

comments via Facebook. 

In the event that stakeholders comment on the general Facebook study page, a message will be posted to 

alert the “commenter” that official comments need to be submitted via the “submit official comments” link on 

the page.  Nevertheless, Consensus Inc. will take a screen shot of the comment, print it and log it into a 

“scoping comments” folder that will be provided to the Study Team for inclusion in the Scoping Report. 

 

Using Twitter for Comments 

 Recommended Option for @EastSFVTransit: Create Hashtag 

− By using the recommended Hashtags below, stakeholders will have the option of sending shorthand 

versions of their comments. Comments are monitored daily. 

− Proposed Hashtag: #ESFVScoping 



Facebook Application Comments

Date First Name Last Name Zip Email Comment

5/6/2013 Jay Williams 91605 netwrk4graduate@yahoo.com

The alternatives I am considering for both Van Nuys and Sepulveda Boulevards:   

    Build These Alignments:

         I.   Van Nuys Corridor - Light Rail - Higher capacity cars for the current & near future high, mid, low-rise developments in the area. Better with 

ADA requirements & mobility.  Separate cars (it stops conflicts of space & time) for Wheelchairs & Bikes. 

         II.  Sepulveda Corridor - BRT - Seems the 405 crowd can't get away from gasoline. Having BRT most likely mitigate or moderate some of $100 

Million US Dollar disastrous cost overrun.  It can calm community anger by making better usage of the money already spent on HOV/Express Lane.  

Electrify the buses later or later run rail.

        I understand the different the Modes of Transportation.

         BRT -  similar to the Metro Orange Line

         LRT - similar to the Metro Gold, Blue, Green, and Exposition Lines

         Street Car - similar to the City of Portland,OR

5/6/2013 Anthony Day 91324 jrtonyday@gmail.com

The SFV wants, needs, and has already paid for rail (through inequitable returns on transportation specific taxation).  To recommend a bus over rail & 

say: its the better alternative, or to say its "rail on wheels" or somehow equivalent to rail, is a separate but equal argument.  Separate but equal is 

inherently unequal.  The inequality has been proven by the Orange Lines VERY slow travel times, LIMITED ridership potential, and ZERO economic 

stimulus.  The nearly 2 million people who live in the SFV and the hundreds of thousands who travel Van Nuys and the Sepulevda Pass each day don't 

want to be separate.  We need, want, and deserve a high capacity rail line.  

If our taxes have already been spent on giving rail lines to every other corner of the County except north, then wait until there is more money and do 

it right.  In terms of opportunity cost, another BRT route on an even more crowded road then where the Orange Line is would be a political, 

economic, & transportation disaster.

5/6/2013 Dwight Stureteant 90045 tvman@mapinternet.com

This Is My Idea for a I-405 Subway and My Recomandation on the Stops

http://www.flickr.com/photos/expoline-part-2/8709985007/sizes/o/in/photostream/

5/6/2013 Tony Waree 91331 TonyWaree@yahoo.com

As a daily rider on Metro, which includes the 233/761 buses, Metro Orange Line, and Metro Red Line, and having been tracking other regional 

projects, seeing the shortcomings of the Metro Orange Line busway as it was not originally conceived, I want to fully support the Light Rail Transit 

(LRT) alternative on Van Nuys Boulevard/San Fernando Road. This should be LRT not just to plan ahead for a potential line to Westwood via a rail 

tunnel, but also serve the needs within the community as a backbone rail line that ties all the bus lines together. It should be LRT not just for those 

who can access Metro with their own two feet, but also multi-modal riders, like bicyclists, and those on wheelchairs, who will welcome a quick "roll-

on" to the train rather than wait for a ramp to flip and then struggle their way to their only means of conveyance. LRT for the East SFV Transit 

Corridor will change the way people get around!

5/5/2013 Prasad Kulkarni 90034 prasad.comp@gmail.com

I am a resident of Los Angeles living in the Westside area. I am watching closely the progress/updates on East San Fernando Valley transit study. 

Personally, I believe the corridor should be Light Rail Transit which would possibly connect to Sepulveda Pass corridor. I like LRT better than BRT 

because of speed and capacity. The benefits of having LRT simply out-weigh that of BRT. I live close to Culver City and have taken the Expo line 

several times to get to the downtown. I am thrilled by the existing Metro rail lines plus the under-development lines. 

LRT would be the answer for future transit problems as well. I would love to see rail service between San Fernando valley and LAX. 405 fwy is in mess 

right now and has already reached saturation. If we have good rail service between valley and LAX that would really ease the congestion on 405. 

Metro should make efforts on securing additional funds to build rail service.

5/3/2013 Paul Whittemann 91344 pjwittemann@yahoo.com

I support a Light Rail transit system rather than more Bus Lines, however, not the proposed LRT alternative running parallel to Van Nuys Boulevard, 

but rather on the projected route parallel to Sepulveda Boulevard.  I would like also to see "Express Trains" that could shorten the estimated 37 

minute travel time from beginning to end significantly. Also, I would like this project to be linked to a new LRT running through the West Valley, 

Burbank area, and eventually connecting to the Sepulveda pass, Burbank Airport, and to a line running straight to downtown Los Angeles. Good luck 

and thanks for your efforts!

5/2/2013 Robert Meinert eclecticexplorer@gmail.com

I support light rail along Van Nuys Blvd. from Ventura Blvd., an elevated station there, to Roscoe Blvd only. BRT connection north of there to San 

Fernando. I agree with a previous commenter: is it possible to convert part of the Orange Line to light rail, when the Van Nuys line is constructed? 

Light rail from North Hollywood sta to Van Nuys, turning north on Van Nuys to Roscoe.

ESFV COMMENTS: Submitted by Facebook Application 

Copy of Scoping Period Comment log 1 9

mailto:netwrk4graduate@yahoo.com
mailto:jrtonyday@gmail.com
mailto:tvman@mapinternet.com
mailto:TonyWaree@yahoo.com
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mailto:eclecticexplorer@gmail.com


Facebook Application Comments

4/29/2013 Lorenzo Mutia 91402 lrmutia@yahoo.com

I urge Metro to pursue a light-rail build and consider ways to make the line flexible to some changes, in particular changing the Orange Line into a 

light-rail system and the creation of a tunnel for light-rail and automobiles. Please consider underground or elevated sections and do not keep the 

line completely street running. I'm no expert but if it's possible to build an underground section after Sherman Way station and have the line emerge 

after Van Nuys Orange Line or find a way to elevate the line in some aestically pleasing way through the Van Nuys shopping district please do so. 

Vehicle traffic there is a mess already. Lastly, consider the potential for commercial development if Metro were to invest in some sort of commercial 

business along the corridor. Create a place to go to using the line to make the area more than just some passing place that is constantly congested. 

The more people that stay and linger in the businesses is better for everyone.

4/28/2013 Craig Walnut 91789 clyn1980@yahoo.com

Please build this as a light rail line and NOT a bus line.  There needs to be consideration to link this line to a future Sepulveda Pass corridor line so that 

it's a one seat ride from East San Fernando Valley down through West Los Angeles.  A fixed rail line like light rail will more likely be the catalyst for 

future transit oriented development around the LRT stations than a bus line.

Additionally, I think the average speed of the LRT line should be as fast as possible (eg. roughly 30 mph like the Red/Purple and Green line).  The Gold 

Line Eastside Extension and Expo Lines are so slow.  It's very frustrating that the Red/Purple Lines cover so much more distance than the Gold and 

Expo Lines.  We need to strive to keep the average speed up to make the LRT as attractive as possible.  With this in mind, I think doing grade 

separation as much as possible is most ideal.

So to sum up, build LRT, focus on speed by grade separating as much as possible.  Thanks!  And go Metro!!  =)

4/28/2013 Alexander Friedman 90028 alek3000@sbcglobal.net

I believe, Light-Rail should be the option to choose, due to capacity, speed, reliability, appeal, and safety, all of which makes LRT the most cost-

effective option.

Also, the southern terminus of the LRT line should extend west to Sherman Oaks Galleria, to provide much better connectivity. The best way to 

achieve it is to go underground (due to density along Ventura Blvd.) with a sharp turn to the west. It is very possible, and simple, to accomplish sharp 

turns; the East LA Gold Line extension has clearly demonstrated the success of sharp turns.

Finally, if Metro decides BRT to be the alternative, then Electric Trolleybuses should be chosen, not CNG buses. Trolleybuses have been used in LA 

County up until the 1960's. Trolleybuses offer a much smoother ride, with faster acceleration and braking, they're 100% pollution-free and offer 

much lower operating costs.

Thank you!

4/24/2013 Jason Burns 91604 jasonburns.la@gmail.com

This corridor is the most important project of this generation. It offers us the unique opportunity to not only bridge the Valley with Westside, but to 

build a vital artery in our growing rail network. This MUST be a rail line, connecting Metrolink/future HSR in Sylmar, Van Nuys Metrolink, Orange, 

Purple, Expo and on to LAX. It should be a hybrid corridor running down Van Nuys Boulevard to a tunnel under the Sepulveda Pass. 

405 Subway. Valley to the Westside. Any other alternative will viewed by history as a huge political blunder and failure of current Los Angeles 

leadership.

4/24/2013 Sean Healy 90045 seanhhealy@gmail.com Yes please! We need this. 

4/18/2013 Scott Epstein 90048 scottevanepstein@gmail.com

I support light rail on Van Nuys Blvd! LA needs a world class transit system. If this project is implemented as BRT, there is a much higher risk that its 

efficiency will be watered down through concessions to automobiles. In addition, this corridor should connect directly to an extension through the 

Sepulveda Pass to the Westside, which would not be possible with BRT. This is an important project for all of LA. I am a board member on the Mid 

City West Community Council. With the completion of the Purple Line and the continuation of the Van Nuys Light rail south to the basin, residents in 

our community will be able to reach important job centers in the Valley quickly without the use of a car. SF Valley residents could also easily reach 

employment, shopping and cultural destinations in the basin, improving quality of life for residents and economic vitality for the region. Finally LRT 

would remove cars from the road, alleviating congestion, conserving energy, and making our air cleaner.

4/18/2013 Deborah

LaTorre 

Matundola 91604 hi_deborah@yahoo.com

As someone who lives in the southern part of the Valley, it's easy to say that there aren't enough public transportation options along my area of the 

Valley or to the Westside, where I happen to work. Having a light rail line would be a great benefit to an overly congested area.

4/16/2013 Tom Olsen 91411 thosolsen@mac.com

A Bus only lane on Van Nuys would be a good first solution, followed by a busway. Has a traffic impact study been done yet to find out the 

implication to car traffic on Van Nuys and on the streets adjacent to the boulevard?
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3/28/2013 Luis Vargas 91331 luispacoima2010@gmail.com

The best option would light rail station between Sylmar and Ventura Boulevard, light rail would be better if it were lifted should be extended 

between Glenoaks Blvd and San Fernando Sylmar Station.

3/27/2013 Katherine Munro 91403 katforhair@yahoo.com

Please go for the light rail!! it is better for the envirment and for the riders you can add or subtract cars depening on use. look at the bule line with 

three cars and the gold line, and green line using two. you will also be able in time conect this light rail with others making the valley more conected 

to the city and a more of a destantion.

3/21/2013 Regina Lowery 91601 reginagayle1954@gmail.com

I would suggest a stop at Burbank Blvd. I think that not having a stop there would be a mistake. Also I would like to see a underground terminus when 

approaching Ventura just like the Orangeline does at the 7th street station. That way, we can have a future connection underground with the 

sepulveda pas project

3/19/2013 Douglas Neslund 91342 anon10@mac.com

If you had this in place already, I would not have retired, as it was the damned commute from Sylmar to Beverly Hills that finally was too much for a 

60s-something driver to take. But instead of Van Nuys Blvd., why not take it down the 405 Fwy and over the hill to the West side? You would not 

have any right-of-way or ecological issues, and you would avoid the high crime areas of so much of Van Nuys that would definitely negatively 

suppress ridership. BTW, I vote for light rail over buses. Light rail is so much faster!

3/19/2013 Alek Bartrosouf 90014 alek@la-bike.org

I would like to know how the proposed transit corridor will integrate with the proposed bike lanes (per the 2010 Bicycle Master Plan) and the 

proposed bike enhanced network along Van Nuys Blvd (per the draft city Mobility Element).  

We want to be sure to connect people to places and (buses and trains) conveniently.  One of the ways in doing so is providing an adequate bicycle 

infrastructure for short range and long range trips.  Both bicycling and transit options are sorely needed in the Valley and do not want one to 

compromise the other.

3/19/2013 Ryan Nachowicz 91405 ryansuchor@gmail.com I vote for the light rail option.

3/19/2013 David Sokolove 91401 david.sokolov@gmail.com 

Please build the light rail option. I can assure you from my personal experience as both a passanger and an abutter to the Orange Line right-of-way 

that the Bus Rapid Transit is running at or very near full capacity much of the time. If Metro or the City/County decide to build out the Bus Rapid 

Transit option on the north-south Van Nuys Blvd corridor, this new line will be fuctioning at or near full capacity from the day it opens. Instead of 

spending millions building a system which will be functionally obsolete and unable to offer adaquate capacity from the day it opens, this Van Nuys 

resident strongly recommends building infrastructure and a system which will remain effective for years into the future, even if the costs are 

significantly higher today (the higher initial capital costs of light rail might also be able to be distributed over the much longer effecive life of such a 

system, perhaps by bonding or other means).

3/18/2013 Joel Epstein 90049 joel.epstein@gmail.com

Whatever gets built should seamlessly integrate with the Orange Line, Metrolink and the shamefully overdue train or BRT through the Sepulveda 

Pass.  The 761 "Rapid" is a a poor excuse for a major city's transit line. Let's not let the NIMBYs stall a critical piece of the region's transit 

infrastructure.

3/18/2013 Joshua Insel 91604 joshinsel@sbcglobal.net

I think that this line should definitely be built as light rail. Light rail is the fastest and most energy efficient option. Also, I do not understand why the 

route up Van Nuys Blvd. to San Fernando Rd. is the preferred alternative for both LRT and BRT. North of Parthenia St., Van Nuys Blvd. gets narrower, 

so that route would require extensive widening, would it not? I think the other alternative, the route up Van Nuys Blvd., Parthenia St., Sepulveda 

Blvd., Brand Blvd., and San Fernando Rd. would be easier to construct, as this was the former route of the Pacific Electric Red Car line to San 

Fernando, and these streets were specifically built to accomodate trains running in their center medians. The Pacific Electric was once the greatest 

and most extensive public transportation system in the world. The point of Metro is to rebuild this system, and improve it over the original as much 

as we can. Building it as BRT is simply impeding progress.

3/17/2013 Zachary Pitts 90068 zacharypitts@yahoo.com

I support using a bus only lane because of the greater affordability compared to rail.  The bus only lane must be similar to the Orange Line with 

dedicated "stations" and fully traffic separated lanes or else it won't work.  I'm sure rail would be slightly faster, but with the tremendous savings of a 

bus only line, I feel we could dedicate more of the money to a greater expansion of the area covered or more frequent and later in the evening transit 

service.

3/16/2013 John Lopez 91403 jedgarlopez@gmail.com

Please select the light rail option for the transit corridor along Van Nuys Blvd. A) Especially north of Magnolia, Van Nuys is particularly wide and ugly, 

so I would hope the landscaping and aesthetic improvements that would accompany it would beautify this dense and essential transit corridor. B) 

While the Orange line is nice and useful, it doesn't generate the same excitement and community effect as a rail line would. Van Nuys is a more 

central spine for the Valley that could really be used to build a workable and highly used transit system for the Valley, which is still far more car 

dependent than Los Angeles over the hill.  Hopefully you could link it up to an eventual extension of the red line north from North Hollywood to San 

Fernando. Frankly, it would be wonderful if the Van Nuys option included a subway component--in my mind, Van Nuys and Ventura Blvd. will both 

have to be the loci of future development as the Valley grows and it would be more far sighted to build a subway.
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3/13/2013 Nick Strobl 91601 nstrobl3@gmail.com

The East SFV corridor would be best served by light rail. The SFV is home to close to 2 million people and is steadily growing. Van Nuys Blvd. is one 

the busiest corridors in the nation. The orange line bus-way is reaching capacity much sooner than projected and should have originally been built as 

rail to fill the void of mass transit in the valley. Metro should be planning for the future and not pushing outdated models of transportation in the 

21st century. The increasing connectivity and functionality of the city of LA depends on reliable rapid transportation. The people of the city need 

more public transit options and another bus cannot satisfy the people's needs now, or in years to come. Light rail is quicker than a bus and will be less 

expensive in the long run. The ridership of the red line to Noho is a prime example of how much demand there is for adequate mass transit in the San 

Fernando Valley.

3/13/2013 Jeffrey Yu 91324 jeffrey.d.yu@gmail.com

My personal preference is for a LRT line; however, if the projected density does not justify the cost of a light rail line, then I can accept a BRT line that 

can seamlessly connect with the Orange Line. 

Whatever the decision, I definitely support a subway/heavy rail through the Sepulveda Pass, and it may be cheaper to just have an LRT route from the 

start instead of a BRT that may eventually need to be upgraded to LRT. 

But since I do not have any financial or density numbers to justify either decision, I remain ambivalent on the issue, pending those statistics.

3/13/2013 Jeremy Barofsky 90017 jeremybarofsky@gmail.com

I writing to strongly recommend that the scope of the analysis should include the entire 405 corridor from LAX to Sylmar. The key reason that this 

corridor is so important is the connection between the Valley and West LA's job-rich areas. I also strongly encourage the scope of the analysis to 

focus on either a light rail or even heavy rail option in this corridor to reduce the likelihood of capacity constraints being reached quickly and spur 

dense, transit-oriented development in the Valley, West LA, and South LA toward the airport. I also strongly encourage this analysis of either light rail 

or heavy rail (and not a bus way) to include a tunnel through the mountain areas.

Thank you for your time and effort.

Regards,

Jeremy

3/13/2013 Christopher Gerstle 91401 mrgerstle@gmail.com

I would really like to see the light rail come through. It would be a great efficient alternative to local transportation.

Ultimately would like to see it connect to a Westside North/Side connector.

3/12/2013 Zachary Rynew 91607 zr10sw@yahoo.com

As someone who takes the 405 everyday into work, a rail line would be a much better long term investment than a busway especially if it were to 

connect to the westside someday. In my mind, a busway would be a waste if we're looking down the line.

3/13/2013 Vito Grillo 90057 vito.grillo@gmail.com

I feel strongly that the line should be a rail line that connects thru the Sepulveda Pass to the new Purple line in Westwood.  LA would be short sighted 

not to give people in the valley a connection into LA.  That will help traffic on the 405 AND get many UCLA employees/students off the road. Tha 

would do wonders for traffic.  Do it right metro! Think about the future!

3/13/2013 Reuben Duarte 90046 Duarte2586@gmail.com

Regarding Van Nuys busway/LRT/imporvements: I would argue that it should be a busway like the Orange Line.  However, the bus on this line should 

be able to use the Orange Line ROW to get riders to the Red Line station. Nothing could be more deleterious to the effective use of this potential 

route than asking commuters going to the basin to pay three times for three transfers going one way.  People hate transfers and I think would prefer 

fewer transfers over a faster ride.

3/12/2013 Thomas Obed 90027 tmobed@gmail.com

I believe LRT would be a huge boost to this part of town. Ridership will only increase, as long as people feel comfortable riding, and no matter how 

you slice it, light rail is infinitely more comfortable than any type of bus.

3/12/2013 Matthew Arias 91106 matteoarias@gmail.com

anything less than a fixed rail system would be a waste of time no one wants to sit on a bus that looks like a train. buses are loud and noisy and 

pollute the air. In a first class city like Los Angeles we should have a first class transportation system. why half-ass it? 

3/12/2013 Julio Carrera carrera11@verizon.net Please select the rail line along Van Nuys Blvd. My wife and I believe that this is best option today and for tomorrow.

3/12/2013 Cyrus Rafael cyrusrafael@gmail.com

Light rail option please. Although it may cost more to build, rail ridership will increase well above bus ridership over time and it has been shown that 

light rail can will spur development along the route whereas busways generally do not (please see development along Expo line stops as evidence). 

3/12/2013 Tricia Benson 91406 tbenson@speakeasy.net

Hello there.  I just wanted to state that I believe that light rail is the way to go for the Van Nuys corridor transportation project.  As a resident of the 

area for more than a decade I can see how it would help the transportation issue that we have here.  If this light rail would connect to a light rail or 

subway going through the sepulveda pass that would be ideal.  Thanks.
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3/12/2013 Guadalupe Gonzalez 91340 lupe.glez10@gmail.com

Light rail!

A busway is probably most economic, but the light rail will provide better, faster, more reliable transport in the long run.  Light rail is more roomy and 

can accommodate more passengers as well as what they are carrying: bicycles, shopping bags, and strollers.  A light rail will also provide a more 

comfortable ride down the Van Nuys corridor,  encouraging shopping down the boulevard.  Hopefully the light rail will provide a designated space for 

bicycle riders; one bus can only carry three busses.  I have experienced having to take the next bus because there is no space on the bike rack, and it 

is very annoying and, most importantly, discouraging to use public transportation.  

One more thing I think the light rail will provide is a sense of luxury, which the Valley needs, more parts more than others.  The light rail will give us a 

full sense of belonging to the MTA system, instead of just throwing us a bus!

3/12/2013 Spencer Gross 20052 gross91@gwu.edu

As someone who used to live at the Southern end of the project area I cannot stress enough how important it is that this project is built as an LRT 

project and not as BRT. While it is significantly more expensive, the opportunities a rail line will bring, both for development along the project 

corridor, and for a future rail connection to the West side are too important to ignore. If Metro is serious about building a comprehensive public 

transportation system in LA county, this project should be built as LRT.

-Spencer Gross

3/12/2013 John Kerr 90026 john.eugene.kerr@gmail.com I support light rail on this corridor so it can connect to the Sepulveda Pass project to connect the Valley to the Westside.  

3/12/2013 Amanda Irvine 90016 ahirvine@gmail.com

A bus only-route like the orange line or a light rail are by far the best options for Van Nuys Blvd.  By utilizing one of these instead of increasing regular 

bus routes, you increase the amount and range of people willing to use the service.  Regular bus services, with small signs that only display route 

numbers, won't be used by a large demographic of commuters.  A dedicated busway or light rail generally comes with better signage, route maps, 

seating, and perceived reliability by commuters.  Additionally, light rail would be the best option for a long-term solution.  Not only is there less 

maintenance costs with light rail than a bus, but there is an even high perception of safety and reliability by commuters than with the dedicated 

busway.  It may be more costly to implement, but the long-term benefits need to be considered here.

3/12/2013 Ray Simmons 90036 RAYINLA@aol.com

I urge you to adopt the "light rail" option and connect it to Metrolink in San Fernando and (hopefully) a light rail line under the SM mountains to 

Westwood as part of the Sepulveda Pass project.

3/12/2013 Daniel Hesketh 90034 drhesketh@gmail.com 

I hope that Metro would seriously consider Light Rail for the Van Nuys corridor versus a busway. Given that the usual argument for a busway is that it 

could eventually be converted to light rail, why wait? Why pay twice? Invest in the future of the valley and build it right the first time. Conversion will 

only lead to further disruptions in traffic down the line causing local businesses to suffer the effects of major construction twice instead of once.

3/12/2013 Luke Klipp lukehklipp@gmail.com

Metro,

I know that a light-rail option is more expensive upfront, but in terms of the livability and sustainability of that option, it'll last much longer than a 

busway option. You already know it's faster and would bring in increased ridership. Can you borrow some of the needed additional costs against 

anticipated ridership numbers? Or do you need that ridership to pay for operations?

Regardless, as a frequent light-rail traveler who has also ridden Metro's bus network, I would much prefer the light-rail option and would be far more 

likely to take that. 

Thanks for reading my comments.

3/12/2013 Oscar Hernandez 90020 oscar.nmi.hernandez@gmail.com

I believe if you have ever ridden the Orange line, you would know that it is an awful experience. All ready crowded with inexact timetables. Van Nuys 

Blvd., I'm sure is surrounded by very dense neighborhoods. Neighborhoods that all ready rely on public transportation and walking - much more so 

that the neighborhoods surrounding the Orange Line. 

In regards to future growth - light rail will be able to accommodate the expected increase in ridership. The Orange Line will not - it will have to 

convert to Light rail - seems like it would be logical to start with light rail from the beginning. Lastly, in terms of connecting it with the rest of the Los 

Angeles, LRT is of course the only choice. I imagine this line to one day reach the airport - and this should never be done via bus. I strongly feel that 

the people that will vocalize the loudest against LRT in the Valley are people that rarely use public transportation. Again, please remind yourself of 

the mistake that is the Orange Line.
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3/12/2013 Toby Contarsy tecontarsy1@gmail.com

I hope Metro decides to build a light rail line and avoids building another orange line. The bus lines use just as much right-of-way, station 

infrastructure, and environmental review, so building a rail line makes much more sense. As a long time valley resident, I truly hope that Metro builds 

an efficient, connected, and fast high speed rail that can ease the gridlock that has plagued our area.

Thank You,

Toby Contarsy

3/12/2013 Justin Levy 91302 spamspam470@gmail.com

The valley could really use more rail transit. Please try to make the new north-south san fernando valley transit line a rail one. It would also attract 

more people as rail lines in the valley are rare, and many people find them much more appealing than the bus. Finally If you could as convert the 

orange line to rail that would be great as well.

3/12/2013 Ly Hoang 91324 Ms.lyhoang@gmail.com

I fully support rail for the ESFVTC.  This project is phase 1 of the sepulveda pass project which will carry over 100k people per day over the most 

congested road in North America.  The price tag of this rail project (~2 million) is approximately equal to the amount of Measure R funds which the 

SFV had been denied.  Further, a large portion of the LRT cost is for a rail yard which will be used by future projects.  Expo,Green, Blue, Gold all have 

rail yards.  A rail yard is not a reason to deny tax paying citizens the transit they want, need, and paid for.

BRT is a major, multi-generational mistake that should be avoided.  NO BUILD is better then BRT, because no build leaves the possibility of one day 

having mass transit whereas BRT prevents further transit discussion and investment.  The SFV has nearly 2 million people.  Smaller cities with less 

traffic have seen the need and constructed rail lines; why should we be subjected to inferior transit infrastructure?

3/12/2013 Daniel Fabiano dfabiano87@gmail.com

If we are going to do this, we must do it right the first time.  

A bus line is not an answer for middle class riders, and represents a step down from the light rail/subway system that LA needs to realize its potential.  

 The Orange Line is utterly miserable to ride due to the smaller volume of even the largest of buses (cramped ride!), frequent acceleration and 

deceleration, and slow transit time.

Keep the transit momentum going with light rail, and solve our problems NOW.

3/12/2013 Andrew Galambos 90066 Galambos@hotmail.co Light rail:)

3/12/2013 Anthony Lopez alopez@gmail.com

LRT is the most viable option for the future of Valley transit. It has a higher capacity (Orange Line is nearing capacity and has little room for bikes! 

Plus, disabled entry is easier on LRT), is cheaper in the long run, and will be easier to connect with the Purple Line if a Valley-Westside rail connection 

is made. BRT is great but Van Nuys Blvd is a dense and growing corridor, and needs a 1st world, civilized transit option to ensure its future success.

3/12/2013 Jin Mitchem 91402 jinmitchem12@gmail.com

Building a busway instead of a light rail line on perhaps the busiest corridor in the whole country would be a serious missed opportunity.  

Buses are noisy, bumpy, unreliable, slower, and are at the mercy of traffic conditions.  These issues impact ridership numbers, especially for people 

that have a car, and would be willing to give them up if they felt doing so wasn't too much of a drastic change in comfort or convenience.

The increased ridership of light rails attracts transit-oriented development and encourages smart growth, which further increases future ridership 

numbers/fares.

Choosing to build light rail may seem expensive now, but in the future our city will be kicking itself for not doing so back when it was a real bargain.  

Although it's easy to just look at the upfront price tag, we need to consider how this decision will impact the next 20,30, and even 50 years.  

Building a busway instead of a light rail line on such a vital corridor is penny wise, pound foolish.

3/12/2013 Andrew Crane 90046 andrew.crane@sbcglobal.net I am pushing for the light-rail option as it's quicker, more modern and could hopefully pull more people onto public transit who don't normally use it.

3/12/2013 Edward Holzer 91601 edwardholzer@gmail.com This needs to be light rail so it can connect to the 405 line.

3/12/2013 Edward Holzer 91606 edwardholzer@gmail.com

This needs to be light rail so it can connect to the 405 line at some point in the future. It needs to be built right the first time. If the money can not be 

found, a busway will suffice.
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3/12/2013 James Arnold 91405 heyman25@gmail.com

If the cost/benefit analysis demonstrates rail is least expensive over 30 year model. Go with rail. CNG buses I would imagine would be less expensive 

over that time period because of the abundance of natural gas.

3/12/2013 Al Pavangkanan 91411 mewtwosama@yahoo.com I would like to see a bus only roadway for Van Nuys  Blvd

3/12/2013 Joel Rane 90043 joel@joelrane.com

This should eventually be the north/south light rail that tunnels under the Sepulveda Pass and eventually might go across the Westside and connect 

to the Green Line in Westchester.  Think big

3/12/2013 Adam Garrett 90042 adam.garrett.30@my.csun.edu

A LRT line for Van Nuys is the best and only option for the Valley's future. BRT is cheap but as we all know, the Orange Line is almost at capacity, and 

its a nightmare for bicycle commuters who have to wait for two, three, or four busses at peak hours!

A LRT line will ensure a steady future for the transit corridor, will be cheaper to maintain, and will attract more riders. Plus, if this ever connects to the 

LA Basin/Purple Line extension, an LRT would be a much easier connection, and just makes sense.  

GOOD LUCK!

3/12/2013 R L j1998@sbcglobal.net

is there a way to make the light rail elevated or completely grade separated?  there is no way people will ride an expensive light rail that takes 35 

minutes to travel from the top of the valley to the bottom...if this is all Metro can do for a light rail, then just build the bus.

3/12/2013 Armen Fetulagian 91605 armenfetulagian@sbcglobal.net

I am writing to you in regard to the proposed plan to add either a light rail or a busway public transit line on Van Nuys Blvd.  I would like to offer my 

support for the light rail option.   I have lived in the Valley, more specifically three different locations east of the 405, west of Whitsett, south of 

Plummer and North of Oxnard, my entire life and can tell you with no pretention and judgment that the Valley needs to shed the ever expansive and 

damaging suburban personality.  

Although I greatly enjoy the Orange Line busway and ride whenever convenient, a busway emphasizes the image of suburbia.  A light rail option 

would not only add much needed public transit to the area, it could also possibly bring in development to the area, something that is also much 

needed. 

The addition of any public transit, especially a light rail line, would help the Valley, and more specifically, Van Nuys, feel just a bit more like the rest of 

Los Angeles.

3/12/2013 Aram Hacobian 91501 aramhacobian@yahoo.com

Please make this light rail. We want as much rail as possible. And please make it grade separated or at least have crossing gates at street crossings so 

that the trains don't have to stop for street traffic. 

I would like to ask why is this specific project being built as opposed to other more desired options. I also personally believe that the money being 

spent on this project would be better spent on either a direct grade separated rail link between LAX and Union Station or a subway tunnel under the 

405 that connects with the Crenshaw Line. 

3/12/2013 Courtland Noble 90028 cblandlife@gmail.com Light Rail

3/12/2013 Joshua Nickel 90405 nickeljoshua@yahoo.com

This project should be LRT and be combined with the Sepulveda Pass Transit Corridor. This would allow more riders to use the project and also make 

the project more cost effective. The study done for the P3 opportunity showed that light rail along this corridor would serve upwards of 80-100,000 

people a day. This would rival even the blue line, currently the most popular light rail line in the county. There is proof that shows that people in the 

valley do travel to the west side. That is why the 405 is the most congested freeway in the region. You can also refer to the news articles that show 

how the people riding on the expo line originate in the SFV. They take the orange line to the red line to the expo line because it is quicker than the 

405. If you look at this project by its self, the data will tell you to go with BRT even though the comments have mostly been on favor of LRT. Don't 

make the same mistake you did with the orange line. The SFV deserves LRT along this corridor.

3/12/2013 Carlos Cordoba 91423 clcordoba@sbcglobal.net

Whether an Orange line type N/S system, or light rail, we need to support and reinforce the strong commercial aspect of Van Nuys Blvd. north of the 

101.  This is an area with a strong small business presence - I don't think there's any chain stores the whole length of Van Nuys.  Whatever the 

approach it should take into account what will make the area continue to flourish.  I frequently run and bike the pathway next to the Orange Line and 

it is quite empty.  Would hate to see VN Blvd. bisected the same way.  Good luck!

3/12/2013 Abad Hernandez 91405 heyabad@gmail.com

I would LOVE rail going up on Van Nuys. The Orange line is embarrassingly overcrowded already and is a clear example of the demand that is within 

the area. And I'm sure we can easily imagine the revitalization of Van Nuys Blvd with the introduction of rail which is currently full of empty store 

fronts or stores that sell cheap goods. I understand that rail will come at a heavy price but it'll surely pay off in many other ways. I cannot 

overestimate my support for the rail option.
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3/12/2013 Siam Pewsawang 91306 sbpewsawang@gmail.com

Whatever you do, be it busway or LRT should integrate well with the Orange Line and whatever becomes of the Sepulveda Pass project. BRT would 

probably be best for Orange Line integration (you could run buses to San Fernando/Chatsworth from NoHo and vice versa. From a geopolitical stand 

point, I think the Valley deserves LRT more so than the super distant Gold Line extension towards the less dense, far flung suburbs of the San Gabriel 

Valley. Van Nuys is a major boulevard, and with already high bus ridership, there is a natural transit ridership to improve service for. 

3/12/2013 Ivan Shchelkunov 90038 ivanshchelkunov@gmail.com

i vote for a bus way on van nuys blvd with right of the way and minimal stops at any intersections along the route. the valley doen't need a light 

rail/subway yet. Thanks

3/12/2013 James Askew 91601 askew1975@yahoo.com

I am pro-light rail; it's a costlier option but the investment sends a better message to the community, business owners and other stakeholders about 

Metro's commitment to mass transit in this part of the SFV.

3/12/2013 Gary Fox garyrfox@gmail.com

It seems clear that this, if it is to truly offer connections to a regional transportation network, must be light rail and connect (without transfer) to the 

405 light rail subway. It would be extremely short-sighted to instead proceed as it seems now, with a BRT on Van Nuys and a transfer to the 405 

project. Please, we want ONE light rail line connecting the valley to the westside!

3/12/2013 Derek Powell 90068 derekpowell@outlook.com

This project should absolutely be a light rail. Experience with the Orange Line proves that demand outstrips capacity quite quickly. A rail line would be 

much more capable of transporting people than a dedicated busway, and capacity can be added to cope with increased demand far better than the 

buses.

Please, consider a light rail! It is much more suited for the long-term than a bus line.

3/12/2013 Laurie Liao 91344 laurie.liao@gmail.com

I would like more light rail transportation to be built throughout the San Fernando valley to connect it directly to downtown Los Angeles as well as 

other surrounding areas such as West LA, Pasadena, and Santa Clarita.

3/8/2013 Jose Escobar 90016 jose.escobar.220@gmail.com

I would like to see Metro plan something bold and visionary. Think ahead. I agree BRT is cheaper, but if you are considering building a tunnel 

underneath the Sepulveda Pass for a possible LRT route, then it would make sense to connect these two projects together. I think about the Regional 

Connector being built soon, and wonder if someone could have had the vision to see all 3 LRT routes connected one day. That's the type of vision  

and planning we need now. We need things to connect better and seamlessly. So I am in favor of the LRT route. People enjoy taking the train. I've 

ridden the Expo Line since it first opened and have seen people get excited about riding the train. It's less of a bumpy ride than a bus and follow a set 

schedule so you get used to planning your day at around that schedule.

3/8/2013 Dayle Diamond 90066 dayle.diamond@gmail.com Please consider a light rail option that's anticipates a future North/South rail in the Sepulveda pass!

3/4/2013 Ronny Rueda 91331 ronrueda@gmail.com

I hope considers a phased implementation for the LRT alternative

Phase 1: Van Nuys Orange Line Station to Van Nuys/San Fernando Road with Maintenance Facility in Pacoima along San Fernando Road.

Phase 2: Van Nuys Orange Line Station to Ventura/ Van Nuys with direct connections to the Sepulveda Pass Project.

Phase 3: Van Nuys/San Fernando to the the San Fernando/Sylmar Metrolink Station

Hopefully the budget gap for the Phase 1 implementation can be covered with some combination of state and federal funds. Phase two funding could 

be included with the Sepulveda pass project. Phase 3 would be completed when more funding becomes available.
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Twitter Comments

Date First Name Last Name Twitter Handle Comment

5/5/2013 Jack Lindblad @jacklindblad

#ESFVScoping AFF expands TIFIA federal loan program offering low-interest, 

govt backed loans for Van Nuys Light Rail! http://alturl.com/jheyf

5/5/2013 Jack Lindblad @jacklindblad

#ESFVScoping Stop hillside/beach fortress elitists/corporations profiting off 

extinction hawking cars on Van Nuys Bl! http://alturl.com/tnmqr

5/5/2013 Jack Lindblad @jacklindblad

Has anyone besides myself taken the opportunity submit comments "by 

twitter, Include the hashtag ‘#ESFVScoping’... http://fb.me/1jGyWDQkS

5/5/2013 buspassrick @buspassrick

EastSFVTransit #EastSFVScoping we need a light rail line no busway that 

proved to be a E5mistake for F6 orange line please don’t repeat it.

5/4/2013 Jack Lindblad @jacklindblad

#ESFVScoping America Fast Forward FIRPTA Public/private partnerships on 

Federal, State, County, City levels funds LRT http://alturl.com/64nxy

5/4/2013 Jack Lindblad @jacklindblad

#ESFVScoping Hillside Dwellers and Flats Dwellers take note! Home prices 

fared better when homes were near transit! http://alturl.com/wbiz7

5/4/2013 Jack Lindblad @jacklindblad

#ESFVScoping America Fast Forward bond program facilitates Mission, Vision 

and Plan for Light Rail on Van Nuys Blvd http://alturl.com/8kbft

5/3/2013 Jack Lindblad @jacklindblad

#ESFVScoping Stop BRT creep of 1000 cuts! Select Light Rail to See Our 

Communities Get Our Fair Share of the Transit http://alturl.com/syia3

5/1/2013 Jack Lindblad @jacklindblad

#ESFVScoping 2013: Light Rail again on Van Nuys Bl 100 years ago Pacific 

Electric Street Car 1st reached Van Nuys http://alturl.com/zt9js

4/29/2013 Jack Lindblad @jacklindblad

#ESFVScoping Los Angeles is kicking its bad reputation [with Light Rail on Van 

Nuys Bl] to become a worldwide... http://fb.me/2DwVorsgK

ESFV COMMENTS: Submitted by Twitter 
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4/28/2013 Jack Lindblad @jacklindblad

#ESFVScoping Artists will have opportunities at Twelve Stations along the 

Light Rail on Van Nuys Boulevard! http://fb.me/1PsZRQjAB

4/28/2013 Jack Lindblad @jacklindblad

#ESFVScoping This is the path to finance Light Rail on Van Nuys Boulevard! 

http://fb.me/25ZDUa7le

4/28/2013 Jack Lindblad @jacklindblad

#ESFVScoping More reason for Light Rail on Van Nuys Bl rather than losing 

'bus rapid transit' in the Worst Traffic http://fb.me/1KIrbQAaM

4/28/2013 Jack Lindblad @jacklindblad

All rapid transit starts local with Light Rail Transit on Van Nuys Boulevard 

http://fb.me/HdXiDcdE  #ESFVScoping

3/6/2013 Jason Burns jasonburns

#405subway - Valley to Westside. MT  @EastSFVTransit Scoping comments 

will now be accepted via Facebook and Twitter. http://ow.ly/ik6ch

3/8/2013 Dan Wentzel danwentzel

EastSFVTransit We need a rail line from Sylmar to LAX. The southern end of 

this corridor is not Ventura Blvd. It is LAX, or Long Beach.
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Date First Name Last Name Email Comment

5/13/2013 Harold Berreondo haroldb0916@yahoo.com

I'm glad to hear that valley residents are being heard to help create easier mass transit systems. I have been wanting to help and finally have sat down to write. As a long time 

resident of the San Fernando Valley (going back to the RTD) and having lived or traveled through major traffic spots in the valley,  I would like to bring to you a few ideas that can 

help your goal in connecting the outer reaches of the valley...

The proposed line(s) would:

 #1 -- connect ALL the major hospitals in the San Fernando Valley. From Sylmar (Olive View) to Mission Hills (Holy Cross) to Van Nuys (Valley Presbytarian) to North Hollywood 

(Kaiser) east of the 405 freeway. 

 #2 -- Use a monorail system (like in Oakland, CA by the stadiums) so that traffic on the major streets (Roscoe, Sepulveda, Van Nuys) would not be affected after opening.

 #3 -- connect the rest of Los Angeles to more historical points in the valley (San Fernando Mission, Los Angeles Aqueduct) and at the same time designating more points of 

interest.

 #4 -- connects to the Orange Line making sure it extends to major east/west streets like Ventura Blvd, Victory, Sherman Way, Roscoe, ; and north/south streets like San 

Fernando Road, Lankershim, Laurel Canyon, Van Nuys, Sepulveda...

 Along these same streets, there are areas of land not being used that can be used for Park & Ride points, stations, etc.

 I hope and cant wait for this project(s) to begin to materialize.

5/13/2013 Robert Wilcox RobKWilcox@aol.com

I strongly protest any plans to have elevated high speed rail on Van Nuys Blvd to Ventura Blvd.

Ventura Blvd is a storied and exulted showcase of our city. It has been heralded in movies, books, and songs, "I love LA" being the most recent. Van Nuys Blvd is not far behind in 

that exaltation.

To put an elevated train right up to Ventura Blvd would destroy the entire small town atmosphere of Ventura Blvd. To do so down Van Nuys to Ventura Blvd would devastate 

Sherman Oaks, the community I live in.  

Have you ever been to the areas around elevated trains like in New Jersey or New York City. These are slums. They are crime ridden. They are graffiti plastered. They are 

hellholes. They destroy the neighborhods they run through and adjoin. Goodbye home investment, beauty, peace of mind and safety. Did I mention the noise?   

This is a ridiculous. It disrespects the neighborhoods and the people who pay the taxes with which such an idea could materialize. The people who use this kind of transportation 

do so to come to nice neighborhoods. Elevated high speed rail will destroy that for them. 

We have several corridors which are already changed for our highway system. Use those. They will accommodate any new transportation construction. Sepulveda is the nearest. 

There are others, I believe, east of Sherman Oaks and Studio City where it is more industrialized. Use one of those. 

Abandon this idea. We, the residents who will lose tremendously if this ever gets traction, will fight it with everything we have. We are not going to allow our tax money to be 

used to destroy our neighborhood.  

No elevated rail down Van Nuys Blvd to Ventura Blvd. 

5/6/2013 Gregory D. Wright bg534@lafn.org See Apendix Attachement

5/6/2013 Jack Lindblad jplindblad@gmail.com See Apendix Attachement

5/6/2013 Kevin Lasala kevin.Iasaia@yahoo.com

I have been living in the San Fernando Valley for a few years now and I support the light rail option of the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Project. I agree with the light 

rail option because the carrying capacity of buses will be reached faster than the carrying capacity of the light rail. Before living in the San Fernando Valley I have been living in 

the San Gabriel Valley. In the San Gabriel there are already more rail projects than there are in the San Fernando Valley.

I concede that the light rail option is the more expensive option, but if the public is willing to fund it then there should be fewer problems. In the San Gabriel Valley there is 

already plans of extending the Gold Line past Azusa into Montclair. Yet the San Fernando Valley only has a rail station in North Hollywood. If there is a light rail option in the San 

Fernando Valley, it could lead to the light rail system being connected to other parts of Los Angeles.

The west side of Los Angeles is one such region that can be better connected to the San Fernando Valley. So far the only options to connect to the west side are to drive on the 1-

405 freeway and the Rapid Bus Line 761 along Sepulveda Blvd. Neither is a good option as both are slowed down significantly by traffic and the Rapid Bus must make a loop 

around the UCLA Campus.

The light rail option is my preferred option for East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Project. It can be used as a base to create a better transportation option to the west side. 

If the light rail is a better option because it has a better carrying capacity than a bus. If a bus line were to do the job, it would not be as well done as a dedicated light rail.

5/6/2013 David de la Cruz ddelacruz92@gmail.com

I am David de la Cruz, a student of Urban Planning and Chicano Studies at California State University, Northridge. I am also an intern with The Transit Coalition, and will 

continuously follow this project as a Los Angeles dweller. As an interdisciplinary student of fields relating to social and environmental justice as well as regional planning, I am 

writing a letter in support of both the Light Rail and Bus Rapid Transit Option.

In my opinion, I prefer the light rail option because it has the capacity to take many more residents throughout the San Fernando Valley within a smaller time frame. Needless to 

say, I definitely support both options, and I understand the potential for economic and respective community development as either of these options is pursued.

Though some of my concerns lie within the construction of a maintenance yard for the Light Rail Option, I am eager to read the EIR and mitigations for the implications of this 

yard. Especially since many of the affected areas hold communities of color, and low income communities.

I support both options fully, but express a stronger expectation of having the Light Rail option pursued compared to the BRT option because of efficiency and potential 

attendance of ridership for project transit uses among the San Fernando Valley.

ESFV COMMENTS: Submitted by Email
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5/6/2013 Saud Alsair saud.alsair.895@my.csun.edu

I am a senior student at California State University Northridge and I’m also an ADA Specialist at The Transit Coalition. My involvement with the Coalition has led my interest and 

support for the light rail proposal for the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor.

As a legally blind resident of the San Fernando Valley, I favor efficient and ecological public transportation. The light rail project would allow me and countless other residents to 

be able to have access to other parts of the city in short periods of travel time.

Moreover, the light rail system would have less impact on the environment compared to automobiles and rapid buses due to reduced emissions. Additionally, more residents will 

be encouraged to use this system rather than their privately owned automobiles due to several reasons: the location of the project, served areas and the continually rising costs 

of gasoline.

Although, at face value the light rail project is more costly, in the long run it is cost effective in many aspects: environmentally, economically and the fact that it will serve larger 

populations of riders within one trip.

In addition, throughout different cities around the world I have experienced audio speaker systems that not only call out the stops but also describe the scenery and times of 

departures and arrivals. I recommend, as a legally blind person, that the light rail be equipped with state of the art audio speaker systems with the capability of various languages 

to help the diverse ridership. Also, the audio system will benefit and guide visually impaired riders to navigate the areas of their travel.

5/6/2013 Israel Herra conquistador_iz89@yahoo.com

I recently attended one of the East SFV Transit Corridor Meetings and I left very informed. After watching the presentation by the Metro officials and listening to public 

comments, I full support the light rail proposal. At first I was on the fence about light rail because the difference in ridership from light rail to rapid bus did not seem like a major 

difference. Light rail seemed like a much bigger investment, but little return. The gap in cost for light rail from rapid bus seemed enormous and unnecessary. I can see why some 

people would be opposed to it, since for a minute I was too.

However, after further discussion and analysis, I came to the conclusion that light rail is definitely the way to proceed with this project. Not only would light rail accommodate 

almost three times the amount of riders as rapid bus with one train, but it is a more highly effective form of transportation. Not only is light rail more effective and efficient, but 

also more environmentally friendly since light rail would not release as many emissions as a fleet of rapid buses. The speed at which light rail would transport people is also one 

of the bigger advantages it has over rapid bus.

My only problem with light rail is how would the addition of 2 corridors for light rail (one going North and the other south) affect traffic and congestion on Van Nuys Blvd.? I’m 

assuming that by adding light rail down the middle of Van Nuys would require the removal of 2 traffic lanes since I don’t see how the street can be widened with all the 

properties in place along the boulevard. While the addition of this light rail may convince some people to use public transportation as opposed to driving, I think that traffic will 

still be prevalent down this street. Therefore, I believe that the removal of two lanes down one of the busiest streets in the valley does not seem wise or effective. However, I am 

sure that Metro has done sufficient analysis on this issue and I hope that they will address this in future meetings.

Otherwise, this project has my approval as a member of the Van Nuys community. I was born and raised in this city and this project will hopefully revitalize the city. It is about 

time Van Nuys received a makeover. The addition of new technology and efficient transportation should be an exciting venture. Also, I want to applaud Metro for the timeframe 

that has been proposed for the completion of this project. I look forward to attending more meetings as this project continues to develop.

5/6/2013 José Eduardo Palma palma818@gmail.com

I am very pleased that progress towards a new transportation system in the East San Fernando Valley is moving forwards and involving community outreach towards potential 

construction.

The alternatives presented to community demonstrate a potential for a real change in movement for San Fernando Valley as a whole. Based on both alternatives, Light Rail 

Transit (LRT) and Bus Rapid Transit (BRT), I personally believe that LRT would be the best fit for the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor.

As an urban planning student and anthropologist, I have been able to study different BRT and LRT systems, including the Orange Line. What I have learned is that planning for LA 

transportation and transit projects need to remember that more people ride transit then expected. For example, when planning the Red Line, Metro failed to make boarding 

platforms longer and underestimated the amount of people that used it.

Now, I think Metro is doing a good job and communicating with the community, but they really need to explain both these alternatives, so people would understand what best 

fits their needs. Based on meeting I attended, I can see that more people want a LRT running down the suggested path that you have established. This is the BEST choice because 

it runs faster then a BRT, cuts cost on CO2 and allows for more people to board then the BRT (allowing more then 3,900 extra riders). Granted, it would be more costly, but it 

would benefit SF Valley in the long run. Building of facility storage would mean jobs for people in SF Valley and needed areas like the City of San Fernando, Pacoima, Arleta and 

Panorama City.

Born in LA and raised in the SF Valley, I can see LRT as the greatest alternative for the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor. It would make life in SF a lot cleaner and give a 

chance for an economic boom that will help out many people who like to travel over the Sepulveda Pass and into the Westside. And as a student, I can see this benefiting many 

CSUN, community college and UCLA students. Let's make LRT happen!

5/6/2013 Liza Wright lizawright42@yahoo.com

The East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Study has a strong vision and I believe that the goals proposed will be met by this project. With the proposed alternatives, the light 

rail option along Van Nuys Boulevard is the correct choice for the San Fernando Valley communities. This north/ south connection will prove to be a valuable asset for those living 

and commuting in this area.

Giving greater access to families and businesses, this project will help provide greater mobility for the surrounding areas, connecting to regional transportation services. With the 

implementation of this future project, it will increase access to jobs, schools, and recreational activities within the San Fernando Valley. This is why I believe that the no build and 

the transportation system management alternatives should not be considered.

The overall end result should be a light rail transit system, eventually connecting to the Westside. I strongly support this alternative for the corridor project, and believe it will be 

the most effective for the San Fernando Valley.

Thank you for reading my comments for the project.
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5/6/2013 Ayda Memary ayda.memary.152@my.csun.edu

I am an Urban Planning senior at the Cal State University, Northridge and passionate about public transportation as an urban planner and a resident of City of Los Angeles. I 

attended one of the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Study Meetings on Wednesday, March 27, 2013 at the Marvin Braude Constituent Service Center and I left the 

meeting very informed. After watching the PowerPoint presentation, listening to the Metro official's speech and other public comments, and evaluating the mentioned 

alternatives, I believe that the Light Rail Transit (LRT) would be the best alternative for the East SFV Transit Corridor Project.

In order for Metro and the City of Los Angeles to come up with a successful plan to improve North-South transit service in the East San Fernando Valley, proposed alternatives 

such as No Build, and Transportation System Management are not an option. The other two proposed alternatives that remain considerable are the Light Rail Transit (LRT) and 

the Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) alternative. I fully support the Light Rail Transit as the best solution for the East SFV Transit Corridor Project which will connect diverse communities 

to their destinations, eliminate traffic congestion, and decrease noise pollution and air pollution. The Van Nuys and Sepulveda Boulevard Corridors run through the heart of the 

eastern San Fernando Valley and the home to several major destinations including hospitals, schools, different businesses, the Van Nuys Civic Center, Auto Row, Sherman Oaks 

Galleria, various shops and restaurants, and other large employers. Therefore, a logical and effective mode of transportation is crucial to improve North-South transit service in 

the East San Fernando Valley and accommodate the needs of those residents in the area.

By comparing the two alternatives, I believe that that the Light Rail Transit has many advantages over the Bus Rapid Transit. The Light Rail Transit operates in the median in a 

fully dedicated guideway in contrast to the Bus Rapid Transit that operates in mixed flow traffic. LRT operates with standard gauge passenger railcars, on exclusive rich-of-way 

with overhead electric power. A two-car train set can carry about 300 passengers, an average of 37,500 weekday boardings projected in 2035. The end to end travel time for LRT 

is 36 minutes which is less than the travel time of BRT. LRT operates with electric power which has zero gas emission and less impact on the environment. The Light Rail System 

also has other benefits such as mobility, regional connectivity, opportunities for job creation, development and quality of life improvements. As a resident of the San Fernando 

Valley community, and a rider of public transportation, I believe that the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor is going to be a very successful and efficient project that will 

help revitalize the community. This will also encourage many citizens to use public transportation more conveniently. The completion of this massive project will move Angelenos 

a step closer to a greener and more environmentally-friendly Los Angeles.

5/6/2013 Ryan Holman ryan.holman.422@my.csun.edu

I am writing to express my support and enthusiasm for the light rail option for the East SFV Transit Corridor. As an urban planning student, I am well aware of the benefits of both 

bus rapid transit and light rail. While BRT certainly has its place in a comprehensive transit system, light rail is better suited to this corridor.

In addition to the well studied capacity and operational benefits of light rail over BRT, light rail generates greater interest in transit and has higher success and converting drivers 

to riders. Light rail also fosters transit oriented development and has enlivened neighborhoods all over the nation and world. I want to see the same happen for Van Nuys 

corridor, returning it to its former glory as a thriving mixed-use destination.

I will continue to follow this project and look forward to the development of a light rail line on Van Nuys Boulevard.

5/6/2013 Rawan Al-jamal rawanrj5@gmail.com

I support the Light Rail alternative from Sylmar to Sherman Oaks. The light rail option, primarily along San Fernando Road and Van Nuys Boulevard from the Sylmar Metrolink 

Station to the Metro Orange Line for the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Project is necessary because it will increase ridership, improve connectivity, and can reduce 

long-term operating costs.

• Light rail has promotes compact, pedestrian-oriented revitalization.

• Rail transit is better for the environment.

• Light Rail transit is most cost-effective.

Due to these factors, light rail is important to the future of public transportation in the San Fernando Valley. Public ridership at the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor 

already has high ridership, which shows the need for a light rail system, which would ultimately increase ridership by 4000 more riders per week. Cost wise this would be efficient 

because the increase in ridership will contribute to overall costs of the light rail project. The light rail option would also be more efficient as a trip would average only 35 minutes. 

The light rail is important in this particular area as well due to its diverse community. The light rail alternative is desired because it is efficient and it is the environmentally viable 

option.

Thank you for your consideration.

5/6/2013 Alvin Estrada kidrebl@aol.com

It is the hope of the Transit Coalition to assist with input and be an active participant in all matters that deal with transportation. As a member of The Transit Coalition and an 

individual that participated in the meeting of the East San Fernando Valley Corridor Study on March 26, 2013, I would like give some suggestions on the project that I hope can be 

useful to you and your associates on the development of this project.

As the project is still in its research phase, it would be a good to move away from the idea of installing another rapid bus. Although the construction cost benefits look better than 

an installation of a light rail, on the long run it would become costly. This is due to the fact that the operational cost and the maintenance over time will led to a greater amount 

of financial loss. To add to this, by having these buses, there will still be a direct introduction of fossil fueled burned in our urban environment, which is harmful to our health 

none the less.

If we go with the light rail system, it would cut down on the emissions and help to alleviate our dependence on fossil fuel. The input that I would like to give with the light rail is 

that if it does get chosen as the mode of transit, that research should be made to see if the projected East San Fernando Valley Corridor can be connected to the projected 

Sepulveda pass Corridor to form one line. By having these two lines become one, the accessibility to and from the valley would be increased while not contributing to pollutants 

and traffic. At the same time ridership would go up, which would then feed the maintenance that would be more affordable than a rapid bus.

I hope that the input that was written here is helpful in the development of this project. The Transit Coalition will continue to follow up with the development of this project and 

would be more than happy to give future input, if requested. I would like to thank you Mr. Davis for taking the time to read this letter and I hope it aides you in your decisions of 

development.

5/6/2013 Mitchell  Yahata emteewhy@gmail.com

After researching the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor, I wanted to inform you that I fully support the light rail transit alternative. I believe LRT is definitely the route to 

take given the increased capacity, scheduling reliability, and lowered emissions of LRT over BRT.

As a frequent LRT rider in and around Los Angeles, I believe the SFV would greatly benefit from this project. Just as the Expo Line is revitalizing and attracting more transit 

oriented development along its route, I believe the construction of a LRT through the San Fernando Valley will bring similar benefits to residents across the city.

As a commuter from West Los Angeles to the Valley, the construction of such a line would greatly benefit commuters from Los Angeles who would like to visit and travel 

between the two cities. I look forward to updates on this and many other Metro projects.
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5/6/2013 Eduardo Arias-Ramos eduardo.ariasramos.823@my.csun.edu

Last Thursday, I attended the Metro Van Nuys Boulevard corridor project, which focused on Van Nuys Boulevard in the San Fernando Valley and what should be implemented on 

that boulevard in terms of transit. Metro provided the audience with various options as well as what routes Metro is considering, whether if it should end with the Orange Line at 

Sepulveda or go all the way down Van Nuys and end at Sherman Oaks at Ventura/Sepulveda.

One good thing about the meeting is the high support of a light rail project. The supporters see the project as an opportunity to brighten up the corridor and bring a lot of 

opportunities with it (businesses and maybe development). Even the supporters wanted to extend the line all the way to the Westside (which I’m for as well) or a connection 

with whatever is going to be built on the Sepulveda Transit Corridor that Metro is studying.

Also worth mentioning is that there was a rail line created on Van Nuys Boulevard in the first half of the 20th Century and operated between Parthenia and Chandler, I believe. 

However with support comes opposition, since these two women were opposing with since they claim that using Van Nuys Boulevard for such projects was eminent domain, 

which didn’t make any sense since the boulevard is a public entity.

My opinion on the project is that I’m for it one hundred percent. Even though the bus rapid transit option is given, I think a light rail line should be implemented considering the 

high volume of passengers using this corridor to get from point A to B. Yes it’s more expensive than bus; but it’s more cost-effective and reliable.

Despite a maintenance facility that needs to be built (if the light rail project happens), at least if could handle a high-volume of passengers versus an articulated bus. Also 

consider the time frequencies too since the 761 Rapid operates every 20 minutes on weekdays and half an hour on weekends, and the 233 Local every 15 minutes everyday but 

Sundays, which is every 20 minutes I believe. With the light rail, the frequencies would be about 12 minutes and trips would be a lot shorter versus the buses that currently travel 

along this road.

5/6/2013 Gloria Giraldo miss_multicultural@hotmail.com

My name is Gloria Giraldo, a student of Urban Studies and Planning at California State University Northridge. I totally support the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor 

Project because this project will not only benefit people living in the San Fernando Valley but also benefit the San Fernando Valley as a whole.

For a long time people of Sylmar, Ventura County, and Antelope Valley have been waiting for their regions to have better connectivity within them throughout the transportation 

service networks such Amtrak, Metrolink, and the Metro Orange Line. Additionally a connection of these regions will facilitate future projects which involve connections to 

universities such as CSUN and UCLA. In my opinion those connections and services should have been done long ago.

Metrolink Station facilitates the Light rail line connection along San Fernando Road and Van Nuys Boulevard to the Metro Orange Line. Regarding cost, we are supposed to be 

one of the most developed countries with all the financial resources to construct the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Project. I have personally seen the least developed 

countries in South America that have a more developed and robust transportation systems than that of North America. Therefore, this project has to be successfully completed 

in order to contribute to the future progress of Los Angeles as a leading world city.

5/6/2013 Rafaela Partida rafaela.partida.31@my.csun.edu

This letter serves the purpose of showing support for the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor project. The Northeast San Fernando Valley is home to many people that do 

not have the means to purchase a vehicle. This makes it difficult for travel. Residing in the area, in addition to not driving, I have personally been witness to the deficiencies in 

public transportation. Not making it to class on time due to delayed buses. Having to calculate how much time is needed in order to arrive at a location on time. It is as though, 

one must plan around transportation. It is time Metro makes it a more efficient ride for patrons in the East San Fernando Valley.

I strongly believe that the Light Rail system suggested as part of the scoping period is most beneficial to the community. As this would be the fastest connection one would have 

to other rail lines. Making travel times shorter, which would make people, want to ride on public transportation.

In addition, I believe this is a way to start changing what people know of Metro. For many, Metro transit lines are meant for people of limited means. Light Rail would potentially 

change people’s perceptions of what public transportation is. It would also give them insight of what public transportation COULD be.

Now more than ever, it is time to think of what Los Angeles could be like, if Angelinos were not too preoccupied with their vehicles and sitting behind the wheel in traffic. Perhaps 

you already have that vision in mind, now let the rest of Los Angeles see it. The Light Rail would most definitely let them see.

5/6/2013 Peter Hofer peterhofer864@gmail.com
I would like to express my support for the BRT alternative.  BRT will offer more frequent service than light rail, and will tie in better with the Orange Line and our existing streets.  

New York and Chicago are doing great things with BRT--why can't we?  We need better transit now, not years into the future.

5/6/2013 Joyce Dillard dillardjoyce@yahoo.com

We are concerned with MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS. Issues we are concerned about are AIR QUALITY, WATER QUALITY, and NOISE on humans, plants and wildlife.  This is in the 

LA River Watershed with Federal requirements such as Total Daily Maximum Load compliance.

Road conditions and its ongoing operation and maintenance need to be addressed.

Commuting lanes are not properly identified to land uses.  Frequency of trips needs an analysis.

Safety issues regarding bicyclists who ignore traffic signals or bicyclists who share bus lanes and car lanes as marked (painted), need to be addressed.

Roads, whether for automobiles, trucks, bicycles, buses or pedestrians are generally in poor shape.  The LA Times has published an interactive map showing the road conditions 

in the City:

http://www.latimes.com/news/local/la-me-pavement-20130505,0,4119436.story

and

http://graphics.latimes.com/la-streets-map/#11/34.0475/-118.5754

This is a hidden cost of commuting.  Please address.
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5/6/2013 Ronald Ziff rzbiz@pacbell.net

Please consider the following issues in studying this project:

1) Building a Light Rail system on Van Nuys Blvd. may not be cost effective and may even be counter-productive. The estimated cost of a light rail system is $2.5 Billion. In the 

information presentations it was indicated that the system would reduce the current travel time from the Sylmar Transit Center to Ventura Blvd from 46 minutes to a new 41 

minutes. The possibility of a 5 minute saving in travel time does not seem to be worth that amount of money. 

2) Building a Light Rail system or Bus Rapid Transit system on Van Nuys Blvd and fencing it in would severely constrict all other transit on the blvd. It requires a minimum 30 foot 

right of way. The remaining portion of the street would have to handle autos, bicycles, other buses, and emergency vehicles. All of these other vehicles would be forced into a 

narrower transit corridor in order to set aside the 30 feet necessary for the rail or bus right of way. Of particular concern are buses and emergency vehicles. The several other bus 

lines using the street might be slowed to a crawl in the resulting constricted traffic. Ambulances would have to maneuver through the constricted traffic. A fence might make the 

ambulance trip even more difficult. Lives could be lost in delays. The Fire Department operates the largest of the emergency vehicles and requires up to a 28 foot wide path to 

travel through. The placement of the fence could leave the path at less than the minimum 28 feet and Fire trucks may not be able to pass through stopped traffic and certainly 

could not pass through streets that have a severely constricted flow. In addition the Fire trucks may not even be able to service buildings if a fence is in the way or they cannot 

get close enough to the buildings.

3) The narrowest street width is a limiting factor. The narrowest width on Van Nuys Blvd is 73 feet. This width would have to accommodate all types of transit. The narrowest 

width on Sepulveda is 90 feet. Sepulveda may be a better choice.

4) It seems a case of "putting the cart before the horse" to plan a local transit system without first planning the major system that it will connect with. There are no firm plans as 

to where the Sepulveda Pass project will be placed. At present we have heard possibilities that it may go over the #405, under the #405, under Bel Air, or somewhere else. The 

vehicles have not been chosen. Will they be light or heavy rail, monorail, bus, or what? How can this be planned without any idea where and how it will connect or where the 

stations will be placed? If the transit corridor is placed on Van Nuys Blvd and doesn't seamlessly connect with the Sepulveda Pass Project, it could cost millions or billions more 

than necessary, inconvenience riders needlessly, and could even result in our own $2.5 Billion "Bridge to Nowhere."

Please consider all of the above in your study. If it turns out a lesser project, or even No-Build is better, then that may be the way to go and should be given serious thought.

5/6/2013 pgs.services@att.ne

As a Valley resident for my entire life (50+ years) I have seen the valley get the short end of the transit improvement projects.  

Now that we have the opportunity to get a north-south transit system, we need to make sure it will serve the valley residence and the commuters from outside the valley that 

travel to or through the valley.

I believe a LRT system is the only choice there is.  It will have the capacity need to handle the present and future growth.  

It should be designed for expansion in service capacity;

• Stations need to be designed to handle 4 or 5 car sets weather built now or later. 

• Third tracks at station or passing tracks need to be designed in so that express trains can be run between key stations. (i.e. Sylmar, Ventura Metrolink / LAX Flyaway, Orange 

Line/ 101, West LA / Expo Line, LAX (If the Sepulveda Pass Corridor System goes that far)  

• Whatever route is finally decided on it needs to tie into the Sepulveda Pass Corridor System to make a complete transit system that is not a mishmash of a bunch of small 

systems. With 61% of the Sepulveda Pass commuters coming through the valley (20% from or north of Santa Clarita, 11% coming for Simi Valley and north San Fernando Valley, 

and 30% from East San Fernando Valley north of the 101) the potential of commuter that would be using the ESFV Corridor System to connect to the Sepulveda Pass Corridor 

System is high with the potential of future growth and expansion being needed. And the future coming of the California High Speed Rail with a potential Sylmar Station will add 

additional commuters to the system, both for those that want to connect to valley locations and those who will be heading to West LA and beyond.

A Heavy Rail System would serve the through commuters to the West side better but I believe a properly designed Light Rail System that connect to the Westside with the 

potential for service expansion will be the most economical transit solution for now and the future.

5/6/2013 Len Talan talan77@aol.com
Please work to connect a train to the airport.  We need a route to and  from LAX that doesn't stop before getting there and force us to disembark and take a bus!

5/6/2013 Rolando Chavarria roland2174@yahoo.com

Hi My Name is Rolando and I Live At 14139 Calvert St in Van Nuys and I Live one Block way From the Orange Line when it Open in fall of 2005 and three blocks way from Van Nuys 

BLVD where is Going to be the Project I really like to see a LRT because it is Faster Many People can get there to work, School and there Favorite Destination on time and With 

out Having to wait on the traffic Lights and Traffic as well For the Light Rail Vehicle In stead of three Cars of 6 It would be Great if you add one More Car of 4 in Total of 8 So Like 

this We can Have More Room For More Passenger's during the Peak hours on Monday through Friday and the Expansion for of the Sepulveda Pass Corridor From the Valley To 

UCLA and LAX. Also For Van Nuys BLVD On Ventura BLVD to Vanown St This Should Convert to a Underground Because of the Follow of Traffic Between Ventura BLVD the 101 

Freeway and Orange Line Station from there The Train would Come out of the Tunnel from a Regular Level to a Second Elevation Like the Expo Line on Culver City Station and 

Keep that Second Elevation Because of Van Nuys Amtrak, Metrolink Station to Rosco BLVD and back to a Normal Level and add a Big Fence with Landscape Like the Expo Line on 

USC and Western Station form There add another Second Elevation Getting to Arleta BLVD  To the Connection Of Metrolink and San Fernando Road, going back down to a normal 

level Next to Tracks of Metrolink all the way to the Last stop of San Fernando/Sylmar Station afterward Hopefully If you can Add More Bike Paths, Landscapes and More Trees on 

San Fernando Road  to Look Much Nicer, Safer for the Residence of Pacoima and The City Of San Fernando, So the Residence can Ride there Bikes, Jogging and Walking So that's 

why I have Choose Light Rail for Van Nuys BLVD Thank you .

5/4/2013 Pamela Gibberman pgibberman@gmail.com I recommend the Light Rail Transit option for the East SFV Transit Corridor.  Thank you for your consideration.

5/4/2013 Roger Christensen rog4rail@aol.com

I lived in Sherman Oaks for over 30 years.  I worked in West LA.  I am now retired and my condo is two blocks from Van Nuys Blvd and Riverside Drive.

I am a driver but have used transit whenever possible.  I have sat many hours on the 405 either in my car or on the bus.

I support the light rail option for Van Nuys Blvd and am opposed to the BRT.

I have used the Orange Line many times to the Red Line.  But most of the time, getting on Van Nuys Blvd, the bus is already standing room only.  BRT lacks capacity and usurps 

the chance of rail to the Purple Line and Expo.

It is worth it to think long range here and protect the future.
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5/3/2013 Dennis Hindman dennis.hindman@att.net

There must be a continuous minimum width of 10-feet reserved between intersections along Van Nuys Blvd in order to meet the requirements for bicycle lanes. A bicycle lane by 

definition is not a bus lane, nor mixed traffic. 

A bicycle lane cannot be truncated to only include part of the length of the street any more than it would be alright to do this for motor vehicles, trains or sidewalks. If this was 

allowed, then you could have stripes five-feet apart on either side of Van Nuys Blvd that are a total of six-feet long out of the entire length of this street and then state that the 

intent of the bicycle plan for having bicycle lanes has been fulfilled (which this would not). 

If you cannot meet these minimum widths for bike lanes on Van Nuys Blvd, then you need to go back to the alternative idea of having this project only as far north on Van Nuys 

Blvd as the Orange Line, then via way of the Orange Line right-of-way and continue northward along Sepulveda Blvd.

The upcoming mobility element update for the city has Van Nuys Blvd as a key north-south corridor for improved bikeways above and beyond the minimums. Which means that 

if the city includes protected bicycle lanes on this street they would probably need at least 16-feet (two five-foot lanes and two three-foot buffers to keep the bicyclist away from 

the dangers of parked car doors opening in front of them).

The vast majority of responses that you have received for having a train run down Van Nuys Blvd were coming from people who don't even ride transit--if the community 

outreach meetings were representative of most people who gave comments--and they most certainly were not people who are versed in transit planning. Most of these people 

simply want a light-rail train. They wouldn't be terribly upset if it was put along the Sepulveda Blvd alternative rather than mainly on Van Nuys Blvd. 

Not having a complete and useable bikeway right-of-way on Van Nuys Blvd would be not acceptable for those that now use a bicycle for transportation or for bicycling 

organizations in this city. This would effectively exclude bicycling along this corridor for all but the fearless. Bicycling needs to be all inclusive to be a form of transportation for the 

masses and not exclusive to only the few. 

Thank you for your time and consideration,

5/3/2013 Josh Josa josh.josa@gmail.com

At first glance, both the BRT and the NO BUILD options look attractive because they are monumentally cheaper than the LRT option. 

That isn't the point of public transportation. The point is to provide to the public an ALTERNATIVE to the convential means of getting around. The goal should be to make the 

public transit option equal to, if not faster, than the commute time of convential means. 

Both the BRT and NO BUILD options would ADD to traffic issues, exasperating Angelinos living in the ESFV corridor as well as those trying to transit across the valley West to East. 

This is already evident in the daily commute in and around the Orange Line with additional traffic signals and wait times as the Orange Line is a part of the traffic system, not 

removed from it. 

The LRT option, if it is like the Gold Line, would completely remove thousands of vehicles from the daily commute. In effect, this would be lessening the traffic strain that is now 

increasingly evident on the streets. 

Give Angelinos living in the SFV the transit they deserve. Remove Metro commuters ENTIRELY from the commute and give them sensible options. 

5/3/2013 Mike Kadlec kadlecmike@yahoo.com

Two things:

When will we know the final decision: light rail or bus way; start and finish date; route?

If you haven't made a decision on the route, I would like you to consider using Sepulveda Blvd on the north end of the valley. From Van Nuys Blvd going north, veer west on 

Parthenia to Sepulveda to Brand Blvd to the Metro Link. Station. Van Nuys Blvd. North of Parthenia is mainly industrial and tire shops. The Sepulveda route on the north I 

mentioned above would better serve the valley.

5/3/2013 Sergio Hernandez shernandez619@me.com As a fellow user of Metro I am disappointed in second class transit. Light rail lines like the gold expo and blue lines are never fully grade separated, a train can get stuck in traffic, 

and the orange lines 35 mph speed limit is inefficient, it stops at every intersection! Instead of building a lot of crappy projects build one good one!

5/3/2013 Ankur Patel ankur.mayur.patel@gmail.com

Bicycles!

Protected route for bicycles the entire path.

Bike racks that don't suck!

Will there be any staff to maintain a kiosk or something at one of the stations?

Is this the stage when exact location (and designs) of stations are discussed?

5/3/2013 Cile Borman TPunch1@aol.com

I live in the North East San Fernando Valley.  I love to visit and shop in the Crenshaw area, especially on Deegan Street in Leimert Park.  To be able to take a train from my SF 

Valley community leaving my car parked at home, would be a dream come true. 

 It would give African Americans, like myself who live in the Valley  the opportunity to have a Afro-centric cultural destination in L. A. like other ethnic Americans have.  Examples 

Korean, Japanese, 

Filipino, Chinese, Ethiopian, Fairfax, etc.  I love America and I want to share my culture with others.

5/2/2013 Laurie Kelson pkelsondds@aol.com

The East Valley Transit corridor should be on Van Nuys Blvd.  This is the most logical route from the Metrolink train station in the North part of the Valley.  The line should be a 

bus like the Orange Line.  The cost would be accomplished much sooner that some of the other alternatives.   

The Van Nuys Blvd route could later be connected to a subway under the Santa Monica Mountains connecting to the planned subway in Century City.  Thousands of Valley 

residents work in Century City.  Currently these workers have to take three buses to Century City.  While the East Valley Transit corridor is being decided, a dedicated bus line 

should be put in service for these workers.

5/1/2013 Linda Gravani lgravani@hotmail.com

I oppose any bus or light rail on Van Nuys Blvd. Cars are delivered daily to the approximately 10 car dealerships on Van Nuys Blvd. Taking away lanes for bus/light rail will create a 

DANGEROUS situation for those truck drivers delivering cars and pedestrians darting around the vehicles wanting to use the bus/rail. Not to mention the traffic jams that it will 

cause. The streets around the dealerships are ALL RESIDENTIAL and will NOT accommodate trucks making deliveries. Your proposed change will create unnecessary hardship on 

these dealerships. Many of whom selected their location because of the wide street access. Their business will suffer if they don't have cars to sell. Currently, the truckers use 

the center lanes while making deliveries.  It does NOT affect the flow of traffic. Everyone is happy. Sepulveda is the best option for your plans. If you must use Van Nuys Blvd, 

have the light rail go UNDERGROUND.
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4/30/2013 Kevin Burton kb.wehobc@gmail.com

Hello,

I serve on the Metro Bicycle Roundtable and would like to comment in support of bicycle lanes on Van Nuys Blvd. in the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor, whether LRT or 

BRT is ultimate chosen.  Van Nuys Blvd. is a thoroughfare to important destinations which are as important to bicyclists as to motorists, and as such provision should be made for 

safe bicycle travel there.  Likewise, bicycling is increasingly important as a solution to the "first/last mile problem", and so bicycle connectivity to/from the East San Fernando 

Valley Transit Corridor will likely be in high demand.  For LRT, elimination of on-street automobile parking along Van Nuys Blvd. to provide for bicycle lanes would be justified by 

the need to make this corridor a more "complete street".  In addition, alternative auto parking is available in parking lots and side streets, and parking spaces could be provided 

by businesses with excess surface capacity, such as automobile dealerships.

Thank you for your consideration

4/29/2013 Genaro Mejia genaro.mejia@arup.com

Hello,

I serve on the Metro Bicycle Roundtable and would like to comment in support of bicycle lanes on Van Nuys Blvd. in the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor, whether LRT or 

BRT is ultimate chosen.  Van Nuys Blvd. is a thoroughfare to important destinations which are as important to bicyclists as to motorists, and as such provision should be made for 

safe bicycle travel there.  Likewise, bicycling is increasingly important as a solution to the "first/last mile problem", and so bicycle connectivity to/from the East San Fernando 

Valley Transit Corridor will likely be in high demand.  For LRT, elimination of on-street automobile parking along Van Nuys Blvd. to provide for bicycle lanes would be justified by 

the need to make this corridor a more "complete street".  In addition, alternative auto parking is available in parking lots and side streets, and parking spaces could be provided 

by businesses with excess surface capacity, such as automobile dealerships.

Thank you for your consideration

4/29/2013 Gerhard Mayer Gmayer@adamson-associates.com

I am a resident of West Los Angeles, with in-laws living in the San Fernando Valley. As you can imagine, I could not be more excited about improved transit in the valley, or 

improved connections to the valley from Los Angeles.

I am most in favor of the proposed light rail transit. I think that going back to how LA started, with rail, has real opportunities to significantly improve the transportation situation 

in SoCal in general. I think our street are too wide, and offer plenty of space to include rail ROWs. There should be many more.

In that regard, why are we never seeing serious alternatives that are streetcars, like they are running successfully in so many other cities in the world? Streetcars with low floor 

entries look cutting edge and modern, and are just so much more friendly and easier to integrate into the existing city as your clumsy looking, old fashioned LRT (I'm still glad we 

have them, however!). Please consider modern streetcars, in earnest.

I am against BRT. We are wealthy nation and do not need to resort to low cost means of transit just because we think we  cannot afford what we really want. We need to make 

transit appealing for every income group, not just a means for people who cannot afford cars to get around. I want us to have the best transit in the world; let's beat Paris transit 

in quality; as you know, their subways famously run on rubber, to keep the noise down for the fashionable Parisians.

Finally, I hope you will strongly consider connecting the rail or street car project through the mountains with West Los Angeles. Regardless of the cost (which IMO are really 

minor for an advanced nation as ours), such a connection - with the purple line, or further south with the airport - would be a game changer for Los Angeles as a whole. I 

commuted over the 405 for 7 long years; I know you studied this, but I still do not think you can even imagine the ridership you will have if you create the ability to avoid driving 

over the ($#%^) pass. Really!

4/26/2013 watchpuppie@aol.com I have been asking for a wall on the 101 for 26 YEARS. I was told I qualify ....but so far and I mean far NO WALL. The traffic is terrible, and is causing sound, fumes, etc. I am asking 

for your HELP. PLEASE.  THE Location is 101 off the WHITE OAK EXIT. WHICH IS VERY VERY BUSY WITH A LONG LINE OF CARS WAITING TO GET ON THE 405. bobbi in Encino.

4/16/2013 David DeVoss eastwestnewsserv@aol.com

Dear Sir,

I was unable to attend any of your scoping meetings regarding the proposed light rail corridor along Van Nuys Blvd., but I wanted to express my strong support for this project. 

The San Fernando desperately needs more light rail transit. In truth, we need more heavy rail, but I understand why this may be cost prohibitive. Van Nuys Blvd. was created with 

public transit in mind. A light rail system linking Sherman Oaks with the North Valley and, later, Westwood/West Los Angeles is urgently needed. I believe light rail is the wisest 

choice since construction costs for a similar system may be prohibitive in the future. My family hopes we will enjoy light rail as soon as possible.

3/30/2013 David Garfinkle drgarfinkle@sbcglobal.net

I have been to two of your pubic meetings and made the following points that I consider critical no matter which of the transit corridor options is eventually chosen:

1. Make sure that there is a direct connection/continuation between the SFV corridor and whatever option is selected for the Sepulveda Pass Corridor.  A majority of the people 

testifying at the recent Van Nuys hearing made the same point. The connection should be seamless and not require exit, bus connection, crossing streets, or walking some 

distance to connect.  The Orange Line/Red Line connection is a perfect negative example.  Passengers must exit one line and cross a busy street to enter the second line.  A 

simple tunnel under the street would have solved the problem.  

2. In addition, coordinate with whatever other "improvements" are planned for the route chosen.  Are cell towers planned in the future along the route?  Underground utility?    

Planning for the transit corridor should include these construction activities in order to minimize disruption along the route and in the immediate route vicinity.  Again, we have a 

perfect counter-example: why couldn't the current work on the 405 freeway have been coordinated with the Sepulveda Pass Transit Corridor?  If a similar route adjacent to or 

near the current effort is selected in the future, it will mean another several years of severely impacted traffic and hardship to the nearby residents.

3. Minimize the time impact of construction on merchants, current transit passengers, and area residents along the corridor.  The approximately three year construction plan 

presented is just not acceptable.  A counter example here is the speed with which the freeways were repaired after the Northridge earthquake.  The cost per year of an 

accelerated construction timeline may be higher, but it is not at all clear that the total cost would be higher.  And the impact to the communities would certainly be much less.  

Finally, if I understand the cost/speed of transit/passenger capacity information presented at the hearings, I don';t understand why there is still a choice to be made between the 

two alternatives presented.  Is it worth a billion dollars to cut less than five minutes off the time from San Fernando to Ventura Boulevard???

3/28/2013 Nicholas Simon nicholassimon@me.com

as a citizen of studio city, ca  please implement the LRT with a tunnel to Westwood - it is the fastest, smartest alternative -  

http://www.thetransitcoalition.us/nationaltc/ntc_valleywestside.html

please advise me as to what, as a concerned citizen, i can do to facilitate this project.
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3/27/2013 Beth Brody brodybeth@gmail.com

I know a lot of people that use the red line metro station from Van Nuys Blvd and think it'd be great if the new transit line goes down Van Nuys blvd! There are a lot of new 

improvements to the Ventura Blvd corridor right by Van Nuys Blvd as well!

Thank you for listening to my input!

3/25/2013 Michael Taylor michael.j.taylor@live.com

Please don't make the mistake of building more BRT projects in the Valley, the region needs a light rail line to handle the capacity of riders that travel that transit corridor.  The 

proposed transit connection from UCLA to the Valley through Sepulveda Pass should be a continuation of the EAST VALLEY line, allowing a direct connection from San Fernando 

to the West Side.

As someone who just last year gave up my car and started commuting by bus/train and bicycle, I know that LA's car culture is changing.  The reason the system will be successful 

is that the sum is greater than it's parts.

Give people an easy commute across the mountains and you'll see they will use it.  I commute from Los Feliz to Burbank on the Red line every day, if there were still just bus lines 

and no metro rail, I probably wouldn't have ever given it a thought.

3/25/2013 Joseph Ruiz tkwblckblt5@gmail.com

Hello. I am a firm believer in transit and I think that a dedicated light rail option in the under served San Fernando Valley is the only way to go. The traffic in the valley can be 

quite heavy and the busses in the valley run every 15-20 min at most. We need a rail system that will cover more ground faster and get us a better option than driving. I stand 

behind a light rail build option.

3/21/2013 Richard Close rclose@gilchristrutter.com

Thank you for speaking at the Sherman Oaks Homeowners Association Meeting last night. I hope that I did not put you on the spot – too much. 

Residents are concerned about the possible effects of the project on the community especially south of the 101 Freeway. Both Van Nuys Boulevard and Sepulveda Boulevard are 

highly congested as well as Ventura Boulevard.

Please put my name and email address on your distribution list. Also the official address for the Sherman Oaks Homeowners Association is P.O. Box 5223, Sherman Oaks, 

California 91413. 

3/19/2013 11:32 Bill Comerford wcomerford@gmail.com

I'm really interested in seeing this project move forward.  As someone who drives the 405 from Northridge to El Segundo every weekday, I would use public transport if the 

solution provided is as fast or faster than by car.   I think this project must be planned with the Sepulveda Corridor project hand-in-hand.  If the East SFV project only delivers 

passengers to Ventura Blvd to the south, then it's of no use to me.  

3/18/2013 7:01 Carmela De Rose ItalynRose1@aol.com I cannot attend any of your meetings re East SFV Transit but I hope you will count my vote for light rail rather than bus - every great city in the world has some sort of rapid rail 

system - Los Angeles City and County must join them and provide citizens with the best long term and permanent option for transportation.  That option is light rail.  

3/17/2013 0:00 Robert Wilcox robkwilcox@aol.com
If this project proceeds with plans to dump all the problems of mass transit on the quiet and beautiful are of Ventura Blvd let this be the first complaint of which there will be 

many with much more research, thinking and detail put into it.  

3/16/2013 0:00 JP Perry jpperry@gmail.com
If this is a stand-alone project, then BRT would suffice. If the idea is to be able to take transit through the Sepulveda Pass, then it should be light rail so no transfer is needed. I 

would take the latter to work every day.

3/11/2013 0:00 Kevin Kellogg kevin.kellogg@gmail.com

LRT is faster, brings more choice riders, and is easier to understand from a tourist's point of view.  The Orange Line is great but I live next to the Silver Line and I get people asking 

me where the tracks are all the time.  When I point out what the Silver Line is, they take their car instead.  LRT or TSM.

-Kevin Kellogg

3/10/2013 0:00 Nathanael Nerode ncn_politics10@fastmail.fm

This is my formal comment.

The "East SFV Transit" project and the Sepulveda Pass Corridor transit project must be considered jointly.  If they are considered jointly, it will become clear that the largest 

ridership and the most cost-effective (dollars per rider) design are achieved with Light Rail Transit.  If, however, they are considered separately, this will not be obvious.

Since both are being planned, it is essential to consider them jointly in order to get correct results

3/9/2013 0:00 Mark Johnston canammj@yahoo.com

Please select the light rail option. Ridership out of the valley to points south will simply overwhelm any proposed bus service.

All you have to do is observe the failure of the  Orange Line and know that SFV-405 line will be worse.

Please continue to select the Van Nuys Blvd route.  Hits all the important places and connecting rail and transit lines. Your route map is perfect and the spacing of the stops is 

almost exactly what I envisioned. 

Please continue to run/combine this with the 405/Sepulveda project south to connect with the Purple Line, Expo Line and LAX.

Anything less would be a disservice to the valley and west side residents and on a regional basis.

Please consider splitting this project into 2 segments, figuring the northern segment will somehow connect with the CHSR and ML station in Sylmar  ( Unless you know exactly 

where that station will be).   Also figure the northern segment will be where you will have to locate       your storage yard.  

Even though you are street running down the center of Van Nuys Blvd,  please consider simple depressed segments to go under some of the very busy east/west streets and 

congested intersections like Sherman Way.  They don't have to be complex.   Just like you incorporated stations into the elevated crosses on the Expo Line (La Cienega , Venice 

blvd etc),  you can do the same thing with depressed segments. 

The example would be open trench, center platform and simple stairs and elevator to the street level bridge.   You could make nice covered shade/roof incorporated into the 

bridge to make a focal point for the neighborhood. 

3/5/2013 13:40 Mike Kadlec kadlecmike@yahoo.com

I am disappointed with your choice for the east valley north/south route. While I understand your choice of running the line through Van Nuys Blvd., I am disappointed that you 

didn't choose to use Sepulveda Blvd on the north end. You could have used Parthenia to Sepulveda to Brand Blvd just like the old Red Car. 

After Parthenia going north on Van Nuys, there's really nothing there. If you used Sepulveda from Parthenia, you would have better served the north end of the valley. You would 

have crossed two freeway interchanges; crossed historical landmarks, went through the heart of San Fernando, and their courthouses and still ended up at the Sylmar/San 

Fernando MetroLink station. 

Since I won't be using this line, I will vote NO on any future tax measures to increase funding for public transportation.  

I am very disappointed in your choice.
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Letters (Organization-Electeds)

Date First Name Last Name Organization Address Comment

5/6/2013 Tom LaBonge

City of Los Angeles - Council 

District 4

200 N. Spring Street, 

Room 480, Los Angeles, 

CA, 90012

In Summary, I request that Metro Study:

• The Van Nuys-Sepulveda Alignment, with dedicated right of ways on both of these streets, terminating

at Ventura Blvd.

• Building this project as a light rail project, or light rail ready, on the Van Nuys-Sepulveda alignment.

• Taking the line underground just north of Ventura Boulevard and creating an underground station at

Ventura and Sepulveda which would then connect to the Sepulveda Pass rail corridor, and on to UCLA

and, one day, Los Angeles International Airport.

• Incorporating the 405 Freeway into the alignment as a replacement for some portion of Sepulveda Blvd

portion.

• The effects of terminating the proposed line at Metro’s Orange Line, both on this project as well as

future planning efforts for the Sepulveda corridor.

5/6/2013 Carolyn Casavan

San Fernando Valley 

Green Team

4335 Van Nuys 

Boulevard, #296

Sherman Oaks, CA 91403

This email presents the comments of the San Fernando Valley Green Team with regard to the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Project.

1. We strongly support ongoing investment in Public Transportation.  Public transportation is essential to improving air quality, reducing greenhouse gas emissions 

and reducing traffic congestion.  As can be seen by the number of riders on the Orange Line during peak periods, people will get out of their cars to take public 

transit and more people are willing to do so if we build high capacity, convenient, and accessible transit projects.

2. The preferred alternative of those being studied for the East Valley Transit Corridor is Light Rail Transit.  The Orange Line BRT is near capacity and is a good 

example of why light rail is needed.

3. The overall preferred alternative for the East Valley Transit Corridor is a subway that would link up with a subway to the West Side.  A subway is the best 

alternative for meeting future needs and for preserving the business corridors.  Van Nuys Boulevard has the highest ridership volume but light rail down Van Nuys 

would be detrimental to the businesses and the communities along this route.  Sepulveda Boulevard is the better choice for light rail physically but would reach 

fewer riders.   A subway is the best. 

4. Whichever alternative is chosen, it must link up with the transit solution for the West Side.  We have too many people spending hours by transit and auto getting 

to the west side from the San Fernando Valley.   Multiple transfers detract from the feasibility of using public transit and increase the cost.  An effective public 

transit solution is direly needed. 

5. We strongly urge you to take into account the needs of local businesses and communities along whichever route is chosen, so that the system improves 

community character rather than detracting from it.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

5/6/2013 Jonathan Nadler

Southern California Association 

of 

Governments 

818 W. 7th Street, 12th 

Floor

Los Angeles, CA 90017

Thank you for submitting the Notice of Preparation of a Draft Environmental Impact Report for the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Project to the 

Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) for review and comment. SCAG is the authorized regional agency for Inter-Governmental Review (IGR) of 

programs proposed for federal financial assistance and direct development activities, pursuant to Presidential Executive Order 12372. Additionally, SCAG reviews 

the Environmental Impact Reports of projects of regional significance for consistency with regional plans pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act 

(CEQA)

and CEQA Guidelines.

SCAG is also the designated Regional Transportation Planning Agency under state law, and is responsible for preparation of the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) 

including its Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS) component pursuant to SB 375. As the clearinghouse for regionally significant projects per Executive Order 

12372, SCAG reviews the consistency of local plans, projects, and programs with regional plans.1 Guidance provided by these reviews is intended to assist local 

agencies and project sponsors to take actions that contribute to the attainment of the regional goals and policies in the RTP/SCS.

SCAG staff has reviewed the Notice of Preparation of a Draft Environmental Impact Report for the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Project. The proposed 

project includes several transit alternatives to reduce existing and project levels of traffic congestion in the corridor that limits mobility and reduces the reliability of 

transit services in San Fernando Valley in the County of Los Angeles. As set forth in the attached, SCAG recommends that the draft EIR include a review and 

consideration of the adopted RTP/SCS goals and that the analyses reflect the most recently adopted growth forecasts.

When available, please send environmental documentation to SCAG's office in Los Angeles or by email to leep@scag.ca.gov providing, at a minimum, the full 

comment period for review. If you have any questions regarding the attached comments, please contact Pamela Lee at (21 3) 236-1 895 or leep@scag.ca.gov. 

Thank you.

5/6/2013

Pettion to Protect 

Van Nuys Blvd Businesses 45 Signatures and 21 form letters received. See Apendix Attachement

5/6/2013 Bahman Sadegli Rob's Car Wash 5300 Van Nuys Blvd

I Bahman Sadegli am a business operator on Van Nuys Blvd for the last 35 years. We love the street exactly the way it is. I don't think it is a good idea to pursue the 

light rail transit system on Van Nuys Blvd. I beleive strongly this idea would effect my and a lot of other business operators negatively. Please consider other 

alternatives. 

ESFV COMMENTS: Letters Received (abridged)
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Letters (Organization-Electeds)

5/6/2013 John Antonellis Federal Mailbox Van Nuys Blvd CA 91401

I work at two separate business on Van Nuys Blvd (on opposite sides of the street actually) 

Everything I've learned about the light rail proposed "imporvement" I can assure you from my perspective having worked on this lbvd for over a dozen years would 

be ANYTHING BUT!

Please record my resounding and enthusiastic opposition to the light rail project.

As someone who bussed Van Nuys for over a year when financial times were tight, I'd much prefer to see the city improve the bus system.

5/6/2013 Nick Grassu Greco's NY Pizzeria 

4572 Van Nuys Blvd

Sherman Oaks CA 91403

I feel that building the light raol train down Van Nuys Blvd would not work, it will cause traffic problems and will negatively affect businesses along Van Nuy. Please 

consider other alternaives. 

5/6/2013 Carter Jessop

United States Environmental 

Protection Angency - Region IX 

75 Hawthorne Street

San Francisco, CA 94105

The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed the Notice of Intent to Prepare an Environmental Impact Statement (NOT) published 

February 28, 2013, requesting comments on the scope and content of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) to be jointly prepared by the Federal 

Transit Administration (FTA) and the Los Angeles Metropolitan Transportation Authority (LACMTA) for proposed transit improvements in the East San Fernando 

Valley Transit Project Corridor (ESFVT Project). Our comments are provided pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), Council on Environmental 

Quality (CEQ) regulation (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508) and Section 309 of the Clean Air Act.

EPA appreciates the opportunity to comment on transit projects that can play a part in curtailing air quality impacts in one of our Region’s counties in non-

attainment. Our detailed comments below include recommendations relating to (1) air quality, (2) sustainable land use and station design, (3) indirect and 

cumulative impacts (4) green design and construction, (5) environmental justice and community involvement, (6) light rail maintenance and storage facility.

Please note that as of October 1, 2012, EPA Headquarters is no longer accepting paper copies or CDs of EISs for official filing purposes. Submissions must now be 

made through EPA’s new electronic EIS submittal tool: e-NEPA. To begin using e-NEPA, you must first register with EPA’s electronic reporting site - 

https://cdx.epa.gov/epahome.asp. Electronic submission does not change requirements for distribution of EISs for public review and comment. EPA requests that 

the lead agencies still provide one hard copy of each Draft and Final ETS to the EPA Region 9 office in San Francisco (mailcode CED 2) when it is released for public 

circulation. If you have any questions regarding the recommendations provided, please feel free to contact me, the lead EPA reviewer for this NOI. I can be reached 

at jessop.carter(epa.gov or (415) 972-3815.

5/6/2013 Ruben Zaragoza Pro-Active Democrats

8309 Laurel Canyon Blvd, 

Suite 287

Sun Valley, CA 91352

I am writing on behalf of the Pro-Active Democrats to register our support for Light Rail Transit (LRT) for the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Project, along 

Van Nuys Blvd between Sylmar Metrolink Station to the Orange Line.

Light Rail is the best proposed option to address Metro’s project criteria of improving north-south mobility. Metro’s Ridership studies have shown that current 

public bus transportation along Van Nuys Blvd is impacted and overcrowded. In order to relieve the overcrowding we need to provide transportation to handle the 

large demand. Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) has the same capacity as the current buses in the corridor of around 75 passengers, while a LRT train would allow for a 

ridership of over 300 passengers. This would allow the corridor to easily handle the current demands and allow for the increase and expected growth in the region.

Additionally by establishing an LRT system in the San Fernando Valley, we will be able to create a base for connectivity that will enhance transit 

accessibility/connectivity to the rest of Los Angeles County that will benefit thousands of San Fernando Valley residents. LRT is a great foundation for the long range 

plans in the region that includes the planned transportation projects in the Sepulveda Pass and further points south such as LAX.

I urge you to select LRT for it will truly provide long term benefits to the residents of the East San Fernando Valley. I know that this option will improve the mobility 

in public transportation for all our communities, and help alleviate our streets of traffic congestion.
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5/6/2013 Eric Bruins

Los Angeles County 

Bike Coalition

634 S. Spring Street, Suite 

821, Los Angeles, CA 

90014

• LACBC supports the Transit Coalition's JEM line concept, which provides for a one-seat ride on rail from Sylmar to West LA and LAX over the Sepulveda Pass.  This 

will undoubtedly be an expensive project, but one with unparalleled demand compared to other potential lines in LA County.  Planning for the East SFV corridor 

must be coordinated with the Sepulveda Pass transit project and the Westside Mobility Study, which contemplates a continuation of the Sepulveda Pass line into 

West LA.  The current piecemealed planning is underselling demand for a unified project and risks poor decisions being made about any one segment of the 

regional corridor, undermining the viability of a coherent transit project.  Only a single rail corridor provides the one-seat, time-competitive ride needed to achieve 

substantial mode shift and reduce congestion over the Sepulveda Pass.

• Metro has a responsibility to plan for multimodal connectivity to and along the East SFV corridor, including first/last-mile connectivity for bicyclists and 

pedestrians.  These improvements must be included in the project scope and environmental clearance, even if construction is paid for with other funds.  Metro 

should follow FTA guidance which provides for including pedestrian projects within 1/2-mile and bicycle projects within 3-miles of the project corridor.  LACBC can 

assist with identifying which specific bicycle projects to include in East SFV planning and environmental, including:

o Bikeway access to East SFV corridor - connecting bikeways extending up to 3 miles from East SFV stations.

o Bikeway parallel to East SFV corridor - a continuous Class I or Class II bikeway along the corridor to provide access to destinations between stations and 

connectivity to the local bike network for short trips.  A protected bike lane (a.k.a. cycletrack) would be most cost-effective as the primary expense for such a 

facility is signaling, which is already part of the broader transit corridor project.

o Robust bicycle parking facilities, including secure long-term bike parking at all stations and mobility hubs/bike centers at major stations and near connecting Class 

I bikeways.  We suggest bike centers be evaluated for the following stations:

A continuous rail line with robust first/last-mile connectivity for walking and biking will add tremendous value to our regional transit system.  Financing such a high-

quality project will no doubt be a challenge.  Innovative mechanisms such as HOT lanes on the 405 Freeway and tax-increment financing should be explored and 

pursued legislatively if required.  We understand this to be primarily a political challenge and look forward to working like-minded stakeholders to rise to the 

occasion.  It is critical that project planning support the long-term vision so that we can align funding with a project worth paying for.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.  We would like to meet to scope out the bike improvements to be included as part of this project.  Please 

contact me at your earliest convenience.

5/2/2013 Kevin H. Brogan

Hill, Farrer & Burrill LLP (Keys 

Automotive)

One California Plaza - 

37th Floor

300 So. Grand Avenue

Los Angeles, California 

90071

4/6/2013 Bob Anderson

Sherman Oaks Homeowners 

Association

Post Office Box 5223

Sherman Oaks, California 

91413

I chair the transit committee of the Sherman Oaks Homeowners Association (SOHA). SOHA represents 2,300 families in a community that will be severely impacted 

by the southern portion of the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor. We have carefully reviewed the referenced report and participated in the community 

meetings. We strongly support rapid transit across Los Angeles and support Councilmember LaBonge’s recommendations for using light rail that could seamlessly 

connect to rapid transit through the Sepulveda Pass and for taking the light rail underground as it nears Ventura Boulevard in Sherman Oaks. However, we feel that 

the recommended alternatives in the report do not go far enough to ensure that the project can and will seamlessly connect to a future Sepulveda Pass project, will 

not detrimentally interrupt traffic flow on major north-south Valley traffic routes, and will solve the real problem. Our position is that Los Angeles is putting the cart 

before the horse if it builds this rapid transit project in the San Fernando Valley before building the Sepulveda Pass Project, thus ensuring that they will truly 

seamlessly connect.

The real problem is lack of rapid transit connecting the Valley to the West Side through the Sepulveda Pass. There is a single bus line through the pass that serves 

UCLA and eventually drops passengers at a single stop in Westwood. This is not efficient and effective rapid transit. The solution is simple – the Valley needs light-

rail rapid transit through the Sepulveda Pass. One in place, this rapid transit can connect to and service multiple feeders from within the Valley – including a 

seamless, underground, lightrail connection to the East Valley Rapid Transit Corridor. This is the integrated transit solution that residents of the Valley and West 

Side need, and SOHA strongly supports such a solution. SOHA has no concerns with the goals of the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor study; we in fact 

applaud them. However, we have many concerns with its implementation. The intersections of Sepulveda Boulevard at Ventura Boulevard and Van Nuys Boulevard 

at Ventura Boulevard are some of the most congested in Los Angeles, and both are in Sherman Oaks. They have high traffic volumes all day, gridlock during rush 

hours, and little available parking. Adding the terminus of a major north-south rapid transit route to either of these intersections will make conditions worse – 

primarily because there is

nowhere for these rapid transit passengers to go except slow-moving buses that are already stuck in traffic. This will negatively impact ridership of the north-south 

rapid transit route.

Our recommendation is straightforward and addresses the real problem. Design and build the Sepulveda Pass Rapid Transit Project first, and then design and build 

the East San Fernando Valley Rapid Transit Project. This will ensure an integrated South Valley terminus for both projects, and absolutely guarantee a seamless 

connection between the two. It will also ensure that construction activities on the South Valley terminus only occur once, thereby reducing detrimental 

construction impacts on local traffic and commerce. We understand that Measure R funding is limited for early projects that must be completed by 2018, and that 

the Sepulveda Pass Project is designated as a Decade Three project that would be built far in the future. However, we feel that this is not sufficient reason to build 

the projects in the wrong order.G5 We also have a fallback recommendation. Instead of building the complete East Valley Rapid Transit Project from the North 

Valley to Ventura Boulevard, instead initially build it from the North Valley to the existing Orange Line under Measure R early funding. This provides much-needed 

north-south rapid transit in the Valley and also a direct connection and access to the Orange Line, but does not require an immediate South Valley terminus. This 

recommendation provides time to develop the Sepulveda Pass Project and know exactly where its South Valley terminus will be located. Then, the final design and 
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4/26/2013 Barbara Nance

Midtown North Hollywood 

Neighborhood Council

Reference:  Suggestions for future public transit in San Fernando Valley 

and Los Angeles( I attended the April 25, meeting)

Saving money and expanding the reach of Transportation is the goal if am thinking in the future. Suggestions:

>  Prefer modern light rail(built here in USA, if possible or a combination that includes USA jobs 

>  Please add solar panels to the roof of these cars to promote their own power.

>  Clean bus system may be necessary  for adjacent routes                   

>   Using Van Nuys Blvd for the Public Transport is better than Sepulveda. Use Sepulveda Blvd. for the Bike Lanes, Sepulveda has more room  Do not try and move 

Car dealerships, they bring in most of the money and we need money.

4/23/2013 Brian Cummings

City of Los Angeles Fire 

Department

The following comments are furnished in response to your request for this Department to review the proposed development:

A. Fire Flow

The adequacy of fire protection for a given area is based on required fire-flow, response distance from existing fire stations, and this Department's judgment for 

needs in the area. In general, the required fire-flow is closely related to land use. The quantity of water necessary for fire protection varies with the type of 

development, life hazard, occupancy, and the degree of fire hazard.

Fire-flow requirements vary from 2,000 gallons per minute (G.P.M.) in low density residential areas to 12,000 G.P.M. in high-density commercial or industrial areas. 

A minimum residual water pressure of 20 pounds per square inch (P.5.1.) is to remain in the water system, with the required gallons per minute flowing.

Improvements to the water system in this area may be required. The cost of improving the water system may be charged to the developer. For more detailed 

information regarding water main improvements, the developer shall contact the Water Services Section of the Department of Water and Power.

B. Response Distance, Apparatus, and Personnel

The Fire Department has existing fire stations along the proposed route for initial response into the area of the proposed development:

Fire Station No. 88, Fire Station No. 39, Fire Station No. 90, Fire Station No. 7, Fire Station No. 98, Fire Station No. 75, 

Based on these criteria (response distance from existing fire stations), fire protection would be considered (adequate).

The proposed project would have a cumulative impact on fire protection services.

At present, there are no immediate plans to increase Fire Department staffing or resources in those areas, which will serve the proposed project.

C. Firefighting Personnel Access

No building or portion of a building shall be constructed more than 150 feet from the

edge of a roadway of an improved street, access road, or designated fire lane.

D. Firefighting Apparatus Access

Access for Fire Department apparatus and personnel to and into all structures shall be required.

The width of private roadways for general access use and fire lanes shall not be less than 20 feet, and the fire lane must be clear to the sky.

Fire lanes, where required and dead ending streets shall terminate in a cul-de-sac or other approved turning area. No dead ending street or fire lane shall be greater 

than 700 feet in length or secondary access shall be required.

Fire lane width shall not be less than 20 feet. When a fire lane must accommodate the operation of Fire Department aerial ladder apparatus or where fire hydrants 

are installed, those portions shall not be less than 28 feet in width.

Where access for a given development requires accommodation of Fire Department apparatus, overhead clearance shall not be less than 14 feet.

All access roads, including fire lanes, shall be maintained in an unobstructed manner, removal of obstructions shall be at the owner's expense. The entrance to all 
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4/11/2013 Ali Poosti Los Angeles Bureau of Sanitation

2714 MEDIA CENTER 

DRIVE 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90065 


This is in response to your letter requesting a review of your proposed transit project from Sherman Oaks to San Fernando that will introduce an improved north-

south transit connection between key transit hubs/routes. The Bureau of Sanitation has conducted a preliminary evaluation of the potential impacts to the 

wastewater and stormwater systems for the proposed project.

WASTEWATER REQUIREMENT

The Bureau of Sanitation, Wastewater Engineering Services Division (WESD) has reviewed your request and found the project to be related to providing new rail 

service only.

Based on the project description, we have determined that the project is unrelated to sewer capacity availability and therefore do not have sufficient detail to offer 

an analysis at this time. However, as you develop your project alignment please keep us updated in order to ensure that you put in place mitigation measures 

whenever your project comes near, in contact or interfere with a sewer infrastructure to guarantee the continued safe operation of such structures. Should the 

project description change, please continue to send us information so that we may determine if a sewer assessment is required in the future. If you have any 

questions, please call Kwasi Berko of my staff at (323) 342-1562. 

STORMWATER REQUIREMENTS

The Bureau of Sanitation, Watershed Protection Division (WPD) is charged with the task of ensuring the implementation of the Municipal Stormwater Permit 

requirements within the City of Los Angeles. We anticipate the following requirements would apply for this project.

POST-CONSTRUCTION MITIGATION REQUIREMENTS

The project requires implementation of stormwater mitigation measures. These requirements are based on the Standard Urban Stormiwater Mitigation Plan 

(SUSMP) and the recently adopted Low Impact Development (LID) requirements. The projects that are subject to SUSMP/LID are required to incorporate measures 

to mitigate the impact of stormwater runoff. The requirements are outlined in the guidance manual titled "Development Best Management Practices Handbook — 

Part B: Planning Activities". Current regulations prioritize infiltration, capture/use, and then biofiltration as

the preferred stormwater control measures. The relevant documents can be found at: 

www.lastormwater.org. It is advised that input regarding SUSMP requirements be received in the early phases of the project from WPD's plan-checking staff.

GREEN STREETS

The City is developing a Green Street Initiative that will require projects to implement Green Street elements in the parkway areas between the roadway and 

sidewalk of the public right-of-away to capture and retain stolinwater and urban runoff to mitigate the impact of stormwater runoff and other environmental 

concerns. The goals of the Green Street elements are to improve the water quality of stormwater runoff, recharge local ground water basins, improve air quality, 

reduce the heat island effect of street pavement, enhance pedestrian use of sidewalks, and encourage alternate means of transportation. The Green Street 

elements may include infiltration systems, biofiltration swales, and permeable pavements where stormwater can be easily directed from the streets into the 

4/10/2013 Matthew Jear

General Services Administration 

(GSA)

450 Golden Gate Avenue, 

3rd Flr. East (9P2PTC)

San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Mr. Davis,

Thank you for contacting us regarding the proposed East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Project. We appreciate being brought in early so we may comment 

on your projects potential impacts to the James C. Corman Federal Building and its tenants at 6230 Van Nuys Boulevard, Van Nuys, CA 91401-2713.

We appreciate LACTMA's effort to work with all stakeholders to determine the best alternative for the location of this project. If you have any questions, please 

contact Maureen Sheehan, NEPA Project Manager at Maureen.Sheehan@gsa.gov, 253-931-7548.

3/28/2013 Barry Johnson

Studio City Neighborhood 

Council

4020 rdaford Ave. Edit. 

Bldg. 2, Suite 6 Studio 

City, CA 91604

Dear Mr. Davis,

I was to deliver the enclosed material from the Studio City Neighborhood Council to yesterday's (3/27/13) Scoping Meeting in Van Nuys. Unfortunately, I was 

unable to get off work in time for the 4PM to 6PM meeting due to a Northridge kidnapping. So I'm mailing this instead. (But I have attended your other meetings 

over the last 2-3 years and our Neighborhood Council has been tracking this.) Thanks for accepting this by mail.

I would like to pose one question/comment:

This project actually lies in the "Central Valley" (Van Nuys for example) and some might also say the "North Valley" (San Fernando/Sylmar for example). Yet you are 

calling this the "East San Fernando Valley". i beg to differ with you. The project proposal is not in the East San Fernando Valley and those of us who actually live in 

the East San Fernando Valley continually comment on the misleading location title of this project. We sure wish you would take the word "East" out of the title and 

let us know when there is a proposed project truly for the East San Fernando Valley.
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3/28/2013 Ian MacMillian

South Coast Air Quality 

Management District (AQMD)

21865 Copley Drive, 

Diamond Bar, CA 91765

Notice of Preparation of a CEQA Document for the

East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Project

The South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) appreciates the opportunity to comment on the above-mentioned document. The SCAQMD's 

comments are recommendations regarding the analysis of potential air quality impacts from the proposed project that should be included in the draft CEQA 

document. Please send the SCAQMD a copy of the Draft EIR upon its completion. Note that copies of the Draft EIR that are submitted to the State Clearinghouse are 

not forwarded to the SCAQMD. Please forward a copy of the Draft EIR directly to SCAQMD at the address in our letterhead. In addition, please send with the draft 

EIR all appendices or technical documents related to the air quality and greenhouse gas analyses and electronic versions of all air quality modeling and health 

risk assessment files. These include original emission calculation spreadsheets and modeling files1(3t Adobe PDF files). Without all files and supporting air 

quality documentation, the SCAQMD will be unable to complete its review of the air quality analysis in a timely manner. Any delays in providing all supporting 

air quality documentation will require additional time for review beyond the end of the comment period.

Air Quality Analysis 

The Lead Agency should identify any potential adverse air quality impacts that could occur from all phases of the project and all air pollutant sources related to the 

project. Air quality impacts from both construction (including demolition, if any) and operations should be calculated. Construction-related air quality impacts 

typically include, but are not limited to, emissions from the use of heavy-duty equipment from grading, earth-loading/unloading, paving, architectural coatings, off-

road mobile sources (e.g., heavy-duty construction equipment) and on-road mobile sources (e.g., construction worker vehicle trips, material transport trips). 

Operation-related air quality impacts may include, but are not limited to, emissions from stationary sources (e.g., boilers), area sources (e.g., solvents and coatings), 

and vehicular trips (e.g., on- and off-road tailpipe emissions and entrained dust). Air quality impacts from indirect sources, that is, sources that generate or attract 

vehicular trips should be included in the analysis.

The SCAQMD has developed a methodology for calculating PM2.5 emissions from construction and operational activities and processes. In connection with 

developing PM2.5 calculation methodologies, the SCAQMD has also developed both regional and localized significance thresholds. The SCAQMD requests that the 

lead agency quantify PM2.5 emissions and compare the results to the recommended PM2.5 significance thresholds. Guidance for calculating PM2.5 emissions and 

PM2.5 significance thresholds can be found at the following intern& address: http://wvvw.aqmd.goviceqa/handbook/PM2 5/PM2 5.html. 

In addition to analyzing regional air quality impacts the SCAQMD recommends calculating localized air quality impacts and comparing the results to localized 

significance thresholds (LSTs). LST's can be used in addition to the

recommended regional significance thresholds as a second indication of air quality impacts when preparing a CEQA document. Therefore, when preparing the air 

quality analysis for the proposed project, it is recommended that the lead agency perform a localized significance analysis by either using the LSTs developed by the 

3/27/2013 David Adelman VICA

Dear Mr. Davis,

The Valley Industry and Commerce Association (VICA) looks forward to the development of the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor between the City of San 

Fernando and Sherman Oaks community.

We request that the Environment Impact Report address three major aspects:

1. Route: What is the expected ridership of the system, and which route provides the best access for these customers? What is the ridership of existing bus lines 

along each route? Is there a need to ease crowding? What regional landmarks, government offices or economic centers of activity are along each route? Which 

route provides the best connectivity to current systems (i.e. Metro Red and Orange Lines) as well as proposed future transit projects (i.e. the Sepulveda Pass 

corridor)? What are the environmental benefits of higher ridership, reduced crowding and reduced distances for customers to connect to these major centers of 

activity? 2. Type of Vehicle: What is the ridership capacity of each option, and what are the associated environmental benefits? What is the speed comparison 

between BRT (including traffic), LRT and HRT along the corridor? At what frequency can each option run?

3. Cost: What is the construction cost of each alternative, and which alternative provides the best cost recovery? Which alternative will be most attractive to riders? 

Is there potential for a public-private partnership? Which alternative will be most attractive to private investment?

We also request that the study compare if each alternative will prevent the issues associated with the San Fernando Valley’s only other major transit system, the 

Metro Orange Line. VICA would like to prevent the East SFV Transit Corridor from the overcrowding, high traffic levels and slow speed that trouble Orange Line 

riders and discourage ridership.

We look forward to answers to these questions of importance to Valley residents and businesses.

3/21/2013 Paul Koretz Los Angeles City Councilman, 

District 5

200 N. Spring Street, 

Room 440, Los Angeles, 

CA, 90012

Dear Renee and Walt, I am writing you regarding planning for both the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor and The Sepulveda Pass transit Corridor together 

as a single project. I do not think Metro would be doing their due diligence if they did not look into seamlessly connecting these two transit projects. These projects 

are of great interest to me and my constituents because they would provide a desperately needed North-South connection between the San Fernando Valley and 

LAX. On any given day, 295,000 vehicles travel through the Sepulveda Pass corridor. I believe that we would be doing our community a disservice if we did not look 

at how those two projects will invariably connect. The Sepulveda Pass Transit Corridor, the last of our Measure R projects, would not be completed until 2039. In 

these tough financial times, we must think outside of the box and look towards innovative modes of transit that can address traffic congestion. We must also look 

for alternate ways that will help fund the projects in a more expedited manner. Lastly, I commend Metro for the fantastic job you have done in noticing the public 

for the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Study, and I hope that this transparency continues. Thank you for your consideration of my views. I look forward 

to hearing from you. 
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Letters (Organization-Electeds)

3/4/2013 Dave Singleton Native American Heritage 

Commission

915 Capitol Mall Room 

364, Sacramento, 

California, 95814
The Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) has reviewed the CEQA Notice regarding the above referenced project. In the 1985 Appellate Court decision 

(170 Cal App 3rd 604), the court held that the NAHC has jurisdiction and special expertise, as a state agency, over affected Native American resources impacted by 

proposed projects, including archaeological places of religious significance to Native Americans, and to Native American burial sites.

The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) states that any project that causes a substantial adverse change in the significance of an historical resources, which 

includes archeological resources, is a significant effect requiring the preparation of an EIR (CEQA guidelines 15064(b)). To adequately comply with this provision and 

mitigate project-related impacts on archaeological resources, the Commission recommends the following actions be required:

ü Contact the appropriate Information Center for a record search to determine:

n If a part or all of the area of project effect (APE) has been previously surveyed for cultural resources, which we know that it has.

n The NAHC recommends that known cultural resources recorded on or adjacent to the APE be listed in the draft Environmental Impact Report.

ü If an additional archaeological inventory survey is required, the final stage is the preparation of a professional report detailing the findings and recommendations 

of the records search and field survey. We suggest that this be coordinated with the NAHC, if possible.

n The final report containing site forms, site significance, and mitigation measurers should be submitted immediately to the planning department. All information 

regarding site locations, Native American human remains, and associated funerary objects should be in a separate confidential addendum, and not be made 

available for pubic disclosure pursuant to California Government Code Section 6254.10.

ü Contact has been made to the the Native American Heritage Commission for

concerning the project site has been provided and is attached to this letter.

• Lack of surface evidence of archeological resources does not preclude their subsurface existence once ground-breaking activity begins. If that occurs, the NAHC 

suggests that inadvertent discoveries be coordinated with the NAHC;Lead agencies should include in their mitigation plan provisions for the identification and 

evaluation of accidentally discovered archeological resources, per California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) §15064.5(f). In areas of identified archaeological 

sensitivity, a certified archaeologist and a culturally affiliated Native American, with knowledge in cultural resources, should monitor all ground-disturbing activities.

n Lead agencies should include in their mitigation plan provisions for the disposition of recovered artifacts, in consultation with culturally affiliated Native 

Americans.

n Lead agencies should include provisions for discovery of Native American human remains in their mitigation plan. Health and Safety Code §7050.5, CEQA 

§15064.5(e), and Public Resources Code §5097.98 mandates the process to be followed in the event of an ac ,dental discovery of any human remains in a location 

other than a dedicated cemetery.
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION IX

j 75 Hawthorne Street
k San Francisco, CA 94105

MAY 62013

Walt Davis
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-3,
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Subject: Scoping Comments for the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Project, Los
Angeles, California

Dear Mr. Davis:

The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed the Notice of Intent to Prepare

an Environmental Impact Statement (NOT) published February 28, 2013, requesting comments on the

scope and content of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) to be jointly prepared by the

Federal Transit Administration (FTA) and the Los Angeles Metropolitan Transportation Authority

(LACMTA) for proposed transit improvements in the East San Fernando Valley Transit Project Corridor
(ESFVT Project). Our comments are provided pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA), Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulation (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508) and Section

309 of the Clean Air Act.

EPA appreciates the opportunity to comment on transit projects that can play a part in curtailing air
quality impacts in one of our Region’s counties in non-attainment. Our detailed comments below
include recommendations relating to (1) air quality, (2) sustainable land use and station design, (3)
indirect and cumulative impacts (4) green design and construction, (5) environmental justice and
community involvement, (6) light rail maintenance and storage facility.

Please note that as of October 1, 2012, EPA Headquarters is no longer accepting paper copies or CDs of
EISs for official filing purposes. Submissions must now be made through EPA’s new electronic EIS
submittal tool: e-NEPA. To begin using e-NEPA, you must first register with EPA’s electronic reporting

site - https://cdx.epa.gov/epahome.asp. Electronic submission does not change requirements for
distribution of EISs for public review and comment. EPA requests that the lead agencies still provide
one hard copy of each Draft and Final ETS to the EPA Region 9 office in San Francisco (mailcode CED
2) when it is released for public circulation. If you have any questions regarding the recommendations

provided, please feel free to contact me, the lead EPA reviewer for this NOI. I can be reached at
jessop.carter(epa.gov or (415) 972-3815.

Sincerely,

Carter Jessop, P, ysica dentist
Environmental Re*v Office



Enclosures: EPA’s Detailed Scoping Comments

Cc Via Email: Ray Sukys, FTA
Ray Tellis, FTA

. f4f
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USEPA SCOPING COMMENTS FOR THE EAST SAN FERNANDO VALLEY TRANSIT
CORRIDOR PROJECT, LOS ANGELES COUNTY, CA MAY 6, 2013

Air Quality

The proposed East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor project is located in the South Coast Air Basin.
This air basin is classified as non-attainment in relation to the National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS) for ozone (1-hour and 8-hour standards), particulate matter (PM10 and PM25), nitrogen
dioxide (NO2), carbon monoxide (CO), and lead. It is important that the emission of these pollutants be
reduced and controlled to the maximum extent practicable both regionally and on a project by project
basis. The DEIS should provide a detailed discussion of ambient air conditions (baseline or existing
conditions), NAAQS, potential air quality impacts of the project (including cumulative and indirect
impacts), and the potential impact on criteria pollutant nonattainment status for each fully evaluated
alternative.

Recommendations
• Work with the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD), Caltrans, and

regional planning agencies to ensure that methods to estimate emissions and anticipated
emissions values from the proposed project are consistent with Air Quality Management Plan
and Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) conformity determinations

• Include an identification of sensitive receptors and/or potential hotspot impacts, especially
where parking lots, idling buses, and road modifications are proposed.

• Consider use of the highest efficiency vehicles and equipment available, including those
equipped with Tier 4 engines, where possible.

• Disclose the available information about the health risks associated with diesel emissions,
sensitive receptors in the vicinity of the project area, and how the proposed project will affect
current emission levels.

• In comparing project alternatives, consider which alternatives would have the greatest
beneficial or deleterious impact upon local and regional air quality.

Transportation Conformity
To the extent that the proposed transit system will require modification of the existing grade crossings or
road network, the DEIS should:

• Identify if elements of this project will require funding or approval by the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA).

• Demonstrate that the project is included in a conforming transportation plan and a transportation
improvement program.

• LACMTA and FTA should work with SCAQMD and the regional planning agencies to ensure
that applicable elements of the proposed project are consistent with future revisions of the RTP.

Construction iiilitigation Measures
The proposed Project will involve construction and staging along populated sections of the corridor.
Because of the multiple receptors along the corridor, LACMTA and FTA should identify and commit to
specific requirements to reduce emissions. The DEIS should include SCAQMD requirements to reduce
emissions. In addition to these measures, EPA recommends the following additional measures to reduce
the impacts resulting from future construction associated with this Project.
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Recommendations:
In light of the serious health impacts associated with PM2.5(fine particulate matter) and diesel
exhaust exposure, we recommend that the best available control measures for these pollutants be
implemented at all times and recommend that a Construction Emissions Mitigation Plan be
incorporated into the DEIS. We recommend that SCAQMD requirements, and the following
additional measures be incorporated into the Construction Emissions Mitigation Plan, where
feasible and appropriate, in order to reduce impacts associated with fugitive dust and emissions
of PM, diesel exhaust, and mobile source air toxics from construction-related activities:

Fugitive Dust Source Controls:
• Install wind fencing and phase grading operations where appropriate, and operate water

trucks for stabilization of surfaces under windy conditions.
• When hauling material and operating non-earthmoving equipment, prevent spillage and limit

speeds to 15 miles per hour (mph). Limit speed of earth-moving equipment to 10 mph.

Mobile and Stationary Source Controls:
• Minimize use, trips, and unnecessary idling of heavy equipment.
• Maintain and tune engines per manufacturer’s specifications to perform at EPA certification

levels, where applicable, and to perform at verified standards applicable to retrofit
technologies. Employ periodic, unscheduled inspections to limit unnecessary idling and to
ensure that construction equipment is properly maintained, tuned, and modified consistent
with established specifications. The California Air Resources Board has a number of mobile
source anti-idling requirements which could be employed. See their website at:
http://www.arb.ca. gov/msprog/truck-idling/truck-idling.htm

• Prohibit any tampering with engines and require continuing adherence to manufacturer’s
recommendations.

• If practicable, lease new, clean equipment meeting the most stringent of applicable Federal or
State Standards. In general, commit to the best available emissions control technology. Tier
4 engines became available in the 2009-model year and should be used for project
construction equipment to the maximum extent feasible. Lacking availability of non-road
construction equipment that meets Tier 4 engine standards, LACMTA/FTA should commit to
using the best available emissions control technologies on all equipment.

• Utilize EPA-registered particulate traps and other appropriate controls where suitable to
reduce emissions of diesel particulate matter and other pollutants at the construction site.

Administrative controls:
• Specify the means by which impacts to sensitive receptors, such as children, elderly, infirm

and others identified in the DEIS, will be minimized. For example, locate construction
equipment and staging zones away from sensitive receptors and fresh air intakes to buildings
and air conditioners.

• Prepare an inventory of all equipment prior to construction and identify the suitability of add-
on emission controls for each piece of equipment before groundbreaking. (Suitability of
control devices is based on: whether there is reduced normal availability of the construction
equipment due to increased downtime andJor power output, whether there may be significant
damage caused to the construction equipment engine, or whether there may be a significant
risk to nearby workers or the public.) Meet EPA diesel fuel requirements for off-road and on
highway, and, where appropriate, use alternative fuels such as natural gas and electric.
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Sustainable Land Use and Station Design

Sustainability Policies
The ESFVT Project provides a great opportumty to plan, construct and operate a new transit system in a
way that improves environmental quality while being a catalyst for commumty development and
neighborhood improvement FTA is directed by Executive Order 13514 to provide an “integrated
strategy towards sustamability” LACMTA and FTA should demonstrate the proposed ESFVTC meets
the requirement of Executive Order 13514.

Executive Order on Sustainability (EO 13514)

“In order to create a clean energy economy that will increase our Nation ‘s prosperity, promote
energy security protect the interests oftaxpayers, and safeguard the health ofour environment, the
Federal Government must lead by example It is therefore the policy ofthe United States that
Federal agencies shall increase energy efficiency, measure report, and reduce their greenhouse gas
emissionsfrom direct and indirect activities, conserve andprotect water resources through
efficiency, reuse and stormwater management, eliminate waste, recycle, andprevent pollution,
leverage agency acquisitions to foster marketsfor sustainable technologies and environmentally
preferable materials, products, and services, design, construct, maintain, and operate high
performance sustainable buildings in sustainable locations, strengthen the vitality and livability of
the communities in which Federalfacilities are located; and inform Federal employees about and
involve them in the achievement ofthese goals.”

In addition, the HUD/DOT/EPA Partnership for Sustainable Communities is an interagency federal
partnership established to better coordinate federal housing, transportation, and environmental protection
investments The partnership is based on the following principles

• Provide more transportation choices
• Promote equitable, affordable housing
• Enhance economic competitiveness
• Support existing communities
• Coordinate and leverage federal policies and investment
• Value communities and neighborhoods

We note that there are multiple resources for integrating sustainability principles into project design and
development and we encourage LACMTA and FTA to include a sustainability chapter in the DEIS that
outlines measures taken to meet sustainability goals and principles.

Recommendations:
• Identify how LACMTA and FTA are integrating sustainability principles into proposed

improvements in the project area, and coordinating with HUD, other modes at DOT, and
EPA to ensure that potential improvements reflect the goals of the Partnership for
Sustainable Communities. For additional information on the partnership, please visit EPA’s
website at http://www.epa.gov/smartgrowthlpartnership/.

• LACMTA and FTA should refer to the American Public Transportation Association’s
publication “Transit Sustainability Guidelines - A Framework for Approaching Sustainability
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and Overview of Best Practices” as a guide for integrating design, construction, and
operation commitments that reduce the project’s environmental footprint as much as possible
(http //www apta com/resources/hottopics/sustainability/Documents/Transit-Sustainability
Guidelines pdf)

Additional project design recommendations include:

• The DEIS should integrate green technologies into facility designs and identify opportunities
for sustainability measures, including energy efficiency and pollution prevention measures.

• The DEIS should demonstrate specific design commitments to reduce environmental impacts
associated with the construction of passenger stations and maintenance facilities, such as
sharing existing parking as opposed to building new, large expansive parking lots.

• LACMTA and FTA should consider renewable energy generation and water conservation
measures at stations with shaded platforms and other amenities.

• LACMTA and FTA should consider policies that will increase density and mixed-uses in and
near the station areas.

• EPA supports the statement in the March 2013 FAQ document indicating that the Project
would be designed with integration of bike lanes andJor bike-friendly facilities in mind The
DEIS should describe how the proposed stations will lrnk with area bicycle trails and paths
Facilities should be designed to be pedestrian and bicycle-friendly, including secure bicycle
parking, and bikes on trains. Some of these uses can be seamlessly integrated with some
ADA requirements.

Indirect and Cumulative Impacts

EPA anticipates that the ESFVT Project may encourage a range of indirect and cumulative land use
changes and recommends the following considerations be included in the DEIS.

Recommendations:
• The DEIS should identify all transportation improvements proposed to provide access to the

proposed Project from anticipated key rider groups along the corridor and surrounding
population centers, including bicycle paths, transit connections, new methods to move people
while reducing congestion, and increased bus service (express service, increase in service on
existing routes, new routes, and BRT).

• Minimize the number of parking spaces to the greatest extent possible at stations in order to
encourage the use of transit and pedestrian access;

• The DEIS should identify where proposed stations, parking facilities, and additional required
infrastructure will be located in the project corridor, and should disclose the associated
impacts from station development on planned and unplanned growth.

• Describe the expected land use changes associated with station locations, including rider
access and traffic circulation changes.

• Describe the associated environmental impacts of those land use changes, including indirect
and cumulative impacts. EPA recommends the use of the June 2005 Guidancefor Preparers
ofIndirect and Cumulative Impacts Analysis developed jointly by Caltrans, FHWA, and EPA
[http://www.dot.ca.gov!ser/cumuiativeguidance!purpose.htrn]. The guidance will assist in
identifying cumulative impacts and preparing an analysis that is sound and well documented.

• Identify parties responsible for mitigating the environmental impacts associated with the
indirect and cumulative impacts of the projected land use changes.
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• The DEIS should analyze and disclose the temporary and permanent environmental impacts
of constructing stations, parking facilities, maintenance and storage facilities, power
propagation infrastructure, and required road developments and modifications.

• Identify the timeline for any proposed project phasing, as well as future improvements and
maintenance.

• Coordinate with other transit providers to maximize intermodal access to the proposed
stations;

Green Design and Construction

Stormwater Management
Low Impact Development and other green infrastructure strategies can provide attractive design features
that serve a dual purpose as both stormwater treatment and visual enhancements.

Recommendation.
• EPA encourages FTA and LACMTA to implement “green infrastructure,” such as

bioretention areas, vegetated swales, porous pavement, and filter strips in any onsite
stormwater management features More detailed information on these forms of “green
infrastructure” can be found at http //cfpub epa gov/npdes/home cfm7program id=298

Industrial Materials Reuse and Recycling

Nonhazardous industrial materials, such as coal ash, foundry sand, construction and demolition
materials, slags, and gypsum, are valuable products of industrial processes that can be recycled and or
reused to serve project goals while minimizing both costs and waste. Industrial materials recycling
preserves natural resources by decreasing the demand for virgin materials, conserves energy and reduces
greenhouse gas emissions by decreasing the demand for products made from energy intensive
manufacturing processes; and saves money by decreasing disposal costs for the generator and decreasing
materials costs for end users.

Recommendqtion:
• For the construction of new infrastructure, EPA recommends industrial materials recycling,

or the reusing or recycling of byproduct materials generated from industrial processes EPA
recommends that, for any new construction proposed, the DEIS identify how industrial
materials recycling can be incorporated into project design. More information can be found
at: http:!/www.epa.gov/epawaste/conserve/rrr/imr/index.htm.

Environmental Justice and Community Involvement

•Executive Order 12898 addresses Environmental Justice in minority and low-income populations, and
the Council on Environmental Quality has developed guidance cOncerning how to address
Environmental Justice in the environmental review process
(http://ceg .eh.doe. gov/nepalregs/ei/iustice.pdf).

Recommendations:
• Future environmental justice analyses for this project and the DEIS should include a

description of the area of potential impact used for the analysis and provide the source of the
demographic information.
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• The DEIS should identify whether the proposed alternatives may disproportionately and
adversely affect low-income or minority populations in the surrounding area and should
provide appropriate mitigation measures for any adverse impacts.

• The DEIS should identify how the proposed alternatives may affect the mobility of low-
income or minority populations in the surrounding areas and provide appropriate mitigation
measures for any anticipated adverse impacts.

Light Rail Maintenance and Storage Yard Facility

EPA is concerned about potential impacts associated with the rail maintenance and storage yard required
under the Light Rail Transit (LRT) Alternative. Described as 10-15 acres in size and requiring
placement within ¼ mile of the route, this facility has the potential to introduce localized health impacts
to sensitive and/or environmental justice communities.

Recommendations.
• The DEIS should discuss potential localized health impacts and their mitigation, including

noise, air quality, hazardous materials management and pollution prevention, water use and
conservation, stormwater management, and changes to traffic circulation.

• LACMTA and FTA should outreach to the community for input on the maintenance and
storage yard siting, hours of operation, and the potential localized health impacts from
support equipment.

• In analyzing maintenance and storage yard placement, the DEIS should consider the potential
for disproportionate impacts to minority and environmental justice communities.
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March 27, 2013 
 
Walter Davis, Project Manager 
Los Angeles Metropolitian Transportation Authority 
One Gateway Plaza, M/S 99-22-3 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
 
SUBJECT: East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor 
 
Dear Mr. Davis, 
 
The Valley Industry and Commerce Association (VICA) looks forward to the development of the East San 
Fernando Valley Transit Corridor between the City of San Fernando and Sherman Oaks community. 
 
We request that the Environment Impact Report address three major aspects: 
 

1. Route: What is the expected ridership of the system, and which route provides the best access for 
these customers? What is the ridership of existing bus lines along each route? Is there a need to ease 
crowding? What regional landmarks, government offices or economic centers of activity are along each 
route? Which route provides the best connectivity to current systems (i.e. Metro Red and Orange Lines) 
as well as proposed future transit projects (i.e. the Sepulveda Pass corridor)? What are the 
environmental benefits of higher ridership, reduced crowding and reduced distances for customers to 
connect to these major centers of activity? 
 

2. Type of Vehicle: What is the ridership capacity of each option, and what are the associated 
environmental benefits? What is the speed comparison between BRT (including traffic), LRT and HRT 
along the corridor? At what frequency can each option run? 
 

3. Cost: What is the construction cost of each alternative, and which alternative provides the best cost 
recovery? Which alternative will be most attractive to riders? Is there potential for a public-private 
partnership? Which alternative will be most attractive to private investment? 

 
We also request that the study compare if each alternative will prevent the issues associated with the San 
Fernando Valley’s only other major transit system, the Metro Orange Line. VICA would like to prevent the East 
SFV Transit Corridor from the overcrowding, high traffic levels and slow speed that trouble Orange Line riders 
and discourage ridership. 
 
We look forward to answers to these questions of importance to Valley residents and businesses. 
 
Sincerely,  

       
David Adelman       Stuart Waldman   
Chair         President 













 

 
May 6, 2013 
 
Mr. Walt Davis, Project Manager 
East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor  
Metro 
One Gateway Plaza 
Los Angeles, California 90012 

 
Dear Mr. Davis, 
 
Please consider these the formal comments on the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor study on 
behalf of the people of Council District Four in the City Of Los Angeles.  
 
The goal of these comments is to communicate the community’s enthusiastic support of the Sepulveda-Van 
Nuys Hybrid alignment for the project. Our preference for using this hybrid route cannot be overstated. I 
also ask that you study using light rail as the mode on this alignment, as well as taking the line underground 
in the vicinity of Ventura Blvd. and building an underground station at that intersection in anticipation of the 
crucial Sepulveda Pass Corridor Project which should naturally connect to this corridor at this intersection.  
 
It is important to note that business, community, and political leadership all emphatically support using light 
rail as the mode of transit for this project as well as using the hybrid alignment. All of these parties are 
prepared to advocate at all levels of government to secure the necessary additional funding.  

 
Focus the Study on the Van Nuys-Sepulveda Blvd. Alignment for Both Modes of Transit  
 
We request that the study focus on the Van Nuys-Sepulveda alignment, with the termination point at 
Ventura Blvd. The commercial activity, street engineering, proximity to major freeways, and potential for 
future development based on this transit corridor all strongly support this alignment. The intersection of 
Sepulveda and Ventura Boulevards represents the commercial center of this portion of the Valley and this 
project would reinforce and strengthen that center. Sepulveda Blvd. is ripe for the investment that this line 
will bring. Choosing this alignment would also set this corridor up to be seamlessly connected to the 
Sepulveda Pass project, which is so urgently needed. The intersection of Ventura and Van Nuys is much 
more congested and the street widths are much narrower than Sepulveda, and that portion of Ventura Blvd. 
has little potential for growth. It is not the appropriate terminus for this line.  



 

 
Study an Underground Station Light Rail Station at Ventura and Sepulveda Blvds. 
 
We believe that this project should be light rail. We also ask that Metro study the costs and effects of taking 
the line underground at some point on Sepulveda and building an underground station at Ventura and 
Sepulveda Boulevards. The key north-south connectivity this project will provide in the Valley, and the 
potential to connect this project with a rail tunnel under the Sepulveda Pass all demand a rail-based solution 
as well with an underground station at Ventura and Sepulveda Blvds.  
 
We have heard from various sources that it would be challenging for light rail trains to navigate the turns 
from Van Nuys and Sepulveda Blvds. on to the Orange Line. If this is the case, we ask that the study 
analyze the difference between these potential turns and the Blue Line turn at Flower and Washington 
Blvds. 

 
While we support the creation of bus rapid transit corridors around the City, this corridor’s unique 
positioning as the seventh busiest corridor in Metro’s system, and a key linkage to the Sepulveda Pass 
project, make it especially appropriate that it be built as a rail project. 
 
Additionally, a bus rapid transit solution will not be compatible with a rail-based solution under the pass. A 
one-seat ride from the Los Angeles basin to the northern end of the San Fernando Valley is crucial to the 
economic success of the San Fernando Valley, and will truly revolutionize mass transit along one of the 
busiest north-south corridors in the world. This must be studied at this stage in the process. 

 
Study a Light Rail Ready Bus Rapid Transit Corridor 
 
The study should also include an analysis of steps needed to be light-rail ready, if built initially as bus rapid 
transit. We believe that building the corridor as a rail corridor is the best policy decision for now and the 
future. If this is not possible at the outset, the corridor should be built entirely rail-ready, so that subsequent 
modifications can be done as efficiently as possible.  

 
Study an Interstate 405-Sepulveda-Van Nuys Blvd. Hybrid Alignment 
 
We are disappointed that no incorporation of the 405 freeway appears to have been studied as part of this 
corridor in the alternatives analysis phase, as community leaders have called for it. As one of the most 
congested freeways in the country, we believe that using the air rights above the 405 freeway should be 
studied. This version of the Sepulveda-Van Nuys alignment could use the 405 right of way—either adjacent 
to or above the freeway—up to the Orange Line right of way, and then connect to Van Nuys Boulevard 
using that alignment.  
 
Study Terminating the Line at Metro’s Orange Line  
 
We request that the study analyze the effects of terminating this corridor at the Orange Line. While this 
would not create a dedicated corridor from Ventura Blvd. to the north end of the Valley in the near term, it 
would allow maximum flexibility for the planning and design of the Sepulveda Corridor project in the 
future. It is crucial that this corridor and the Sepulveda Corridor projects connect seamlessly in the future, 
and this study should analyze whether it makes sense to terminate north of Ventura Blvd now to ensure that 
connection in the future.  
 
 



 

 
 

In Summary, I request that Metro Study: 
 

• The Van Nuys-Sepulveda Alignment, with dedicated right of ways on both of these streets, terminating 
at Ventura Blvd. 

 
• Building this project as a light rail project, or light rail ready, on the Van Nuys-Sepulveda alignment. 
 
• Taking the line underground just north of Ventura Boulevard and creating an underground station at 

Ventura and Sepulveda which would then connect to the Sepulveda Pass rail corridor, and on to UCLA 
and, one day, Los Angeles International Airport. 

 
• Incorporating the 405 Freeway into the alignment as a replacement for some portion of Sepulveda Blvd 

portion. 
 

• The effects of terminating the proposed line at Metro’s Orange Line, both on this project as well as 
future planning efforts for the Sepulveda corridor.  

 
 
 

Sincerely, 
 

 
TOM LABONGE 
Councilmember, 4th District 
 
 
cc: 
Congressman Brad Sherman 
Senator Alex Padilla  
Assemblymember Adrin Nazarian 
Supervisor Zev Yaroslavsky 
Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa 
Metro CEO Arthur Leahy 
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May 6, 2013

Mr. Walt Davis
Project Manager
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority
One Gateway Plaza
Los Angeles, CA90012
eastsfvtransit@metro.net

RE: SCAG Comments on the Notice of Preparation of a Draft Environmental Impact Report
for the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Project [120130062]

Dear Mr. Davis:

Thank you for submitting the Notice of Preparation of a Draft Environmental Impact Report for
the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Project to the Southern California Association of
Governments (SCAG) for review and comment. SCAG is the authorized regional agency for
Inter-Governmental Review (IGR) of programs proposed for federal financial assistance and
direct development activities, pursuant to Presidential Executive Order 12372. Additionally,
SCAG reviews the Environmental Impact Reports of projects of regional significance for
consistency with regional plans pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
and CEQA Guidelines.

SCAG is also the designated Regional Transportation Planning Agency under state law, and is
responsible for preparation of the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) including its Sustainable
Communities Strategy (SCS) component pursuant to SB 375. As the clearinghouse for
regionally significant projects per Executive Order 12372, SCAG reviews the consistency of
local plans, projects, and programs with regional plans.1 Guidance provided by these reviews is
intended to assist local agencies and project sponsors to take actions that contribute to the
attainment of the regional goals and policies in the RTP/SCS.

SCAG staff has reviewed the Notice of Preparation of a Draft Environmental Impact Report for
the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Project. The proposed project includes several
transit alternatives to reduce existing and project levels of traffic congestion in the corridor that
limits mobility and reduces the reliability of transit services in San Fernando Valley in the County
of Los Angeles. As set forth in the attached, SCAG recommends that the draft EIR include a
review and consideration of the adopted RTP/SCS goals and that the analyses reflect the most
recently adopted growth forecasts.

When available, please send environmental documentation to SCAG's office in Los
Angeles or by email to leep@scag.ca.gov providing, at a minimum, the full comment
period for review. If you have any questions regarding the attached comments, please contact
Pamela Lee at (21 3) 236-1 895 or leep@scag.ca.gov. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Nadler
Manaer, Compliance and Performance Assessment

1 SB 375 amends CEQA to add Chapter 4.2 Implementation of Ihe Sustainable Communities Strategy, which allows for certain CEQA
streamlining for projects consistent with the RTP/SCS. Lead agencies (including local jurisdictions) maintain the discretion and will be solely
responsible for determining "consistency" of any future project with the SCS. Any "consistency" finding by SCAG pursuant to the IGR process
should not be construed as a finding of consistency under SB 375 for purposes of CEQA streamlining.

The Regional Council is comprised of 84 elected officials representing 191 cities, six counties,
six County Transportation Commissions and a Tribal Government representative within Southern California.



May 6, 2013
Mr. Davis

SCAG No. 120130062

COMMENTS ON THE NOTICE OF PREPARATION OF AN ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT STATEMENT/ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT FOR THE EAST

SAN FERNANDO VALLEY TRANSIT CORRIDOR PROJECT
[SCAG NO. 120130062]

CONSISTENCY WITH RTP/SCS

SCAG reviews environmental documents for regionally significant projects for their consistency with the
adopted RTP/SCS.

RTP/SCS Goals
The 2012-20135 RTP/SCS links the goal of sustaining mobility with the goals of fostering economic
development, enhancing the environment, reducing energy consumption, promoting transportation-friendly
development patterns, and encouraging fair and equitable access to residents affected by socio-economic,
geographic and commercial limitations (see http://rtpscs.scag.ca.qovl. The goals included in the 2012
RTP/SCS may be pertinent to the proposed project. These goals are meant to provide guidance for
considering the proposed project within the context of regional goals and policies. Among the relevant
goals of the 2012-2035 RTP/SCS are the following:

SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS GOALS

RTP/SCS G1: Align the plan investments and policies with improving regional economic development and
competitiveness

RTP/SCS G2: Maximize mobility and accessibility for all people and goods in the region

RTP/SCS G3: Ensure travel safety and reliability for all people and goods in the region

RTP/SCS G4: Preserve and ensure a sustainable regional transportation system

RTP/SCS G5: Maximize the productivity of our transportation system

RTP/SCS G6: Protect the environment and health for our residents by improving air quality and encouraging
active transportation (non-motorized transportation, such as bicycling and walking)

RTP/SCS G7: Actively encourage and create incentives for energy efficiency, where possible

RTP/SCS G8: Encourage land use and growth patterns that facilitate transit and non-motorized transportation

RTP/SCS G9: Maximize the security of the regional transportation system through improved system
monitoring, rapid recovery planning, and coordination with other security agencies
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Mr. Davis

SCAGNo. 120130062

For ease of review, we encourage the use of a side-by-side comparison of SCAG goals with discussions
of the consistency, non-consistency or non-applicability of the policy and supportive analysis in a table
format. Suggested format is as follows:

SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS Goals

Goal

RTP/SCS G1:

RTP/SCS G2:

RTP/SCS G3:

etc.

Align the plan investments and policies with improving
regional economic development and competitiveness.

Maximize mobility and accessibility for all people and
goods in the region.

Ensure travel safety and reliability for all people and
goods in the region.

etc.

Analysis

Consistent: Statement as to why
Not-Consistent: Statement as to why
or
Not Applicable: Statement as to why

DEIR page number reference

Consistent: Statement as to why
Not-Consistent: Statement as to why
or
Not Applicable: Statement as to why

DEIR page number reference

Consistent: Statement as to why
Not-Consistent: Statement as to why
or
Not Applicable: Statement as to why

DEIR page number reference

etc.

Regional Growth Forecasts

The Notice of Preparation of an Environmental Impact Report for the East San Fernando Valley Transit
Corridor Project should reflect the most recently adopted SCAG forecasts (see
http://scaq.ca.Qov/forecast/index.htm). which are the 2012-2035 RTP/SCS population, household and
employment forecasts. The forecasts for the region and applicable jurisdictions are below.

Forecast

Population

Households
Employment

Adopted SCAG Region Wide
Forecasts

Year 2020

19,663,000
6,458,000
8,414,000

Year 2035

22,091,000

7,325,000

9,441 ,000

Adopted County of Los Angeles
Forecasts

Year 2020

10,404,000
3,513,000
4,558,000

Year 2035

1 1 ,353,000

3,852,000
4,827,000

MITIGATION

SCAG staff recommends that you review the SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS Final Program EIR List of
Mitigation Measures Appendix for additional guidance, as appropriate. The SCAG List of Mitigation
Measures may be found here: http://scaa.ca.gov/iqr/pdf/SCAG IGRMMRP 2012.pdf
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March 27, 2013 
 
Walter Davis, Project Manager 
Los Angeles Metropolitian Transportation Authority 
One Gateway Plaza, M/S 99-22-3 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
 
SUBJECT: East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor 
 
Dear Mr. Davis, 
 
The Valley Industry and Commerce Association (VICA) looks forward to the development of the East San 
Fernando Valley Transit Corridor between the City of San Fernando and Sherman Oaks community. 
 
We request that the Environment Impact Report address three major aspects: 
 

1. Route: What is the expected ridership of the system, and which route provides the best access for 
these customers? What is the ridership of existing bus lines along each route? Is there a need to ease 
crowding? What regional landmarks, government offices or economic centers of activity are along each 
route? Which route provides the best connectivity to current systems (i.e. Metro Red and Orange Lines) 
as well as proposed future transit projects (i.e. the Sepulveda Pass corridor)? What are the 
environmental benefits of higher ridership, reduced crowding and reduced distances for customers to 
connect to these major centers of activity? 
 

2. Type of Vehicle: What is the ridership capacity of each option, and what are the associated 
environmental benefits? What is the speed comparison between BRT (including traffic), LRT and HRT 
along the corridor? At what frequency can each option run? 
 

3. Cost: What is the construction cost of each alternative, and which alternative provides the best cost 
recovery? Which alternative will be most attractive to riders? Is there potential for a public-private 
partnership? Which alternative will be most attractive to private investment? 

 
We also request that the study compare if each alternative will prevent the issues associated with the San 
Fernando Valley’s only other major transit system, the Metro Orange Line. VICA would like to prevent the East 
SFV Transit Corridor from the overcrowding, high traffic levels and slow speed that trouble Orange Line riders 
and discourage ridership. 
 
We look forward to answers to these questions of importance to Valley residents and businesses. 
 
Sincerely,  

       
David Adelman       Stuart Waldman   
Chair         President 







Panorama High (Written)

Date First Name Last Name Organization Address Comment

3/16/2013 Victor Santillan Resident 9318 Van Nuys Bl #26

Based on the information available, I now believe the LRT would serve the community at a greater 

rate.  With any street improvements on Van Nuys Blvd, I hope that storm water flow 

improvements are made to reduce traffic flow issue.  I also hope parking that is available in the 

affected areas in the residential community will be taken into consideration.  Thank you!

3/16/2013 Jack Waizenegger Panorama City NC
P.O. Box 4652, 

Panorama City, CA, 91412

1. Take care to keep businesses open along alignment during construction. 2. Locate the 

maintenance yard in the Panorama City industrial zone. 3. Ensure that the station at the Panorama 

Metro Rail has easy access to transfer to the MetroRail and easy access to businesses north of the 

railroad tracks. 4. Build the Light Rail, not the Bus Rapid

3/16/2013 Michelle Santillan HOA President 9318 Van Nuys Bl #26

As a resident who chooses to take public transit when possible, I would like the counsel to 

consider that many residents would use the services more frequently if the number of trains are 

sufficient for the amount of riders at a given time.  Many a time I have arrived a the Van Nuys 

station only to leave because the trains are so congested and are not able to accommodate new 

riders.

3/16/2013 Lorenzo Mutia CSUN Student
8400 Snowden Ave, Panorama 

City, CA 91402

Thank you for having a meeting in Panorama City.  I noticed that the attendees may not generally 

represent the community in the vicinity (Latino, Asian, etc.) so I hope for future meetings, 

outreach is directed towards to the ethic groups that have a lot to gain with improved transit.

3/16/2013 Cesar De La Cruz
Agora Realty + 

Management Inc.

15206 Ventura Blvd. Sherman 

Oaks, CA, 91403

Concerns about specific Properties: 1. NW corner Van Nuys Blvd + San Fernando Rd. 2. Van Nuys 

Blvd. between Chase + Parthenia (both sides)

ESFV COMMENTS: Community Meeting #1 - Panorama High School (Written)
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Panorama High (Spoken)

First Name Last Name Comment

Dennis Hindman

Hi.  My name is Dennis Hindman.  My first concern about the project is it should be done as a complete street, which means pedestrians, bicycles, 

motor vehicles and transit together, rather than separately.  The other thing is that if you compare the current bus service which is curbside, what 

you get when you put -- whatever the technology, whether it be bus or  train down the center, as you get more consistent  service, if you compare 

the Orange Line to the curbside service, it's more consistent, it makes it more attractive, but also the stations you have a much more pleasant 

experience where the Orange Line stations are kept clean, they're separated from strangers walking by you, it's well lit.  Also, the boarding 

experience, on a curbside  bus, you are asked to board almost like cattle through  the front door only.  That is, it's not a pleasant experience for 

passengers, whereas on the Orange Line or  train, you can board all doors at your leisure, whichever  one you want to go to.  So the -- that aspect, 

it's --  you get -- you're going to get more ridership if you put   it down the middle of the street.  Also, for a driver, they can see peripherally  what is 

happening on the street much better than if  they're curbside.  They can see -- because it's a wide  street, you can see if there's any cross traffic or  

pedestrians or anybody crossing their way.  That, you can see from the Orange Line.  They have much less trouble when they go down the middle of 

Chandler, as opposed to when they're going down the rest of it where their view is blocked by sound walls and buildings.  So that's all I have.

Kenneth Silk

Kenneth Silk.  I'm with various groups, but I'm speaking for myself.  Although I live in Encino, I frequently use the buses on Van Nuys for medical 

facilities, a senior park, the Van Nuys Center and occasionally the Amtrak station.  First, I hope that any route will go all the way down to Ventura 

Boulevard, not end at the Orange Line, because of the need for service and the problem with traffic on Van Nuys from the Orange Line down to 

Ventura and because of the infrequent service, regular service, on Sepulveda from Ventura up to the Orange Line. As far as time as a factor, I'm 

more concerned about the time between the various plans, the time it will take to complete the service, complete construction, because I think it's 

important that -- particularly as a senior that it be completed as soon as possible and also the time -- rather, the total bus ride but the time of the 

frequency of service to avoid long -- to have the least possible waiting period for them.  Also, I hope that whichever plan does follow, there will be, 

as there is with the other lines, both benches or places to sit as well as cover from the rain, sun or something while waiting for the bus of sorts.  

Thank you.

Jack Lindblad

Okay.  Great.  So I'm going to be speaking to the group about it.  I'm an architect, a health care architect, but that has peripheral connection with 

getting to a net-zero-energy economy. We have a mandate in California in seven short years that we're going to have one-third of our energy from 

renewable sources and having a dependency, any dependency, on oil or gas or fossil base and subsidizing these corporate welfare people to the 

hundreds of billions of dollars is not an answer. It's denying the Valley of the fair share of the transit dollar and generally the health and welfare of 

the survivability of our civilization in California, especially in the Mediterranean climate. So in revitalizing the watershed upstream in the L.A. River, 

the ecotourism, the potential and the business opportunities that will be totally focused on advantaging ourselves of our blessed resources here 

cannot be achieved by BRT.  In fact, city planners across the country call the BRT system a BRT creep of a thousand cuts.  In other words, there are 

so many opportunities with the level of boarding with -- as mentioned earlier by Dennis -- having a cattle guard for people boarding, having a station 

instead of a stop, having prepaid fares instead of having to pay at the point of boarding.  So that's just to mention a few, but there's over a 

thousand.  So if we're really going to be shepherding and spending our money wisely, it's going to be over the long term.  If we're going to be 

spending a half a billion dollars or a billion dollars for a much greater economic opportunity that's sustainable, we have transit-oriented districts 

multiplied by transit-oriented development and -- as architects and planners, we can see a renaissance that will fit the revitalization of Panorama 

City as a transit-oriented district.  Thanks a lot.

ESFV COMMENTS: Community Meeting #1 - Panorama High School (Verbal)
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Panorama High (Spoken)

Jack Waizenegger

Okay.  Jody and Walt, thank you very much for being here and bringing the meeting to Panorama City and we'd ask that you continue bringing these 

meetings to Panorama City.  My name is Jack Waizenegger.  I'm with the Panorama City Neighborhood Council, Board and Land Use Chair, and 

Panorama City supports the -- this project and the benefits it's going to bring to our neighborhood. There's -- I just have four items that I want to 

bring up:  One is that during the construction, that we know there's tremendous long-term benefits, but during the construction you have to be very 

sensitive to all the businesses that are along the right-of-way and that they  need to be kept open.  A lot of drivers, you know, they can take other 

boulevards during the inconveniences, but the businesses here need to stay open.  Next is the maintenance yard.  Panorama City welcomes the 

maintenance yard in our industrial zone along the railroad tracks here.  We've got plenty of space and this is the kind of jobs that we need, the high-

paying, the highly skilled jobs that we need to bring back to our neighborhood that left with the plant. The next three stops that are planned or, you  

know, are possible stops for Panorama City at Nordhoff, Roscoe, and by the Metro rail are -- you know, are good for Panorama City and it's 

important that the stop near the Metro rail provides easy transfer between the two systems, but it's also critical that the Panorama City businesses 

just north of the railroad tracks have -- the riders have easy access to the businesses and the jobs and everything that are there.  Last is for those of 

you who are not sure, Light Rail is better than the bus.  It's more expensive, but over the long term it's much better.  If you're not sure, you know, 

why, you know, ask some of the others or come and talk to me.  Anyway, thanks a lot.  And we're in good hands with Walt Davis.  He's a very 

competent project manager.

Mike Bernstein

Thank you.  Good morning and thank you, Jody and Walt and everybody from Metro and LADOT for coming here.  It's great to see this being done in 

a very convenient and transparent manner for public input. The primary thing I want to express is that while I'm glad to see the squiggly purple line 

on the map and some consideration for coordinating with the Sepulveda Pass project, I would submit that actually this project and Sepulveda Pass 

have to be explicitly linked and, in fact, combined into a single project.  It seems -- it seems difficult for me to believe that these two would be in any 

way considered -- move at separate speeds or considered in a separate way. If you want to talk about regional connectivity, regional impact, the 

only -- the only option that's going to deliver that is looking at this in a single  consolidated manner with, you know, connectivity from, you know, 

San Fernando and Sylmar down through the heart of the Valley and of course down through the Westside.  If we are spending well over a billion 

dollars to add one HOV lane on the 405, it seems certainly transparent to me and very obvious to me that the only thing that's going to have the 

hope of, you know, meaningfully impacting transit times for the better along in the Valley and along the Westside of Los Angeles is some sort of 

mass-transit alternative under the hill and this has to be considered in a completely coordinated manner.  I mean, when you consider this line that 

could be the backbone of the L.A. Transit system incorporating Chatsworth Metrolink, Orange Line bus, Expo, Purple Line, Green Line, Crenshaw 

Line, all the way through to LAX, it's -- I can't even comprehend why this would be considered in any way separate from that and, in fact, to the 

extent that they are separate because of the current condition with the Orange Line, it's likely that the recommendation will mitigate towards BRT 

versus LRT because it's a new mode of transit. So I would strongly encourage these projects to be combined into a single project so that a true 

regional alternative and a true regional -- a result that benefits the region as a whole is what ultimately comes out of the process.

Scoping Period Comment log 2 5



Panorama High (Spoken)

Jan Brown

Just looking at the BRT options, it seems like the only one that actually continues all the way to Ventura as a sub option of option one, so I don't 

know whether that's not a separate -- why that's not a separate option.  I think -- and I agree with one of the previous speakers.  I think it's very 

important that one of these alternatives continue all the way to Ventura Boulevard and not just channel everybody on the   Orange Line over to 

Sepulveda. The other question generally about all of these options, are there any plans to add parking lots or parking access at any of these 

stations?  There are many times when I would like to take the Orange Line, but frankly, the parking lots are full or there are no parking lots close to 

the places that I could get on board without driving a half an hour out of my way to get to a station that actually has parking accessible, and I don't 

see anything in any of these plans that talks about adding parking for either of these alternatives.  Okay?  And I really hope that one of these is 

completed in my lifetime.  I'm not sure that's going to happen, but it would be nice.

Victor Santillan

Hi.  Good morning, Metro, State and City representatives.  My name is Victor Santillan and I'm a resident here at Panorama City.  My residence is 

pretty much right on Van Nuys at the intersection of Osborne and Tucker and one of my -- just a general comment and concern is that whatever 

option is decided that there's some infrastructure improvements such as storm water runoff issues to be addressed right on Van Nuys Boulevard.  I 

believe that any issues with storm water runoff, for example, during the rainy days may actually have an impact on traffic flow on the right side of 

lanes.  I'm assuming that the process may actually stretch out the lanes to as much as possible; and given that Panorama City has a lot of traffic-flow 

problems already during the actual rush-hour times, I believe that will actually have a major impact, for example, such as when it rains. And also, 

the situation with the parking in the communities, I'm assuming that the parking might actually be removed from existing parking, pockets right on 

Van Nuys Boulevard.  So I guess some of the scoping   process would also involve identifying some of the impacts in the community in regards to the 

parking in the community areas. That was my comments.  Thank you.

Lorenzo Mutia

Oh, thank you.  Good morning, everyone.  This is my first time going to one of these meetings, but I do have some comments about -- I do  second 

that motion from a past speaker that this project should be combined with the Sepulveda Pass transit, maybe a tunnel or some sort of thing going 

on.  I don't know what the plan is exactly, because it's -- and the route should include Ventura, because both Ventura and the Westside, I never -- I 

rarely travel to Ventura or the Westside because of the traffic and it would be nice if there was an easier way to get there.  So, yes.  And I also 

believe Light Rail should be the way to get there, because the Orange Line, I respect it, but the BRT has its shortcomings and I think a Light Rail  Train 

would hopefully cover those shortcomings.  I hope also safety for students at high schools along the route is also taken into account because of the 

pedestrians and all of that.  I hope elevated and maybe underground routes are also considered as part of a way to mitigate any pedestrian 

concerns and traffic concerns.  And I also hope that towns and cities like Panorama City and Van Nuys, the corridor, I hope that they'll become more 

than just passing places.  They can also become destinations in and of themselves with possible investment in the area to improve, you know, 

shopping, health, educational facilities and all that along the route.  Thank you.
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Panorama High (Spoken)

Gregory Wright

Okay.  I have a thought that probably relates to the encouraging transit mode and shift -- or mode shift to transit and community input. Excuse me if 

it's already been raised because I came in late, but why not at kiosks at major stops along Van Nuys Boulevard along the future corridor present 

pictures of the various possible futures of the corridor as they will appear at that spot?  Like, for example, show it with how the Rapid -- the busway 

will look at that point and the Light Rail at that point, and maybe even divide that pair into a pair. One is the background of the corridor and the city 

as it looks now and the other would be the background of a more green, in-the-future Los Angeles.  The billboards are gone, the utilities are 

undergrounded and we've got green walls on buildings and stuff like that, and then invite people to share their thoughts about what they -- about 

the alternatives among those four that they prefer at a website.  And so I hope that will be considered.  It kind of brings the people in and involves 

future visioning.  Since I've got some time left, I'll mention really quickly for the half decade between now and the implementation of the 

reconstituted corridor, please amalgamate the still-separated local and Rapid bus stops.  For example, on northbound Van Nuys Boulevard at 

Riverside, my partner and I have been tortured forever by the divergence between those two buses, trying to figure out with our aging eyes which 

kind of bus is coming and then running toward the stop.  We've missed buses, a lot of them, that way.  It's very frustrating. And I would also 

encourage directions on such as today's announcement to indicate cross streets, not just addresses of destinations.  That would really help people 

use transit where the directions on the buses are given in terms of cross streets.  MTA should do it and encourage other -- any venue advertising its 

events and activities to always show us the cross street.

Noel Barajas

Hello, everybody.  As a person that lives in Pacoima and actually takes the transit line, I thought I should point out a couple things and hopefully get 

some answers for the future. The maintenance facility -- you guys mentioned a maintenance facility.  Well, the people in Panorama mentioned how 

they lost a lot of industries and businesses and jobs out here.  I'm just kind of wondering how many potential jobs a maintenance facility could bring 

to the people that are unemployed out in the San Fernando Valley.  So hopefully we can find out how  many job potentials a maintenance yard out 

here could do to improve job creation out here. The other thing, number one on your purpose is improve north-south mobility.  Either BRT or LRT 

will take up a lane along Van Nuys Boulevard, at least, so you're forcing cars on less lanes on Van Nuys potentially so you're creating more traffic 

there so now we have to rely on public transit to move more people through and hopefully have less cars on the road.  So if the buses of BRT  75 

passengers and Light Rail handles 300 passengers, it seems like it's more efficient to have a 300-passenger mobility along the corridor. Also, we can 

look at the corridor right now. Those BRTs will use the same size buses as are on the Rapid line right now and those buses are already packed to 

capacity.  So will a BRT really be able to handle any increased ridership?  It doesn't seem likely.  We pointed out the Sepulveda Pass project.  If the 

Sepulveda Pass project goes into effect, there will be potentially a rail line or so that will be dumping 300-plus people at the Ventura Boulevard.  

Now, if we have BRT, how will we be able to address -- So how will we be able to address the over 300 people on Ventura Boulevard with 75-

passenger capacity BRT?  

Scoping Period Comment log 4 5



Panorama High (Spoken)

Cesar de la Cruz

Yes.  I work with a developer that owns two properties that are right on the -- one is on Van Nuys Boulevard between Chase, between Chase and 

Parthenia.  The other one is on the corner of San Fernando Road and Van Nuys Boulevard. According to the current statistics, the corner of Van 

Nuys Boulevard and San Fernando Road, there's a ridership of about 35,000 riders going through there.  We are redeveloping that corner and we 

are conscious of the big ridership that is there and we are trying to accommodate them, but one of the things that is lacking in some of these bus 

stops that are very heavily -- is restroom facilities.  You know, sometimes you have 40, 50 people there waiting for 10, 15 minutes and on San 

Fernando Road and Van Nuys Boulevard, we are going to  put some public restrooms.  In the shopping center that we own on Van Nuys Boulevard, 

we also have public restrooms, but I hope that when you get into the final planning of this that you will approach the property owners that are 

going to be affected or that can actually work in conjunction with Metro to create a better environment for the riders that are waiting for the bus.  

We see that on, again, Roscoe and Van Nuys Boulevard, Chase and Van Nuys Boulevard and you will find out that -- you will find property owners 

that are willing to work with you to create a better environment.  The riders are like a two-edged sword for businesses.  They are potential 

customers, but at the same time they create havoc sometimes.  So please work with us, too.

Dug Gutierrez

 So basically what I told her was that I like where you guys are going as far as the projects.  The only things I'm really concerned about are the 

environmental impacts over a long period of time for the future and the street density, like where you guys are going to keep the people as far as 

the street, yeah, 'cause I walk along the streets a lot and I'm sort of just concerned about if the people are just going to be poured out onto the 

street and then cause more traffic for the vehicles and for me.  That's pretty much it on my part.
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SF Acquatics (Written)

Date First Name Last Name Organization Address Comment

3/19/2013 S. Michelle Klein-Hass
Center - East 

Renter Rep

8820 Van Nuys Blvd. #2, 

Panorama City, CA, 91402

Light Rail or Bust!! Fully support the Light Rail Option, and I welcome the maintenance yard in Panorama City.  Panorama City 

needs Jobs and this would represent more jobs in town.

3/19/2013

Christine Estrada Resident

I am favoring the light rail project.  I would use that mode of transportation more so than a bus line.  I would like to know the 

potential of the light rail to be connected to other parts of the valley or further out to Santa Clarita in the future.

3/19/2013 Marcos Tapia 13242 Drowfield Avenue This should be a no build.

3/19/2013

Mais Sagradyon

17221 Chatsworth Street #110, 

Granada Hills, CA, 91344

BRT seems logical because time differences for end to end travel differs only by 10 minutes and the weekly use is similar but it 

costs a fraction of the LRT and if it is all on it's dedicated route, it seems easier to maintain.

3/19/2013

Imelda Padilla Sun Valley Area NC

8700 Norris Avenue, Sun Valley, 

CA, 91352

1. Is there any way we can make Van Nuys a Light Rail train and link it to the Sepulveda Project? 2. Can we have the Van Nuys 

corridor LRT also continue on the orange line down to North Hollywood station?  I ask because if one uses Van Nuys to transfer 

on the orange line, to reach noho, for the future of this project I think it would be best to continue the light to noho because 

the orange line is already operating at full capacity, thus it can't just soak up the new passengers that this new project will pick 

up.  That's overkill for the orange line.  Thus, I want to know if it would be a better idea to extend this project to?  #1 be linked 

tot he Sepulveda Project #2 continue to the orange line route down to noho?  What would these two additions mean?  In other 

words travel both north and south closer to the west valley side.

3/19/2013
Liza Wright CSUN Student

17720 Superior Street #313, 

Northridge, CA, 91325 Pro-light rail transit, I would like to see it over BRT, we need to get away from buses and go towards rail in our future.

3/19/2013
Angel Joy Estrada

Small Business 

Owner

I prefer the light rail option through Sepulveda Blvd, and potentially build another phase through the Sepulveda pass 

mountains to UCLA and LAX

3/19/2013
Julia Hernandez

I would prefer the light rail over bus option.  I like the exclusive lane for the rail and in the long run its greener compared to the 

bus.  Maybe consider running along Sepulveda and instead of Van Nuys.  Van Nuys is a bit more narrow and feel Sepulveda 

would be a better choice.
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I'm Jack Lindblad.  I'm pretty much representing the movement through the community activists throughout the East San Fernando Valley and, well, 

primarily  through the Facebook like page that advocates Light Rail over the BRT. We were very successful in assisting the decision to be made to be put 

on Van Nuys Boulevard.  A lot of the same comments and the arguments that led us to seeing Van Nuys as a superior grid over the Sepulveda because of 

the same reason or the same reasons to see the LRT is over Bus Rapid Transit creep that we've seen already, even in the alternative stage here where's 

there's mixed-flow traffic in San Fernando.  It's really a clog.  Just getting out here tonight up San Fernando road, it's impossible.  You can imagine the 

lowered service and lowered expectations.  The half a billion dollar expenditure would be wasting money. It's a criticism.  To be wisely spending the 

public money in an alternative that's going to last through 2035/2050.  And, again, the project director here has  mentioned the daily news yesterday, as 

we all know, that it's part of a larger network the high speed rapid rail  through California and also the regional area.  So it serves as a significant tie to 

the airport and Santa Clarita and points north of Fresno. And I'm going to use my few seconds left as an architect and I'm saying that the scoping has to 

include, or must include, if we're going to come out of this all right, the fact that the budget cannot be driven -- we can't use the budget as a vehicle to 

drive the solution saying we only have 170 million or 300.  Any programming effort that the scoping involves, you've got time, which is pretty short, 

budget -- Okay.  Ten seconds.  We've got to have the Map 21 and America Fast Forward put to use here as part   of the scoping; so that we have a 

financial vehicle to entertain the correct choice.

Marcos Tapia; M-a-r-c-o-s.  last name's Tapia; T-a-p-I-a. When we build this project, we got to make sure that the council members and our elected 

officials get the same positive financial stuff like they did in Agoura Hills, on Agoura Road in Lindero Canyon, when they used the Measure R funds to -- 

they repaved, they restriped, they  redid the lighting. So if you guys go to build this thing here, make sure you upgrade all the lighting, all the paving, all 

the striping, all the signs.  Make sure we get our fair share here in the Valley, just like they did over there in Westlake. So those elected officials in San 

Fernando, your   Assembly, call all your representatives, make sure we get  our fair share.  Don't try to shortchange us.  Because like  did on San 

Fernando Road, that bike path is maintained by  Parks and Rec.  The job that you guys did over there in Chatsworth is contracted out by maintenance 

people.  So that's why it looks real nice over there. So when you build the project here, do the same thing.  Make it look nice.  That's what we're asking 

you to do.  Thank you.

Okay.  John Ulloth rising to speak on behalf of rail, surprised that the streetcar was thrown out because of the low-flow boarding capabilities of the 

vehicle, I think, using the existing curve. But in any case, Light Rail is just fine and Bus is insufficient.  I'm curious about the change in the route map, 

which is available on the Internet, versus the one we're seeing today.  I prefer the one that goes over to Sepulveda Boulevard then Parthenon then 

down to Sherman Oaks.  However, this must be followed up by a connection to UCLA.  Without this, as this project stands alone, doesn't   make any 

sense connecting to UCLA and the Aqua Line, Expo Line makes abundant sense, and it should be done. So forward on Rail and whatever the route may 

happen to take.  But let's, please, make sure that this is part of a bigger system with all the connections that's we need.  Thank you.
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My name is Kevin Davis.  I'm actually president of the Foothill Trails Council, which includes Lake View Terrace and Shadow Hills area. I'm looking at your 

map.  I'm a little disappointed that we didn't go back to the Sepulveda route.  Knowing the Valley, having lived here all my life, Van Nuys is probably one 

of the narrowest streets to build this kind of transit route on.  And I'm concerned about the disruption in the area.  But if you're going to go with this 

route, I would ask you to consider future generations. Right outside the area in question here is the Mission college.  I'd like to see if you guys might 

consider extending the route up a little farther. I notice you run several miles along the San Fernando Corridor, which is already served by the Metrolink 

route.  So if we're going to advocate for future generations to use mass transit, it would be good to get in the habit in college. I would like to advocate 

you consider extending it6   an extra mile or so up to Mission College and include it as part of your route.

All three maps I see here are making a grave mistake.  I've voiced this for the last year and a half in this process.  The line needs to get off of Van Nuys 

Boulevard near the railroad tracks to either Saticoy or Sherman Way and go down Sepulveda.  There are too many schools, too much business that will 

be permanently damaged by having dedicated lines through the city of Van Nuys up through Sherman Oaks. Not to mention there's a hospital in 

Sherman Oaks, freeway access.  I don't know how they expect to get past that.  But they can access the Orange Line parking on Sepulveda which is 

underutilized.  As it stands now, if they need to get over to Van Nuys Boulevard, they can take the line from there. But it is wrongheaded and stubborn 

on the part of MTA to continue to go from Van Nuys Boulevard to south of Sherman Way.  You will destroy schools, neighborhoods, and businesses all 

the way down Van Nuys Boulevard. And as a resident of Van Nuys, founder of the Historic Zone and currently serving on the South L.A. Area  Planning 

Commission, I urge them to seriously take a look at  the other alternatives..
I'm Stacey Siegel; S-I-e-g-e-l.  Keys Automotive Group, K-e-y-e-s.  I'm representing the Auto Row. We urge the Metro to place this line on Sepulveda 

Boulevard, which is the natural place for it to be.  It's adjacent to the 405 Freeway, and it makes sense for the eventual construction through the pass, 

for the line to be on Sepulveda Boulevard, which is an artery for the Valley. We feel that at Sherman Way or Oxnard would be alternatives that would be 

acceptable.  And we urge them to consider this location.  And that's it.  I just want to go on record that, as we said  before, it would kill business, and it 

would be a bad choice.
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Date First Name Last Name Organization Address Comment

3/21/2013 Donna Gooley BRU
Build BRT no articulated buses.  Put stops at Chase, Riverside, Plummer.  Extend to Foothill.  Route - Van Nuys to Ventura - where more people go 

and more destinations.

3/21/2013

Jason Ackerman Encino Neighborhood Council

16718 Addkony Street

Encino, 91436

1. Build it rail! 2. Connect it to the Sepulveda Pass Corridor 3. Expand the study area farther north and add stations at Mission College and Olive View 

Medical Center. 4. If we need to wait for the tunnel under the Sepulveda Pass to get LRT to Ventura blvd, that's fine. 5. keep it grade separated as 

much as possible.

3/21/2013

Donna Pearman

It's more important to get transit from the valley (Sepulveda Pass) to Westwood we have been waiting forever -- who needs a busline/subway to 

Sylmar -- maybe a orange line -- but Van Nuys Blvd is bad -- it can't even take cars we have on it now -- Donna

3/21/2013
Mr. F.G. Cortes B. A. Bus Riders Union

17331 Sherman Way

Lake Balboa, Ca, 91406 Merge Metro and LADOT (DASH) and save the taxpayers some money that is hardly needed in this economy!!

3/21/2013

Magnolo Bugarin

14077 Hoyt Street

Arleta, CA, 91331

Please implement the light rail option to serve Van Nuys Blvd.  The affected communities would be transformed economically as it would allow 

greater amounts of residents to access employment in the valley and downtown area.  The bus option would be a failure as it would not improve 

mobility and often no improvement.

3/21/2013 Yvette Lopez Pacoima Beautiful

11243 Glenoaks Blvd 

Suite 1

We prefer light rail option for our community.  We would like to make sure that safty and connectivity are a priority.  I would hope that this project 

will connect to the Sepulveda Project.

3/21/2013 Jose Plama The Transit Coalition

6706 Bakman Avenue, 

Apartment 1, 

North Hollywood, CA, 91606

Connectivity is key!  Make sure that LRT is connected with the Sepulveda Pass so people are encouraged to west and not the 405.  Storage facilities in 

whiteman airport would stimulate the economy and create new jobs.  Grade separation, above or below depeneding on the situation.

3/21/2013 Veronica Hernandez La Mexicana Enterprise Van Nuys @ El Dorado

Yo he visto varios accidentes por la calle Van Nuys les pido que antes de epezar el proyecto aszguren las calles para que ya no haiga tantos 

accidentes.  Preferio Tren Ligero. [TRANSLATION: I have seen various accidents on Van Nuys.  I ask that before you start the project you make the 

streets safer so there aren't as many accidents.  I prefer light rail]

3/21/2013 Sofia Ramirez Pacoima Beautiful

1694 El Dorado Avenue #5 

Pacoima, CA, 91331

Por favor aszgurense de que las calles esten seguras para todos los que las vsamos. [TRANSLATION: Please make sure that the streets are safe for 

everyone that uses them]
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Jason Ackerman

All right.  So my name is  Jason Ackerman.  I'm on the Encino Neighborhood Council, and I just want to quickly point out that there are more elected officials in the audience and aides from the 

legislature -- that there are other neighborhood council people, and we are elected officials, too.  So a shout out to the NCs. So I have five points that I want to get out in two minutes if I can pull it.  

All right.  So the first point:  Build the rail.  It's worth every penny.  It will last.  BRT is a joke, and we need to embrace the future. Two:  Connect it to the Sepulveda Pass Corridor because we 

desperately need a better connection between the west side and the valley.  And I think it would be really well suited if we had it going to UCLA. Six minutes on the Sepulveda Pass versus 20, 30 

minutes in gridlock 405 traffic.  If you consider the cost of building the light rail, it's nothing compared to adding another lane.  Also, three:  Expand the study area farther north and consider adding 

stations at Mission College and Olive View Medical Center.  That way when you run it to UCLA, you can actually have medical students from UCLA taking the train to Olive View Medical Center 

doing their -- doing their internship and, you know, taking the transit while they're doing it. Four:  If we need to wait for the tunnel and Sepulveda Pass to get LRT to Ventura Boulevard, that's fine.  

We can deal with that.  And five:  Keep it grade separated as much as possible.  Trains and cars do not mix.  Keep them at different levels.  I don't care how much it costs.  My generation is  going to 

be strapped with all sorts of debt from these wars and all sorts of nonsense.  What's a good train on top of all that?  I think it's a worthwhile investment, and I think that we should absolutely 

pursue maximization of the system.  Thank you.

Brian Patton

Hi, Brian Patton.  How is everybody doing today?  All right. I like the LRT compared to the BRT.  That's kind of like, I would say, yesteryear -- the BRT.  We're heading towards the rail system here in 

the San Fernando Valley. Okay.  I would say that we're headed for the rail system in the San Fernando Valley.  You know, we started on the rail system, so let's continue on the rail system.  You 

know, this is, like, over 100 years ago.  And you know, we have maintenance facility areas perhaps, you know, to continue on with these things. Perhaps -- I would say a good one would be the 

Orange Line system since we already have a rail system right there --well, perhaps a future rail system.  And this would keep Van Nuys Boulevard very, very clean.  It would be a center -- it would 

be a center  point to the boulevard, which would actually help out to  keep the boulevard clean.  It would stop separate communities from having to argue over, "We're going to do this to the 

boulevard.  We're going to clean the boulevard that way."  We'd just have one nice Metro LTR (sic)  running right up and down Van Nuys Boulevard making it one beautiful thing and much less to 

argue about.  And fuel efficiency -- obviously anything gas is going to be fuel efficient if we're using electricity because that puts us on the highway of a computer system which can change any day 

which is electricity.  How we get it -- that can change tomorrow --how we do electricity -- via solar or burning a very small amount of gas.  So just going by the -- I'm sorry. The LRT -- that would just 

bring something to the San Fernando Valley which we don't have which is going to  make our future very good.

Farmarz Nabavi

Hi, my name is Faramarz Nabavi, and I'm a resident of Encino.  So as a San Fernando Valley  stakeholder, I'd like to speak on several aspects of this corridor. Number one:  I also, like the previous 

speakers, prefer the light rail transit alternative to bus. I do  think that both an upgrade as well as non grade options should be evaluated.  So if there's a cost impact there, transit planners should 

be able to evaluate the alternatives. Number one:  In terms of the measurement of ridership, I'd like to see not just the total ridership  but the difference, the increase in ridership relative to the 

current total ridership in the corridor.  That includes the Woodley bus that goes partially on Van Nuys Boulevard as well as 761, 233, and also some other buses that have portions of their ridership 

on Van Nuys Boulevard.  Second:  In terms of trying to decide between the type of project and the length of the project within budgetary constraints -- it's better to have the right type of project 

and shorten the length for this phase rather than having a longer length and having a type that's less preferable. Third:  To the purpose and need, it's important to have maximized regional 

connectivity not just in the valley but also to the west side.  Fourth:  The share of the maintenance facility that could be attributable to the Sepulveda Pass project should be considered.  Fifth:  The  

speed of the mode and the long-term capacity of the mode should be considered. And finally, the economic and environmental benefits of operating light rail using clean energy and with lower 

operating costs for passengers should be considered.  Thank you.

Darrell Clark

Okay.  I'm Darrell Clarke, co-chair of the Sierra Club Angeles Chapter Transportation Committee. And this is a project we are quite interested in this year. And I'll say personally I grew up less than a 

mile west of Van Nuys Boulevard.  I graduated Van Nuys High School.  My father, who's here in the audience with me, has actually ridden the old red cars circa 1950 from Van Nuys to downtown.  

My first main point is -- and I'll hold up the Transit Coalition's map.  Think of this as the entire corridor from the north valley to Sherman Oaks to the west side to LAX.  And whatever is done should 

be compatible with that greater vision.  I currently live in the Santa Clarita area.  And every time I drive down the 405, I keep thinking this is awful.  We have to have a high capacity rail transit link 

from across the valley, across the -- or through the Santa Monica Mountains down the west side.  Desperately  needed that years ago.  And whatever we do here must be compatible with that. I'm 

a bit startled by the proposed costs of LRT. Granted, they're very early in the process.  I thought that could come in significantly less expensive than the quoted price which makes it look much 

more expensive than BRT -- than it necessarily would be. And finally -- and I know this is a challenge for both BRT and LRT -- that boulevard right-of-way is not all that wide, and it would be 

interesting to start seeing sectioned diagrams about how do we fit that in.  So that's it.  Go team.  Great project.  And let's think about the project we need and then think about "How are we going 

to  get the money to build it" rather than thinking "We only have a little bit of money, and this is all we can afford."
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Jose Palma

Hi.  I grew up in the San Fernando Valley, and I think that a light rail is very needed here.  BRT seems to be a big amount of waste.  I feel that LRT -- I've been in Spain, Barcelona.  I lived there for a 

year, and I saw the benefits of LRT and the connection that is potential for San Fernando Valley connection to downtown LA and connection to the west side. I believe this is very beneficial and 

needed including the cleaning up of the air is very important in the San Fernando Valley.  And I think -- I think LRT pushes that forward even more. With consideration of TOD, transportation-

oriented development, there is a lot of potential in each of the connections.  And I think that education is key to ensuring that people from all parts of the east valley understand what connection 

is, educating them potentially in different languages -- especially in Spanish -- and ensuring that they know what a TAP card is, they know what the benefits are of taking it.  And they're not scared 

of taking it because they don't understand how to use public transportation. I know a lot of people who don't know how to use it.  And once they face the problem, they just decide "Well, you 

know what?  I'm just going to use a car." So this is the potential for everybody to understand and to educate -- you know, it can -- even people in the audience and even yourselves can educate 

people in telling them, "Try the -- try the Metro.  Give it a chance," because we need to really give up on the car.  The 405 is a mess.  We really just can't be adding more lanes. That money could be 

oriented to the LRT, especially and potentially for more connections including to Olive View Hospital like was suggested before but also  connections to Santa Clarita and connecting Santa Clarita 

buses.  Instead of it coming all the way from Santa Clarita down to Red Line, it could come down to  San Fernando City.  So really consider that.  And maybe even consider bicycle racks, especially 

within the Metro, so people can bike more and there's a better bike  connection.  And you know, all the stakeholders here and all  the constituents just need to understand the importance of  this 

for the valley.  Let's promote, you know, this mobility.    And also, when it comes to storage, I would prefer it  by the airport, the Whiteman Airport.  And I think that's enough space for connection 

and storage.  And it will stimulate the economy by building more factories and helping the much needed east side of the valley. Thank you.

Mishael Romero

Yeah.  And again -- I'm sorry.  Again, I take the transportation.  It took me almost 50 minutes just to get from the Orange Line to here, so we obviously need something. But I've been also really 

lucky.  I've lived and/or worked in different places such as Bangkok.  I lived in Seoul for over a year, Mexico City, Chicago, New York -- I can go on.  But I have a passion for transportation. And 

unfortunately, every time I come home, I see projects like these.  I feel like we're going backwards. We're supposed to be LA.  We're supposed to be a great city. You know, I understand that we do 

have a budget question in mind.  But at the same time, we've got to think for the future, you know?  For example -- I know this is not New York or Chicago, but a lot of those routes -- a lot of them 

have been there for what?  Almost a hundred years, if not more. So I really would like to recommend a subway. But if we can't, at least a light rail.  And the light rail -- that is segregated because 

when you have -- for example, near my job in downtown Little Tokyo, you have the line going northwards towards Union Station.  And then you stop to let people on and off.  And then you go for, 

like, ten more feet.  And then you stop and start again because there's a light. No. You know, that's not going to bring new consumers into it. I have a car.  I have the option of taking a car to work.  

But no, I want transportation in LA. I want to be able to just say, "I want to drive in today," or, "I want to take the subway today."  And if you want more ridership, you've got to market to people 

like me. Another question about marketing is I just found out about this yesterday.  You know, unless I'm accidentally going to the Website, which -- you know, I can say the same thing.  Have you 

visited government of Coachella valley city?  Or have you visited the Engineer  of City of LA Website? You know, we might have interest in things, but there's better ways to market. For example, 

when the TAP card came to be, I know in the subway there were attendants at almost every station I was at handing out pamphlets and information and helping them to do the machine. If you 

want more people to come to these meetings -- and I know people want to come to these meetings.  Because just like me, they just found out -- please market this in a more efficient way. Lastly, I 

have sent E-mails, and I haven't gotten a single reply.  So if you could please address that as well.  Thanks.

Donna Pearman

Okay.  Number one:  I'm totally against having anything on Van Nuys Boulevard because that's an area where the cars go on, and most of those people are not going to get out of those cars, so I 

prefer something going down Sepulveda.  And it seems like it's low on the totem pole to do the one going to Westwood -- that that's  going to be way down the line.  And we're going this one, and 

I don't see any real need to go down to Sylmar.  Most of it's just going down ways that the 233 or 761 appear to  be going in the first place.  So maybe it veers off. So I don't see -- you certainly 

don't need a rail for that.  Maybe -- I mean, a subway for that.  Maybe if you have to, you have to -- you use a rail -- I mean, the Orange Line for something like that. Two:  I want to tell you that the 

TAP system is a great big joke for a lot of people.  If you don't simply have a regular -- these people who don't have a regular --people who have the disabled TAP or senior TAP -- people who don't 

happen to have that -- for a lot of seniors and a lot of disabled people, they -- they have to pay a larger amount fare on the Orange Line or this rail because there's -- if you don't happen to have it, 

there's no way to prove it.  And so these people are paying full fare. My boyfriend goes on it, and he has to pay full fare even though he's a senior, so I don't think that's right. And two:  You can't 

find any -- it's very difficult when I have my -- to get my TAP filled up for an EZ pass.  Either they don't take my federal subsidy, or they don't -- the places don't have the EZ TAP.  So that's like a 

great big joke.  We really need to have the subway down to Westwood.  That's something that people have been wanting for a long, long time.  I think we need it a lot longer than Sylmar.
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Miriam Fogler

I want to let you know that they shut off the videoconferencing here in the valley so we can't speak on transportation issues in the city.  In the Van Nuys City Hall, they shut it down.  And that 

should be turned back on, folks. And you need to put pressure on the City Council Mayor to put it back on for the disabled because there is no access on these buses, you know, where you have 

back problems and arthritis issues and you can't walk too well,

and you can't stand a long period of time. The  accessibility for public transit is very archaic.  And let me tell you, folks, this is a joke because Antonio Villarosa is a conflict of interest.  To shut off 

videoconferencing when we had him on the   transportation committee -- he should be -- he should have not never been on it and been mayor at the same time. Absolute monopoly from the first, 

from the goal. She has -- can only get a bus pass once a month

on the 25th.  This is an outrage.  I think you people should have -- should look behind you and look and see what you're doing because this is an outrage to charge one-and-a-half percent tax on us, 

and she can't even get a bus pass a different day.  She has to go all the way downtown wherever to get a bus pass if she doesn't get it on the 25th that she can get one. And it's so hard getting 

around because you people make it very difficult.  You want us to put you in so that you can have eminent domain so you can take out any projects, which is why -- you want to set yourselves up 

all over here along the main corridor where all the businesses are so you can put your own people in.  They've got those businesses.  Put them in -- whatever you want. Anybody who's in the way 

of a project will be taken out by eminent domain, by the MTA, and the LAUSD just like the CRA. I'm just telling you folks you're getting ripped off left and right paying all this tax.  And what are you 

getting for it?  You're not getting anything.  The fact is

that the buses -- are very -- cannot be accessible for disabled people. It's an outrage.

Jack Lindblad

Well, I won't do my Elvis, but I'm Jack Lindblad.  And I hear your comments about the disabled access and the eminent domain. The problem that we have in California, in the world -- we're making 

the most progress in Los Angeles thanks to a very proactive transit mayor.  He's bringing our global greenhouse gases into line and reducing them and reducing them and so forth.  We have to 

meet a deadline by 2020 because at that point funding is going to be cut off.  We're going to be in a very difficult situation if we don't meet our global greenhouse gas reduction in 2020 AB32. LRT 

does it.  Van Nuys Boulevard did it.  So for the same reasons that Metro has chosen the Van Nuys Boulevard with some small part that we've added throughout the neighborhood councils and the 

entire East San Fernando District north and south of 16 neighborhood councils that we've coalesced into a Facebook page.  And we have about an eighth of the likes on the Metro official study 

page, so we're very proud of that. One of the things is that Metro I think really has a very good responsibility here of showing the financial capability as a screening criteria because we've all 

demonstrated political will here tonight.  And even though we're kind of top-heavy with electives, volunteers, and paid electives, but basically elected officials and staff from Metro is that, you 

know, we put up all of the screening criteria, community input, economic land use development, economic environmental benefits.  But the financial capability has to be explored in as great or 

greater depth because this is a project that costs about ten times as much as one of the projects. So it isn't -- it's almost like putting up a false flag.  So you have Project A and Project B.  But Project 

B only costs ten percent, but it's got built in BRT creep.  In other words, a bus rapid transit that has been acknowledged across the Americas -- LRT is the best choice.

Jose Juarez

All right.  Well, I mean, I have no  prestigious titles to my name.  And I've been to several of these meetings before, and I cannot stress the importance of building a light rail transit out here 

because the citizens of the San Fernando Valley -- whenever they see a bus rail transit, they don't see a cheap innovative way to travel.  They see a community that -- or, like, a city council or a city 

that didn't want to invest enough in their citizens to build a more efficient way to get around. I think the bus rail transit is a joke because it's just -- it's not appealing to somebody who wants to try 

using public transportation.  So I feel like it's a bit upsetting to see as few people here as there is because I know way too many people that -- around my community that constantly complain about 

how difficult it is to get from one side of the valley to the other, so it's very disappointing.  And it just goes to show me that   people don't care enough about the subject because it's not present. 

You know, one is -- it's not around.  It's not in  eyesight.  So if a light rail transit were to be built, it would definitely promote a lot more prosperity in each community, and it would be a lot easier 

for everybody to want to just take -- use public transportation as the alternative instead of cars.  So I feel like it's very important that we build a light rail transit.  And I mean, it's -- I cannot stress 

that enough. It's just -- it's a joke that one of the largest metropolitan cities in the world has as bad of a transportation system as Los Angeles does, so I think something desperately needs to be 

done.  And I mean, I wish there was a more -- a better way to connect the -- the -- the line to -- like the Red Line, say, or, like, provide some sort of easier connection to the greater Los Angeles area 

or -- or downtown.  So I mean, that's my  two cents.

Sergio Ibarra

Good evening.  My name is Sergio Ibarra, and I'm the president of the Arleta Neighborhood Council. I've been a long-time resident of Arleta, and I want to say welcome to Arleta.  Thank you for 

coming. We're here today.  I'm here today speaking -- a supporter of LTR (sic), the light rail project.  It's time  for the City of Los Angeles and Metro to really explore in investing in the San Fernando 

Valley. We send our tax dollars to Measure R to transit projects.  It's time for Metro to really commit to giving us a top quality transportation system in the San Fernando Valley.  That's why I did 

not support Measure J because this project was not on -- on the list of projects that would receive additional funding. I ask Metro really truly explore the possibilities of really funding this project.  I 

keep hearing from Metro that it's going to cost extra money to place a rail yard and a maintenance yard in the San Fernando Valley.  Well, guess what, folks?  We want investment in the San 

Fernando Valley -- in the northeast San Fernando Valley because that means jobs. We want jobs.  We want development.  We want services that we need here in the San Fernando Valley.  I want a 

Starbucks at the corner and places where our youth here from Arleta High School can go there and do their homework and create communities. The other thing I'm asking for is on the map, you 

state that there's going to be a station in front of Arleta High School.  I would be opposed to a station at Arleta High School.  I would recommend that the station be located on Van Nuys Boulevard 

and Woodman, our commercial heart of Arleta.  And again, thank you for coming out and supporting the top quality -- thank you for coming out and supporting the top quality transportation 

system that we need.  And we want to connect it from Mission College to UCLA.  We want our students to go to UCLA in 37 minutes.
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John Hernandez

Great.  Thank you.  Good evening.  My name is John Hernandez.  I'm with the Pacoima Neighborhood  Council as well as Arleta Neighborhood Council. I'm also a small business owner on the Van 

Nuys Corridor in Pacoima. I'm a proponent personally for the LRT program. I think it will bring that visibility, that presence, the beautification that we need in the northeast San Fernando Valley.  In 

addition to that, we also -- like Sergio Ibarra stated earlier, we need the opportunity to  move the kids from this community into more affluent areas:  UCLA , Loyola, USC.  In the evenings, 

unfortunately there is no Metro going to Mission College at night, so we definitely -- there is an opportunity there as well. Hopefully -- the Metro has also done studies with other communities that 

have the same demographics as ours   like Pasadena, Highland Park, Lincoln Park just to name a few.  So thank you for the opportunity to speak this evening and have a good night.

Robert Gardner

I just wanted to say that I do believe that the train should go -- extend to Mission College and the medical center.  And also wanted to point out what  they were saying about how they have to go 

all the way downtown just to get, like, a senior or disabled bus pass. And I understand where they're coming from because I have to go all the way downtown just to get a student pass. And there's 

only two Metro places that I know.  It's the one downtown and one in Crenshaw Baldwin Hills Plaza that people can physically go. So I think that you guys should look into the possibility of having 

another Metro center maybe somewhere near the Van Nuys Courthouse so people can have easier access to get their disabled pass, senior pass, school pass.  I think it will be much easier because 

there's nowhere that you can go in the valley.  And I believe -- you know, if you're going to create this massive project, going to have all these commuters, you should have at least one more 

location where people can go so they can have it easier to access these discounted passes.  That's it.

Bart Reed

Hi, I'm Bart Reed, executive director of the Transit Coalition, and I run the California State University Northridge Transportation Tiger Team.  This East San Fernando Valley Transit project light rail 

option is probably the most important element that will ever be presented into the San Fernando Valley.  Bear in mind that until 1952, we actually had rail transit on Van Nuys Boulevard from 

Chandler to Parthenia at one point, but then it was shortened to Sherman Way.  But we always had rail transit on Van Nuys Boulevard from 1912 to 1952. This isn't new.  This is why Van Nuys 

Boulevard is so wide.  It has been there -- accommodated transit for whatever the years were -- between 1912 and 1952, and it's  important. Side comment:  We are also working on night and 

weekend bus service to get to Cal State Northridge.  We're  looking for supporters on that.  That's one element. We're also working with Jason Ackerman to improve the service on Balboa 

Boulevard.    Back to the transit on Van Nuys Boulevard, light rail is the most cost effective option.  Bear in mind that each light rail train car can carry about 150 people -- in a three-car train, about 

500 people.  Compare that to the capacity of the roads, which is only about 500 an hour per  lane.  So you don't really have that much road capacity. So if you can be carrying several thousand 

people+D28 an hour on light rail, you're increasing the capacity of the road.  Even though the road might have to get narrowed a little bit, it actually makes the road more cost effective for the 

citizens. There's no eminent domain involved despite misstatements from some people.  I don't know how you eminent domain city streets that used to have rail line in it anyway, but there's 

bizarre ideas here.  Thank you very much.

Tony Warte

Hi, I'm Tony Warte.  I'm a resident of Arleta.  And I'm happy that you are looking at the Van Nuys Boulevard Corridor and San Fernando Road Corridor for this project. I'm in favor of light rail transit 

because I am a daily rider of Metro.  I work in East Hollywood, so I take the Red Line, the Orange Line, and either the 233 or 761. So I am very familiar with other modes of transit here including the 

Gold Lines I ride occasionally. I've been reading about past histories on other projects, and I'm kind of disappointed as to how the Orange Line came out and the outcome of it.  And I wish it was 

light rail.  I don't want to see the same thing happen to Van Nuys Boulevard, San Fernando Road.  And I want to see that as a combined project with the -- with the Sepulveda Pass subway corridor 

down to the west side. And just this evening on my way here -- I usually don't get home until, like, late evening.  But apparently -- I checked the next trip, and I noticed that there was a 40, 50-

minute gap in 761 service.  So I was forced to take the 233 bus. And it's a five-and-a-half -- five-and-a-half mile trip from the Orange Line at Oxnard all the way up here.  It took 50 minutes.  And it 

was horrendous because that bus itself -- the driver -- he was probably frustrated himself.  He had to handle not only the 233 stops and the riders but also the 761 riders. And there's definitely a lot 

of -- a lot of transit dependent people on that corridor that are depending on the service, and light rail definitely is a lot more dependable.  It's a lot more reliable.  You can be serving the existing 

25,000 riders that currently use the 233 and 761. At the same time, you're also going to get the discretionary riders.  And that's a bonus because this light rail line -- if it is light rail -- will be very 

successful from day one.  Thank you.
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Van Nuys CC (Written)

Date First Name Last Name Organization Address Comment

3/27/2013 Freddy Cortes  
1733 Sherman Way 

Lake Balboa 91406

Dash (LADOT) and Metro should merge and thus save us taxpayers some dollars hard to come by in this national 

economy that hurts the poor!

3/27/2013 Beth Brody  14141 Ventura Blvd 

Sherman Oaks 91423

I am with an apartment developer/owner and we have many buildings in the SFV. Van Nuys Blvd is a major transit 

street (the hub of Panorama City at Van Nuys and Roscoe) and we'd love a transit line down Van Nuys Blvd! Improve 

transportation to all of the SFV!

3/27/2013 Chris Carrera
14751 Lassen St 

Mission Hills 91345

The light rail transit is the best option. It will move the most people and have the best opportunity to have more 

people switch to transit and increase ridership. The maintenance facility should be in Pacoima or Van Nuys. This line 

needs to be planned in conjunction with the 405/Sepulveda Pass Project. 

3/27/2013 N/A N/A

Van Nuys Blvd is very narrow between Laurel Canyon Blvd and San Fernando Rd. How to handle? No Tops!! Must 

start/terminate Sepulveda/Ventura!! Must go to Foothill! Put bike lanes on Van Nuys and Truman in not there already. 

Most important: route. 

3/27/2013 Dolores Tukich  
14937 Greenleaf St. 

Sherman Oaks 91403 Light Rail

3/27/2013 Jerry Martin VNNC/Rail PAC 5700 Etiwanda Ave #151 

Tarzana 91356

I am try to push for a bus plaza/transit hub for Van Nuys Amtrak Station. Need to improve connection between Metro, 

LADOT, Metrolink, Amtrak and possible new transit services. My Neighbor Council wants to see better service. I hope 

to work with Metro/LADOT etc.. 

3/27/2013 Malcolm Klugman
109 N. Screenland Dr #D 

Burbank 915050

Before your major project, how about continuing the 734 Rapid bus farther down Sepulveda Blvd. It could run all the 

way to LAX or stop at the Expo Sepulveda Stop when completed. This bus should run every 15 minutes. It’s a long run, 

but so are the 460 and 720 buses and they are very successful. One year trial. 

3/27/2013 Miriam Fogler

PO Box 4706

We need better efficient busses get you around. Ask Donna Pearman (818) 645-4312. There's an awful lot of traffic if 

Van Nuys Blvd especially when you get up to the  GM Plants, shopping center past the Sepulveda tracks. Mr. Davis said 

San Fernando would need first the study for the LRT or BRT. How is San Fernando going to the...? The industrialized 

area where there's manufacturing. There needs to be a report if eminent domain is used. TSM- Very good. The best. 

why not use Sepulveda only to lessen the traffic over the Sepulveda Pass. We need it there not on Van Nuys Blvd. BRT 

and LRT. Chuck says we need transportation for those 38,000 riders. 18,000 will get off on Sepulveda and Ventura how 

do they get around. 

3/27/2013 Algandra Palma
6706 Bakman Ave 

N. Hollywood 91606 

I believe the light train rail option is best for the San Fernando Valley. Since it is faster and will allow bus riders to get 

to their destination as well. I believe it will lead to less congestion, less traffic, and less use of cars. It will encourage 

people to use the train and or bicycles  as well. I believe  a bicycle should be placed on the path as the light train rail. 

Thank you Metro for putting this project forward. 
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Van Nuys CC (Spoken)

First Name Last Name Comment

Raul Bocanegra

I don't want to take all of two minutes.  I'll be brief.  Just very quickly, I appreciate the turnout of the Neighborhood Council members and I also see the 

attendance of folks from Cal State Northridge, and I was a former professor there at Northridge.  There's a couple of students here and part of my 

motto in that class was that transportation planners, urban planners, and planners will change the world. This project has an opportunity to be a real 

game changer for the San Fernando Valley.  I look forward to both alternatives being detailed and studied.  I encourage you to give the utmost 

consideration to the Light Rail alternative, but I'm going to have an open mind to that, but I believe the Light Rail option is something that will have a 

real game-changing character, a transformative nature here than in the Northeast San Fernando Valley.  We need some equity, much like other places 

in Los Angeles who have a Gold Line and a Blue Line.  I think it's time for the San Fernando Valley to enter the 21st Century with a good, quality 

transportation system. Also, we want to work with Metro.  We'd like to see very little disruption of the businesses that might be affected in either 

option. And lastly, on the maintenance yard location, we'd like to have more information on that, what kinds of jobs, the number of people, the types 

of impacts that might have to the surrounding area. It's my pleasure to be here and I look forward to the rest of the comments.

Wesley Hernandez

Good afternoon, everybody.  Thank you, Metro and City staff for inviting us all here. Assembly Member Bocanegra and community stakeholders, while 

Councilmember Koretz has not weighed in on a preferred alternative for the San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor, we do request that Metro study 

seamlessly connecting the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor and the Sepulveda Pass Transit Corridor. This is especially timely since I know that 

Metro is currently working on a plan to accelerate the Measure R funding for second and third decade projects, which includes the Sepulveda Pass 

project.  Both of these projects are of great interest to our office and our constituents because they will provide a desperately needed north-south 

connection between the San Fernando Valley and the employment hubs within the Fifth Council District, which include Century City and UCLA.  On any 

given day, 350,000 plus trips are taken through the Sepulveda Pass Corridor.  Metro and the City of Los  Angeles must have the foresight to plan for this 

region's future needs, regardless of any conditions, fiscal or otherwise. I commend Metro for the fantastic job that you have done in noticing the public 

release for the Transit corridor and I hope that transparency continues. Thank you.

Gabriela Marquez

Good afternoon. My name is Gabriela Marquez and I'm here from the office of Congressman Tony Cardenas.  I would like to thank you all for coming 

here and I wanted to add that I was at the first meeting that Metro put together and my interest was to come and hear the constituents' concerns, the 

questions that were being brought up, and I relayed that message to the Congressman and after a brief conversation, his interest is obviously the 

community's -- you know, he has the community's interests at heart. With that, he knows that there's a particular strength and that there's a lot of 

things involved in planning something and getting this project done.  He's supportive of the -- he was supportive of the BRT project and now as 

Assembly Member Bocanegra said, we also believe and he supports the idea that the San Fernando Valley deserves a better and more futuristic plan of 

transportation, a mode of transportation. If there's anything else that he would like to add to that, I'm sure he'll relay the message to me and I'll be sure 

to connect to anyone; and our office is open to any comments or anything that you guys would like to ask us.  And that's it for my part.  Thank you.
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Bob Anderson

Hi.  I'm Bob Anderson.  I'm with the Sherman Oaks Homeowners' Association.  We support smart transit.  Sherman Oaks is a very crowded area.  We 

just want the study to prove to us that this is smart transit.  The real north-south traffic problem does occur in the Valley, but the biggest problem is 

getting over the hill to the Westside.  There are huge amounts of traffic.  There are no bus lines that go there except the one that goes to the UCLA 

campus and wanders around, so there is really nowhere for the people exiting this project at Ventura Boulevard to go if they want to go over the hill 

and that's a serious problem, and Wesley brought up that this project does have to seamlessly integrate with an over-the-hill project or this project 

really accomplishes very little. So as part of this study, you should look at other alternatives of getting people over the hill that can be coupled with this 

project on a short-term basis since the project over the hill is way in the future, if at all.  So you must look at a seamless connection in your study; and if 

you cannot somehow identify how a connection will be made over the hill, you should note that in the study and note the impacts of that and maybe 

consider the No Build option, under the hill, over, however you get there. The Bus Rapid Transit route on Van Nuys Boulevard switches from dedicated 

to mixed flow in the most crowded part of Van Nuys Boulevard for one of the options and that has to be studied carefully to see what the actual 

impacts are.  I noted the differences between transit times for bus and light rail and they were very close and that's probably only due to the buses 

having to be in mixed-flow traffic. The other thing is that the study should prove to the people in the Environmental Impact Report -- The project should 

not reduce the net flow of people on any street that the project occupies.

Dennis Hindman

Hi.  My name is Dennis Hindman. The flexibility of bus operations needs to be part of the evaluation.  Multiple bus routes can be run on a BRT bus line, 

each not having to make the same stops, decreasing the odds of bus overloading at stations while also making headways possible. Where the majority 

of the potential transit users want to go also needs to be considered.  Even with the completion of the Sepulveda Pass project, more transit riders using 

the Van Nuys Boulevard Corridor will likely head towards the North Hollywood Subway Station rather than UCLA or Century City where the workers 

tend to have higher paying jobs that require more education, making them financially capable of still preferring to drive rather than taking Transit. BRT 

along Van Nuys Boulevard has the potential to make a faster and more direct connection to the Red Line by having every other bus route and every 

other bus turn into the Orange Line bus and then head directly to the last stop across from the subway.  This also puts more service where it's needed 

on the Orange Line between the subway station on Van Nuys Boulevard and north of the Orange Line on Van Nuys Boulevard. For increased safety, 

bicycles need to be separated from vehicles and in much greater mass and speed, which also encourages more people to cycle.  Any length within a 

route that exceeds the tolerance from stress for people to ride a bicycle effectively makes the entire route too stressful for them to ride.  Putting bike 

lines on only a portion of Van Nuys Boulevard would make this route useful for less than 1 percent of the adult population who are traffic tolerant. 

Transit combined -- obtained a 1.1 percent waiver portion of the overall transportation commuting mode share in L.A. from 2005 to 2007, yet the mode 

share for bicycle increased about 36 percent of what Transit did in this time period, and the city was only averaging I think about six to eight miles of 

bikeways a year.  For the last year and a half, L.A. has been installing bikeways at the rate of about six times what the average has been of these 

previous years.  Bicycling needs to become more effective on Van Nuys Boulevard for a large portion of the population to use it.  Thank you.
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Miriam Fogler

Before we look at all these proposed alternatives, I talked to Mr. Davis of late.  I've been coming to a number of meetings.  I'm getting more familiar 

with the thing. The fact is that they don't have the EIR or the EIS thing.  They don't give you in-depth study of what this is going to do to all the people 

that are going to be impacted along the whole thoroughfare here and how it's going to affect the ridership and cars, how it's going to affect the bikes.  I 

just don't see how you can put the cart before the horse if you don't have the information first.  I think that the people should be scrutinizing this and 

wondering maybe we should put in the TSM to carry us to make gradual improvements.  Let's do this little by little instead of doing it all at once and 

spending billions of dollars where -- where is this thing going to be feasible and practical for us, especially for people who are disabled, seniors, people 

who ride bikes, people who still want to drive their cars? We have to look at all these angles.  So please, before you consider putting the BRT or LRT in, 

look at -- look at what we can afford.  Okay?  We can't put the cart before the horse.  We need to be rational and reasonable of what's going on, what's 

happening here, because if we don't, then, you know, what we're doing is wasting our tax dollars.  You understand me?  You understand? What we 

need to do is hold a little at a time, get the consensus from all the businesses, the industry, because they need these maintenance yards.  We need to 

have an evaluation of how they -- 'cause they have the power of eminent domain, if people don't want to sell their property at market value, which he 

has told me that they will do that.  They can also bring in, you know, low-income housing, affordable housing. All that is at stake.  Thank you.

Beth Brody

Hi.  I'm Beth Brody.  I'm with B.W. Brody Affiliated Companies.  I work for a real estate apartment developer, an investor in the San Fernando Valley.  

We have a bunch of apartments in the San Fernando Valley and, therefore, are very excited about improving the transportation to and from the Valley 

and within the Valley itself. The reason I'm here is just to mention that, you know, when looking at the different alternatives in terms of the light rail, it 

goes directly down Ventura Boulevard; and with the bus line, it kind of curves and goes down Sepulveda.  The only thing is going to Ventura and Van 

Nuys Boulevard is also a very busy intersection and I think that that would be a really good area to also let the bus go down to, but of course it depends 

on the studies you guys do.  So thank you for all the work you guys will be inputting and everything you will be doing to try to get this to the Valley.  We 

appreciate all the hard work that everyone at Metro and the City is doing for all the people in the Valley.  I know that our best interests are in your 

heart.  So thank you.

Ron Ziff

Thank you.  Ron Ziff.  I'm from Sherman Oaks Neighborhood Council.  We encourage you to build this system and get the most for our money. Other 

major transit programs in other cities recognize two different needs, the need to move people short distances and long distances.  There's no problem 

right now moving people short distances.  The invitation to this meeting gave us nine bus lines that travel right here.  There is a need, a tremendous 

need, for moving long distances.  Your own figures show 500,000 people going through the Sepulveda Pass every day, another 100,000 going through 

the canyons, a total of 600,000.  That's one out of every seven people in the entire city of Los Angeles and there's no public bus transportation.  The 

Sepulveda Pass is the most traveled corridor in the entire country. The need is to bring the bus or the street car down to Ventura Boulevard and 

continue somehow over the pass to destinations like Century City, LAX, Culver City Transit Center, the Expo Line.  The problem with these proposals is 

they don't go beyond Ventura Boulevard. The result right now with all the systems is that we have all these people who want to get over, we have a 

three-hour traffic jam every single morning that impacts every major road in the Valley and many of the residential streets.  A system that doesn't go 

beyond Ventura Boulevard is a bridge to nowhere.
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David Garfinkle

My name is David Garfinkle.  I'm president of the Tarzana Property Owners' Association and a member of the Tarzana Neighborhood Council.  That's 

information, identification only.  I'm speaking for myself at this point.  You've already heard and I'm sure you're going to hear many more times the 

absolutely critical need to tie whatever choice you make into the cross-hill Sepulveda Corridor.  So I'll just add my vote to that and go into other things. 

I think that in addition to coordinating with that, you need to coordinate with whatever other projects may be coming down the pike that would affect 

this or which could most -- could coordinate with it.  I think that as an example that you're not responsible for but not tying the cross-Sepulveda transit 

into the current 405 Freeway construction was a terrible mistake.  It's just going to tie up traffic in that area two different times for years at a time. Let 

me talk a little bit about time.  The three years that you're planning for construction is just too much.  I think that whatever you need to do should 

minimize the impact on businesses and on current users of transportation in that corridor. Take the repair of the freeways after the Northridge 

Earthquake as an example.  That was done expeditiously, very quickly, perhaps a little more expensive in period -- dollars per period of time, but it was 

least disruptive and I think you need to think very closely about how to shorten the time so that you minimize the impact on those people that would 

be 

affected. Thank you.

Robert Gardner

Hi.  Hello, everyone.  My name is Robert Gardner. The first comment I have, I believe that there should be a stop at Burbank Boulevard.  Even though I 

know they're close, the Orange Line and then Burbank Boulevard, they're really close, but I believe there should be a stop at Burbank Boulevard 

because once you get toward the Chandler Estates area, there's only two lanes.  So I think the train should submerge and then shoot straight down to 

Ventura area. Also, I just wanted to say that if we're not going to have a light rail train down Van Nuys Boulevard, then I personally believe that you 

shouldn't even do anything, because it's either light rail or nothing because as a frequent passenger of the bus -- of the Orange Line busway, it's just -- it 

just makes me so mad that if I had a car, I wouldn't even bother with it.  I mean, I'm tired of being squished.  I'm tired of having two or three buses pass 

me by.  I'm tired of seeing people with bikes having to wait almost -- having to wait for like three buses in the middle of the night because they can't 

put their bikes on the bus and there's no room and it's just a bad situation, and a No Build option is not an option.  We -- this project is going to be 

worth every penny and I believe that everyone should come together.  Whether Van Nuys, Sherman Oaks, Pacoima, no matter what neighborhood you 

live in, everybody should come together and everybody should realize that this project is important and we can work this out in a meaningful manner, 

you know.  So everybody, you know, keep up the good work, Metro.  You guys are doing a great job.  Everybody, submit your comments and support 

light rail.

Chuck Betz

Yes.  I think we're putting the cart before the horse in this project.  We are going to make a bad situation a lot worse for a much longer period of time if 

we follow this procedure because the problem isn't getting around the Valley.  It's getting over the hill --  -- and you're going to bring people from 

Antelope Valley that are going to get off the commuter trains and come down this corridor to go over the mountain and you're going to get to 

Sepulveda Boulevard and Ventura Boulevard, which is an F-rated intersection, and you're going to bring not the whole 38,000 passengers because 

some of them will get off before; but if only half of them go down there, you're going to have 18,000 people get down to Ventura and Sepulveda, and 

where are they going to go?  You're going -- you can't put more buses on the freeway.  A bus going up over the mountain probably goes 10 miles an 

hour and that's going to back up the other traffic. When they get down to Sepulveda and Ventura Boulevard, they're not going to have a car. They're 

not going to have any other way to get over the mountain except a bus, and so -- and the under the mountain was supposed to be finished in 2030, but 

on Wednesday night at our homeowners' meeting, they said it's not going to be done until 2039.  How many people are going to be around then?  A lot 

of the people in this room won't be around and we'll have to put up with that problem.  So I think you need to reconsider that.  Thank you.
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Jose Palma

I'm Jose Palma.  I'm part of The Transit Coalition Tiger Team and first of all, I wanted to address the fact that population is continuing to grow in this 

Valley.  If we don't do anything to move this population out of this Valley, because word will come around anywhere, even if people come from the 

Antelope Valley, even if people come from Ventura, we still need a way to move people around. We can't just be waiting to build more freeways and 

expect that to be a solution.  There's going to be more cars and more pollution.  You have to think a little outside the box and think of it more as an 

investment. America was an investment in a way of coming into this new land and creating new dreams and hopes, and I think when it comes to 

building new transitions like this light rail option, I think it's very important for this community, especially San Fernando Valley. When it comes to 

community building, there's a term in planning called TOD, Transportation Oriented Development, but there's also one they should also analyze which 

is TOC, Transportation Operating Community. So when it comes to that, you want to encourage people to live closer to transit so there's an option 

when it comes to not using a car for less pollution.  You want to encourage other businesses to also develop around that TOD or TOC.  You want to 

encourage people to make sure that they can not only give up their car and also take Metro but also use the bike.  You want to ensure that there's bike 

options on the Metro.  You want to ensure there is racks.  You want to ensure that there's bike lanes on Van Nuys. Doing this, you're also lowering the 

amount of cars that are on the street, meaning there's less chances for traffic and collisions and also a chance for cleaning up the environment.  You 

have to take that into consideration as well. This is a huge investment that I think is going to be paying off so much better.  There's just so much 

opportunities when it comes to investing in your community, especially with light rail.  There's nothing for BRT.  Orange Line did not work for me.

Pat O'Connor

I'm very disgusted because as usual, he poor people at the far northeast end of the San Fernando Valley are again overlooked.  I have resided in 

Pacoima for over four decades and I have seen every bus line killed, changed, modified, and ended, and now you're just repeating that pattern because 

I have checked over your thing here and I see there is no stop with your -- either proposal for Paxton Avenue where we have a major shopping center, 

and I worked with Alex Padilla to get that installed so the people can have jobs in that poverty neighborhood.  You also will not have a stop on 

Woodman.  That's another major shopping center.  The gigantic supermarket is there which takes many residents of Pacoima to shop there. The second 

thing is be that as it may, 'cause you will do what you want no matter what we say, I would suggest you keep it a bus because -- Pacoima has worked 

very hard to beautify.  They have a brand-new center divider in the middle of Van Nuys Boulevard under the program of Beautify Pacoima, which I also 

worked with a few years ago.  You'd have to tear all that out. Sepulveda Boulevard is actually wider and would have room for a two-lane rail track if this 

is indeed going to be on tracks you're going to have coming and going.  You're going to relegate Van Nuys Boulevard to a simple one-lane forward and 

coming if you do the installation of a rail in the middle of that boulevard. You're going to create more traffic. People need their cars because they take 

their groceries home, they lug their laundry to the Laundromat. We cannot do that on a bicycle.  We can barely do it on a bus, but at least it is possible 

with a stroller carriage. So, again, I resent that Pacoima residents are again being overlooked.  Again, people who need to get to Glen Oaks and Foothill 

are out in the cold. And I have a question:  Does this plan eliminate the 561 Red Rapid?  
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Doug Arseneault

Thank you.  Good afternoon.  My name is Doug Arseneault with the Valley Industry and Commerce Association, representing more than 380 businesses 

who pay millions of dollars through Measure R and other measures into our transit system.  VICA looks forward to the development of the East San 

Fernando Valley Transit Corridor through the cities of San Fernando and Sherman Oaks. In development of the EIR, we request three major aspects are 

addressed.  First, route, including which route provides the best access for customers, the ridership of existing bus lines along each route, and whether 

there's a need to ease crowding in which lines? What regional landmarks, government offices, and economic centers of activity are along each route?  

Which route provides the best connectivity to current systems, including the Red Line and Orange Line, as well as future transit projects, including the 

Sepulveda Pass Corridor?  What are the environmental benefits of these higher ridership, reduced crowding, and reduced distances for customers to 

connect to these major centers of activity? The second aspect is the type of vehicle and what the environmental benefits are in terms of ridership 

capacity, speed and frequency of service of BRT, LRT, and HRT.  Regarding costs, VICA would like an analysis of the construction costs of each 

alternative and what alternative provides the best cost recovery.  Which alternative will be most attractive to riders and to private investment in case a 

PPP is considered? Overall, we request that the study compare if each alternative will prevent the issues that are associated with the San Fernando 

Valley's only other major Transit system, the Metro Orange Line.  VICA would like to prevent the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor from the 

overcrowded, high-traffic levels, and slow speed that trouble Orange Line drivers and discourage ridership. We look forward to answers to these 

questions that have importance to Valley residents and businesses.

Freddy Cortes

Good afternoon.  Years ago, I was in a group from East L.A. and it was a community group that studied the new train coming in from Union Station to 

Atlantic.  The issues that were mentioned here today such as businesses being taken over or being offered compensation for the real estate and all 

that, we looked at those and now, as you know, the train is already in operation.  At that time, I belonged and I'm still a member of the Bus Riders' 

Union and the discussion that I heard the members having was, Is it buses versus light rail? And that was the big problem that Metro had, trying to 

secure funding from the Federal government.  Now I'm looking at my notes here and I noticed that we are commenting on what Metro is doing because 

it's a mandate from the Federal government, but the question I have is the City of Los Angeles also has some buses that are running and that's LADOT, 

the Department of Transportation, but have they been considered?  That's one of the questions I have. Another question we have is the traffic that 

comes from, as previous speakers said, Pacoima and other places going north and south.  Has the private driver been considered, how heavy the traffic 

is?  Also, there seems to be a concern about carpools. So that be would be my question.  Thank you.

Jason Ackerman

All right.  So my name is Jason Ackerman.  I'm with the Encino Neighborhood Council. I have lived in this Valley all my life.  I want to briefly touch on the 

five points I made at the last presentation, which is, one, this project has to link up with the Sepulveda Pass Corridor; two, it has to be light rail; three is 

that we have to look at extending the study area farther north to include Mission College and Olive View Medical Center.  So that way, when we 

eventually get this train to UCLA, we can have students going from UCLA to UCLA Olive View Medical Center on the train. And there's a lot of concern 

about cost and cost-effectiveness.  Well, I've looked at a couple of studies and it turns out that per passenger mile, light rail is cheaper.  It's a much 

steeper initial investment, but it is a much better long-term return on that investment. It is also a much more attractive form of transportation.  I know 

a lot of people who will only take the train and they always complain that L.A. doesn't have mass transit.  Why?  Because we're not New York and we 

don't have subways every other block.  And then I point out to them, Well, you put two Manhattans in the San Fernando Valley and it costs ridiculous 

amounts of money, but we definitely need light rail on Van Nuys.  We definitely need to turn the Orange Line into light rail, and this investment in a 

storage yard is step one in making that happen and we need to keep pushing, we need to keep investing so we can push this thing under the Sepulveda 

Pass, not over, and we need to connect it to UCLA and the Expo Line and eventually the Crenshaw and Green Lines. Thank you very much.
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Juanita Palma
My name is Juanita Palma.  I am very happy with the new project that's going to take place, especially for the light train because with this, there's going 

to be less traffic, less accidents, pollution as well. This is a good solution for all the students that go to school and for us that we take the bus.  This is 

going to be good.  I would like it for the -- I would like it for the future if they could extend it to UCLA. Thank you very much.  

Noel Barajas

Hello.  My name is Noel Barajas.  I'm with State Senator Padilla's office. The one thing that the State Senator has seen, we've been promoting efficiency 

and moving people throughout the Valley, but -- which this project is one of its purposes; but as pointed out, the Sepulveda Pass Project is also part of 

the measure.  So not only do we have to consider getting them to the southern end of the Valley for what will happen to them there, but likewise if this 

project becomes a BRT project which only handles 75 people, what will happen when the Sepulveda Pass Project is a light rail and leaves 300 

passengers at the southern end of the Valley?  How are they going to get up to the northern end of the Valley?  BRT bus, you would need four buses for 

every train in order to get those 300 passengers out of the Sherman Oaks/Studio City area out to the northern end of Pacoima/Sylmar area. So I think 

we definitely need to look at the big picture not only of one route individually but both routes and how they're going to function with the whole Metro 

system. In addition, people are talking about our taxpayer money.  Yes, that's correct, Measure R was passed.  We are currently being taxed taxpayer 

money for these projects, so if -- whatever we do, if we choose not to do anything, then we are basically paying for no projects being built in the Valley 

and all our taxpayer money is going to projects in other parts of the County, be it the Subway to the Sea, the Crenshaw line, expansion of East L.A., so 

that's the other thing to think about as residents.  Are we wanting nothing to improve our public transit in the Valley and our resources to be given to 

other projects in the other parts of the county? Thank you.

Chris Carrera
Okay.  I just wanted to sort of reiterate some of the good ideas I've already heard today.  This needs to be a light rail, not bus.  It needs to be light rail.  

It needs to be connected to the 405 project, under or through the mountain. And there was a stop that's listed at around Arleta High School and it 

really would be better around Woodman. So I'm not sure I could actually add anything else to that.  Thank you.

Quirino de la Cuesta

I was born and raised in L.A. and I've seen the gradual changes at L.A. because it's becoming a more -- before, it was a car-centric society, but now 

we've changed because of an increase in density, also the environment, and I would like to see light rail because I think it shows that -- what we do with 

light rail, you can see what's happening in downtown L.A. with Hollywood, with Koreatown.  It's -- it's -- it really increases growth and investment and 

money because it really is an important step toward the future of L.A. and I think it's also for the future, for the youth to be involved in this process, 

because I really like the way you guys have been doing this, as being more transparent to the community for the reason that, you know, that everybody 

can get involved and I really appreciate it. And also, I am doing a documentary about urban planning, design and architecture and I think this is a perfect 

storm that could happen.  It could be a -- it could make L.A. a world-class city and I would like to ask Mr. Davis and hopefully Jody if they would be 

interested in being interviewed for this documentary I'm working on.

Lynn Bronstein

Some years ago, a journalist asked members of the L.A. City Council if they used public transit.  The ones who deemed to reply said they sometimes did, 

but mostly they used their cars because they said, "We would never get anywhere on time if we did it."  This does not speak well to the public transit 

that we have been using, and as a lifelong user of public transit, I would urge the Metro officials and people working on this project to travel 

themselves at peak hours or late at night and experience what I have experienced and what other people have experienced: having to wait a long time 

at a stop, having to get connectivity and having to race to make sure that you get the last one on time; you know, experience what the density of traffic 

is like on a street like Van Nuys Boulevard that you're considering where, you know, is there going to be room for either a light rail or a bus and for the 

stations with the pedestrian traffic? Consider the safety factors.  Consider yes, we do need to go over the hill because I need to get from Van Nuys to 

Westwood on a regular basis and it takes over an hour.  Consider all of these factors as you yourself travel and ask yourself if it makes you 

uncomfortable, how much more uncomfortable it is probably making everyone. So keep all these things in mind as you are planning this project.  Thank 

you.
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Nate Zablen

Good evening.  I'm Nate Zablen and I'm with the Southern California Transit Advocates and I'm speaking for myself. I'm looking to the various 

alternatives. Whether it's bus or rail, the important thing is not so much whether bus or rail, but can you improve on the Orange Line?  Can you make it 

better than the Expo Line? For example, you have an Orange Line that has its right-of-way, but it doesn't have signal priorities. It has to stop at a lot of 

intersections and has to slow down to a crawl at other intersections.  So the time that you save being on the Orange Line compared to a Rapid Bus is 

not very much and it's a very crowded bus. So if you have a bus lane on Van Nuys Boulevard, you have to have the signal priority.  You have to work 

with the City of Los Angeles so that people on a bus or a train will have more priority than people -- individual people in a car, and that's -- I know that's 

very difficult; but in the meantime, you have to work with the City to get that to optimize the transit that you have. Ideally, light rail would be great, but 

I know funding is going to be a problem because Proposition J just didn't make it.  So we may be stuck with a bus line or a bus option, but the important 

thing, like a lot of these people have said, is it has to connect with the Sepulveda Pass.  You don't want hundreds of people stranded on Ventura 

Boulevard and Sepulveda waiting to connect to go to UCLA or to visit the Getty Center or Skirball museum.  There's a lot of traffic there. So you have to 

think -- it has to be more than just the Valley.  It has to include connections to the Westside, particularly the Sepulveda Pass, the museums, and to 

UCLA.  So that's very important. So I think in the meantime before we have this light rail or the bus line, you have to make improvements right now on 

Van Nuys Boulevard.  You have to improve the bus stops.  You have to work with the City so that, for example, the bus stop here on Calvert -- rather, 

Aetna is horrible.  They need improvement.  They need better benches, better furniture, to make it attractive for all people.

Jack Lindblad

Well, again, I'm Jack Lindblad and this is a reality that we've projected in our campaign for Assembly for years.  Going back to 2008, especially in 2010, 

part of my campaign was to ask folks in the Assembly District whether they would like light rail down Van Nuys Boulevard; and with no money in the 

campaign, against all the corporate interests, and getting the money out of politics, people resounded with 22 percent of the vote in 2010.  Right after 

that, I believe Metro took up the cause and started to scope -- started preliminary studies, and that's where we are right now in a preliminary scoping 

environment that are two projects weighed against each other, not similar in cost.  So one weighs ten times as more costly as the other.  We have 

Federal mechanisms to finance this, the MAP-21 in America Fast-Forward, and I'm sure folks know more, too.  So part of Metro's programming effort 

has to include the means, methods, and practices of financing this. So we also have a social complement.  We have 1.4 million or so people in the 

Valley that are trying to be upended by some hillside developers, some hillside speculators, some hillside residents that see their interests threatened 

by having the right of everyone of freedom of movement.  Right now it's a clog.  BRT has a clog that goes for two miles and is mixed-flow traffic into 

very busy San Fernando Road.  Light rail will have the right-of-way like pedestrians and bicycles do over the private car. We have the 2020 mandate in 

California called the Climate Law and --

Sergio Ibarra

Good afternoon, everybody.  My name is Sergio Ibarra.  I'm president of the Arleta Neighborhood Council and I would like to say thank you for all the 

neighborhood council representatives here tonight.  It shows that we are getting involved, we do represent our community, and we want the best in 

our community. And the question to our neighbors in Sherman Oaks is I want you to be there and alive when this project gets built.  If not now, then 

when? Measure R funds are currently being taxed out of the San Fernando Valley and we are not reaping the benefits. We are paying these funds to 

other areas of the city. It's time.  It's time that light rail come to the San Fernando Valley.  It's time that our tax dollars come back to our communities.  

We are one San Fernando Valley, not north or south.  We are one San Fernando Valley. I like that Metro studied the economic developments and 

possible TODs along the route, the increased ridership along the route, how many jobs will be created, including the new maintenance yards and new 

jobs that will be created.  Commercial and TOD developments along the route, including the TOD development at Van Nuys and Woodman, which is a 

wonderful commercial area in Arleta, and I welcome you to come visit us and shop when you're going through Van Nuys Boulevard and the 

revitalization that any type of transportation development and investment is going to have along the Van Nuys Corridor. The other day after the 

meeting in Arleta, I went out there and I drove the area and there was -- at 10:30 at night on a Wednesday night, there were 75 people waiting at Van 

Nuys and the Orange Line, literally a 75-people driving area.  You will see that the BRT route on Van Nuys Boulevard, Van Nuys Boulevard is literally at 

capacity.  You're going to pass four buses when people get off on the train?  I don't think so. Thank you.  Support light rail.
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Glenn Bailey

Good afternoon.  My name is Glenn Bailey.  I am president of the Encino Neighborhood Council and I'm also vice chair of the City of Los Angeles Bicycle 

Advisory Committee; however, today I'm speaking as an individual. First of all, having the experience with the Orange Line I think is helpful.  As 

someone who uses it regularly, I can tell you that the statements made here earlier regarding -- they didn't say this, but packed in like sardines for 

much of the day is a result of putting a bus line where there really should be grade-separated rail and so that was -- that's a fundamental flaw.  To take 

nearly an hour to get from the Chatsworth line to the North Hollywood line is not rapid transit; maybe mass, but it's not rapid.  So please don't repeat 

that mistake.  Use grade-separated, use rail, so that you can accommodate the future demands. Now, we all know that a lot of the problems we have 

on the 405 are generated by areas outside the Valley, Santa Clarita, Antelope Valley, Simi Valley, et cetera, so I think it's real important that this 

technology be able to be compatible either to serve the Westside or for the Westside to come up and serve it. What we don't want to have is multiple 

transfers.  Our goal should be like zero, but no more than one and if you can do that with that technology, I -- think, you know, with keeping that in 

mind. So lastly, I'll close on as an advocate for bicyclists, the City of Los Angeles has designated both Sepulveda and Van Nuys Boulevard as part of the 

backbone network.  Anything the City does under the City's adopted plan is required that there be bicycle accommodation. That means bicycle lanes of 

some sort on those two streets.  So whatever you do and however you do it, please make sure that you comply with the City's adopted plan. Thank you.

Jennifer Charles

Hi.  My name is Jennifer Charles.  I'm an architect who lives and works in the south end of Van Nuys Boulevard and Sherman Oaks and I wanted to 

touch on two of the important things to me, the first being connections and the second being bicycles. I would like to reiterate what people have said 

about how this project will connect into the Sepulveda Pass I think is crucial, and I encourage Metro to keep thinking big and think really of the future.  I 

mean, people have talked about, Well, 40 years from now, we're not going to be here, but the city is going to be here. It's not going anywhere and I 

wish something like this had been done 40 years ago for us to reap the benefits. So I also strongly support light rail as really the only way to move the 

capacity of people that are using the corridor right now. Also, in terms of local connectivity, we've talked a lot about people being dumped into Ventura 

Boulevard.  As an architect, I love Ventura Boulevard.  It's a historic commercial corridor through the Valley and I feel like it's very underserved by mass 

transit, so I would hope that also as this project gets developed that some of these east-west corridors like Ventura Boulevard are strengthened and 

become part of the transit system even more than they are. And then just the last thing with bicycles, I bicycled here tonight.  It's an easy bike ride, but 

bicycling on Van Nuys Boulevard is not that fun right now, but I would prefer it over driving here, which would have taken me the same amount of time 

through traffic. And so to really keep bicycling as part of whichever project is chosen is incredibly important because that allows people to have 

multiple connections into the system and out of the system and also travel local distances once you've kind of gotten off on the major transit stations. 

Thank you very much.
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Alexander Freedman

Yes.  Alexander Freedman and I used to go to Cal State Northridge, so thank you. I live in Hollywood and I travel to the San Fernando Valley, although 

personally I try to avoid the Valley because it's got no decent transit, to be honest, and I don't want to sit in traffic in the car. The Orange Line is a joke.  

I'm sorry.  The Orange Line is a huge -- the BRT is a huge disrespect to the transit ridership and to the pedestrians and something better needs to be 

done. So, I mean, honestly, in this time and age it's hard to believe that BRT is still proposed as one of the alternatives.  I think it would be a step in the 

wrong direction.  Just -- it should be definitely light rail. So I believe it should be a light rail combined with a class 2 separated bike lane.  If you cannot 

make it separated, please make it a class 2 dedicated bike line. Also, I think in South L.A., when it connects to Ventura, it should not stop at Ventura, 

but it should go to the Sherman Oaks Galleria because you're going to dump all those people at Sepulveda and Van Nuys.  It's not in the middle of 

nowhere, but it's literally close to Sherman Oaks Galleria, but it's not quite there.  It's like a line to summer but not to summer.  So if you can deviate 

the last portion of the leg to Sherman Oaks Galleria to connect people to the Entertainment Center, to the jobs, I think that would be very helpful. Also, 

I think it should be a part of the three-phase project from the Valley to LAX.  The first phase should be from Sylmar Station to Sherman Oaks and the 

second phase should be from Sherman Oaks to Westwood and the third phase from Westwood to LAX.  If you build through this line, it's going to be a 

phenomenal transportation of the City of Los Angeles and City of San Fernando. Also, for the future, I think Orange Line should be developed, 

upgraded, to LRT.  Lastly, the Red Line subway should be extended to Burbank Airport. Thank you.

Gregory Wright

Hello.  My main idea is to make the current bus service as good as possible in as many ways as possible in advance of the Van Nuys Corridor of the 

future to come in order to prime the corridor for the improvements and for the increased transit use that we hope this will create and to the greatest 

extent possible make these improvements as a model for improvements that can be made across the MTA system. For example, start with the bus 

stops themselves and make the experience of waiting for a bus as pleasant as possible.  It really isn't now.  For example, shade the most sun-exposed 

bus stops.  I was looking at the bright sun as I waited for a bus on Van Nuys Boulevard to get here; and to do this, undertake a survey right now to 

figure out which stops are in most need of this kind of shade to -- and start there to shade them. Another idea is to create more prominent signage so 

that people become more aware of the bus option and very importantly amalgamate the local and rapid bus stops and bus service so nobody ever has 

to see one or more buses pass them again while waiting for a bus at what might be the wrong stop for local and rapid.  That's very frustrating. Enhance 

the Van Nuys Corridor service with Dash buses.  This could help people, as a previous speaker noted, in carrying groceries and other heavy stuff. Maybe 

make the Van Nuys corridor a free Wifi zone, just like this Civic Center across the entire web.  And definitely creatively promote the future corridor with 

visionary arts showing what will be here within a decade. Do it on the kiosks.  Do it on the buses themselves. You've got these huge, long, panoramic 

wraps to create a visual of the future and maybe you can also do it on Transit TV. I've got other ideas if anyone would like to talk with me about that.

Rolando Chavarria

Yes.  Hi.  My name is Rolando.  I'm a student at LAVC.  I live not too far long from the Orange Line and Van Nuys Boulevard.  I've been living there for 18 

years so I know everything about what's going on. I came here because I really want -- I still want the light rail because Van Nuys Boulevard is more like 

Wilshire Boulevard and so please -- and because a lot of people have been taking the bus, 761 has always been crowded ever since, and from 

Westwood to Sherman Oaks you will see how crowded is the buses and everything else. So I still really want to see this not to become -- end up the 

same thing as the Orange Line because the Orange Line has always been crowded and simply -- I do want the Orange Line to become a light rail instead, 

so -- but I really wanted to see how the rail -- the light rail to turn into an underground option on Sherman Oaks because of the 101 Freeway and Van 

Nuys Boulevard and Ventura Boulevard. So I'd still prefer to see it going underground on the light rail and also I'd really love to see San Fernando and 

Pacoima right next to the Metrolink tracks.  I'd really love to see something more like the Orange Line and the Expo Line because it's not -- it doesn't 

look very good.  It looks very serious and everything like that.  So hopefully if this is going to change and everything like that, then I'd really love to see 

more riders riding the rail instead of buses, because if you put buses, it's going to get even more crowded than the Orange Line bus.  So hopefully I 

want this thing to get done as soon as possible.
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